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Abstract 
 

Changes in the environment are a major area of concern to any firm in its strategic decision 

making process (SDMP).  SDMP is considered to be an important component in the success 

of firms in the strategic management literature. This includes small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) operating in the electronic, telecom and information technology (IT) 

sector which are subjected to frequent and extremely dynamic environments both internally 

and externally, unlike many other industries. A lack of prior studies supporting an 

understanding of the SDMP in SMEs is evident, and coupled with the extremely volatile 

environmental conditions that compound the problem, makes SMES dealing in electronic, 

telecom and IT products and services highly vulnerable to closure. An immediate 

investigation into the SDMP in SMEs is needed and long overdue. This research seeks to 

address this gap in the knowledge. 

 

In order to address the gap this research used synoptic formalism and incrementalism to 

develop an understanding on how SMEs in the electronic, telecom and IT sector make 

decisions and what is the nature of these decisions. A Strategic Decision Making Process 

(SDMP) model was developed based on prior research. Decision magnitude of impact acted 

as the input to the SDMP, rationality and intuition acted as the process component, and 

decision process output as the output component.  Thus these three concepts acted as the three 

components of a process (input-process-output) configuration. The model facilitated the 

development of an understanding of the functioning of decision magnitude of impact as a 

decision characteristic factor, its relationship to SDMP and process dimensions (rationality in 

decision making and intuition) as an antecedent (and hence as a predictor) of decision output 

variables (decision process effectiveness, quality of the decision process output through the 

mediation of decision dimensions.   

 

In line with the need to understand the SDMP in SMEs data were collected from managers of 

a large number of SMEs belonging to electronic, telecom and IT sector. The territory chosen 

was the Gulf Cooperation Council countries (Kingdom of Bahrain, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 

Kuwait and United Arab Emirates) as this region provides a rich source of such SMEs and the 

environment is highly dynamic. A self-administered questionnaire was developed by adapting 

previously validated questionnaire scales. Pre-testing and pilot surveys were used to ensure 

that the contents, format and scales were appropriate. A range of decision makers in those 

SMEs were targeted.  
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464 valid questionnaires were returned, representing a response rate of over 50%. The data 

was coded and analysed using SPSS/AMOS, two widely used statistical software tools. The 

data analysis steps included reliability and validity testing (Cronbach’s alpha and 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis, respectively). The entire model was tested using Structural 

Equation Modelling (SEM). Using SEM it was possible to identify the model, test the 

parsimonious nature of the model, determine whether the identified model makes theoretical 

sense and examine the fitness of the model to the data.  The predictability of decision process 

output by decision magnitude of impact was analysed using path analysis as part of the SEM.  

The research outcome showed that in the electronic, telecommunication and information 

technology sector, where the environment is dynamic, decision magnitude as an important 

independent variable influences rationality in decision making directly and decision 

effectiveness, quality of decision process output and firm commitment indirectly. Rationality 

in decision making was found act as an important medicating variable in the strategic decision 

making process. In the same vein it was found that intuition is not affected by decision 

magnitude of impact. Further, dynamism in the industry and firm performance were also seen 

to influence decision effectiveness, quality of decision process output and firm commitment 

although the influence of dynamism in the industry on firm commitment was found to be very 

low. 

 

Thus the main contribution of this research is the development of an understanding of the 

relationship between decision magnitude of impact as input to the SDMP and hence as 

predictor of decision process output and the SDMP process output. Furthermore, the research 

has advanced current knowledge on the influence of rationality in decision making and 

intuition as mediators between decision magnitude of impact and decision process output 

variables. These two aspects have been tested in an SME sector that is affected seriously by 

dynamism in the industry and with varying firm performance as a contextual feature. The 

comprehensive research outcome can be of benefit to the SMEs in the electronic, telecom and 

IT sector and support them in overcoming potential vulnerabilities by making strategic 

decisions whose magnitude of impact on the firms is high and a decision process that is 

rational. In addition from the point of view of methodology this research has used SEM in 

understanding the nature and functioning of the model as well as the operationalisation of the 

variables. The outcome of this research is expected to benefit the SMEs in the electronic, 

telecom and IT sector in their SDMP and has opened up a new area of research for other 

researchers and academics. 
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Chapter 1 
 
 
Introduction 

 

The strategic decision-making process in small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) is 

considered to be an important area for research as little previous attention has been paid to it 

by researchers (Gibcus et al. 2004). Yet the strategic decision-making processes are 

considered to be vital for the survival of industries including SMEs. One of the reasons for the 

rapid entrance and exit of SMEs from various markets could be due to lack of understanding 

of the formal decision making process by the managers and owners of the SMEs. Many 

factors contribute to this strange phenomenon and require further examination. The problem 

is more pronounced in such industries as the electronic, telecommunication and information 

technology (IT) industries in the SME sector as they have to operate in a very turbulent 

environment (TID, 2001). Performing and surviving in such dynamic environments without 

appropriate strategy and strategic decision-making is a daunting task (Karami, 2008). 

Research outcomes are urgently needed to provide support to decision makers in SMEs in 

order to help them to successfully overcome challenges posed by the dynamic environment. 

This research is an attempt to address this problem with a focus on the electronic, 

telecommunication and information technology (IT) industries in the SME sector. 

 

1 Background 

Business experts, economists and policy makers firmly believe and concur that small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs) are fundamental drivers of countries' economic growth 

(Mahembe, 2011). Thornburg (1993) argues that SMEs act as a powerful engine that propels 

economic growth and technological progress in any nation. Needless to say, the success of 

SMEs should be one of the major concerns of policy makers, although the success or failure 

of SMEs is considered to be dependent largely on their strategic decision-making practices 

(Gibcus et al. 2004). One study on SMEs indicated that the failure rate of SMEs during a 

given year was 11% while within a five-year period it was 80% (Storey & Cressy, 1995). 

According to Gibcus et al. (2004) the major cause appears to be the strategic decision making 

process.  SMEs in general are found to lack a formal and structured strategic decision making 

process (Dans, 1999). A lack of adequate research studies in this area compounds the problem 

further. This research aims to fill this gap by investigating the strategic decision-making 

process practiced in SMEs in order to provide an understanding of the linkages between 

important components of the process. 
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1.1  Context 

Enterprises are classified commonly as small and medium based on either the capital 

investment made or the number of employees working in the enterprise or its annual turnover 

or the assets of the firm (Hertog, 2010).  SMEs constantly face challenges that many times 

threaten their very survival. For instance constraints related to finance, technology and human 

capacity could affect SMEs (UNIDO & UNODC, 2012). Many thousands of SMEs in the Far 

East went bankrupt due to the economic crisis of the late nineties (TID, 2001) an example of 

the impact of the external environment.  In addition SMEs suffer due to narrow profit 

margins, problems in accessing information or enforcing contracts (UNIDO & UNODC, 

2012), the liberalization policy of global and regional trade and investment leading to 

dumping of products by large firms at below cost price, shifting demand to import from 

domestic goods and increased competition (TID, 2001).  One of the most important factors 

that affect the SMEs has been the environmental factors, both external and internal (Karami, 

2008).  

 

The foregoing problems are common to SMEs in general. However there is an important 

difference between the SMEs operating in the electronic, telecommunication and information 

technology areas and SMEs operating in other sectors. The electronic, telecommunication and 

information technology industries in the SME sector are characterized by many problems that 

need to be resolved in very short periods and in many instances using intuition (Khatri & Ng, 

2000). Examples of such problems are provided in Table 1.1. 

 

Table1.1, Example of challenges and problems faced by Electronics, Telecommunication and 
Information Technology industries in the SME sector 

Challenges and Problems faced by Electronics, Telecommunication and Information 
Technology industries in the SME sector 
Bargaining power of buyers, Rivalry among existing firms, Threat of substitute 
new products, Dynamic environment and Competition 

Karami (2008)  

Challenges arising out of competitor pricing, Challenges posed by market forces 
in industry, Difficulties faced in resource adaptation to customer needs and 
preferences, Problems in adapting capabilities to the current business 
environment, Problems in adapting product pricing to our suppliers pricing, 
Constraints in cash flow, Constraints of capital availability, Dealing with debt 
holder’s requirements, Managing with economic conditions and Adapting to 
social and political conditions 

Metts (2011)  

Dichotomy of consumer loyalty and propensity to switch between brands or 
providers, limited avenues for maintaining the existing level of operations and for 
market growth through acquiring new customers, convincing existing customers 
to upgrade to a newer product, or providing potential customers with incentives 
for switching from other brands or providers 

Kazakevitch 
and 
Torlina (2008)  

 

1.1.1 Definition and Characteristics of SMEs 

From the literature it can be found that a number of definitions have been given for SMEs and 

what constitutes an SME although they vary (Jafari et al. 2007; Fathian et al. 2008; 
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Thassanabanjong et al. 2009; Mirbargkar, 2009; Ghanatabadai, 2005). Number of members in 

the organization is used in some cases while in some other cases the business capital is used 

(Sahran et al. 2010). For instance Sahran et al. (2010) highlight those firms with employees in 

the range 5 to 50 could be considered as small while medium enterprises could be considered 

those employing fewer than 150 people. Similar classifications are used in different places, 

for instance, in Mauritius small firms are defined as those having fewer than 20 employees 

while firms are considered as medium if they employ more than 20 employees but less than 

100 employees (Kasseeah & Tandrayen-Ragoobur, 2011).  In Bahrain firms are classified as 

small if they have employees numbering between 11 and 50 while medium firms are defined 

as those having number of employees greater than 50 but less than 250. 

 

As far as business capital is concerned in Bahrain small enterprises are defined as those who 

have invested between USD50,000 and USD130,000 (approximately) while medium firms 

are those that have invested between USD 130,000 and USD800,000  (EDB, 2010). Similar 

figures are used in the GCC countries to define SMEs (Hertog, 2008). While the definitions 

about the SMEs vary what is clear from the literature is that SMEs contribute significantly to 

a nation’s economy (see Table 1.2 which provides an idea about the contribution of SMEs to 

various nations). 

Table1.2, World Bank statistics on Contribution of MSMEs to different nations (Adapted from Kumar 
et al. 2013) 

Country 
Name 

Structure of the MSME Sector 
(% of all MSMEs) 

SME Participation in the Economy    

Micro Small Medium SMEs 
SME per 
1,000 
people 

SME 
employment 
(% total) 

Brazil 93.9 5.6 0.5 4 903 268 27.4 67.0 
China n/a n/a n/a 8 000 000 6.3 78.0 
Egypt 92.7 6.1 0.9 1 649 794 26.8 73.5 
United 
Kingdom 

95.4 3.9 0.7 4 415 260 73.8 39.6 

Ghana 55.3 42.0 2.7      25 679 1.2 66.0 
India 94.0 3.3 -    295 098 0.3 66.9 
Mexico - - - 2 891 300 27.9 71.9 
Malawi 91.3 8.5 0.2   747 396 72.5 38.0 
Russian 
federation 

- - - 6 891 300 48.8 50.5 

United State 78.8 19.7 1.5 5 868 737 20.0 50.9 
South Africa 92.0 7.0 1.0    900 683 22.0 39.0 

 

1.1.2 SMEs in the GCC 

Gulf Cooperation Council comprises six nations namely Kingdom of Bahrain, Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Sultanate of Oman and United Arab Emirates. Like in any other 

region, SMEs contribute significantly. According to a report on SMEs in the GCC there are 

about 900,000 firms. These SMEs in GCC do business in a variety of sectors including 

professional, scientific and technical activities, manufacturing, transportation, storage, 
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wholesale, retail trade and real estate. Significantly SMEs dealing in electronics, information 

technology and telecommunication appear to be limited in number and these industries appear 

to be attracting attention of late in this region.  

 

SMEs in the GCC are affected by many different characteristics of the region. For instance 

GCC economy is based on petroleum as this natural resource is abundantly available in this 

region although there have been calls for developing industrial sectors in other fields in order 

to ensure that the economy is not dependent on oil alone. Furthermore, GCC is characterized 

by lack of policies for developing SMEs as currently these economies are doing well due to 

the wealth generated by selling oil (Beidas-Strom et al. 2011). GCC countries are 

economically strong and do not need any investment support from external agencies. 

However, there has been a renewed thinking to delink the economy from the oil sector to an 

economy that is based on industrialization (Beidas-Strom et al. 2011). 

 

The lack of industrialization in this region has resulted in the GCC countries to import many 

essential items required for modern living including those related to electronic and ICT fields. 

Although markets have developed in this region and there is a good demand for products and 

services in the fields of electronics, information technology and telecommunication, still 

SMEs have not grown much as they are not found to be contributing significantly to the GDP 

(Hertog, 2008). In addition there is scarcity of infrastructure and skilled manpower. In 

addition, it is seen that GCC nationals lack entrepreneurial skills to manage SMEs. These 

arguments clearly point out the need for a concerted effort on the part of the SMEs to develop 

themselves using appropriate strategic planning and decision making. Considering the fact 

that GCC economies have features of both advanced and emerging economies it is possible 

that SMEs can contribute significantly to the individual nation’s GDP. Adding to this 

situation is the fact that private sector is capital-rich, recently infrastructure has been 

developing significantly and gradually national populations are becoming well educated. 

Moreover large scale firms are getting established and are professionally run indicating that 

SMEs could follow a similar pattern (Hertog, 2008). These positive aspects provide a strong 

setting for SMEs to make progress in this region.  

 

Besides, the focus of this research is the electronics, information technology and 

telecommunication industries in GCC. SMEs in the electronics, information technology and 

telecommunication sector in GCC are continuing to develop in this region depending on the 

demand as according to one report some businesses have used latest software and hardware 

and some others are constantly on the lookout for latest technology (D&B, 2008). In fact the 

report of D&B (2008) points out that usage of technology in firms in Bahrain is termed as low 

to moderate and this could be the case in other GCC countries as Bahrain is one of those 
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countries in the GCC that is considered as a leader in using up-to-date technology. Still the 

areas related to electronics, information technology and telecommunication are considered to 

be a priority area for governments across the world including those of the GCC (EDB, 2010). 

This brings the discussion to focus on some of the important characteristics of the SMEs in 

GCC involved in business pertaining to electronics, information and telecommunication 

technology as these characteristic will determine the strategy to be adopted by both the 

owners of the SMEs and the governments in order to promote growth of SMEs. 

 

Important characteristics of SMEs involved in electronics, information technology and 

telecommunication sectors in GCC include extremely dynamic and uncertain technology, lack 

of skilled manpower in GCC to deal in these sectors, lack of local manufacturing base, lack of 

research and development, lack of innovation, lack of interest amongst entrepreneurs to 

operate as there is hardly any incentive, good market, strong demand, good purchasing power 

of the population, good per capita income, strong economy and very low tax rates. However 

in comparison to other sectors such as construction or petroleum, SMEs do not produce 

vacancies for local population as salaries in this sector cannot match those of other sectors. 

Unlike other regions in the world, where SMEs thrive in the electronics, information 

technology and telecommunication sectors, in the GCC, where living conditions are 

comparatively better, SMEs in these sectors have limited scope to thrive. Thus the 

environment in the GCC is seen to be one having mixed features. In such an environment it is 

necessary for industries to develop strategies, plans and make decisions so that the SMEs can 

progress and do profitable business. Strategic decision making process gains importance. 

 

One of the major gaps that exist in the SDMP literature is the lack of focused research 

conducted in the SME sector, and on those SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT 

industry sector. The importance of these industries lies in the fact that in the modern era 

almost every other industry relies on the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries (e.g. 

Khunthongjan (2009) argues that technology is a major factor affecting all types of SMEs). 

This implies that support provided by electronic, telecommunication and IT industries to other 

industries in the SME sectors, depends upon the survival of these industries. Hence, the study 

of electronic, telecommunication and IT industries in the SME sector assumes great 

importance.  

 

Furthermore, considering the extremely dynamic nature of the environment in which the 

electronic, telecommunication and IT industries operate, strategies developed in these firms 

will have major implications on their survival. Logically, the strategies depend on the 

strategic decisions made by the managers in these firms. Thus, this research is focused on the 

SDMP related to the electronic, IT and telecommunication industries in the SME sector, the 
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outcome of which provides an important guide for managers in these SMEs, and make a 

major contribution to the body of knowledge in the SDMP domain.  

   

1.2  Current knowledge available in the literature 

Gibcus et al. (2004) highlight the plight of SMEs in so far as strategic decision making is 

concerned with a caveat that hardly any study has been conducted on the decision making 

processes in SMEs and this situation is seriously afflicting SMEs. As a corollary to this 

statement it can be stated that SMEs could do better if researchers provide solutions to SMEs 

by developing parsimonious yet robust guidance on strategic decision-making, or associated 

models, which is lacking in the current literature.  

 

Researchers, for instance Mador (2000), consider strategic decisions to be complex as well as 

involving uncertainty of a high degree. Mador (2000) argues that the type and occurrence of 

strategic decisions is dependent on a wide variety of factors such as internal and external 

environmental contexts of firms in which they operate. Furthermore, researchers (e.g. 

Elbanna, 2006; and Rajagopalan et al. 1993) argue that strategic decisions are made based on 

issues of strategy content or by process. Although strategic decision making in the SMEs in 

general has been found to be a neglected area, within the domain of strategic decision making, 

process based research has particularly lagged behind (Rajagopalan et al. 1993).  

 

While strategic decision-making research that is content based has flourished, process based 

research needs deeper investigation, an argument subscribed to by researchers like Mintzberg 

and Waters (1985), and Papadakis and Barwise (1998). The reason provided by these 

researchers to call for further research in strategic decision making from the process 

perspective is the influence process based research can exert on the content based research 

and vice versa. In other words strategic decision-making based on content and by process are 

considered to be complementary to each other and not alternatives (Elbanna, 2006).  

 

The focus of this research is 'strategic decision making by process'. Researchers argue that 

process research in the field of strategic decision-making has lagged behind content research 

due to problems faced by researchers in identifying, observing and measuring process 

constructs (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). In addition, many researchers (e.g. Eisenhardt & 

Zbaracki, 1992; Hart & Banbury, 1994) exalt that process, context and outcomes of strategic 

decisions need a more thorough investigation with regard to the interrelationship amongst 

them. Hence, an investigation into strategic decision making by process is considered 

pertinent. 
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Furthermore, central to any research approach on strategic decision-making processes is the 

need to empirically derive and espouse a set of significant decision process dimensions, 

founded on the examination of actual strategic decisions in significant numbers (Papadakis, 

2002). Again, many leading researchers (e.g. Nutt, 1984; Dean & Sharfman, 1996) emphasise 

on the need to bring together all existing streams of research in strategic decision-making 

process and take them into account while defining the research approach to strategic decision-

making process (SDMP).  

 

The rationale for suggesting such an approach emanates from the utility of the SDMP 

dimensions to be used as the basic building block in developing and investigating a holistic 

theoretical framework for SDMP, their antecedents and outcomes (e.g. Rajagopalan et al. 

1997). In addition, although process research can be described in terms of sequences of steps, 

phases or routes, researchers (e.g. Bourgeois & Eisenhardt 1988; Hickson et al. 1986; Lyles, 

1987; Miller, 1987; Sharfman & Dean, 1998; Stein, 1981) argue that DMPs do not occur as a 

step-by-step, well-defined and sequentially evolving set of events. Instead, decision 

dimensions are created by researchers to explain generic features or attributes of the process 

(Papadakis, 2002). In line with this argument this research is built around SDMP decision 

dimensions examples of which include rationality in decision-making, intuition, centralization 

and politicization (Papadakis, 2002).  

 

An important aspect that needs highlighting at this point, is the perceived nature of the 

decision itself which is considered to influence the strategic decision making process in the 

extant literature (Dean & Sharfman, 1993; Dutton et al. 1989; Fredrickson, 1985; Hickson et 

al. 1986).  Contemporary researchers (e.g. Rajagopalan et al. 1993) consider research on the 

influence of decision specific factors such as decision characteristics to be very limited. 

Examples of decision-specific characteristics include decision magnitude of impact, 

threat/crisis versus opportunity, frequency of occurrence/familiarity, uncertainty and planned 

or ad hoc (Papadakis & Lioukas, 1996).  

 

The necessity to research upon decision-specific characteristics arises due to the fact that 

managers in firms have perceived these characteristics as part of the decision-making process 

(DMP) (Papadakis & Lioukas, 1996). Again it appears that decision specific-characteristics 

are seen to affect the process even at the early stages of the decision process an argument that 

finds support from other researchers (e.g. Papadakis & Lioukas, 1996).  There are also calls 

for further theory testing and integration using decision-specific characteristics as researchers 

have argued that linkage between decision-specific factors and decision-process 

characteristics have been neglected (Elbanna & Child, 2007). Researchers also lament that 

even the currently available knowledge in this field is fragmented (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). 
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These arguments point towards the need for thorough studies of the decision-specific 

characteristics and to force the attention of researchers to focus on decision-specific 

characteristics (Papadakis & Lioukas, 1996). This research was designed to address this need.  

 

Furthermore, as has been argued by researchers (e.g. Mahembe, 2011), a process in general 

comprises three components, the input, the process itself and the output. While researchers 

are not in agreement with what variables need to be considered as SDMP output, one school 

of thought considers organizational performance as an SDMP output (e.g., Goll & Rasheed, 

1997) to gain knowledge on the effectiveness of SDMP. However, Elbanna and Child (2007) 

argue that organizational performance does not explicitly portray SDMP effectiveness and 

accordingly they identified strategic decision effectiveness as representing SDMP output. 

However, the research outcome produced by Elbanna and Child (2007) is neither conclusive 

nor generalisable, necessitating the need to study decision effectiveness as the SDMP output 

further. In addition, other SDMP output variables like quality of the decision process output 

(e.g. Amason, 1996) and firm commitment (Papadakis et al. 1998) have also been suggested 

by researchers as needing to be investigated as part of the SDMP output (e.g. Papadakis et al. 

1998) as not much is known about the individual effect of quality of decision process output 

and firm commitment, or about them in association with decision effectiveness.  

 

The situation is further complicated when the investigation involves an SDMP that comprises 

more than one decision process dimension (for instance rationality and intuition) and an 

antecedent (for example, decision magnitude of impact), a case that has received very little 

research examination. Again, in the absence of any study linking the decision-specific 

characteristics, process dimensions and SDMP output, managers in SMEs are at a loss on how 

to perceive the decision-specific characteristics in terms of their impact on SDMP output at 

the beginning of the SDMP process. This is a long-standing gap in the knowledge that is 

addressed in this research. 

 

While the foregoing discussions have focused on the input-process-output concept of an 

SDMP, many researchers argue that it is necessary to address the influence of contextual 

factors like environmental factors on SDMP while researching on the linkage between SDMP 

process variables and strategic decision-making effectiveness (Elbanna & Child, 2007). 

Environmental factors, both external and internal, have been found to affect the entire SDMP 

(Elbanna & Child, 2007). External environmental factors that have been investigated in 

SDMP literature include dynamic environment (Eisenhardt, 1989) and munificence or 

hostility (Goll & Rasheed, 1997). Internal environmental factors that have been identified to 

have significant impact on SDMP include internal systems, company performance, firm size 

and corporate control (Papadakis et al. 1998).  
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Both external and internal environment factors have been shown to affect SDMP dimensions 

in the SDMP literature (Dean & Sharfman, 1996). Although the SDMP literature is replete 

with research outcomes that highlight the influence of environmental factors on SDMP 

process, many researchers argue further work needs to be done in this area (e.g. Dimitratos et 

al. 2010). In addition, investigations that have been conducted on the influence of 

environmental factors on SDMP in general and SDMP output variables in particular are not 

many (Mador, 2000). While this research recognises the research work that has been done up 

to now, in order to know the impact of environmental factors on SDMP dimensions (e.g.  

environmental contexts role on determining the degree of rationality in the SDMP) it argues 

that there is a need to extend it further to gain knowledge on the influence of environmental 

factors on SDMP output.  

 

The foregoing discussions have demonstrated that various gaps exist in the SDMP literature 

that pose problems to practitioners, researchers and academics alike, involved in the field of 

SDMP. While the discussions provided above are related to decision-specific characteristics, 

SDMP dimensions, SDMP output and environmental contexts, to date most of the research 

related to these aspects are addressed almost exclusively by Papadakis et al. (1998) and 

Elbanna and Child (2007) although their research outcomes are hampered by limitations. 

Keeping in view the foregoing discussions and the research outcomes produced by Papadakis 

et al. (1998) and Elbanna and Child (2007), the problems that were derived and needed to be 

addressed in this research are defined in the next section. 

 

1.3  Research problem statement 

There is a lack of research on SDMP in SMEs, yet literature supports the view that it is 

critical.  Furthermore, there is an even graver lack of research on SDMP in the SME service 

sector context, and notably in the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries in this SME 

sector. Most research has focused on large firms and the manufacturing sector, neglecting the 

SME sector.  This is clearly evident in the case of the two central studies in this area to date, 

namely Papadakis et al. (1998) and Elbanna and Child (2007). In this context, there is 

therefore the need for research addressing: 

 

1.3.1 What factors affect the SDMP process dimensions in the SME service sector context?  

1.3.2 How do the SDMP process dimensions affect the decision process output in terms of 

effectiveness in the SME service sector context? and  

1.3.3 What other factors affect decision process effectiveness in the SME service sector 

context? 
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1.4  Aim 

The overall aim of the study was to examine the relationships amongst  factors affecting 

SDMP dimensions on the one hand and the relationship between SDMP dimensions and 

decision process effectiveness on the other, in the context of SMEs in the electronic, 

telecommunication and information technology industries' sector to aid such industries in 

improving their decision making process effectiveness. 

 

1.5  Objectives 

To achieve the overall aim, the following constituted the key objectives of the research: 

 

1.5.1 to identify and study SDMP dimensions 

1.5.2 to identify the factors that impact SDMP dimensions and study their linkage to SDMP 

1.5.3 to study the relationship amongst the SDMP dimensions, factors affecting SDMP 

dimensions and SDMP output 

1.5.4 to develop a relationship model linking SDMP dimensions, factors affecting SDMP 

dimensions and SDMP output, and a set of associated hypotheses, 

1.5.5 to test the model and examine the findings. 

 

In order to achieve the aim and objectives and hence address the research problems, a 

theoretical framework was developed for this research. The theoretical framework provides 

the limits of the theories that underpin the development of a solution to the research problem 

and achieve the aim and objectives. Thus the next section provides a brief outline of the 

theoretical framework to be used in this research. It is then discussed comprehensively in 

Chapter 3. 

 

1.6  Theoretical framework 

Central to this research are two models developed by Papadakis et al. (1998) and Elbanna and 

Child (2007).  In both the models the focus is on four important aspects namely SDMP 

dimensions, decision-specific characteristics (strategic decision characteristics), SDMP output 

and environmental factors. Since the SDMP literature indicates that researchers have 

identified various factors under each one of these aspects, it was necessary to identify the 

most important factors that should be used in this research for addressing the research 

problem. Each one of these aspects is addressed in the sub-sections that follow and specific 

factors are identified based on the extant literature. 
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1.6.1 SDMP dimensions 

The focus in this study is on two important dimensions, namely rationality in decision-making 

and intuition. Rationality in decision-making has been chosen as it is considered to be an 

essential construct in any SDMP by leading researchers in SDMP (e.g. Dimitratos et al. 

2010).  Intuition was chosen as it is a construct that has rarely been investigated (Elbanna, 

2006) and is considered to be a realistic and important dimension in the SDMP of firms 

(Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992) that operate under dynamic environment conditions like the 

electronics, telecommunication and IT industries in the SME sector.  It is important to note 

here that research in SDMP dimensions has mostly focused on a single dimension in the 

process whereas models of SDMP that have used more than one dimension are very rare in 

SDMP literature (Papadakis, 2002). Thus, this research attempts to use two dimensions in the 

SDMP process, a concept supported by Papadakis (2002). This better represents the 

complexity of the SDMP that is seen in reality, enabling the researcher to bring out 

knowledge on the functioning of a more complex SDMP representation rarely addressed in 

SDMP literature. 

 

1.6.2 Strategic decision characteristics 

The focus in this study is on single decision-specific characteristics, namely decision 

magnitude of impact. The reason for choosing this decision-specific characteristic for study is 

that hardly any examination of this characteristic has been carried out in the extant literature 

and hardly any evidence has been produced that can clearly demonstrate how this 

characteristic influences SDMP as an antecedent (Papadakis & Lioukas, 1996). Furthermore, 

not much is known about the characteristic itself, a serious gap in the literature that prevents 

researchers and practitioners from exploiting its strengths in SDM. Magnitude of impact of 

decisions implies the consequences of decisions that are made and, according to Elbanna and 

Child (2007), could provide strongest explanations of decision-making behaviour Hence there 

was a strong need identified to examine the relationship between decision magnitude of 

impact as a single isolated decision-specific characteristic and SDMP, that is expected to 

bring to light valuable knowledge about decision magnitude of impact. 

 

1.6.3 Linkage between decision magnitude of impact, rationality in decision making 

and intuition  

In the forgoing discussions the importance on the investigations into decision-specific 

characteristics in the SDMP has been amply brought out. The discussions also showed that 

the investigations centered on the decision-specific characteristics. Considering the emphasis 

on decision specific-characteristics to SDMP those characteristics were considered as the 

building block for this research. However, literature shows that SDMP dimensions have been 

considered to be the core aspect of SDMP and decision-specific characteristics were related to 
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the decision specific-characteristics as antecedents of the SDMP dimensions by researchers 

(e.g. Papadakis & Lioukas, 1996) in SDMP. For instance, Papadakis and Lioukas (1996) 

empirically demonstrated the influence of decision-specific characteristics on SDMP 

dimensions such as rationality. However their study does not integrate other factors such as 

context (environmental factors) and SDMP output (outcome) factors which are essential to 

understand the SDMP as a holistic framework. Thus it emerges that decision-specific 

characteristics are important components of SDMP and further investigations are needed to 

understand their relationship within SDMP as antecedents to SDMP dimensions, and within 

SDMP as a holistic framework. In line with these arguments, this research focused on the 

influence of decision magnitude of impact as a decision-specific characteristic on the two 

SDMP dimensions rationality in decision-making and intuition. 

 

1.6.4 SDMP output 

The focus of SDMP output in this research is the decision effectiveness identified by Elbanna 

and Child (2007).  However, Papadakis et al. (1998) argue that additional SDMP output 

factors also need to be studied and recommend further investigation of SDMP that uses firm 

commitment and quality of decision-making process output also as output variables. In line 

with the arguments of Papadakis et al. (1998) this research extends the research efforts of 

Elbanna and Child (2007). Thus, in order to better understand the complex nature of SDMP in 

greater detail, in this research firm commitment and quality of decision process output were 

added as two additional components of SDMP output, alongside decision effectiveness. 

 

1.6.5 Contextual factors (environmental factors) 

Amongst the different external environmental factors that have been identified by researchers 

as affecting SDMP, this research focuses on dynamism in the industry. The rationale behind 

this choice arises from the fact that the focus of this research is the impact of SDMP on SMEs 

in the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors which are heavily subjected to a dynamic 

external environment (Kazakevitch & Torlina, 2008). Therefore, dynamism in the industry 

was identified as the most important environmental factor.  Other factors could have been 

included, but to make the research process systematic, organised and easily understandable 

they were beyond the scope of this study and are recommended for examination in future 

research. In the same vein, it is argued that the internal contextual factor firm performance 

was chosen for investigation in this research as the current understanding generated by 

researchers was found to be contradictory. In addition firm performance is identified in the 

literature as an important indicator of organisational outcome, and hence as an important 

influence on SDMP output (e.g. Elbanna & Child, 2007; Fredrickson, 1985), a major focus of 

SDMP. Thus this research concentrates on the individual impact of dynamism in the industry 
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and firm performance as external and internal environmental factors respectively on SDMP 

output.  

 

In essence, the overall investigation in this research was concerned with the relationship 

between decision magnitude of impact (input) and SDMP output variables decision 

effectiveness, quality of decision process output and firm commitment (output), linked by the 

SDMP dimensions rationality in decision making and intuition, as part of the input-process-

output concept. Decision-specific characteristics act as the input, the SDMP dimensions 

represent the process and the output of the process is the SDMP output itself. Such an 

investigation was carried out recognising the potential impact of external environmental 

factor dynamism in the industry and internal contextual factor firm performance on SDMP 

output variables decision effectiveness, quality of decision process output and firm 

commitment. 

  

1.7  Synopsis on research methodology 

The main data collection method used in this research was the survey questionnaire. A cross-

sectional study was employed. According to researchers (e.g. Churchill, 1995; Sekaran, 2000; 

and Zikmund, 2003) data collection using survey research is the most appropriate technique 

as it provides a faster, economical and efficient means to collect data when large samples are 

involved over a wide geographical area. The questionnaire used a 5-point Likert scale rating 

with multiple measures, details of which are provided in Appendix I. 

 

The data collection process was carried out in two steps.  The first one involved pre-testing 

the questionnaire using a pilot study in order to check the validity of the content, format and 

scales (Creswell, 2003). The instrument for the main study was therefore revised based on the 

results of the pilot study.  

 

The pilot study was followed by the main survey. A consulting organisation was appointed to 

collect data from electronic, telecommunication and IT based SMEs located in four countries 

in the Gulf Cooperation Council region. The countries were the Kingdom of Bahrain, the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and United Arab Emirates. A target of 500 returned 

questionnaires was sought and 464 were provided. There were no missing data and all 

responses were valid. Rigourous statistical tests were carried out using Statistical Package for 

Social Sciences (SPSS) version 18.0. Descriptive statistics and inferential analysis were the 

data analysis methods used. Inferential analyses included confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), 

structural equation modelling (SEM) and path analysis which led to hypotheses testing. 

AMOS version 18.0 was used to conduct CFA, SEM and path analysis while SPSS was used 
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to analyse descriptive statistics. Using CFA, the reliability and validity of the variables were 

assessed. This was followed by structural assessment of the model in terms of the relationship 

between the latent constructs. Model estimation (coefficient parameter estimation) and fitness 

(goodness-fit) were assessed using SEM which was in line with the suggestions provided by 

other researchers (e.g. Byrne, 2001; Kline, 2005; Hair et al. 2006).  Path analysis provided the 

magnitude and direction of the relationship between the independent and dependent variables. 

Lastly, the hypotheses were reviewed based on the outcome of the path analyses. 

  

1.8  Significance of study 

Research in SDMP in electronic, telecommunication and IT industries in the SME sector 

operating in dynamic environment provides meaningful guidance to managers involved in 

SDMP in those industries that have hitherto not existed. In this context the outcome of this 

research makes the following contributions to theory and practice. 

 

In the first instance, the research contributes to theory through the development of the 

integrated SDMP model that has linked the decision magnitude of impact to decision 

effectiveness, as well as the associated decision process output factors namely quality of 

decision process output and firm commitment. Such a linkage is shown to be mediated by 

rationality leading to decision process output that is effective and qualitative enabling the firm 

to commit to the decisions. The model thus provides guidance on how to successfully 

overcome environmental challenges dynamism in the industry and firm performance. 

 

Secondly as far as contribution to practice is concerned, this research could be immensely 

useful to SMEs in implementing a formal SDMP and improve their decision making 

significantly leading to enhancement in firm performance. Managers and entrepreneurs could 

be supported purposefully by enabling them to take rational decisions, if this model is 

implemented in SMEs. 

 

Thirdly, the model provides an important opportunity for strategists, entrepreneurs, 

researchers and other practitioners in the field of SDMP to guide the SMEs to implement a 

formal decision making process that can help to lead to successful implementation of 

decisions. SMEs will be in a position to analyse and understand the magnitude of impact of 

the decisions being taken and the influence of those decisions on the decision effectiveness. 

Further, influence of those decisions on decision effectiveness will be supported by rationality 

in decision making enabling the SMEs to commit to the decisions and its implementation. 

Such a commitment will be based on the quality of the decision process output. This in turn is 

expected to enable them to make sound decisions which if implemented are expected to result 
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in enhancement in the overall performance of the organisations. Under extreme 

environmental conditions, decision magnitude of impact could be manipulated to achieve 

better decision effectiveness and quality of decision process output, using rationality as the 

mediator, resulting in a commitment to the implementation of the decision. 

 

Thirdly, the model provides an opportunity for researchers to critically examine the utility of 

other decision-specific characteristics in the SDMP and the mediating effect of other SDMP 

dimensions affected by various environmental factors.  Such an examination could be carried 

out by expanding the integrated SDMP model. 

 

From the methodology point of view the research contributes in terms of the mediating 

aspects of rationality in decision making on SDMP; clustering of the samples; use of survey 

research method for similar studies, cross-sectional study, error-variance as an additional 

method along with routine data analysis and CFA and SEM in data analysis are important 

contributions that could be used by researchers conducting similar research. 

 

1.9  Structure of the thesis 

This section describes the structure of the thesis in brief. Chapter one has provided an 

introduction to the various aspects concerning the relationship between strategic decision 

magnitude of impact and decision output in the context of electronic, telecommunication and 

IT industries in the SMEs sector.  

 

Chapter 2 critically reviews the literature related to SDMP with a focus on the electronic, 

telecommunication and IT industries in the SME sector. Concepts related to strategic decision 

making, models related to SDMP, variables related to SDMP dimensions, antecedents of 

SDMP dimensions, constructs affecting SDMP output and theoretical underpinning related to 

the linkage between the SDMP variables are all reviewed. The decision characteristics as 

antecedents and the various identified decision characteristics are discussed. The basic 

building blocks of SDMP which are the decision dimensions are critically analysed along 

with the influence of decision characteristics as antecedents. SDMP output factors as the 

dependent variables are examined, including their relationship to decision characteristic 

variables mediated by decision dimensions.  The influence and importance of contextual 

factors, that includes both external and internal environmental factors is highlighted through a 

critical examination of the various concepts available in the literature. The impact of external 

and internal environmental factors on decision process output variables is examined. Overall 

the review presented in the chapter provided the basis to choose the independent, dependent 
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and mediating variables that were needed to build the conceptual model that was used in 

addressing the research problem. 

 

Chapter 3 presents the development of the research relationship model based on the critical 

review of the various concepts, models and research findings found in the extant SDMP 

literature provided in Chapter 2. The model provides the linkage between decision magnitude 

of impact as an independent variable and dependent variables decision effectiveness, quality 

of decision process output and firm commitment, mediated by rationality in decision-making 

and intuition. The model takes into account the influence of environmental factors namely 

dynamism in the industry (external environmental factor) and firm performance (internal 

context) on decision process output. Hypotheses were developed to test the relationship 

amongst the variables. This model was tested based on the data collected using the 

methodology described in Chapter 4. 

 

A comprehensive discussion is provided in Chapter 4 with regard to the methodology 

followed to test the proposed research relationship model presented in Chapter 3. The 

methodological aspects cover the epistemological and ontological stance adopted by the 

researcher in solving the research problems, the research approach and method adopted in the 

research and the data analysis process carried out in this research. The rationale behind the 

choice of the research philosophies, approach and method is outlined. The research 

framework, design and strategy adopted in the research are described. Details including 

research instrument development, pre-testing of the questionnaire, pilot survey, main survey 

and statistical data analysis techniques are discussed comprehensively.  

 

Chapter 5 provides a complete picture of the statistical data analysis conducted in this 

research. Broadly descriptive statistics, reliability and validity aspects, inferential statistics 

involving structural equation modelling, justification for the choice of the tests, results of the 

statistical tests and their interpretation are presented. In addition, the chapter discusses the 

hypothesis testing. 

 

Chapter 6 covers the discussions on the findings of the research. The discussions describe 

how the research problems have been addressed along with the detailed analysis of the testing 

of the hypotheses. Inferences have been drawn based on the analysis. 

 

Chapter 7 is the concluding chapter that discusses the extent to which the aim and objectives 

set for the research have been achieved. In addition the chapter highlights the contributions of 

the research to the body of knowledge, methodology and practice related to SDMP.  Finally 
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the chapter identifies the limitations of the research alongside recommendations for future 

research. 

 

1.10  Chapter summary 

This chapter provides an introduction to the reader on the various research aspects covered in 

this thesis. The chapter explains the background, context, gaps in the literature and the 

research problems derived from the literature. In addition the aim and objectives set for this 

research and the theoretical framework developed for generating the relationship model 

needed to solve the research problem and address the aim and objectives. The main 

methodological aspects have been highlighted as have the main contributions (significance) of 

study, and thesis structure have been detailed.  
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Chapter 2  

 

Literature Review 

  

2 Introduction 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) contribute significantly to both local and 

international business activities. At the same time, SMEs are facing a number of challenges 

including globalisation, market maturity, frequently changing technology, increasing 

customer demands and cut throat competition (Purateera et al. 2009) that affect their very 

existence. These challenges create an unstable and unpredictable business environment 

resulting in mounting pressure on the SMEs and the strategies they develop to overcome the 

challenges (Purateera et al. 2009). Considering the fact that SMEs play a leading role in the 

economy of many countries, solutions need to be provided to the SMEs so that they can equip 

themselves to face the challenges successfully, lest they affect their very survival. 

 

SMEs are characterized by their enormous potential to develop entrepreneurship in people 

with lower social capital thus reducing unemployment and increasing the per capita of a 

nation. However, successful SMEs are seen to depend not only on the capital but also on 

other factors such as knowledge, competence, capability and skills amongst others (Richard, 

2001).  SMEs are seen to be attractive to customers due to the quality of products or services 

they offer, and furthermore, many larger firms are seen to depend on SMEs who act as 

ancillary units (Sakolnakorn et al. 2008). Hence it can be argued that SMEs must live up to 

the expectations of customers and larger firms who depend on them, thus highlighting the 

need for SMEs to have sound processes including strategic decision making processes to 

achieve end user satisfaction (Ekamen, 2005).  An effective decision making process in SMEs 

could thus greatly enhance the output of the SMEs enabling them to take care of the needs 

and wants of the customers in the most efficient manner (Ekamen, 2005). 

  

On the one hand, SMEs appear to be a fundamental component of any economy but on the 

other they are seen to be vulnerable to changes in the environment like for instance changes in 

customer's values and expectations or risk of competition (Purateera et al. 2009). Strategies 

are needed for SMEs to combat vulnerabilities and thwart the threats that could exploit their 

vulnerabilities. But there is a lack of understanding in the literature on how the SMEs develop 

strategies and make strategic decisions which address the vulnerabilities of these SMEs 

(Gibcus et al. 2004; Hutzshenreuter & Kleindienst, 2006; Elbanna, 2006; Rajagopalan et al. 

1997). Robinson and Pearce (1983) long ago claimed that strategic decision making is an 

important element used by organizations particularly SMEs and such decisions play an 
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important role in the success or failure of the SMEs. This position has not changed in the past 

three decades and consequently there is a growing need to address this issue of strategic 

decision making in SMEs urgently, as otherwise an important and vital component of any 

economy could be at peril leading to disastrous consequences. 

 

This chapter is organised as follows. Critical review of strategy and strategic decision-making 

process literature are addressed in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 discusses the strategy literature, 

2.3 about strategic decisions, while Section 2.4 discusses the strategic decision-making 

process literature. Important elements of strategic decision-making processes are addressed 

next which include strategic decision dimensions in Section 2.5, strategic decision 

characteristics in Section 2.6, environment factors in Section 2.7, external environment 

factors in Section 2.8, internal contextual factors in Section 2.9 and decision process output in 

Section 2.10. Lastly, Section 2.11 provides a summary to the findings of the chapter. 

 

2.1 Strategy and strategic decision making process 

Challenges faced by SMEs in the 21st century are daunting. With globalization affecting all 

countries across the globe, there is a change in the demography of the population and their 

purchasing pattern pointing to the need for firms to reorient themselves to satisfy customer 

needs and wants (Hjalager, 2007; Mauro et al. 2008). Strategic imperatives thus are likely to 

play a leading role in the success or failure of the firms including SMEs (Megicks, 2007). 

Despite the growing challenges and changes taking place in the environment, a number of 

SMEs have succeeded, pointing to the fact that such SMEs have possibly adopted strategies 

that enabled them to successfully tackle the impact of the changing environment (McGee & 

Petersen, 2000). This also indicates the need for decision makers in unsuccessful SMEs to be 

concerned with developing strategies. Further, even the successful SMEs must ponder over 

the extent to which various strategies that they have developed have affected their 

performance (Megicks, 2007). It is possible that a lack of knowledge on the extent to which 

strategies affected the firm’s performance could lead to a possible situation where the success 

could be attributed more to chance and less to strategy.  

 

Although strategy is expected to play an important role in the success of SMEs, not much 

attention has been paid by researchers to strategy in SMEs in general and the influence of 

strategy at different levels, in particular in determining the success or failure of the SMEs 

(e.g. Byrom et al. 2001; Megicks, 2001; Hofer & Schendel, 1978). More importantly, in the 

case of SMEs in sectors whose internal and external environment are highly dynamic, like for 

instance the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries, with which the researcher is 

concerned, hardly any studies have been conducted on the impact of strategy on the 
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performance of the SMEs. For instance Li (2001) points out that it is not clear  how high 

technology industrial sector firms including SMEs operating in IT and electronics, have used 

strategies to deal with the environment. Thus there is a need to study the relationship between 

strategy and performance under changing environmental conditions. In line with the above 

arguments the following sections critically look at strategy and strategic decision making 

process separately. 

 

2.2 Strategy   

The word strategy is derived from the Greek word “strategos”.  The meaning of strategos is 

an army and its leadership. Strategy appears to be linked to the leader of the army who is 

responsible for making the strategy (Kokkinis, 1995).  In other words, strategy has been 

thought of as meaning a plan or a set of actions that determine the utilization of resources for 

a particular activity that help in achieving the intended goals. A review of literature shows 

that strategy is defined in many different ways. Wood and Joyce (2003) claim that strategy is 

a set of beliefs and such beliefs enable a firm to achieve success. As an extension it will be 

consistent to contend that intuition and philosophy form an important part of strategy 

(Brockman & Anthony, 2002; Beaver, 2003).  Henderson (1989) argues that strategy cannot 

be just confined to beliefs and contends that strategy extends beyond beliefs which include a 

step-by-step study to identify a plan of action enabling the firm to derive competitive 

advantage and compound it. According to O'Regan et al. (2006), an important part of the step-

by-step study that is used to identify the plan of action in a strategy is the necessity to 

anticipate and foresee problems and opportunities manifesting in the external environment. 

 

Literature on strategy shows that there are a number of schools of thought that have been 

described. Table 2.1 provides a brief history about the various schools of strategy described in 

the literature. 

Table2.1, History of developments on schools of thought on strategy (Adapted from Greiner et al. 
2003) 

No. Period About strategy 
1. 1940s Budget extrapolation and financial goals. 
2 1950s Long-range planning and formal models. 
3 1960s Business idea and corporate identity. 
4 1970s Competitive advantage analytics.
5 1980s Strategy implementation, capability, and alignment. 
6 1990s Strategic leadership and reengineering. 
7 2000 Continuous strategic renewal. 

 

Amongst the different schools of thought on strategy Mintzberg's (1994) schools of thought 

has attracted some attention. Mintzberg (1994) identified ten different schools of thought 

namely design school, planning school, positioning school, entrepreneurial school, cognitive 

school, learning school, power school, cultural school, environmental school and 
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configurational school. In simple terms how each one of the schools of thought of Mintzberg 

(1994) view process is provided in Table 2.2. 

 

Table2.2, Mintzberg’s view of the ten schools of thought on strategy (Adapted from Mintzberg, 1994, 
pp. 2-3; and Mintzberg et al. 1998) 

School View of 
Process 

About the school 

The following three schools are prescriptive in nature and enables elucidation of appropriate 
methods or procedure for making strategy 

Design Conceptual More oriented towards being a conceptual and informal process; 
based on SWOT analysis; strength lies in the assessment stage of the 
planning process of strategy. 

Planning Formal More oriented towards a formal and prescribed process; based on 
SWOT analysis; strength lies in the assessment stage of the planning 
process of strategy. 

Positioning Analytical More focused on content rather than process and hence identified as a 
school that is analytical in nature in the rational or methodical sense.  

The following seven schools are descriptive in nature implying that the school uses strategic 
approaches or viewpoints that are based on thematic representations 

Cognitive Mental Strategy formation focuses on mental or deliberative processes. 
Entrepreneurial Visionary The emphasis is on a “strong person” with a compelling vision of the 

future and is a visionary process. 
Learning Emergent Stresses on collective or “group-think” and strategy formation is 

considered as an emergent process. 
Political Power Political orientation influences strategy formation and considers 

strategy formation as a process of negotiation. 
Cultural Ideological Strategy formation is a cultural view and is a collective process. 
Environmental Passive Focus on environmental aspects in strategy formation which is 

viewed as a reactive process.  
Configurational Episodic Thematic view of strategy formation is configurational and as a 

process of transformation 
 

Another school of thought that is well discussed in the literature is the three paradigm model 

of Eisenhardt and Zbaracki’s (1992). In fact Eisenhardt and Zbaracki (1992) that ‘rationality 

and bounded rationality’, ‘politics and power’ and ‘garbage can’ can be considered as 

dominant paradigms of strategy making. Table 2.3 provides some explanation about each one 

of the three paradigms proposed by Eisenhardt and Zbaracki’s (1992). 

Table2.3, Three paradigm model proposed by Eisenhardt and Zbaracki’s (1992) (Adapted from Veetil, 
2008) 
Paradigm Strategic view 
Rationality and 
bounded 
rationality 

Decision makers have known objectives and these objectives determine the value of 
the possible consequences of an action; cognitive limits exist to the rational model; 
no optimization by decision makers but they satisfice; decisions based on 
fundamental phases namely problem identification, development and selection; 
repetition of phases enables deeper analysis of issues; decision process depends on 
the complexity of the problem and conflict resolution amongst decision makers. 

Politics and 
power 

Organisations are coalitions of people with competing interest; during strategy 
making process the final decision is significantly influenced by the most powerful 
coalition; decision makers engage in political tactics; assumes people are 
individually rational but not collectively.  

Garbage can Describes decision making in highly ambiguous settings termed as organised 
anarchies; useful in decision making in a complex, unstable and ambiguous world; 
places greater emphasis on chance. 
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In addition to Mintzberg’s and Eisenhardt and Zbaracki’s (1992) schools of thought on 

strategy making, there are other schools of thought that address strategy making including the 

five approaches to strategy process (Bourgeois & Brodwin, 1984), Baldrige Criteria (Young, 

2003) and the Bryson Strategic Model (Young, 2003). In fact Young (2003) argues that are 

numerous ways and schools of thought that are used to address strategy making, strategic 

planning and decision making and reviewing every one of those ways or schools in one PhD 

is nearly impossible. Hence further discussions are restricted to aspects mentioned in the 

preceding arguments.  

 

While the focus of this research is strategic decision making in SMEs, the schools of thought 

on strategy need to be reviewed because they provide the basis to understand the various ways 

strategy could be understood. A review of the foregoing discussions clearly indicates there are 

various schools of thought which describe strategy and strategy can be viewed as.  However 

these views create an ambiguity in a sense that it is difficult to know whether the various 

schools of thought are different from one another or just different parts of the same process. 

In such a situation it may become difficult to operationalize strategy formulation as a process 

because the ambiguity may cause complexities in the research process. One way to overcome 

this problem could be to understand strategy as a blend of the various schools of thought, an 

argument supported by Greiner et al. (2003). In line with this argument Greiner et al. (2003) 

have brought out their own synopsis of strategy and strategic management which is provided 

in Table 2.4. 

 

Table2.4, Blend of strategic schools of thought (Adapted from Greiner et al. 2003) 
Strategic aspects 

Strategic management is comprehensive and integrative. 
All major business disciplines are relevant to strategy. 
Strategic thinking and behavior are very dynamic. 
Strategy is a constant search for a competitive edge with high returns. 
Every firm is indeed unique in its strategic capabilities. 
The firm's strategy and organizational context must align and reinforce each other. 
Strategic management requires spontaneous thinking and doing. 
Strategic change will happen frequently 

 

The discussion above shows that strategy comprises many aspects that include strategic 

management, strategic planning, strategic thinking and strategic decision making. However 

the purpose of the foregoing discussions is simply to focus on the areas related to strategy 

making as the schools of thought provide the basis to investigate into various aspects related 

to strategy making as a process and associated factors. It is argued by Young (2003)  that one 

important aspect of the various schools of thought on strategy making is the strategic planning 

and one definition of strategic planning is: “a long-term and future-oriented process of 

evaluation or assessment, which involves goal-setting, and, perhaps most importantly, 
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decision making” (Young, 2003; p. 8). Despite the fact models and schools of thought have 

been developed well in the literature with regard to strategy making, there is a dearth of 

empirically derived models that have applied those models and schools of thought to explain 

strategy as a process. The primary aim of this research to conduct this empirical study in 

understanding the strategic decision making process in the context of SMEs in the GCC, 

using particular theories or models or schools of thought finds support. 

 

Furthermore, it is possible to argue based on the preceding sections, that the various 

definitions on strategy though having different connotations, lead to a certain process that is 

linked to decision making. For instance theories in psychology such as Theory of Reasoned 

Action indicate that beliefs are considered essential for taking decisions (Ajzen, 1985) 

whereas some other authors have suggested that intuition and philosophical thinking are 

necessary for decision making (Taylor & Todd, 1995). In the same vein it can be added that 

the step-by-step process involved in identifying a plan of action while developing strategy 

leads to decision-making, an inference derived from the arguments of Kotey and Meredith 

(1997), Hendry (2000) and Frishammar (2003). O'Regan et al. (2006) while contending the 

need for anticipation of problems and opportunities in the process of developing strategies 

have claimed that there is a need to forecast and predict challenges and opportunities 

implying the need for appropriate decision-making. The underlying concept in the preceding 

discussions is that an important ingredient of the strategic planning process is the decision 

making which includes strategic decision-making.  

 

2.3 Strategic decisions 

Research on strategic decisions has produced multiple descriptions and identified various 

characteristics. Some of the descriptions of strategic decisions include the following: 

 Mintzberg et al. (1976) describe strategic decisions as committing resources 

substantially, setting precedents and enable creation of lesser decisions. 

 Schwenk (1988) argue that strategic decisions are ill structured, non-routine and 

complex. 

 Hickson et al. (1986) claim that strategic decisions are those that are substantial, 

unusual and all pervading.  

 Papadakis,  et al. (1998) define strategic decisions are those that act as the means for 

the management to effect choices, leading to the commitment of substantial resources 

and that impact an organization or firm as a whole.  

 Eisenhardt (1989) explains that strategic decisions are those that take into account 

strategic positioning, have high stakes, affect an organisation's functionalities and 

indicate the process by which the organization makes important decisions. 
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 Eisenhardt and Zbaracki (1992) suggest that strategic decisions are made by top 

management in a firm and such decisions affect the health and survival of the 

organization. 

 

The foregoing explanations on what constitutes a strategic decision indicate that strategic 

decisions in general are made by the top management in a firm or organization, affect the firm 

or organization as a whole, and can need substantial resources. Furthermore, researchers have 

identified certain characteristics of the strategic decisions that impact firms in many respects.  

Table 2.5 provides a synopsis of key characteristics identified by many researchers. 

Table2.5, Strategic Decision Characteristics 
No. Strategic Decision Characteristic Author /s 

1. 
Indicate the interaction between an organization and its environment Ginsberg 

(1988) Reflect how an organization manages the relationship with the environment 

2. 
Formal or informal Pennings 

(1985) Intended or emergent 

3. 
Embedded in both inner and outer contexts of the organisation 

Pettigrew 
(1992) Contexts could include factors such as psychological, structural, cultural, political 

and competitive 

4. 

Difficult to define or assess with respect to firm or organization performance 

Wilson 
(2003) 

Associated with risks and different trade-offs 
Act as precedents for following decisions 
Interrelated to other decisions in the organisation 
Political 
Identified with high level of uncertainty 
Seldom have one solution that is the best 
Difficult to reverse once the decision is made 

5. 

Address typically issues that are unusual to the firm 
Stahl and 
Grigsby 
(1992) 

Do not address issues that are linked to routine decision making  
Address concerns considered essential to the very existence and livelihood of a firm 
Affect a large proportion of an organisation's resources 

 

Although strategic decisions are shown to have multiple characteristics, in essence these 

characteristics indicate the highly varying and complex nature of strategic decisions. From 

this it can be argued that making such decisions is tough, risky and expensive, and could 

impact the performance of a firm both positively and negatively.  Further, the contextual 

nature of the decisions could lead different firms to take different decisions making those 

decisions unique to a firm, thus lacking in uniformity.  Therefore while it could be said that 

strategic decision is a very important and inseparable part of an organization or firm, and 

despite the importance that is associated with strategic decisions to firms, contemporary 

research has not been able to provide solutions to the multiplicity of problems faced by firms 

in taking decisions or in the decision making process (Grigoryan, 2012).  

 

2.4 Strategic decision making 

The foregoing discussions lead to an important topic in strategic planning namely strategic 

decision-making. Although this topic has been heavily researched, it still requires further 
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investigation due to lack of generalizable conclusions, limited empirical studies in terms of 

factors influencing the strategic decision-making process and contradictory results produced 

by researchers (Nooraie, 2008). Researchers (e.g. Elbanna & Younies, 2008) have shown 

immense interest in studying the strategic decision-making process indicating that the topic is 

still central to strategic planning.  In fact strategic decision-making process has been an 

important theme in strategy research during the last few decades (Butler et al. 1993; Cyert & 

March, 1963; Hart & Banbury, 1994; Lu & Heard, 1995; Rajagopalan et al. 1993; Papadakis 

& Barwise, 1998; Elbanna & Child, 2007). Since the literature is strewn with a number of 

models and theories that have been propounded to deal with the process of strategic decision-

making, it is virtually impossible to adopt a single model as a generalized model. For instance 

Papadakis (2006) lists a set of eight models that have been discussed in the literature namely 

rational, bureaucratic, incremental, political, avoidance, “garbage can”, symbolic and 

intrapreneurial. Harrison (1993) lists a set of four models namely Rational (classical), 

Organizational (neoclassical), Political (adaptive) and Process (managerial). Nickols (2005) 

lists out five strategic decision-making models namely the Classic model, the Military model, 

Mintzberg’s General model, Cynefin Framework and Donaldson-Lorsch model.  In the 

absence of a generalisable model, it is important to review the contemporary literature to 

understand the underlying concepts that affect strategic decision-making. Consequently this 

chapter critically reviews the strategic decision making process literature with a focus on 

characteristics of strategic decision making processes and related aspects such as strategic 

decision dimensions, the effectiveness of strategic decisions under varying environmental 

conditions and strategic decision process output.  

 

2.4.1. Current scenario related to SDMP research 

Research on strategic decision making process is still an important topic of interest and still 

being researched heavily (Nooraie, 2012). Much of this interest emanates due to a variety of 

reasons which include constant changes that take place in the external environment leading to 

uncertainty in the decision making process in businesses. Although there are calls for more 

empirical research to be conducted in the area of strategic decision process, still literature 

shows that research outcomes that are decade old continuing to be used indicating paucity in 

the research efforts. For instance the publication by Nooraie (2012) on factors influencing 

strategic decision making processes still revolves around decision magnitude of impact while 

the research conducted by Sykianakis (2012) on the exploration of the nature of strategic 

decision making revolves around rationality and organisational politics, concepts proposed by 

Eisenhardt and Zbaracki’s (1992). Even established researchers like Elbanna (2011) are 

relying upon literature that is at least a decade old and recent research outcomes of Elbanna 

(2011) are found to be one of the few that has discussed new areas in the field of strategic 

decision making process. This is a major gap in the strategic decision making process 
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research. Thus there is a need to further study the concepts of strategic decision making in 

order to gain a greater understanding of the decision making process as strategic decisions are 

by nature unstructured, involve multiple courses of action, hard to evaluate, complex and 

uncertain in their outcomes (Sykianakis, 2012).  

 

2.4.2. Review of the strategic decision making process  

A close scrutiny of the literature reveals that the research in strategic decision-making process 

is broadly divided into four categories namely context, process, content and outcome (Bell et 

al. 1997). According to Akkermans and van Aken (1999) a strategic issue that concerns a 

strategic decision could be called the content, the way the decision is reached could be called 

the process, the result of the decision making process could be called the outcome and the 

influence of environment on the decision making process including both internal and external 

ones, as the context. While there is general agreement with researchers on the definition of 

context, process, content and outcomes (for instance Lioukas & Papadakis, 2003; and 

Elbanna, 2006), there is a strong difference amongst researchers on the focus of SDM 

research. For instance Elbanna (2006) argues that most of the SDM research is focused on 

either content or context. This argument indicates that strategic decision-making process and 

process outcomes have not been investigated in-depth by researchers and have been 

neglected.  

 

Considering the importance of processes and outcomes in the strategic decision-making 

literature, several researchers have emphasized on the need to examine the impact of strategic 

decision-making processes and outcomes on the success of implemented decisions (Elbanna, 

2006). Furthermore, Lioukas and Papadakis (2003) argue that there is a widespread 

agreement that an understanding of the relationship amongst strategic decision-making 

processes, outcomes, contexts and decision content is limited. This is supported by Elbanna 

(2009) who argues that research on the relationship between strategic decision process and 

performance of organizations until now has ignored the effect of moderating or intermediary 

variables. This argument confirms that the research on the relationship between strategic 

decision processes and outcomes of decisions is not comprehensive and needs further 

investigation.  Furthermore, these arguments imply that it is very important to study not only 

the impact of strategic decision-making processes and outcomes but also the interrelation 

amongst strategic decision-making processes, outcomes, contexts and decision content on the 

success of implemented decisions. Additionally, Papadakis (2002) claims that strategy 

‘process’ research itself has lagged behind on strategy ‘content’ research, indicating the need 

to further research in the area of strategy process. It can therefore be said that research on 

strategic decision making process and its relationship between outcomes, contexts and 

decision content is vital to an understanding of strategic decision making in firms as well as to 
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develop guidance to overcome the limitations surrounding the literature related to the 

strategic decision making processes. 

 

In addition to the above, the models that have been developed by researchers in the field of 

SDMP are categorized under two broad themes, namely synoptic formalism and political 

incrementalism (Goll & Rasheed 1997; Johnson, 1988). The reason for categorizing appears 

to be the compulsion that arises due to the way managers take decision in firms which affects 

the different aspects of decision itself such as decision dimensions (Elbanna, 2006). For 

instance, rationality - a decision dimension - is considered to fall under synoptic formalism 

while intuition is supposed to fall under incrementalism (Elbanna, 2006), both of which are 

characteristics of decision-making process. Synoptic formalism is considered to be the 

antithesis of incrementalism. Synoptic formalism analyses the basic features of a decision 

while incrementalism analyses the way organizations take strategic decisions. While there is 

no clarity in the extant literature on which one of the two should be used in research and 

when, i.e. the choice of a particular model of SDMP either synoptic or incremental, there is an 

argument that proposes the use of both the types in research (e.g. Elbanna 2006). 

 

Furthermore, researchers argue that strategic decision-making processes are not the same in 

all contexts and do not consider that these processes are always iterative or well-defined or 

comprise a sequentially evolving set of activities in all firms (Bourgeois & Eisenhardt, 1988; 

Hickson et al. 1986; Lyles, 1987; Miller, 1987; Sharfman and Dean, 1998; and Stein, 1981).   

In contrast Tarter and Hoy (1998) argue that decision-making processes do not greatly vary 

between organizations as essentially every decision making instance, be it rational or 

deliberate or purposeful action, begins with the formulation of a decision strategy, undergoes 

an implementation process and leads to appraisal of outcomes. Tarter and Hoy (1998) further 

claim that although the content of the decision making may be different, the process of 

decision making is broadly the same and cite examples of the similarity of such decision 

making processes in organizations such as defence, education or service oriented. Things 

become even more complicated when one recognises the arguments of Robinson and Pearce 

(1983) and Romanelli and Tushman (1986) who argue that strategic decision making largely 

depends on external environment implying that environment is the single most important 

factor that affects strategic decision making process and the success of the decisions.  

 

Amongst the many conflicting arguments put forward by researchers in strategic decision 

making process, it is striking that one characteristic which the leading proponents of strategic 

decision making processes have invariably used as the basis for advancing their ideas in their 

research is the strategic decision making dimension (e.g. Elbanna and Child, 2007; 

Akkermans and van Aken, 1999; Eisenhardt and Zbaracki, 1992; and Rajagopalan et al. 
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1997). This argument is further strengthened by (Papadakis, 2002) who supports the need to 

identify decision dimensions that can lead to the description of generic attributes of a decision 

making process.  Papadakis (2002) further posits that this will enable decision makers and 

researchers to create different strategic decision-making process models that are generally 

complex in nature. Various authors have identified various decision dimensions. These are 

presented in Table 2.6. 

 
Table2.6, Decision Dimensions 

 

Thus, while it is difficult to ignore the importance of strategic decision dimensions in any 

strategic decision making process stage or model, it is necessary to know what could be 

considered as important decision dimensions as well as their attributes, use and effect on the 

decision making process. Such knowledge is vital for application in the development of SDM 

models that employ decision dimensions as factors.  Further, although decision dimensions 

have been found to be important in the strategic decision making process, researchers are not 

in agreement on whether decision dimensions alone can be effectively used in the decision 

making process. For instance, Hickson et al. (1986) identified a set of three strategic decision 

dimensions, namely complexity, politicality and unrelated process aspects, to describe the 

strategic decision making process. But according to Papadakis (2002), these three dimensions 

alone may not be adequate to represent the SDM process. Additionally, many researchers 

have clearly indicated the need to include such factors as context and decision effectiveness 

within a strategic decision making process without which it will be difficult to achieve a 

meaningful description of the process (Elbanna & Child, 2007; Papadakis, 2002).   

 

The arguments provided above lead to the following important inferences: 

 Strategic decision dimensions can influence the decision making process. 

No. Decision Dimensions Author /s 
1. Rationality/comprehensiveness 

dimension 
Dean and Sharfman (1993a; b); Fredrickson (1984); Lyles 
and Mitroff (1980); Miller et al. (1988); Langley (1989); 
Langley (1990); Lyles (1987); Cray et al. (1988); Fahey 
(1981). 

2. Political/dynamics dimension Butler et al. (1991); Dean and Sharfman (1993b); Lyles 
(1987); Pfeffer and Salancik (1974); Cray et al. (1988); 
Hickson et al. (1986); Pettigrew (1973); Stein (1981); 
Narayanan and Fahey (1982); and Miller (1987). 

3. Centralisation Cray et al. (1988); Lyles (1987); Mallory et al. (1983); 
Miller (1987). 

4. Normalisation/standardisation Grinyer et al. (1986); Mallory et al. (1983); Stein (1981). 
5. Disruption, impedance, speedups 

and other dynamic factors 
Cray et al. (1988); Mintzberg et al. (1976); Hickson et al. 
(1986). 

6. Duration Fahey (1981); Hickson et al. (1986); Cray et al. (1988). 
7. Risk taking behaviour Miller (1987). 
8. Need for intuition Lyles and Mitroff (1980). 
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 Decision dimensions alone may not be sufficient to describe a complete strategic 

decision making process implying the need to associate other factors such as context 

or decision process effectiveness. 

 More research needs to be conducted in regard to the use of strategic decision 

dimension in the strategic decision-making process literature. 

 In the absence of a strong and evidence based SDMP research model or outcome that 

is universally accepted, it is necessary to understand the influence of the strategic 

decision dimension on the SDMP. 

 

While the influence of strategic decision dimensions on the SDMP is found to be an under-

researched area, it is vital to understand how contextual factors could be related to the 

strategic decision dimensions as well as the effectiveness of the SDMP. The need to link 

decision dimensions to the context as well as the SDMP effectiveness arises due to the fact 

that context has been found to have a critical interrelationship with the SDMP which includes 

SDMP effectiveness, by most researchers working in the SDMP area (e.g. Hart & Banbury, 

1994; Papadakis & Barwise, 1998b; Rajagopalan et al. 1997; Dean & Sharfman 1996). In the 

event of non-inclusion of contextual factors and decision effectiveness as part of the SDMP, it 

could be difficult to capture the complexity involved in the SDMP (Hart and Banbury 1994; 

Alge et al. 2003). It transpires that there is an emphasis made by researchers (e.g.  Papadakis,  

et al. 1998) on the need to involve additional decision variables such as decision dimensions 

and understand the complex interrelationship that exists amongst the SDMP variables (Priem 

et al. 1995) to gain deeper knowledge of the SDMP. A comprehensive review therefore is 

needed to understand the important role played by contextual factors, decision dimensions 

and SDMP effectiveness in the decision making process. 

 

2.5 Strategic decision dimensions  

Research on strategic decision process dimensions is not exhaustive.  A careful review of the 

literature shows that SDMP dimensions have been used to describe SDMP as a recent 

phenomenon (Papadakis, 2002). Further, SDMP literature shows that a number of authors 

have identified strategic decision dimensions and explained their role in the SDMP (e.g. 

Dutton et al. 1989; Lioukas & Papadakis, 2003; Elbanna, 2006).  Although researchers have 

found common ground on the concept of strategic decision dimensions, there is total 

divergence with regard to the impact of decision dimensions on the process outcomes with 

researchers producing contradictory results (Rajagopalan et al. 1997). Furthermore, 

researchers have failed to generate generalisable results in relating the decision process 

dimensions and the process outcomes (Sharfman & Dean, 1991).  
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On the one hand, researchers have converged to defend the importance of strategic decision 

dimensions while on the other there is a lack of consensus on how interrelationship between 

the various decision dimensions as well as the impact of other factors such as context and 

resources on the SDMP affect process outcomes. For instance, Dutton et al. (1989) concluded 

that there is a need to find the effect of perceptions about the dimensions on resource 

allocation. Similarly, Lioukas and Papadakis (2003) argue that the influence of certain 

decision dimensions on process outcomes in certain contexts is not uniform and varies. Many 

researchers identify SDMP dimensions as characterising the SDMP processes or as constructs 

of SDMP (Papadakis, 2006; Dean & Sharfman, 1996).  It is apparent that SDMP dimensions 

or constructs are central to any SDMP and that they can have a definite impact on the 

strategic choices and decision outcomes. Some researchers have suggested that outcomes of 

decisions must be studied in terms of dimensions of decision processes (Eisenhardt & 

Zbaracki 1992). These arguments underline the need to study further the impact of certain 

decision dimensions on the process outcomes, taking into account essential SDMP factors 

such as context and environment. 

 

The question of which decision dimensions should be considered under what context is not 

well answered in the SDMP literature.  For example Dean and Sharfman (1993a) 

demonstrated that rationality as an important decision dimension will have limited 

applicability in varying internal and external environmental conditions like for instance the 

market conditions or industry specific sectarian aspects. Similarly, Hickson et al. (1986) point 

out that a strategic decision comprising decision dimensions applicable to one industry is not 

applicable to another industry. Type of industry therefore could be assumed as an important 

contextual factor in the SDMP. These arguments unambiguously indicate that it is advisable 

to consider industry specific SDMP while investigating the impact of decision dimensions on 

process outcomes. Thus, in the context of the current research which is dealing with SDMPs 

in SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors, it is essential to gain an 

understanding about those decision dimensions that could have a relationship with decision 

process effectiveness.   

 

Many decision dimensions have been identified in the SDMP literature. Some of the widely 

discussed decision dimensions include rationality, intuition, comprehensiveness, 

formalisation, hierarchical decentralisation, lateral communication, and politicization 

(Papadakis 2006). 

   

Although there are a few widely used decision dimensions that are advocated by researchers, 

the process of developing the decision dimensions by researchers vary.  For instance initially 

Dutton et al. (1989) identified 26 decision dimensions based on a review of the literature on 
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strategic issues. Then Dutton et al. (1989) argued that the basis on which SD dimensions need 

to be identified are the strategic issues. Further Dutton et al. (1989) explained that strategic 

issues are triggers that lead to the initiation of the SDMP.  This implies that decision 

processes are initiated by decision dimensions which are developed based on strategic issues. 

In contrast, other researchers such as the Bradford team (Hickson et al. 1986) have identified 

decision dimensions based on decision processes not on issues only. This difference in the 

process of identifying decision dimensions in the SDMP although provides divergence of 

views on the development of decision dimensions, but introduces a kind of confusion on the 

basis on which the decision dimensions need to be identified.   

 

Considering the definition that strategic decision dimensions are those that could define the 

steps involved in, and the shape of a strategic decision process, particularly with regard to 

such aspects as rationality of a decision or resource allocation or deciding on alternatives, 

identifying the dimensions just based on the triggers of decision process alone may not 

provide enough ground to justify the identification. Additionally from the point of view of the 

impact decision dimensions can have on decision process outcome, it may be essential to 

consider the decision dimensions as intermediaries within a process rather than as those 

linked to the stimuli that lead to the initiation of an SDMP. This argument is further supported 

by the various SDMP models where decision effectiveness in many contexts has been linked 

to decision dimensions directly and indirectly by researchers in different contexts (Elbanna, 

2006; Dean & Sharfman, 1996; Miller & Ireland, 2005).    

 

Furthermore, although Dutton et al. (1989) arrived at a list of 42 decision dimensions using 

strategic issues as the basis, it appears that some of the decision dimensions identified by 

them could still be considered and included as part of the SDMP. For instance the decision 

dimension ‘magnitude of impact’ identified by Dutton et al. (1989) has been considered by 

Papadakis et al. (1998) as an important decision characteristic in the SDMP. Thus, while 

acknowledging the research outcomes of Dutton et al. (1989), it is also necessary to review 

the usefulness of some of the decision dimensions identified by them which might influence 

the SDMP as intermediaries.  

 

The foregoing discussion essentially brings out the two different ways by which decision 

dimensions could be identified in the SDMP research, although the most widely used one is 

the use of decision dimensions as part of the SDMP rather than as stimuli. Thus, this research 

adopts this way in describing and applying decision dimensions.  The decision dimensions 

that have been found in the SDMP literature include rationality/comprehensiveness, intuition, 

conflict, politicization, hierarchical decentralisation, lateral communication, problem-solving 

disagreement/dissension, duration of the process, disruption, formality, formal co-ordination 
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devices and financial reporting (Papadakis, 2002; Elbanna, 2006). Amongst these dimensions 

the ones that have been widely discussed and considered important in SDMP literature by 

researchers are rationality (Cray, 1988; Dean & Sharfman, 1993a; Fredrickson, 1985), 

political/dynamics dimension (Lyles 1987; Hickson et al. 1986), centralization (Cray et al. 

1988; Lyles, 1987), and formalization/ standardization (e.g. Stein, 1981). However other 

researchers who have advanced the research in SDMP have emphasized on the need to 

include intuition as an important decision dimension as empirical evidence shows that there is 

a clear linkage between intuition and SDMP (Elbanna, 2006). Accordingly, these five 

decision dimensions are reviewed individually, enabling the researcher to gain knowledge on 

their importance and utility in determining SDMP in the context of SMEs in the electronic, 

telecommunication and IT sectors.   

 

2.5.1 Rationality in decision making 

This dimension is one of the most widely discussed and well-accepted dimensions in the 

SDMP literature (e.g. Papadakis & Barwise, 2002).  Discussions on rationality in decision 

making in the literature include definitions, its role in SDMP, limitations, operationalisation 

and constructs used to measure. Definitions of rationality vary. A list of definitions provided 

by various authors is given in Table 2.7. 

Table2. 7, Definitions of rationality 
No. Author Definition
1. Simon (1987) Behaviour that is calculated 
2. Tribe (1973) Behaviour that is instrumental 
3. Bell et al. (1988) Maximising the expected utility of individuals 

4. Dean and Sharfman (1993a) 
Making the best decision possible under a given situation regardless 
of the maximisation of utilities 

5. Butler (2002) 
Reasons for doing something and within a given situation merit a 
behaviour as reasonable and understandable 

6. 
Eisenhardt and Zbaracki 
(1992) 

Rational actions involve: decision makers enter decision situations 
with known objectives; then gather relevant information as well as 
define alternative actions; choose the optimal alternative. 

7. Payne et al. (1988) 
Choice of an alternative that can be shown to maximise their 
expected value mathematically 

8. 
Cyert and Manch (1963) 
Cyert et al. (1956) 
Canter (1971) 

Determines how important organisational decisions are made and 
why these decisions are made in such a way. 

9. 
Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 
(1988) 

Collection and analysis of information 

 

Choice of the most appropriate definition of rationality for a particular research appears to 

depend largely on the context (Butler, 2002). For instance in the context of SMEs where the 

organisations are characterised based on the business they do, personal computer 

manufacturing organisations will have different rationality in comparison to call centre 

service providers. If there is a strategic decision to be made with regard to financial 

investment into expansion of the activities, manufacturing units may need to decide on capital 

equipment and machinery required for the manufacturing plant, in contrast to call centre 
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service providers who may have to make decisions on additional human resources needed for 

providing services. Thus definitions of rationality that could fit the former case could be the 

one suggested by Eisenhardt and Zbaracki (1992) where as in the latter case the definition 

provided by Butler (2002) could fit. Thus, the context plays an important role in defining 

rationality. Nevertheless it is difficult to ignore one definition in favour of the other due to the 

wide variety of organisations one sees in different SME sectors. Furthermore rationality has 

been synonymously used with comprehensiveness by many researchers, implying that one 

could be used in place of the other or together (Papadakis & Lioukas, 1996; Elbanna & Child, 

2007; Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984; Fredrickson & Iaquinto, 1989). 

 

2.5.1.1 Role of rationality in decision making   

The role of rationality has been considered to be central in the decision making process 

(Papadakis and Barwise, 1997). However the role of rationality in decision-making has been 

variously conceptualized by researchers with multiple constructs finding importance and 

favour. A glimpse of the various constructs identified by different researchers and their 

conceptualization is provided by Elbanna (2006), as presented in Table 2.8.   

Table2.8, Various rationality constructs identified by different researchers (Elbanna, 2006) 

 

Rationality in decision making is seen to emerge as playing a leading role in strategic decision 

making and the literature shows that it influences various components of the decision making 

Study 
Construct of 
rationality 

Conceptualization 

Langley (1989) Formal analysis Written documents reporting the results of some systematic 
study of a specific issue. 

Kukalls (1991) Planning 
comprehensiveness 

The completeness of the strategic planning process and the 
number of area in which strategic planning is applied (e.g. 
capital spending, investment panning and new product 
development). 

Dean and Sharfman 
(1996) 

Procedural 
rationality 

The extent to which the decision process involves the 
collection of information relevant to the decision and the 
reliance upon analysis of this information in making the 
choice.  

Khatri (1994) Strategic rationality An explicit (formal), systematic and analytical approach to 
decision –making.  

Schwenk (1995) Decisional 
rationality 

The extent to which decision-making follow a systematic 
process in reaching carefully thought out goals.    

Fredrickson (1984); 
Papadakis et al. 
(1998) 

Comprehensiveness The extent to which organizations attempt to be exhaustive or 
inclusive in making and integrating strategic decisions.  

Butler (2002) Rationality The reason for doing something and to judge behaviour as 
reasonable is to be able to say that the behaviour is 
understandable within a given frame of reference.   

Hough (2005) and 
Hough and White 
(2003) 

Availability and 
pervasiveness 

Availability captures the degree to which the available cues 
were known by the team when they made their decisions. 
High availability indicates that the team had a great deal of 
knowledge about the issue. Pervasiveness assesses to what 
extent all team members were informed of the available 
information.     
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process including performance (Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984), quality of decision (Hough & 

White, 2003), behaviour of the decision makers (Butler, 2002), decision motives 

(Fredrickson, 1985), organizational effectiveness (Jones et al. 1992) and cognition (Hough, 

2005). 

 

SDMP in the context of SMEs is an under-researched area (Gibcus et al. 2004).  Much less is 

known about the SDMP in regard to the electronic, telecommunication and IT companies in 

the SME sector. In fact researchers believe decisions in most SMEs, including electronic, 

telecommunication and IT companies, could be spontaneous, without attaching a great deal of 

rationality to the decision making process, as they operate in a very turbulent and complex 

environment (Rice & Hamilton, 1979; Brouthers et al.1998; Byers & Slack, 2001).  

 

For instance a study of the market for information technology and mobile products in 

Australia (Kazakevitch & Torlina, 2008) revealed that a number of factors such as product up 

gradation, maturity of market, price and other dynamic environmental aspects leave very little 

time for the vendor firms dealing in IT and mobile products to take strategic decisions to meet 

market demands.  In such situations it is difficult to ensure that the SDMP will go through the 

entire process, including ascertaining the rationality of the decision, before a decision is 

taken. It can be inferred that such dynamic situations may imply that rationality dimension 

could be ignored in the SDMP though there is no empirical evidence to prove this. While 

Fredrickson and Mitchell (1984) seem to agree with this implication Bourgeois and 

Eisenhardt (1988), Miller and Toulouse (1986) and Priem et al. (1995) differ with this view.  

 

Additionally, Dean and Sharfman (1996) seem to agree with Fredrickson and Mitchell (1984) 

and argue that rationality has positive influence on the SDMP in firms that are in stable 

industries sector. Thus with research outcomes being contradictory, it can be said that the role 

of rationality has not been clearly established in the SDMP, particularly in firms that are part 

of the industry sector that is affected by a dynamic environment. The situation is further 

aggravated with respect to the SMEs where there appears to be hardly any prior research on 

the role of rationality in SDMP. Thus, in the context of the electronic, telecommunication and 

IT industries in the SME sector which are subjected to extremely dynamic and volatile 

environmental conditions, it is necessary to investigate the role of rationality to gain a greater 

knowledge on its usefulness in SDMP. 

 

Apart from the role that rationality in decision-making can play in SDMP, it is necessary to 

know what the various SDMP constructs it can influence are and what antecedents can 

influence it, in the SDMP, without which it may not be possible to link SDMP output and 

effectiveness to the strategic decision. This is amply demonstrated by Papadakis and Lioukas 
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(1996) and Elbanna and Child (2007) who have indicated the many different constructs that 

have a relationship to rationality.  For instance Papadakis and Lioukas (1996) argue that a set 

of decision characteristics including Magnitude of Impact, Uncertainty, Threat/Crisis, 

Pressure, Frequency/Familiarity, Planned vs. "adhoc" can be related to many decision 

dimensions including rationality, centralization, political/dynamics and 

formalization/standardization.  

 

Similarly Elbanna and Child (2007) suggested the impact of external environment on 

rationality.  These arguments indicate that many different antecedents have a potentially 

direct relationship to rationality.  Furthermore researchers have shown that rationality 

influences firm performance (Miller & Cardinal 1994; Schwenk & Schrader 1993) and 

decision process outcomes (Rajagopalan et al. 1993).  At this point it is important to highlight 

that research outcomes to date have not clearly established the generalisability of the 

relationship between rationality as a construct and its antecedents across all industrial sectors 

and types of industries. Similarly, generalisability of the relationship between rationality and 

other variables it could influence has not been clearly established across all industrial sectors 

and types of industries.  

 

However, it is important to note that most of the researchers in this area (e.g. Rajagopalan et 

al. 1993; Elbanna & Child, 2007) believe that rationality is an important construct that has 

significant influence in SDMP especially with regard to firm performance. This argument is 

contested by other researchers, who have indicated a lack of influence of rationality in 

unstable and dynamic industries (Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984; Tarter & Hoy, 1998), leading 

to a situation where a fresh look at the relationship between rationality and other constructs is 

necessitated. Such an investigation could throw new light on the relationship between 

rationality in decision-making and other constructs, especially in the context of SMEs in the 

electronic, telecommunication and IT industries.  

 

Furthermore, many researchers are of the opinion that rationality alone does not influence the 

outcome of the SDMP (Elbanna & Child 2007). Researchers (e.g. Eisenhardt & Bourgeois, 

1988; Eisenhardt, 1989) conclude that other decision dimensions such as politicization and 

conflict need to be integrated into the decision making process as they claim that the decision 

makers are driven by other considerations other than rationality due to the uncertainty that 

surrounds the decision making environment. Especially in turbulent situations researchers feel 

that rationality as a decision making dimension does not suffice to inform the outcome of the 

decision making process as many decisions could be erroneous and conflicting (Galbraith, 

1977; Weick, 1979). Concurring with these arguments Carmeli et al. (2009) argue that such 

situations need to be addressed beyond the influence of rationality, in order to understand the 
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decision-making process and behaviour of top management. Thus it is reasonable to expect 

that rationality alone cannot influence the SDMP and other correlates need to be considered to 

understand the performance outcomes of the SDMP. 

 

An important aspect of the SDMP is that researchers have stressed on the need to consider the 

influence of antecedents on SDMP.  A review of the relevant literature on SDMP shows that 

Top Management Teams (TMT) characteristics, decision specific characteristics, 

environmental characteristics and firm characteristics are some of the important antecedents 

identified by researchers as affecting SDMP (Papadakis et al. 1998; Papadakis & Barwise, 

2002; Elbanna & Child, 2007). It is important to recognize that not only rationality as a 

decision dimension, even other decision dimensions like for instance politisation will be 

affected by such antecedents. Considering the influence of the antecedents of SDMP on the 

role played by decision dimensions, these antecedents that affect decision dimensions are 

separately discussed under the Section 2.6.  

 

2.5.2 Intuition 

Review of the literature shows that there are a number of definitions of intuition.  Salient 

definitions given are provided in Table 2.9. Some of the definitions that can be related to the 

SD literature include cognitive conclusion (Burke & Miller, 1999), a decision making process 

that cannot be translated into words (Barnard, 1938), heuristic (Riquelme & Watson, 2002) 

and a kind of decision process that is guided by rational and logical thinking skill (Agor, 

1989a). These definitions are widely varying and a common definition to intuition has tended 

to elude researchers. Especially in the context of SMEs, intuition appears to play a leading 

role and hence an appropriate definition with regard to SDMP is a necessity, which has not 

hitherto been addressed in the SDMP literature. Various definitions of intuition as a construct 

SDMP are provided in Table 2.9. 
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Table2.9, Definitions of intuition and its relationship to SDMP 
No. Author /s Definition Relationship to SDMP 
1. Burke and Miller (1999) A cognitive conclusion that 

depends on prior experience and 
emotional inputs. 

Related to intuitive decision 
making in the SDMP 

2. Khatri and Ng (2000) Intuition as a single decision 
making dimension within SDMP. 

Significantly related to 
organizational performance but 
not on SDMP 

3. Elbanna and Child (2007) Empirical research on the role of 
intuition and its importance in 
SDMP.  

Importance role of intuition is 
rarely found in the SDMP 
literature , intuition is not 
related to strategic decision 
effectiveness 

4. Robinson and Pearce 
(1984); Lenz and Lyles 
(1985); Mintzberg et al. 
(1976) 

Decisions based on intuition or 
gut feeling.  

No relationship between 
intuition and decision 
effectiveness in the SDMP in 
the context of SMEs 

5. Eisenhardt (1989); Judge 
and Miller (1991); and 
Wally and Baum (1994) 

Empirical study carried out on the 
relationship between intuition and 
decision process outcomes. 

No relationship between 
intuition and decision process 
outcomes 

6. Bennett (1998) A daring conclusive leap. Relationship between intuition 
and rapid or more efficient 
decision making 

7. Prietula and Simon 
(1989); Wierzbicki (1997) 

A complex, quick, non-emotional 
and non-biased psychological 
process that is based on 
“chunking” that an expert hones 
over years of specific task 
experience 

Relationship between intuition 
and decision making process at 
an advanced level  

8. Covin et al. (2001) A subjective feelings rooted in 
past experience 

Intuition related to decision 
making process at an early 
stage. 

 

It is also seen that the SDMP literature research that has discussed the association of intuition 

with the SDMP is very limited. Accordingly, researchers have highlighted the need to gain a 

greater understanding on the impact of intuition in SDMP and the process outcome (Elbanna, 

2009; Lyles and Mitroff, 1980). Intuition is a decision dimension that has been ignored by 

many researchers in the SDMP for instance Dean and Sharfman (1993a), who argue that 

rationality and politicization as decision dimensions are good enough to describe the decision 

making process.  However, many researchers have emphasized the need to include such 

situations wherein decision makers need to use their intuition while making decisions 

(Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992; Butler, 2002). While arguing the importance of intuition, 

Elbanna (2006) claims that intuition plays an important role in determining the effectiveness 

of the SDMP. However intuition by itself does not seem to influence the whole SDMP. Butler 

(2002) argues that executives make decisions intuitively though they associate both political 

and rationality as decision dimensions in the SDMP. Thus while it is seen that intuition as a 

decision dimension impacts SDMP it is not known to what extent intuition plays a role in the 

SDMP (Elbanna & Child, 2007). 
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2.5.2.1 Role of Intuition 

While some researchers have recognized the importance of the role of intuition in the decision 

making process (Butler, 2002), empirical research on its actual role and its importance in 

SDMP is rarely found in the SDMP literature (Elbanna & Child, 2007). Adding to these 

problems, it is seen that a few of the empirical studies that have been carried out by 

researchers on the role of intuition do not address the relationship between intuition and 

decision process outcomes (Eisenhardt, 1989; Judge & Miller, 1991; Wally & Baum, 1994). 

The empirical research carried out by Khatri and Ng (2000) is one of the rare investigations 

on the impact of intuition on organizational performance, but not on SDMP. Their research 

addressed the relationship between intuition and organizational performance under stable 

environmental conditions, which is rarely found in the context of SMEs.  Further study on this 

aspect by Elbanna and Child (2007) shows that in the SDMP, intuition is not related to 

strategic decision effectiveness.  

 

It is worthwhile to note here that the study by Khatri and Ng (2000) has indicated that 

intuition is significantly related to organization performance which is contradictory to the 

study conducted by Elbanna and Child (2007).  This contradiction is further compounded by 

the results achieved by Elbanna and Child (2007) which indicates that the influence of other 

decision dimensions such as rationality and politicization on the decision making process 

could greatly reduce the impact of intuition on the SDMP. While the study by Khatri and Ng 

(2000) shows that intuition as a single decision making dimension within an SDMP could be 

significantly related to organizational performance, it appears the inclusion of additional 

dimensions can impact the relationship between intuition and decision effectiveness (Elbanna 

& Child, 2007).  

 

Another important aspect, that is to say the relationship between intuition and decision 

effectiveness under uncertain environment conditions, has also been shown to be inconsistent. 

For instance, Elbanna and Child (2007) reported that there is no impact of uncertain 

environment on the relationship while Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988), Fredrickson (1984), 

and Goll and Rasheed (1997) indicate a definite impact on the relationship.  This 

contradiction further complicates the understanding on the impact of uncertain environment 

on the relationship between intuition and decision effectiveness in the context of SMEs. There 

appears to be hardly any study relating intuition to decision effectiveness by industry sector, 

including the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries in the SME sector.   

 

While many researchers have indicated that in SMEs decision making processes have not 

been well researched (Gibcus et al. 2004), others have inferred that decision makers in SMEs 

tend to take decisions based on intuition or gut feeling (Robinson & Pearce, 1984; Lenz & 
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Lyles, 1985; Mintzberg et al. 1976). In addition intuition has not been addressed together with 

rationality in any decision making process in SDMP literature (Elbanna & Child, 2007). On 

the contrary intuitive processes have been considered to contradict rationality as intuition is 

considered to be knowledge gained without rational thought (Rowan, 1986). However some 

authors have suggested that intuition and rational decision making process could be used in 

combination in stable environment (Khatri & Ng, 2000). These inconsistencies found in the 

literature need to be examined. It is clear from the above arguments that no concrete 

conclusions can be drawn on the relationship between intuition and decision effectiveness in 

the SDMP in the context of SMEs with particular attention paid to the electronic, 

telecommunication and IT industries. Thus, this important gap in literature needs to be 

addressed to understand the strategic decision making processes in the SME sector. 

 

The arguments provided thus far indicate the need to study the relationship between intuition 

and decision effectiveness in the SDMP in the SME context in particular but it can also be 

noticed that many researchers have not indicated the impact of antecedents on intuition in the 

strategic decision making process (Elbanna & Child, 2007; Khatri & Ng, 2000). This is 

another major area that could be investigated because in research topics other than SDMP 

some discussions have been found in the literature on the antecedents of intuition (Blume & 

Covin, 2011).  Any such influence of antecedents of intuition could be expected to affect the 

SDMP and the SMEs in particular.  

 

Thus while intuition is seen to be a part of the decision making literature, it is also seen that a 

search through the SDMP literature regarding the influence of antecedents of intuition did not 

yield any results. However, research in other disciplines has produced a number of 

antecedents of intuition, like for instance "situational decision ambiguity" (Burke & Miller, 

1999), "experience training and practice" (Bennett, 1998; Chandler & Jansen, 1992; Covin et 

al. 2001; Khatri & Ng, 2000, Harper, 1990) and "problem sensing, gestation, deliberation, and 

analysis" (Wierzbicki, 1997).  It appears that there is a possibility to link some of these 

antecedents either directly or through their proxies in the SDMP thereby enhancing the 

accuracy of the predictability of the impact of the variables in the SDMP on decision process 

output factors such as effectiveness. A detailed and critical discussion on the influence of the 

antecedents of intuition is provided under the Section 2.6. 

 

2.5.3 Politicisation 

Politicisation is generally understood as a certain behaviour of decision makers which could 

involve negotiations and bargaining observed in the process of decision-making (Cray et al. 

1988; Hickson et al. 1986; Pettigrew, 1973).  In another discourse on politicization, Elbanna 

and Child (2007) argue that political behaviour could be assumed as a process in which the 
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most powerful of the decision makers prevail and whose goals differ from one another 

leading to the formation of alliances to achieve the goals. In SDMP literature politicization 

has been identified as a decision dimension that affects SDMP (Tarter & Hoy, 1998). 

Considering the fact that politicization is a factor that exists in most organizations, the next 

section discusses its role in SDMP. 

 

2.5.3.1 Role of politicisation 

In the SDMP literature many authors agree that many decisions are ultimately political 

(Eisenhardt & Bourgeois, 1988). While the definitions found in the extant literature on SDMP 

convey similar meanings what is significant is the strong role played by politicization in the 

SDMP. However many authors also argue that politics is negatively related to firm 

performance (Dean & Sharfman, 1996). These arguments are contradictory. If politics is 

negatively related to performance and it is inevitable that politics cannot be separated from 

the final decision, then if the decision taken has to lead the firm to perform successfully some 

other influence on the SDMP must exist without which it is not possible for the firm to 

perform effectively. One explanation given by some authors about this strange situation is 

that politics can result in a better decision making process if the decision making teams are 

well managed (Amason, 1996).  Though team heterogeneity is a desirable feature, in many 

SMEs it may be reasonable to assume that the difficulties involved in bringing in such 

heterogeneity could invariably result in politicizing the decision making process. 

Furthermore, the studies on SDMP which have addressed the influence of politics on SDMP 

have invariably suggested that politics is negatively related to performance or effectiveness 

(Elbanna & Child, 2007b; Nutt, 1998; Dean & Sharfman, 1996; Eisenhardt & Bourgeois, 

1988).  Thus, while politicization of the decision making process is considered to be 

negatively related to firm performance or effectiveness, it is also seen that in some contexts, it 

could lead to better decision making due to the involvement of conflict (conflict is considered 

as an important correlate of politics by researchers (e.g. Wilson, 2003; Amason, 1996; 

Eisenhardt et al. 1997).  

 

In the context of the current study on SMEs with a focus on the electronic, telecommunication 

and IT industry sectors, based on previous studies mentioned above, it is reasonable to 

assume that politicization could be negatively related to firm performance or effectiveness. 

Additionally, in smaller firms the chief executive or the head of the organization is expected 

to be more powerful than the rest and hence decisions are more likely to be taken by one 

person leading to the possible assumption that politicization may not be significant in such 

firms (Papadakis, 2006). This argument leads to a situation where politicization as a variable 

could be construed as a constant in the SDMP process thereby obviating the need to discuss in 

detail about this correlate. Particularly in the context of an unpredictable environment in 
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which the SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries operate, politicization 

could be viewed as a factor that may lead to detrimental performance (Baum & Wally, 2003). 

Hence the role played by politicization as a decision making dimension is understood to be 

negative. 

 

2.5.4 Formalisation 

Hetherington (1991) argues that formalisation measures the degree to which the final decision 

is taken through a process that is controlled. Papadakis (2002) argues that degree of 

formalisation or standardisation indicates the extent to which written documentation of 

management processes are made available in a firm explicitly. While the way formalisation is 

interpreted by different researchers may show common connotation on what they mean, 

literature review shows that formalisation as a decision dimension has not been well explored 

by researchers with regard to contextual factors (Lioukas & Papadakis, 2003). Furthermore, 

Lioukas and Papadakis (2003) feel that formalisation as a decision dimension is beset with 

limitations. Despite these problems, it is worthwhile to review the role of formalisation in the 

SDMP.  

 

2.5.4.1 Role of formalisation 

Although it appears that formalisation is one of the important decision dimensions that is 

considered to have potential in predicting superior organisational performance (Kim & 

Mauborgne, 1998) researchers feel that an understanding about formalisation is limited. Some 

researchers (e.g. Papadakis, 2002; Lioukas & Papadakis, 2003; Eisenhardt & Bourgeois, 

1988) feel that formalisation could be linked to SDMP and organisational performance.  On 

the other hand, literature review shows that there is no consensus amongst researchers on the 

nature of relationship between formalization and organisation performance. For instance, 

Pearce II et al. (1987) claimed that there exists a positive relationship but Robinson et al. 

(1984) indicated there is no relationship. Furthermore, one of the main arguments that 

emerges from the literature review is that formalisation as a construct is more close to 

rationality as a variable in theoretical terms (Elbanna, 2006) than other decision dimensions, 

although empirical results have shown contradictory results (Papadakis, 2002; Baum & 

Wally, 2003; Schaffer et al. 2001). From these arguments an important inference can be made 

which is that formalisation as a decision making dimension has influence on firm 

performance and decision process. More in-depth study may be required individually about 

formalisation in order to gain a greater understanding on its influence on the firm 

performance and SDMP. Prior to establishing this aspect, any attempt to involve this 

construct in the SDMP as a decision dimension alongside other established decision 

dimension constructs such as rationality or intuition, to ascertain its impact on the SDMP may 

be premature.  
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2.5.5 Decentralisation 

Decentralisation deals with the total amount of participation of departments and individuals at 

different hierarchical levels (Tannenbaum, 1968; Papadakis, 2005). Cray et al. (1988) argue 

that decentralisation captures the centrality aspect in the SDMP. Others argue that 

decentralisation is a central element in the SDMP process that indicates the degree of 

decentralisation of decision-making introduced by the top management (Miller et al.1988). 

An important inference that emerges from the literature review is that while some researchers 

have used centralisation as the theme (Cray et al. 1988), others have preferred to use 

decentralisation as the theme (Papadakis, 2006; Miller et al. 1988), to demonstrate the 

influence of centralisation or decentralisation on the SDMP with respect to the decision 

making prerogative of the top management in a firm. Such a differentiation has the potential 

to indicate different meanings under different contexts, leading to the belief that centralization 

and decentralization could be used interchangeably.  This logically though is not the case as 

centralisation could indicate the extent of decision-making responsibility vested with the top 

management whereas decentralisation could mean the extent of divesting decision making 

more widely.  This anomaly in the literature needs to be carefully addressed while dealing 

with decision-making process dimensions. 

 

2.5.5.1 Role of decentralisation 

While review of the literature shows that researchers have strongly argued in favour of the 

idea that strategic decision making is a prerogative of the top management (Burgelman, 

1983), emerging research outcomes have contradicted this view. Literature on SDMP shows 

that some studies have been carried out on the role played by decentralization as a decision 

dimension and its moderating effect on firm performance (Astley et al. 1982; Butler et al. 

1979; Cray et al. 1988; Lyles, 1987; Miller et al. 1988). Fredrickson (1984) argued that 

decision-making process may involve the interaction of several employees at different levels, 

a view supported by Schilit and Paine (1987) who empirically measured the importance of 

inclusion of middle management employees in SDMP. However some authors have found 

that decentralization as a decision dimension may not be a very positively influencing factor 

under certain important contexts such as CEO characteristic (Papadakis, 2006). Although 

Papadakis (2006) has studied the influence of decentralisation on SDMP with regard to the 

central theme of CEO characteristics, his findings clearly indicate that decentralization as a 

variable is influenced only with respect to a few demographic characteristics like tenure and 

personality and no other non-demographic characteristics such as risk propensity.  

 

Furthermore Papadakis' (2006) study clearly shows that decentralisation can also act as a 

stimulant of politicization leading to an inference that decentralisation as a decision 

dimension may not positively influence firm performance. Thus it is not clear whether 
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decentralisation as a decision dimension will greatly influence SDMP positively under all 

contexts and in association with other decision dimensions. This argument is further 

strengthened by Papadakis (2006), who argued that in SDMP research the correlation 

achieved between decentralization and the SDMP characteristics is not very high. This 

argument leads to the possible conclusion that decentralization as a decision making 

dimension may not be significantly affecting the SDMP with respect to a majority of 

contextual factors and other decision dimensions. Furthermore in the context of SMEs where 

the decision-making is largely vested with the CEO or the owner, decentralization could be 

expected to play a much less important role in the SDMP and hence may not be a significant 

decision dimension in the SDMP.  

 

2.5.6 Other decision dimensions 

From the foregoing discussions it can be seen that a host of decision dimensions have 

attracted the attention of researchers in the SDMP literature (Papadakis, 2002). However, the 

importance and significance of such dimensions to SDMP have been largely related to various 

organizational contexts only.  This obviates the need for the inclusion of all the dimensions in 

SDMP models or relationships in general (Papadakis, 2002). Other important reasons that 

limit the scope of the discussions to only those decision dimensions mentioned above are that 

those dimensions have been found to affect SDMP significantly and the availability of 

empirical evidence strongly suggest the need to involve such dimensions in the SDMP in 

multiple organizational contexts. For instance lateral communication has been found to be a 

decision dimension that impacts positively the firm performance by Papadakis (2006).   

 

However, literature also shows that lateral communication cannot be considered as a 

dimension that could be applied in all types of organizational structures, contexts and 

environments (Tayeb, 1987). Similarly Andersen (2005) argues that communication should 

be both vertical and lateral for organizations to have efficient dissemination of information 

that will lead to better performance because lateral communication is seen to be prone to 

exchange of unstructured and unquantifiable information. This leaves a gap with respect to 

exchange of structured and quantifiable information that could be achieved perhaps only with 

vertical communication. Thus it can be seen that lateral communication as a decision 

dimension cannot be assumed to be a general decision dimension that could be applied to 

SDMP in all types of organizations, or to exchange all types of information. A generalized 

discussion on such decision dimensions may therefore not provide a strong rationale to 

include those decision dimensions in the SDMP, as those dimensions do not seem to have 

good support from the literature.  
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Furthermore, some of the dimensions are considered to be part of other decision dimensions.  

For instance Papadakis (2002) argues that Problem-Solving Dissension and Gestation and 

Duration as decision dimensions could be considered to be part of the politicisation dimension 

and the dimension "set of formalized rules followed" could be considered to be part of the 

"formalization" dimension. Such representations of strategic decision dimensions may slightly 

add to the overall impact of the SDMP but may not significantly alter the SDMP process if 

not included in the models developed by various researchers.  In fact the majority of research 

in the SDMP literature shows that rationality (Papadakis & Barwise, 1997) and politicization 

(Child & Tsai, 2005; Wilson, 2003) dimensions have been given the highest importance by 

researchers. Although intuition as a decision dimension has been increasingly considered to 

play a significant role in SDMP (Miller & Ireland, 2005; Sadler-Smith & Shefy, 2004; 

Elbanna, 2006), hardly any research is conducted on its role in SDMP, particularly in the 

context of SMEs, which implies the need to include in any SDMP research, particularly this 

research. 

 

The foregoing discussions on decision dimensions have enabled the researcher to gain a good 

understanding of the need, purpose and importance of decision dimensions in the SDMP.  

However, the literature clearly shows that decision dimensions alone cannot predict the 

outcomes of SDMP without the influence of antecedents. One of the antecedents that has been 

discussed in a limited way in the SDMP literature is the decision characteristics.  

 

A detailed and critical discussion on decision characteristics is expected to generate a greater 

understanding on their type and influence on decision dimensions in the SDMP. Thus the 

following sections provide a critical review on decision characteristics. 

  

2.6 Strategic decision characteristics 

Papadakis and Lioukas (1996) argue that the early perceptions of decision-making are 

considered as decision characteristics. In contrast Papadakis et al. (1998) claim that the nature 

of the decision itself could be significant in the SDMP and this is referred to as the decision 

characteristics. Another view found in the literature about decision characteristic explains that 

these characteristics are similar to stimuli that affect a decision and decision makers in 

different firms do not perceive such stimuli uniformly. Thus while the definition of decision 

characteristics seems to be vague or abstract, researchers believe that the way a decision is 

interpreted and labelled at the early stage of the SDMP, will have a relationship to the 

subsequent response of the firm in the SDMP (Papadakis  et al. 1998).  
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Furthermore, strategic decisions are expected to address issues that are unusual to a firm 

(Stahl & Grigsby, 1992), which indicates that unusual issues could be interpreted in multiple 

ways by managers, particularly during the early stages of the decision making process. Such 

interpretations could determine the subsequent response of the firm as part of the decision 

making process. For instance, evidence from the literature shows that if a decision is 

understood as a crisis at an early stage, then the response of the organisation will differ from 

the one understood as an opportunity (Jackson & Dutton, 1988; Milburn et al. 1983). 

Characteristics assumed by the decisions due to the decision makers presumptions about the 

decision, could have serious implications to the decision outcomes. 

 

From the foregoing discussions it can be construed that the idea of decision characteristic is 

considered as a notion that could be referring to the early stage perception and labelling of 

decisions. The literature shows that decision characteristics and their relationship to the 

SDMP is possibly the least explored topic in the SDMP literature and the knowledge 

currently available about this topic is limited (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). Thus researchers have 

emphasised the need to investigate such a relationship due its impact on overall SDMP 

(Papadakis et al. 1998).  

 

A few researchers who have made in-depth study on decision characteristics have pointed out 

that factors representing decision characteristics can be identified in organisational decision 

making processes and such factors could exert strong influence on the decision making 

process (Dutton, 1993; Fredrickson, 1985). Some of the factors that have been identified by 

researchers as representing decision specific characteristics include decision stimulus (Blume 

& Covin, 2011), decision urgency (Pinfield, 1986), decision uncertainty (Papadakis  et al. 

1998), magnitude of impact (decision importance) (Dean & Sharfman, 1993a; Stein, 1981; 

Elbanna & Child, 2007), Threat/Crisis (Dutton, 1986), Opportunity (Dutton & Jackson, 1987; 

Mintzberg et al. 1976; Stein, 1981) and familiarity (frequency of occurrence) (Papadakis & 

Lioukas, 1996; Astley et al. 1982).  

 

Researchers have been able to argue that these decision specific characteristics have impact 

on the decision-making process as well as sequential outcomes. Elbanna and Child (2007) 

have established a relationship between two of the SDMP antecedents namely decision 

uncertainty and decision importance on the one hand, and decision effectiveness (outcome of 

SDMP) on the other.  Similarly, Papadakis and Lioukas (1996) have argued that relationship 

between magnitude of impact, decision-specific uncertainty and threat/crisis, and decision 

dimensions such as rationality, comprehensiveness and politicisation can be empirically 

established. These examples indicate that some prior research has highlighted the importance 

of decision characteristics in the SDMP as wells their behaviour as antecedents to the SDMP.   
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However, these efforts are few and far between, and suffer from a lack of consensus and 

generalisability. This argument leads further to the inference that in the context of SMEs, 

particularly for those firms dealing with electronic, telecommunication and IT products or 

services, currently available models or relationship pertaining to SDMP may not be applicable 

as a general theory and may require deeper investigation. While literature review shows that 

decision characteristics play an important role in the SDMP and its outcomes, there is a need 

to conduct in-depth investigation on their impact on the SDMP. Such an investigation is 

needed to gain an understanding of their influence on the correlates of SDMP, in particular 

the decision dimensions. The following sections therefore critically review some of the 

important decision characteristics that have been identified by researchers in the SDMP 

literature. 

 

2.6.1 Magnitude of Impact 

Amongst the decision characteristics the one about which researchers have arguably the least 

knowledge is the ‘magnitude of impact of decisions’ on organisational SDMP (Papadakis & 

Lioukas, 1996). Although ‘decision magnitude of impact’ has attracted attention, the few 

studies that have been conducted to date have produced contradictory results. For instance, 

Dean and Sharfman (1993a) found no importance for decision-making (synonymous to 

decision magnitude of impact, (Elbanna & Child, 2007), a decision characteristic, to related to 

procedural rationality, an important decision dimension in the SDMP.  However, Papadakis 

and Barwise (2002) drew the opposite conclusions and showed that decision magnitude of 

impact is a strong predictor of decision dimension variables in the SDMP like for instance 

decision comprehensiveness/rationality. From these contradicting arguments, it is clear that 

the influence of decision magnitude of impact on SDMP needs to be studied further. As has 

been elaborated previously (Section 1.8.2), literature appears to be silent on the relationship 

between a range of decision magnitude of impact correlates and a range of decision 

dimensions in the SDMP (Papadakis et al. 1998).  

 

From a review of the research publications dealing with magnitude of impact of decisions it is 

possible to provide a general meaning to magnitude of impact as a correlate (Dean & 

Sharfman, 1993a; Stein, 1981; Papadakis, 1995). Elbanna and Child (2007) have also 

addressed the concept of magnitude of impact but under the label decision importance as they 

argue that executives when making important decisions need to weigh the consequence of 

such decisions since they are linked to the success or failure of the organisation. Decision 

makers are likely to be more rational while making important and crucial decisions that 

impact organisational success (Hickson et al. 1986), like earning profit. This indicates that the 

profits earned by the organisation as a decision magnitude of impact dimension can predict 

whether the subsequent response is going to be rational or otherwise in the SDMP.  
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Another meaning to decision magnitude of impact can be derived from the description of 

strategic issue. For instance, researchers consider strategic issues as those that describe the 

developments or events at the initial stage of the SDMP which have not attained the status of 

a decision event yet (Dutton & Duncan, 1987). Such issues have been found to influence the 

current and future strategy of an organisation (Ansoff, 1979; Dutton et al. 1983). In this 

context, decision magnitude of impact can be said to affect strategic issues as both are 

identified with the early stages of decision-making process. Further both are seen to have 

widespread impact on the organisation and SDMP. Strategic issues are seen to trigger 

interpretations of strategies by decision makers that impact the organisations (Dutton & 

Duncan, 1987). Dutton et al. (1989) consider magnitude of impact as a dimension used by 

managers to understand and interpret strategic issues and include this dimension as part of the 

analytic characteristics of issues.  Thus there is an impact of decisions taken by decision 

makers on the overall organisation with respect to a strategic issue.  

 

The foregoing discussions on magnitude of impact indicate that strategic issues as antecedents 

of SDMP could be linked to decisions, decision making process and the magnitude of impact 

of those decisions. That is to say, strategic issues could be considered as representing decision 

magnitude of impact. Further, it is seen from the literature that the magnitude of impact of 

such decisions can impact a range of factors which include profit, quality of service / 

products, total production, cost, sales, market share, call for changes in existing programs and 

organizational adjustment required to serve the decision (Papadakis et al. 1998).  

 

Although the magnitude of impact of decisions are seen to affect the overall organisation, 

literature review reveals that research outcomes have largely not addressed  the decision 

magnitude of impact as a variable having the potential to shape the SDMP, particularly in the 

context of SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries. Considering the 

important role decision magnitude of impact can play in the SDMP as an antecedent, there is 

a growing need to study the link between the decision magnitude of impact and SDMP 

effectiveness. Such a linkage promises to provide important clues in understanding how early 

stage decision making could be significantly improved to enhance the effectiveness of SDMP.  

 

Review of the literature shows that only a few prior studies have attempted to link decision 

magnitude of impact as an independent variable to the effectiveness of SDMP as a dependent 

variable.  For instance (Papadakis et al. 1998) have linked decision magnitude of impact as 

part of the SDMP to the characteristics of top management and the contextual factors. 

Papadakis et al. 1998) conducted their research on manufacturing industries located in 

Greece. Here, decision magnitude of impact was used as one of the many variables to predict 

the characteristics of top management and the contextual factors. This led to the inference that 
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the independent effect of decision magnitude of impact on top management characteristics got 

mired in a complex model resulting in a lack of knowledge on its specific impact on the top 

management characteristic.  

 

The model developed by Papadakis et al. (1998) shows that decision magnitude of impact as 

part of the construct decision characteristics is related to a set of seven decision dimensions, 

although the research outcomes have not addressed the issue of decision process 

effectiveness. Despite these shortcomings, the research by Papadakis et al. (1998) indicates 

that there is a strong linkage between decision magnitude of impact and decision 

rationality/comprehensiveness. Papadakis et al. (1998) conclude that decision magnitude of 

impact is one of the strongest explanatory variables of decision-making behaviour, an 

argument previously supported by Dean and Sharfman (1993a) and Stein (1980). 

Furthermore, the research conducted by Papadakis et al. (1998) was specific to the 

manufacturing sector pertaining to specific products and is not generalisable across SMEs or 

other product and service sectors in the manufacturing segment.  There is a need to link 

decision magnitude of impact as a predictor of SDMP effectiveness pertaining to SMEs to 

gain knowledge on how, as an independent variable, it could be controlled by managers in the 

SMEs to improve the effectiveness of the SDMP. This in trun could enable them to take 

adequate precautions before implementing the decisions. 

 

Additionally it can be seen that the empirical study of Papadakis et al. (1998) is limited in its 

purpose as the linkage of decision magnitude of impact to a number of decision dimensions 

and the contextual factors did not allow the study to identify the explicit influence of decision 

magnitude of impact on the overall SDMP. Nevertheless, the research outcomes provided by 

Papadakis et al. (1998) provide a basis for investigating the influence of decision magnitude 

of impact as a strong explanatory variable on the SDMP and SDMP effectiveness. The 

outcomes of the research conducted by Papadakis et al. (1998) provide a way forward to 

develop a model that could be used in determining the impact of decision magnitude of 

impact on strategic decisions at an early stage of decision formulation, applicable to a wider 

set of industries. Such a research could provide greater insights into the factors that have a 

bearing on the overall magnitude of the impact of decisions on the organisations, enabling 

decision makers to make the right decision alternatives thus enhancing the overall SDMP 

effectiveness.  

 

To date, apart from the research conducted by Papadakis  et al. (1998), research outcomes 

using decision magnitude of impact as an important antecedent to predict SDMP effectiveness 

that are significant could not be found in the literature. Despite this, the literature shows that 

the strengths of decision magnitude of impact as an antecedent of SDMP include its ability to 
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explain decision making behaviour (Dean & Sharfman, 1993a; Stein, 1980), act as a strong 

predictor of decision dimensions (Papadakis et al. 1998) and act as a dimension of strategic 

issues (Dutton et al. 1989) and decision outcomes such as client satisfaction (Naoum, 1994; 

Soetanto & Proverbs, 2001; Soetanto, 2002). To highlight this aspect Table 2.10 has been 

provided which gives information about the various research outcomes produced by different 

authors found in the SDMP literature that have related decision magnitude of impact to 

SDMP.   

 

Table2.10, Relationship of decision magnitude of impact to SDMP 
No. Author Relationship of decision magnitude of impact to SDMP 
1. Papadakis and Lioukas 

(1996) 
limited knowledge is the magnitude of impact of decisions on 
organisational SDMP 

2. Dean and Sharfman 
(1993a) 

Importance of decision-making synonymous to decision 
magnitude of impact 

3. Elbanna and Child (2007) A decision characteristic, not related to procedural rationality, an 
important decision dimension in the SDMP. 

4. Papadakis and Barwise 
(2002) 

Decision magnitude of impact is a strong predictors of decision 
dimension variables in the SDMP like for instance decision 
comprehensiveness/rationality

5. Papadakis et al. (1998) Decision magnitude of impact part of the SDMP to the 
characteristics of top management and the contextual factors 

6. Dean and Sharfman, 
1993a; and Stein,1980 

Decision magnitude of impact is one of the strongest explanatory 
variables of decision-making behaviour. 

        

2.6.2 Threat and crisis  

Threat or crisis is defined as an incident that can seriously impact an organisation (Heath, 

1998). Product or corporate reputation that is adversely affected by adverse publicity could be 

a threat. Another example could be product recalls (Bland, 1998). In addition, firms are 

frequently faced with rapidly changing and fast-paced environments necessitating 

organisations to interpret accurately and actively opportunities and threats enabling them to 

take appropriate strategic decisions (Dess et al. 1997).  For instance the research conducted by 

Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988) on the microcomputer industry found that rapid but 

discontinuous changes which take place in the microcomputer industry due to a number of 

factors including technology, demand and competitors to name a few, result in inaccurate and 

sometimes obsolete information. Such information could lead to misunderstanding of the 

environment thereby causing confusion in reading the situation as a threat or crisis or 

opportunity. Decisions that are taken in these situations are likely to be affected due to 

inaccuracy of the information available to the decision makers leading to an unclear situation 

wherein it may not be possible to make a proper distinction between threat or crisis and 

opportunity.  

 

Yet again, the rapidness with which markets change today does not instil confidence in 

decision makers as a decision that was considered appropriate and taken in a particular 
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situation might prove to be inappropriate or obsolete soon after (Dickson, 1992). Thus threat 

or crises versus opportunity need to be accurately judged by the decision makers in making 

strategic decisions and decisions are likely to bear a characteristic that signifies a threat or an 

opportunity. However, the literature shows that researchers do not concur on a single method 

that could enable the decision makers to correctly identify a threat or crisis and opportunity. 

For instance literature review shows that SWOT analysis was a useful method that was used 

by decision makers until recently, while methods such as regional clusters are considered to 

be better than SWOT analysis as researchers feel that SWOT analysis does not clearly 

provide a deep insight into the phenomenon (Valentin, 2005). Therefore decision makers need 

to be shrewd enough to identify what is a threat or crisis and an opportunity.  

 

At this juncture it won’t be out of place to state that it is necessary that the impact of threat or 

crisis needs to be separately studied in-depth to gain a greater understanding on the 

relationship between threat or crisis and the SDMP dimensions and as antecedents of SDMP. 

This argument is supported by other researchers (e.g. Jackson & Dutton, 1988) who feel that 

more work is still to be done in understanding the impact of threats and crisis on SDMP. 

Especially in the context of SMEs, the vulnerability associated with the industries to various 

environmental factors need careful assessment of threats and crises which if not properly 

assessed could be detrimental to the performance of the SMEs. The situation is further 

complicated due to a lack of an SDMP in SMEs which could enable managers to find ways to 

identify a threat or a crisis beyond reasonable doubt and thus make appropriate decisions.  

However this aspect is rarely addressed in the SDMP literature and considering the 

importance of the impact of this variable in the SDMP this gap needs to be separately 

investigated to generate outcomes linking threat and crises to SDMP particularly in the 

context of SMEs. It can be inferred from the above discussion that a deeper discussion on the 

definition of threat or crisis as well as its implications to SDMP is needed. However such a 

discussion is beyond the scope of this research as the focus of the research is to develop a 

relationship between decision characteristics and decision process effectiveness and not on 

the decision characteristic itself. 

 

2.6.3 Uncertainty 

One of the major problems in SDMP in any firm is the effect of internal and external 

dynamism and complexity of the environment that results in uncertainty of management 

(Schaffer et al. 2001). For instance judgements in turbulent industry environments may lead 

to uncertain decisions that are erratic (Mitchell et al. 2011). Turbulent environments may 

create such situations, in which managers resort to reduced usage of available information 

(Gilbert et al. 1988), narrow their attention (Ward & Mann, 2000), are distracted (Lavie et al. 

2004) and find it difficult to detect inconsistencies (Bargh &Thein, 1985). Furthermore, 
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researchers believe that when managers are faced with the option of taking uncertain 

decisions then there could be a failure in their cognitive functioning (Gilbert et al. 1995) due 

to engagement in multiple cognitive activities (Gilbert & Osborne, 1989). Thus, uncertainty 

could be considered as a decision characteristic that has an important role to play in SDMP, 

particularly in dynamic environments (Baum & Wally, 2003; Hough & White, 2003). 

 

Uncertainty is also considered as an important decision characteristic and antecedent of 

decision dimensions (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). In the SDMP literature uncertainty as a factor 

has been considered both as an environmental factor as well as decision outcome factor 

(Rajagopalan et al. 1993).  While uncertainty as an environmental factor affecting decision-

making has been addressed by many (Eisenhardt et al. 1997; Akgun et al. 2008) it has been 

found that accepted criteria for dealing with uncertainty in the decision-making process or 

decision outcomes in the SDMP literature (Tarter & Hoy, 1998) are scarce. It appears that in 

the SDMP literature, there is no generalised definition of decision uncertainty. However the 

discussions on decision uncertainty by some of the authors, for instance Astley et al. (1982) 

lend support to the argument that uncertainty in decision-making can be considered as a factor 

that arises out of the situation within an organisation where existing structures cannot cope 

with an issue. Furthermore Tarter and Hoy (1998) argue that decision uncertainty is a factor 

that affects the selection of the best option due to obscure consequences and makes it difficult 

for managers to maximise on a difficult choice due to demands on human cognition that are 

overwhelming.  

 

The foregoing arguments indicate that uncertainty as a decision characteristic can have major 

impact on the consequences of the decisions made by managers as part of the SDMP and 

hence the decision process effectiveness, although researchers have neglected this area. The 

necessity to address the linkage between decision uncertainty and decision process 

effectiveness arises out of the potential impact uncertainty can have on decision process 

effectiveness. Uncertainty needs to be investigated thoroughly as an independent decision 

characteristic as well as a variable because literature shows that uncertain decisions could lead 

to unpredictable consequences which include: 

 

 managers' dependence on intuition and not on data or information (Astley et al. 1982) 

 bypassing routine (Astley et al. 1982) 

 reduction in formality 

 reduction in reporting 

 higher centralisation 

 raising of politicality at the problem formulation phase (Papadakis &Lioukas, 1996)  
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Although Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988) contend that uncertainties in decision-making can 

be beneficial to organisations due to increased in-depth analysis and information processing 

as well as enhanced rationality in decision-making, the lack of significant prior studies on 

uncertainty as an antecedent to the SDMP can act as a major impediment in understanding the 

SDMP clearly. There are many situations in the context of SMEs where decision makers in 

volatile sectors including micro computer and information technology, could be forced to 

make uncertain decisions related to import or further investments or new ventures as they 

may not be certain about the objectives or outcomes. A lack of theories or concepts relating to 

the impact of uncertainty as a factor in the SDMP further impairs the decision makers in 

identifying solutions when forced to take uncertain decisions. Therefore, there is a need to 

inform decision makers of the outcome of uncertain decisions and their impact on the 

organisation and help them to gain knowledge on tackling uncertain decisions, through deeper 

investigations focussed on uncertainty which is beyond the scope of this research. 

 

2.6.4 Other decision making characteristics 

There are other decision-making characteristics that have been highlighted by researchers 

such as "Planned" or "Ad hoc" and Frequency of Occurrence/Familiarity (Papadakis & 

Lioukas, 1996) as having linkage to SDMP. These characteristics have not been dealt with in 

this literature review because the rigour needed in addressing these characteristics as 

antecedents of SDMP as indicated by the discussions in this literature review with regard to 

other decision characteristics including decision magnitude of impact, threats and crises and 

uncertaintywas beyond the scope of this research.  A review of the literature indicated they 

were less important in the SME / dynamic environment context of this research. Thus, it was 

not considered essential to discuss all the decision characteristics that have been highlighted 

in the SDMP literature in this review.  Consequently the current review on selected decision 

characteristics provided in this chapter offered the strong basis needed for the researcher to 

choose the decision characteristic most salient as an antecedent of SDMP in the context of 

this research, keeping in view the gaps found in the contemporary SDMP literature. 

 

2.7 Environmental factors 

Literature on strategic decision-making indicates that environmental aspects play a key role in 

determining the effectiveness of a decision making process (Elbanna, 2006).  The relationship 

between organisational aspects and environment has been widely discussed by many authors 

although some observe that not much empirical research has been conducted in regard to the 

effects of environment on the SDMP (Dean & Sharfman, 1996; Mintzberg & Waters, 1982; 

Fredrickson, 1984; Dean & Sharfman, 1993). Dean and Sharfman (1996) argue that 

environmental contexts play an important role in determining the degree of rationality in the 
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SDMP and this aspect needs further study. Other authors claim that external environmental 

factors moderate decision effectiveness (Goll & Rasheed, 1997). Thus, considering the 

importance environmental factors play on SDMP, the following sections provide a review of 

the environment factors that are widely discussed in the SDMP literature and their 

relationship to SDMP. 

 

Environment is considered to be a key contingent factor in SDMP literature (Mintzberg, 

1979; Castrogiovanni, 1991). There are many different environmental factors that have been 

identified by researchers in the SDMP literature categorised under internal and external 

corporate environment characteristics (Papadakis, 2002). Some of the factors identified under 

external corporate environment characteristics include stability, complexity, velocity, 

munificence (Mintzberg, 1979; Goll & Rasheed, 1997; Castrogiovanni, 1991), heterogeneity, 

hostility, dynamism and uncertainty (Miller, 1987; Grinyer et al. 1986), and under internal 

corporate environment, internal structure, planning systems and reward systems (e.g. Marsh et 

al. 1988). Table 2.11 lists the various environmental factors identified by many researchers. 

 

Table2.11, List of environmental variables identified by various authors 
No. Environmental variables Description/Authors 
1. Environmental hostility Impact of environmental hostility on decision making [Goll and 

Rasheed, 1997; Wan and Hoskisson, 2003; Rajagopalan et al. 
(1993); Elbanna (2009)]. 
Environmental hostility was a significant predictor of the 
relationship between the strategy process and organizational 
outcomes [Elbanna and Child, 2007; McArthur and Nystrom, 1991]. 

2. Environmental dynamism 
and munificence 

Business environments and empirical studies of strategic decision 
processes [Child, (1972); Dess and Beard (1984); Priem et al. 
(1995)]. 

3. Environmental dynamism 
and munificence 

Significant determinants of firm performance in empirical research 
[Bantel (1998); Keats and Hitt (1988)]. 

4. Environmental dynamism Moderating role of environmental dynamism between firm 
emotional capability and performance (Akgun et al. 2008). 

5. Environment complexity Environment complexity affects decision-making (Dess and Beard 
1984); degree of environmental complexity in a firm’s operating 
environment directly impacts the amount and nature of information 
that has to be processed by decision makers. (Rajagopalan et al. 
1993). 

6. Heterogeneity, dynamism, 
hostility, uncertainty 

Characteristics of the external corporate environment [Miller (1987); 
Grinyer et al. (1986)].

7. Internal structure, reward 
systems, planning systems 

Characteristics of the internal corporate environment (Marsh et al. 
1988). 

8. Competition, technology, 
government regulation 

Importance of environmental factors in varying environmental 
contexts and unstable environments (Khatri and Ng, 2000). 

Environmental factors have been found to impact a number of decision dimensions in the 

SDMP including rationality (Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984; Khatri, 1994; Hough & White, 

2003), political behaviour (Child & Tsai, 2005; Eisenhardt & Bourgeois, 1988) and intuition 

(Khatri & Ng, 2000; Agor, 1989a; Mintzberg, 1994; Quinn, 1980). While there is no 

consensus amongst researchers on the effect of various environmental factors on SDMP, the 
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existing literature appears to lack clear and systematic treatment of environment variables 

(Dess & Beard, 1984).  

 

For instance Dess and Beard (1984) argue that researchers have not focused on the effect of 

many environmental variables such as hostility, munificence, and complexity on SDMP 

though uncertainty as a variable has been addressed. In fact research outcomes indicate that 

environmental complexity may play a key role in decision making if not treated rationally 

(Dess & Beard, 1984). These arguments clearly point towards a need for a greater 

understanding of the linkage between many different environmental variables and the 

decision dimensions.  

  

2.8 External Environment 

Environmental contexts play an important role in the performance of the SMEs (Davis & Sun, 

2006).  External environment around an industry has been identified by researchers to be of 

various types that include high-velocity environments (Eisenhardt, 1989), turbulent 

environments, rapidly changing environments, hostile and benign environment (Covin & 

Slevin, 1989), unstable environments and stable environments (Eisenhardt and Bourgeois, 

1988; and Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988). While a number of researchers have developed 

constructs that address the impact of environment on the SDMP, uncertainty appears to 

surround those research outcomes (Mador, 2000).  

 

While the type of a particular environment such as high-velocity or stable environment have 

been found to affect SDMP by researchers, still some researchers feel that the SDMP 

complexity demands further investigation as it is felt that measuring success of the process is 

not easy in itself (Mador, 2000).  Researchers feel that impact of external environmental 

factors on SDMP in a dynamic environment pertaining to industries including SMEs dealing 

in IT or telecommunication or electronic services or products need further study as dynamic 

environments appear to impact performance (Huy, 2005). There is a need to study the impact 

of environment factors in a particular environment pertaining to a particular industry sector to 

gain knowledge on how the SDMP in those sectors could be formulated to improve the 

effectiveness of the SDMP and hence the performance.  In this context, it is reasonable to 

argue that factors or variables including dynamism, stability, hostility, munificence, velocity, 

complexity, scarcity and uncertainty that impact environments need to be studied further.  

The literature review shows that researchers do not agree to a common set of external 

environmental factors that affect the business environment and the SDMP (see Table 2.11) 

leading to the inference that each one of these factors could be important in different decision-

making processes and contexts.  Although all the external environmental factors could affect 
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the SDMP effectiveness, it is seen that researchers (see Table 2.11) have found that the 

linkage between each one of these factors and SDMP to be individually very strong. Research 

studies therefore logically prefer to address the impact of individual environmental factors on 

SDMP effectiveness, and not ‘many’ as a cluster (see Table 2.11).   

 

Considering the fact that SMEs are vulnerable to even a moderate change in the environment 

due to the influence of the environmental factors, it is arguably very important to investigate 

the impact of one environmental factor at a time on the SDMP. This method could yield a 

deeper and wider understanding of the impact of each one of the external environmental 

factor on the SMEs decision-making process. Furthermore it is necessary to prioritise the 

study on these external environmental factors due to the fact that some may logically have a 

greater impact than the others depending on the type of industry sector. For instance, in the 

case of a firm in the microcomputer industry the firm must keep pace with the changing 

technology through appropriate understanding of the dynamism of the external environment, 

failing which the firm could be forced to deal with obsolete technology. Such a situation calls 

for an SDMP that will enable the organisation to either minimise losses or gain competitive 

advantage in terms of launching newer technology in the market.   

 

The following discussions critically review a few of the factors identified by various 

researchers with regard to their linkage to SDMP and SDMP effectiveness. This discussion 

formed the basis for the choice of the most appropriate factor that had relevance to the current 

research, namely dynamism. Table 2.12 lists the various environmental factors’ definition 

identified by many researchers. 

Table2.12, Definitions of external environmental factors identified in SDMP research (Mador, 2000) 
Descriptor Definition Reference 
Dynamism  Used interchangeable with uncertainty.  Goll and Rasheed (1997) 

Mintzberg (1979) Opposed to stability on a continuum.  
Stability Opposed to dynamism. Mintzberg (1979) and  

Goll and Rasheed (1997) 
Complexity Numerous, interconnected, environmental elements are relevant.  Dess and Beard, 1984 

 
Mintzberg (1979) 

Measure of the extent to which the environment requires the 
organisation to have a great deal of sophisticated knowledge 
about products, customers, or whatever.  

Velocity  A measure of speed of change and continuity in demand, 
completion and technology. In high velocity environments, 
changes are so rapid and discontinuous that information is often 
inaccurate, unavailable, or obsolete.      

Bourgeois and 
Eisenhardt (1988) 

Munificence  Scarcity or abundance of critical resources needed by firms 
operating within an environment 

Castrogiovanni (1991) 
 
Mintzberg (1979) Opposite to Hostility on a continuum. 

Influenced by the organisation's relationships with outside 
groups, as well as by the availability of resources to it.    

Hostility Opposite to munificence on a continuum. Mintzberg (1979) 
Uncertainly Rate of change.  Rajagopalan et al. (1993)
Scarcity Opposite to munificence on a continuum. Staw and Szwajkowski 

(1975) 
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2.8.1 Dynamism 

According to Dess and Beard (1984) environmental dynamism could be described as the rate 

and unpredictability of change in a firm's external environment. Goll and Rasheed (1997) 

argue that dynamism could be used interchangeably with uncertainty of the environment 

which is the rate of change of the environment. Baum and Wally (2003) identify 

environmental dynamism as unpredictability. While the descriptions provided here on 

environmental dynamism may slightly differ from one another in general it is seen that 

environmental dynamism is considered to be a factor that signifies both unpredictability and 

rate of change. 

 

The literature review on SDMP shows that many authors have identified environmental 

dynamism as an important variable of SDMP. For instance Baum and Wally (2003) have 

studied the impact of dynamism as a moderating variable between decision speed and 

financial performance of a firm. Similarly Judge and Miller (1991) posited that environmental 

velocity is linked to firm performance wherein it can be seen that dynamism is a component 

of environmental velocity (Baum & Wally, 2003). Papadakis et al. (1998) argue that 

dynamism influences DMPs.  

 

Although research outcomes are found to address the issue of influence of dynamism on 

DMPs (Fredrickson, 1984; Eisenhardt, 1989; Judge & Miller, 1991) such research outputs are 

sparse and have produced contradictory results (Rajagopalan et al. 1997). For instance, Priem 

et al. (1995) argue that comprehensive processes showed that companies perform better in 

rapidly changing environment where as Fredrickson and Iaquinto (1989) claim that firms 

adopt rational-comprehensive strategic DMPs in a stable environment. Thus there is a need to 

study the impact of dynamism on SDMP to clear the cloud surrounding the impact of 

dynamism on SDMP, especially with regard to SMEs that face dynamic environment for 

instance the computer industries (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

 

Dynamic environments are pronounced in a number of forms like for instance dynamic 

competition across industries (D’Aveni, 1994; Thomas, 1996), frequent changes in the 

industry, changes in the customer demand and rapid changes in the technology (Akgun et al. 

2008). Empirical research shows that environmental dynamism can impact firms' performance 

negatively by creating threats (Walters & Bhuian, 2004). Furthermore researchers believe that 

such threats can affect the existing fit between a firm and its environment (Walters & Bhuian, 

2004). Additionally Akgun et al. (2008) claim that dynamism as a factor can place greater 

demand on managers in firms as routine solutions that are practiced on an everyday basis may 

become impracticable. This in turn could lead to adaptation of changes to fit changing 

circumstances. However other authors while disagreeing that environmental dynamism is a 
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source of hindrance for managers, in the same breath claim that it can provide new 

opportunities to firms and enable them to improve their performance (Lee et al. 2001).  

 

Lee et al. (2001) argue that dynamic environments can provide an opportunity to firms to gain 

flexibility in reallocating resources and reorganising the organization in terms of rearranging 

and manipulating competencies leading to improved performances. Thus, on the one hand, 

dynamism as an external environmental factor has the potential to impact firms negatively, 

but on the other, can provide opportunities for organizations to improve their performance.  

This contradiction is a major impediment in purposefully using the research outcomes and 

hence an investigation into the impact of environmental dynamism on SDMP, especially in 

the context of such vulnerable industries as IT in the SME sector becomes imperative. 

Furthermore, researchers have attempted to provide a linkage between environmental 

dynamism and SDMP by identifying dynamism as a variable that influences firm-level 

constructs, capabilities, and organisational performance (Grieves, 2000).  Mador (2000) 

attempted to relate environmental dynamism as antecedent to decision characteristics. 

Andersen (2005) hypothesises that environmental dynamism moderates the linkage between 

decentralization and firm profitability. Goll and Rasheed (1997) argued that association 

between rationality and firm performance is positively moderated by dynamic environment. 

These empirical studies clearly indicate the role of external dynamism in SDMP although 

researchers do not concur on whether dynamism as a variable moderates the decision 

characteristic or decision dimensions or decision process output. Such an anomaly requires 

further investigation. 

  

2.8.2 Munificence 

Another important environmental factor that affects firms is munificence and is described as 

the availability of critical resources required by a firm in shortage or abundance to operate 

within an environment (Castrogiovanni, 1991). Mintzberg (1979) concluded that munificence 

is the opposite of hostility on a continuum. Lenz and Engledow (1986) argue that munificence 

indicates the availability or scarcity of critical resources and claim that munificence affect 

environment. Khandwalla (1977) argue that munificence is a measure of the degree of 

environment and could be linked to riskiness, stressfulness and dominance over the company. 

While researchers do not agree on a common definition of munificence, it is clear that 

munificence is an important factor that impacts environment in which a firm is operating. 

 

Literature review in the field of SDMP shows that munificence has appeared frequently in 

research as well as theories on business environments and empirical studies on SDMP (Child, 

1972; Dess & Beard, 1984; Priem et al. 1995). Many researchers believe that munificence is 

an important correlate of firm performance in empirical studies (Bantel, 1998; Keats & Hitt, 
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1988). However, Rajagopalan et al. (1993) argue that munificence as an important factor of 

SDMP has received little attention. Elbanna and Child (2007), while highlighting the 

importance of munificence in SDMP research, argue that the extent of empirical research that 

addresses the impact of munificence on SDMP is limited. Thus empirical investigation into 

munificence has attracted only limited attention of researchers and more work needs to be 

done in this area.  

 

Currently, the available research shows that researchers have tried to establish a relationship 

between SDMP and firm performance with munificence as a moderator, for instance Goll and 

Rasheed (1997). Others have attempted to use munificence as a moderating variable in 

linking decision dimensions to strategic decision effectiveness, for instance positive influence 

of rationality on decision effectiveness under high environmental munificence or negative 

influence of intuition on decision effectiveness under high environmental munificence 

(Elbanna & Child, 2007). Dess and Beard (1984) have argued that competitive threat could be 

linked to munificence and claim that competitive threat is the greatest when munificence is 

low and vice versa. 

 

The foregoing discussions demonstrate the potential impact of munificence on SDMP as 

factor of the external environment. In addition, these discussions imply that munificence as a 

factor opposing environmental hostility is very significant and requires deeper study with 

respect to its impact on decision effectiveness without considering the interference or 

interaction with other environmental factors. Knowledge gained thus could be more useful in 

terms of understanding the impact of munificence on SDMP variables like for instance 

rationality, than combining it with other environment factor such as dynamism or complexity 

because of the necessity to control decision effectiveness more closely than possible now. 

Especially in the context of SMEs operating in highly dynamic environment, the impact of 

munificence on decision effectiveness as a separate study could yield deeper insights into the 

linkage between munificence and decision effectiveness either as a moderating variable or as 

an independent variable. As indicated by Rajagopalan et al. (1993) this factor needs greater 

study as hardly any attention has been paid to the impact of munificence on SDMP correlates 

in the SDMP literature.  

 

2.8.3 Hostility 

Environment hostility as a factor affecting SDMP has elicited contradictory views from 

researchers. For instance Papadakis et al. (1998) claim that environmental hostility does not 

influence any of the characteristics of SDMP and dispute the claims of Dess and Beard (1984) 

and Rajagopalan et al. (1993) that organisations follow more rational SDMP in hostile 

environments. 
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Environmental hostility is defined as a task environment in which a firm is placed and could 

pose threats to the viability of the firm with the possibility of impacting the SDMP (Slevin & 

Covin, 1997). Miller and Friesen (1983) describe environmental hostility as the extent of a 

situation the firms are forced to face, with respect to a number of factors that include price, 

unattractive market demand, scarcity of resources, problems arising due to regulations and 

competition in production and distribution. Although definitions and descriptions of 

environmental hostility vary, what is significant appears to be the contradictory results found 

in the empirical research on the impact of environmental hostility on SDMP. However, 

considering the fact that relatively little attention has been paid to the linkage between 

environmental hostility and SDMP characteristics (Elbanna & Child, 2007) and the few 

outcomes that have produced opposite results (Papadakis et al. 1998), a deeper investigation 

into the effect of environmental hostility as a standalone factor related to SDMP effectiveness 

could be necessary. Dedicated research may have to address the needs of various industries 

operating in different sectors including SMEs. The current depth of knowledge in this area is 

inadequate. However considering the depth of study required in addressing hostility as a 

factor related to SDMP, may need an entirely new study which is beyond the scope of this 

research.  Hence hostility as an environmental factor is not investigated in this research.  

 

2.8.4 Heterogeneity 

A review of the SDMP literature shows that heterogeneity can be attributed to both internal 

and external environmental contexts (Schaffer et al. 2001). The SDMP literature shows that 

heterogeneity is an external environmental factor that affects the decision making process 

within a firm (Papadakis & Lioukas, 2003) although researchers appear to have arrived at 

contradictory results in their understanding of the influence of heterogeneity on SDMP. For 

instance Smith et al. (1994), found through their study on top management teams in firms that 

heterogeneity has a negative impact on performance in certain respects as they found 

demographic diversity influences top management decision making. However Papadakis and 

Lioukas (2003) claim that environment heterogeneity is positively associated with overall 

satisfaction with the decision. Further Dess (1987), points out that the impact of environment 

heterogeneity is generally disregarded by managers in their decision making process, a 

sentiment echoed by other authors involved in the SDMP research (Judge & Miller, 1991; 

Priem, 1990; Priem et al. 1995; Rajagopalan et al. 1993), an argument that could be 

considered as a serious limitation in SDMP literature (Dess, 1987). While the foregoing 

arguments indicate the importance of heterogeneity in the SDMP process, it is also seen that 

the number of research outcomes that have addressed all aspects of heterogeneity is very 

limited. 
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External environment heterogeneity could be described as an aspect that indicates the 

diversity observed in the external environmental contextual factors, for instance Seethamraju 

(2008) argues that heterogeneity of technology affects firm performance and hence the 

SDMP. Similarly Butler et al. (1991) argue that customer heterogeneity increases complexity 

in the external environmental context that in turn is expected to affect the decision-making 

within firms. 

 

Another description of external environmental heterogeneity could be provided as the 

differences that exist amongst the individual elements of a set of elements and variation that 

are seen amongst the elements. For instance Bhattacharjee and Holly (2009) argue about the 

differences in the views of members in a committee or the variation in the individual beliefs 

of members in a committee as examples of heterogeneity. Thus it is seen that while a formal 

definition of heterogeneity is difficult to be arrived at but can only be derived from 

descriptions of heterogeneity by individual authors. However it is possible to infer from the 

foregoing discussions that heterogeneity is applicable to a wide range of objects and subjects 

relevant to SDMP like culture (Hofstede, 1980), identity groups (Cox, 1993; Jackson, 1992; 

Nkomo, 1992) and technology (Kidd & Teramoto, 1995).  

 

Relationships between heterogeneity and decision dimensions have been developed by many 

researchers but SDMP literature shows that there is no unified theory that has been developed 

by researchers to link the impact of heterogeneity to a number of factors that affect the 

SDMP. For instance with regard to firm growth researchers believe that the heterogeneous 

nature of the growth factor is not adequately examined by researchers with regard to multiple 

growth patterns (Delmar et al. 2003). Such examinations need to produce unified theories for 

the benefit of decision makers although some researchers believe that production of such 

theories is unlikely in the immediate future (Gibb & Davies, 1991). This argument could be 

extended to many other components affecting SDMP leading to the possible inference that a 

study of the impact of heterogeneity as an external environmental contextual factors requires 

a deeper investigation in its own merit. Such a research could produce outcomes that can 

enable decision makers in many different industrial sectors in associating heterogeneity 

meaningfully in the decision making process including the SME sector. 

 

The foregoing discussions on the external environment contextual variables provide a 

comprehensive synposis on the need to consider these variables as part of research on SDMP 

and their impact on SDMP effectiveness. However, it is prudent to consider the linkage of one 

external variable at a time to the SDMP in any research related to the SDMP effectiveness, to 

avoid complexities that could arise if multiple factors are considered together due to the 

diverse nature of the variables.  
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Alongside the review on the external environment factors it is necessary to consider the effect 

of internal organisational contexts on the SDMP as prior research shows that such contextual 

factors affect the SDMP effectiveness (Papadakis et al. 1998). Thus the following sections 

provide a critical review on the internal contextual factors that could impact the SDMP. 

 

2.9 Internal context 

Literature review in the field of SDMP unequivocally indicates the importance of contextual 

factors related to the internal characteristics of the firm on the SDMP (Papadakis et al. 1998). 

Researchers have felt that integrating contextual factors into the decision making process is an 

area that needs further research (Papadakis et al. 1998). That environmental context, both 

external and internal, play an important role in SDMP has been recognised by many authors 

including Beach and Mitchell (1978), Billings et al. (1980), Bryson and Bromiley (1993), 

Dutton et al. (1983), Hitt and Tyler (1991) and Rajagopalan et al. (1993). The discussions in 

this section focus on the internal firm factors that impact the SDMP.   

 

Although there are contradictory opinions on whether internal firm factors impact SDMP or 

not, call for investigating into the impact of internal firm characteristics on SDMP are 

growing. For instance, although some researchers (e.g. Papadakis et al. 1998) have raised 

questions on the influence of internal firm context on the SDMP many others (e.g. Bryson & 

Bromiley, 1993; Pettigrew, 1990; Schneider & De Meyer, 1991; Rajagopalan et al. 1993; 

1997) have called for wider research to gain knowledge on the linkage between the internal 

firm factors and SDMP. Infact researchers (see Bryson & Bromiley, 1993; Pettigrew, 1990; 

Schneider & De Meyer, 1991; Rajagopalan et al. 1993; 1997) argue that this area remains 

largely unanswered.  The situation becomes even more precarious if one tries to address the 

issue of internal firm factors in the context of SMEs as the internal firm factors could play a 

significant role in the SDMP an argument supported by (Koh & Simpson, 2005). Thus despite 

contasting opinions, the foregoing arguments strongly suggest the need to investigate the 

influence of internal firm factors as variables affecting SDMP and their relationship to firm 

performance.  

 

Papadakis et al. (1998) identified internal systems, company performance, firm size and 

corporate control as important internal firm characteristics. Romanelli and Tushman (1986) 

highlight current organisational arrangements, existing organisational structures, presently 

used organisational systems, organisational processes as well as resources as characteristics 

that impinge upon the SDMP.  If one reviews the extant literature it can be seen further that 

other researchers too have identified internal firm characteristics as related to specific SDMP 

characteristics such as decision speed instead of SDMP as a whole like Baum and Wally 
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(2003). In the same vein it can be added that there are other firm factors that exert influence 

on SDMP which include past strategies, structure, past performance, organization size, 

organizational slack, top management team (TMT) characteristics (Rajagopalan et al. 1993) 

and power distributions within the decision-making group (Rajagopalan et al. 1993; 

Eisenhardt, 1989; Jemison, 1981; Shrivastava & Grant, 1985). Although many internal firm 

factors have been identified by researchers that impact SDMP, Rajagopalan et al. 1993; Alge 

et al. 2003) claim that research on such internal firm factors is limited. For instance 

Rajagopalan et al. (1993) claim that as past strategies, past performance, and TMT 

characteristics need further study.  Although the above mentioned arguments could confuse 

decision makers and create contradictions, the fundamental inference that can be made is that 

internal firm characteristics need to be considered in any SDMP process as it is apparent that 

they influence the SDMP. 

 

As far as current status of research is concerned, literature shows that some of the authors 

have investigated the linkage between firm factors and SDMP. Fredrickson (1985), for 

instance, examined the role of past performance, and Fredrickson and Iaquinto (1989) 

examined impact of organizational size and TMT characteristics on the decision dimension 

comprehensiveness. These efforts appear to be exceptions in a literature that has very limited 

information on the influence of internal firm factors on SDMP. Thus there is a need to gain 

knowledge on the impact of organizational factors on SDMP using which it could be expected 

that managers will be able to effectively take decisions as part of SDMPs. 

 

These studies on internal factors of a firm by Papadakis et al. (1998) indicate the existence of 

positive relationship between the variables identified and SDMP. However these results have 

a limited utility of serving those firms on which the research has been conducted. 

Generalisation across other industries and other contextual factors is absent. This argument is 

further strengthened by the contradictory results achieved by Papadakis et al. (1998) 

pertaining to the relationship between firm performance and the extent of rationality found in 

the decisions made in firms. While they claim that there is a positive influence of firm 

performance on the extent of rationality associated with the decisions made, Bourgeois (1981) 

and Fredrickson (1985) have found that firms with superior performance were characterized 

by decisions in which the extent of rationality was less. In view of these inconsistencies found 

in the extant literature, three relevant internal contextual factors have been chosen for critical 

discussion in this research: firm performance, size, and corporate control. This discussion led 

the researcher to generate knowledge on how to address the SDMP problems arising out of 

internal contextual factors in SMEs for the purpose of this research. 
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2.9.1 Firm performance 

Firm performance has been explained in many ways by different authors.  Baum and Wally 

(2003) consider growth and profitability as indicators of firm performance whereas Papadakis 

et al. (1998) have used return on asset and growth in profits. Other authors have used market 

share (Anderson et al. 1994), return on sales and return on equity (Orlitzky et al. 2003; 

Waddock & Graves, 1997). The various indicators identified show disagreement on the part 

of researchers on a common set of indicators that best represent firm performance. Despite 

this disagreement it can be seen that firm performance plays an important role in the 

organisational decision making process. 

  

An important aspect of SDM is that research establishing links between past firm 

performance to SDMP is limited (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). The research outcomes that are 

available are also contradictory. Fredrickson (1985) found that past performance is negatively 

related to the comprehensiveness of strategic decision-making process. However, Smith et al. 

(1998) found that small and large firms alike performed better when the decision making 

process was comprehensive. In light of the contradictory findings, it is important to examine 

the relationship between internal firm factors and SDMP further, in particular in the context 

of SMEs.  

 

Furthermore, within the SDMP, Papadakis et al. (1998) have argued that firm performance 

affects a number of decision characteristics whereas Elbanna and Child (2007) have argued 

that firm performance is an antecedent to strategic decision effectiveness.  The situation is 

further complicated with Fredrickson (1984) arguing that performance is dependent on 

comprehensiveness of decision making with the relationship being either positive in stable 

environment or negative in unstable environment. These varying arguments on the 

relationship between firm performance and decision comprehensiveness are contradictory and 

are not generalisable.  Accordingly, it was necessary to investigate the proper nature of the 

relationship between performance and the SDMP constructs. An investigation becomes 

particularly imperative in the context of SMEs due to their heavy reliance on external 

environment and the limited research carried out on the relationship between organisational 

performance and SDMP in general (Rajagopalan et al. 1993).  

 

2.9.2 Size 

According to Elbanna and Child (2007) one characteristic that affects an organisation as an 

internal contextual factor related to the SDMP is the firm size. Elbanna (2009) claims that the 

importance of size as a contextual variable in the SDMP has been well addressed in related 

research (e.g. Papadakis et al. 1998). However, literature shows that firm size though 

considered usually by researchers as an important variable in the context of SDMP (Papadakis 
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et al. 1998), there are contradictory opinions. For example, while Fredrickson and Iaquinto 

(1989) and Child (1972) argue that firm size is associated with SDMP, Dean and Sharfman 

(1993a) as well as Hickson et al. (1986) did not find any relationship between SDMPs and 

firm size. Furthermore the study conducted by Papadakis et al. (1998) on manufacturing firms 

in Greece, in investigating the role of management and context on SDMP clearly shows that 

firm size is related to SDMP. Papadakis et al. (1998) argue that this finding is in line with 

previously published research.  

 

Considering that a number of research findings (Fredrickson, 1984; Fredrickson & Iaquinto, 

1989; Mintzberg, 1973) have found that firm size plays an important role in SDMP, it may be 

reasonable to concur with the arguments of Papadakis et al. (1998). Thus firm size can be 

considered to be an important internal contextual variable affecting SDMP. However 

considering the fact that the focus of this research is SMEs, firm size will act more as a 

constant than as a variable.  

 

2.9.3 Corporate Control 

According to SDMP literature many researchers have argued in favour of including corporate 

control as an important variable that affects SDMP (e.g. Papadakis et al. 1998; Lioukas et al. 

1993; Mintzberg, 1973; Mallory et al. 1983). While corporate control could refer to the type 

of ownership, for instance owned by a local or multinational, much of the evidence 

supporting their linkage to SDMP in the SDMP literature are inconclusive. It is important to 

note here that Papadakis et al. (1998) have found through their research on manufacturing 

firms in Greece that there is no relationship between corporate control and SDMP. Although 

the results achieved by Papadakis et al. (1998) are not conclusive, it may not be reasonable to 

ignore the findings due to the lack of statistical significance found by Papadakis et al. (1998) 

as well as the lack of consensus amongst researchers on the importance of corporate control 

as a variable affecting SDMP. Thus further discussions on corporate control as a construct 

representing internal firm contextual factor was considered as not significant for this research. 

 

The foregoing discussions on internal firm contextual factors and their relationship to SDMP 

clearly show that there is little consistency (if any) in the prior research that could enable the 

researcher to identify a set of well-established variables to be used as part of the current 

SDMP research.  In such a situation, it is advisable to examine the individual impact of a 

contextual variable on SDMP rather than the collective impact of many on the SDMP, to 

elicit a clear result and eliminate complications. 

 

After the discussion on the decision dimension variables, decision characteristic variables, 

external environmental variables and internal contextual variables that have been found to 
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influence SDMP, it is important to gain an understanding on the decision output factors that 

are affected by them. This argument emanates from the claims of many researchers who have 

argued that those variables are related to many decision output factors such as decision 

effectiveness (Elbanna & Child, 2007), and process outcomes (Rajagopalan et al. 1993).  

While some research outcomes have established a relationship between SDMP dimensions 

and characteristics (Papadakis et al. 1998), there is a lack of well-established linkage between 

specific SDMP characteristics, the SDMP dimensions and SDMP output variables.  In this 

context, it is essential to understand what factors constitute decision output and what is the 

nature of the association between those factors and the rest of the SDMP components. The 

next section focuses on the decision output factors to enable an understanding on their 

importance and relationship to SDMP.  

 

2.10 Decision process output 

Review of the literature shows that some researchers argue that any SDMP leads to decision 

outcomes described in terms of firm performance (Akkermans & van Aken, 1999) while 

others have argued that decision outcomes are linked to increasing the speed of the SDMP, 

generating creative decisions and better implementation of decisions (e.g., Eisenhardt, 1989; 

Judge & Miller, 1991). In addition, decision outcomes are said to be comprising of quality of 

decision-making and implementation of decisions (Akkermans & van Aken, 1999; Pettigrew, 

1992) although some disagreements exist amongst researchers like for instance Van de Ven 

(1992) who argues that SDMP research is diverse and cannot be described as part of a single 

paradigm. It must be noted here that many researchers have classified the decision outcome to 

comprise decision-making phase and implementation phase although this classification seems 

to be arbitrary (Akkermans & van Aken, 1999; Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984; Eisenhardt & 

Zbaracki, 1992; Priem et al. 1995; Steiner, 1972). Also the literature review indicates that 

decision outcomes need to be viewed as part of the overall SDMP with the decision outcomes 

viewed as part of the input-process-outcome linkage (Mador, 2000). 

 

These diverse arguments point towards a need to gain a clearer understanding of the decision 

outcomes and their relationship to SDMP. Considering the difficulties involved in 

determining the short term and long-term outcomes of decisions in firms, it is necessary to 

gain a deeper understanding of the decision outcomes.  Additionally predicting whether good 

decisions made will lead to successful implementation of decisions and good outcomes or bad 

decisions made will lead to unsuccessful implementation or bad outcomes appears to be a 

complex task (Edwards, 1984; Keeney, 2000).  
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The extant literature suggests that decision outcomes provide an understanding of the quality 

of decisions that are taken as part of the SDMP (Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992) as well as how 

well they have been implemented (Baum & Wally, 2003; Nutt, 1993; Wilson, 2003). 

Considering these arguments and the fact that decision process outcome is a part of the input-

process-outcome linkage, the decision making phase itself could be considered as one of the 

outputs of the decision process outcome. In this context a linkage between the decision 

process output as part of the decision process outcome and decision process dimensions as 

part of the decision making process appears to be logical although it is a grossly neglected 

area of research that needs further study (Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992).  

 

The necessity to link decision process output to the decision process dimensions arises out of 

the need to understand its impact on successful implementation of decision and the resultant 

strategic decision success (Elbanna, 2006) which is an argument supported by other 

researchers. For instance, Hickson et al. (2003) highlight the relationship between decision 

success and the way decision implementation is managed.  Furthermore researchers believe 

that good decisions cannot be evaluated based on its outcome (Edwards, 1984; von 

Winterfeld & Edwards, 1986). Thus gaining knowledge on how good decisions are made as 

part of the decision process output gains currency. 

 

Since SMEs are characterised by quick entry and exit from the business stage (Mador, 2000), 

it is prudent to examine the decision process output and its relationship to SDMP ahead of the 

implementation phase in order to explain how SMEs could be provided with a meaningful 

method to survive, progress and sustain in dynamic environments by taking rational 

decisions. In light of this argument the following discussions provide a critical review on the 

decision process output factors that influence associated with the SDMP. 

 

2.10.1 Factors affecting decision process output 

Researchers appear to argue that when a decision is taken it is not known whether it is a good 

or bad decision because it is not possible to predict and foresee the outcome (Chen & Chien, 

2009). In a complex world where the environment is uncertain and decision making hinges on 

a number of dimensions that may or may not be controllable by a firm especially in the SME 

sector, it may be difficult to guarantee that good decisions lead to good outcomes and predict 

that bad decisions necessarily lead to bad outcomes (Chen & Chien, 2009). In such a situation 

it is necessary to elicit factors that could be controlled to provide a reasonable idea on how 

SDMP variables influence decision output factors and increase the chances for the managers 

in the SMEs to take successful decisions leading to possible outcomes that can be 

characterised as good. 
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The extant literature in SMDP relevant to SMEs indicates that SMEs in general do not seem 

to have a well-defined SMDP through which decisions are made and implemented (Gibcus et 

al. 2004). Such a situation can be a major factor in many of the SMEs entering and exiting 

markets quickly. While an SDMP could greatly enhance the success factor of these SMEs, 

such an SDMP if linked to decision process output factors may enhance the success of the 

SMEs considerably.  Especially SMEs in the ICT sector that are subjected to constant change 

in the market conditions may find it supportive in dealing with changing external factors if 

decision process output factors could be linked to the SDMP.  In this context, a search 

through 25 papers published by leading researchers in the SDMP literature produced only 

limited number of factors that could be considered as a part of decision process output (Table 

2.13).  

Table2.13, List of leading researchers in the SDMP literature 
No. Title of the paper Author 

1 
Strategic decision-making in an ever-changing world : creating 
conditions for informed action

Akkermans and van Aken 
(1999)

2 Strategic decision speed and firm performance Baum and Wally (2003)
3 Organizational structure, environment, and performance Child (1972) 

4 
Does decision process matter? A study of strategic decision-
making effectiveness 

Dean and Sharfman (1996) 

5 Making fast strategic decision in high velocity environments Eisenhardt (1989) 
6 Strategic Decision Making Eisenhardt and Zbaracki (1992) 
7 Strategic decision making: process perspectives Elbanna (2006) 

8 
Influences on Strategic Decision Effectiveness: Development 
and test of an integrative model 

Elbanna and Child (2007) 

9 
The comprehensiveness of strategic decision processes:  
extension, observation, future decisions 

Fredrickson (1984) 

10 
Inertia and Creeping Rationality in Strategic Decision 
Processes 

Fredrickson and Iaquinto 
(1989) 

11 
Strategic Decision-Making in Small Firms: Towards a 
Typology of Entrepreneurial Decision-Makers 

Gibcus et al. (2004) 

12 
Rational decision making and firm performance: the 
moderating role of environment 

Goll and Rasheed (1997) 

13 Top Decisions: Strategic Decision-Making in Organizations Hickson et al. (2003) 

14 
How do small business managers make strategic marketing 
decisions? A model of process 

Jocumsen G. (2004) 

15 
Strategic Decision Progresses and Outcomes: Effects of 
Context 

Lioukas and Papadakis (2003) 

16 
Strategic Decision Making Processes: Extending Theory to an 
English University 

Mador (2000) 

17 Implanted Decision-making: American Owned Firms in Britain Mallory et al. (1983) 
18 Strategy-Making in three Modes Mintzberg (1973) 

19 
Strategic Decision Making in Microfinance Organisations: 
Stakeholder perspective 

Mori and Munisi (2009) 

20 
Public Private Differences and the assessment of alternatives 
for decision 

Nutt (1999) 

21 
Strategic decisions – Making Processes: The Role of 
Management and Context 

Papadakis et al. (1998) 

22 The character and significance of strategy process research Pettigrew (1992) 

23 
Strategic Decision Processes: 
Critical Review and Future Directions 

Rajagopalan et al. (1993) 

24 Decision Analysis and Behavioural Research 
von Winterfeld and Edwards, 
(1986) 

25 Strategy as decision making Wilson (2003) 
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However although researchers do not specify any particular factor as being linked to SDMP, 

certain authors have indicated what could be considered as a decision process output factor.  

For instance Mori and Munisi (2009) highlight that effectiveness of decision process output 

could be a factor that could lead a firm to good performance. In a similar tone a few authors 

have identified decision quality as an important factor that could be considered as part of the 

decision process output (Chen & Chien, 2009; Bell et al. 1988; Majone, 1984; Schilit & 

Paine, 1987). Furthermore, Dooley et al. (2000), Ling et al. (2008) and Papadakis et al. (1998) 

argue that commitment could be an important factor that determines strategic decision 

making. Another example of a factor that seems to impact strategic decision output is the 

satisfaction derived from the SDMP. For instance Papadakis et al. (1998) argue that 

satisfaction could be a factor that influences decision process outcome and hence could be 

considered as a decision output. 

 

Prior research that has addressed decision process output in the SDMP literature is very 

limited. However, considering the fact that decision-making phase precedes decision 

implementation phase, it is worthwhile to critically examine the decision making as the 

decision process output to gain knowledge on its influence on SDMP. Conclusions derived 

from such an examination may be very useful to SMEs, as SMEs could gain knowledge on 

the likely success or failure of the implementation of strategic decisions and firm performance 

prior to their implementation. Thus, the following sections provide critical review of the 

decision process output factors.  

 

2.10.1.1 Decision quality 

Elbanna (2006) argues that decision quality is an important part of the decision outcome of an 

SDMP. However Chen and Chien (2009) argue that very little research has been conducted in 

the field of decision sciences that address the quality of decisions made through the decision 

making process. Furthermore, in the absence of established research outcomes it may be 

difficult to judge the relationship between the quality of decisions made and their impact on 

the firm's performance. These arguments indicate that literature on the quality of decisions 

made through DMP needs further investigation. If decision quality is not properly understood 

then problems may creep in while relating the causality of the firm's performance to the 

quality of the decisions like the relationship between isolated decisions and the firm 

performance which may indicate a weak relationship due to lack of appropriate measures that 

could be used for measuring the quality (Elbanna, 2006). In fact it may not be an exaggeration 

to say that quality of decisions, whether good or bad, and their causes, if well understood, 

could enable many firms, especially the SMEs, to find ways to gain knowledge on how to 

make quality decisions and enhance the performance of the firm.  The above arguments 

combined with lack of reliable research outcomes necessitate an in-depth examination of the 
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causal relationship between the quality of the decisions made through the SDMP and the 

impact of the quality of decisions on the firm's performance. 

 

Quality as an important attribute of decisions made is described differently by different 

researchers. For instance Chen and Chien (2009) argue that in times of uncertainty, doing the 

right thing right, using the right people could be considered a quality decision while CIMA 

(2009) argues that quality of decision making helps firms to gain competitive advantage. 

However within the SDMP literature, quality of the decisions made as a decision process 

output has not been well addressed (Nooraie, 2008). In contrast Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 

(1988) contend that rational analysis as part of the SDMP could improve the initial quality of 

the decision indicating the limited character of the research in this area.  

 

With contradictory arguments and limited research, an investigation into the relationship 

between the decision making process and the quality of decisions as part of the decision 

process output may yield significant insight into how good decisions are made leading to 

good results for a firm. This could further lead to a better understanding of how context, 

process and outcome affect the quality of decisions made, the quality of the decision-making 

process and degree and direction of the causality among the main SDMP variables. In fact 

some of the leading authors in SDMP research like for instance Papadakis et al. (1998) argue 

that quality of decision-making and decisions need further investigation with regard to their 

antecedents in any SDMP.  

 

Moreover, in the context of SMEs conducting business in dynamic environments, this aspect 

becomes even more important as lack of understanding of the quality of decisions made by 

managers in these SMEs could land the firms in problematic situations, especially in a 

competitive market. This argument is supported by researchers who claim that quality of 

decisions impact the competitive advantage of a firm, for instance timely decisions that could 

produce good results (Chen &Chien, 2009). Thus quality of decisions could be considered as 

important decision process output attributes that needs further study with regard to its linkage 

with other SDMP variables. 

 

2.10.1.2 Satisfaction 

In the SDMP literature satisfaction is largely linked to the satisfaction of the decision makers 

emanating out of successful decision-making, and indicated by better performance of a firm 

or the achievement of satisfactory results by the firm based on the decisions taken by the firm 

(Elbanna, 2006; Schweiger et al. 1986). However, prior research related to satisfaction as a 

decision outcome, has produced contradictory results. Schweiger et al. (1986) highlight that 

certain SDMP lead to good quality decisions that are less satisfying, while Simon et al. (1986) 
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argues that decision makers look for satisfying decisions and not optimal or the best solutions. 

These contradictory arguments highlight the need to consider satisfaction as an important 

factor associated with the SDMP and specifically as a decision process output. Papadakis et 

al. (1998) have articulated the need to consider satisfaction as an important correlate of 

decision outcomes, arguing that further research is needed to link satisfaction as an important 

variable of decision process output.  

 

Considering the fact that SMEs operating in a dynamic environment face tough challenges, 

many researchers have argued that the influence of many SDMP dimensions on satisfaction 

are not uniform. For instance, Bharati and Chaudhury (2006) argue that strategic decision 

making is influenced by information quality and is affected by environment. However 

Lioukas and Papadakis (2003) found that influence of rationality in decision making on 

satisfaction increases initially but decreases with increasing rationality and is not affected by a 

dynamic environment. Lack of consistent research outcomes dictates further investigation. 

Thus further research is imperative in gaining a deeper understanding on how satisfaction as a 

decision process could be linked to SDMP antecedents.  However considering the large extent 

of research that is needed to establish the relationship between satisfaction as a decision 

process output variable and SDMP components, it was necessary to make the right decision 

on including satisfaction as a variable in the current research, and it was deemed that it was 

beyond its scope. 

 

2.10.1.3 Commitment 

Many researchers (Eisenhardt, 1989; Wooldridge & Floyd, 1990) have identified commitment 

as an important part of decision outcome.  Commitment as a factor could indicate different 

aspects, for instance commitment to resources (Rajagopalan et al. 1993), to strategic decisions 

and decision-making (Eisenhardt, 1989; Wooldridge & Floyd, 1990), to ongoing actions 

(Rajagopalan et al. 1993) and implementation of decisions (Dean & Sharfman, 1996). 

Although many researchers have argued that there could be a linkage between commitment as 

a decision outcome variable and SDMP (e.g. Wooldridge & Floyd, 1990; Mintzberg et al. 

1976; Quinn, 1980) researchers in general opine that research linking commitment as an 

important SDMP outcome variable to the other SDMP variables needs to be advanced 

(Rajagopalan et al. 1993; Papadakis & Barwise, 1998).  One of the reasons for this could be 

that fact that researchers have not taken into account the impact of context and content as well 

as process and outcome on the decision output factors (Papadakis & Barwise, 1998).  

 

It is imperative to note here that improving the clarity about the concepts behind the SDMP 

output factors such as commitment could lead to better decision quality and subsequent 

successful implementation (Rajagopalan et al. 1993).  Thus, it was reasonable to assume that 
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further research linking commitment as decision process output to the SDMP correlates could 

advance the current knowledge in the area of SDMP. Particularly in the context of SMEs that 

face many challenges threatening their survival, research outcomes linking SDMP to 

commitment could prove highly beneficial to entrepreneurs and managers. 

 

2.10.1.4 Decision Effectiveness 

The largest body of research in SDMP appears to focus on firm performance as an important 

outcome of the SDMP (Elbanna & Child, 2007). However one of the contentions of some 

researchers is that firm performance may not necessarily portray decision effectiveness 

(Elbanna & Child, 2007). Another significant argument made by Chen and Chien (2009) is 

that effectiveness of a decision should be construed as not the decision outcome effectiveness 

but the decision process effectiveness. Furthermore, Weber et al. (2005) claim that decision-

making effectiveness improves with recognition based decision-making process. These 

arguments bring into focus the importance of decision effectiveness although there is a 

difference of opinion on whether decision effectiveness informs decision outcome 

effectiveness or decision process effectiveness. 

 

Elbanna and Child (2007) argue that strategic decision effectiveness can be considered as a 

decision process outcome factor an argument that finds resonance with Butler et al. (1993). 

However Eisenhardt (1999) and Simons et al. (1999) appear to describe strategic decision 

effectiveness as being closely related to organisational effectiveness.  These contradictions 

though can be a little confusing, it is reasonable to conclude that decision effectiveness could 

be related to both the SDMP as well as the organisation. However for the purpose of this 

research, decision effectiveness has been considered as a factor of the decision outcome in 

line with the arguments of Elbanna and Child (2007) and implies that decision effectiveness 

indicates the SDMP effectiveness as a synonym. 

 

Studies have shown that strategic decision characteristics (e.g. top management team 

characteristics) and dimensions (e.g. rationality) influence strategic decision effectiveness 

(Carmeli et al. 2009). However research has shown inconsistent results. While Carmeli et al. 

(2009) have concluded that it is the decision characteristic such as Top Management Teams 

that has a direct bearing on decision effectiveness, Elbanna and Child (2007) appear to 

conclude that SDMP variables and environment factors affect the decision effectiveness. 

While the arguments of Carmeli et al. (2009) find support from Weber et al. (2004), many 

authors opine that research outcomes in this area suffer from serious differences between 

theoretical insights and empirical material (Akkermans & van Aken, 1999) as also lack 

conclusive evidence on the superiority of any one method over the other used by different 

authors to link decision effectiveness to SDMP variables (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). Thus in 
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the absence of a strong evidence on what factors of SDMP could be linked to decision 

effectiveness further investigation on the linkage between decision effectiveness and SDMP is 

needed and is expected to enhance the current knowledge on the influence of SDMP on 

decision effectiveness. 

 

2.11 Chapter summary 

The strategic decision making process in SMEs is an under researched area.  Significant gaps 

in the SDMP literature pertaining to both SMEs and large-scale enterprises exist. Current 

knowledge lacks depth with regard to the linkage between decision characteristics as 

independent variables, decision dimensions as mediating variables and decision output as 

dependent variables under specific environmental conditions.  In particular, linkage between 

decision magnitude of impact as a decision characteristic and decision output factors needs 

further study in the context of SMEs operating in dynamic environments in the electronic, 

telecommunication and IT sectors. This chapter provides the basis for developing the 

theoretical framework for this research which follows.  
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Chapter 3 

 

Theoretical Framework 

 

3 Introduction 

The theoretical framework provided in this chapter defines the boundaries of the theories, 

models and concepts used in developing a research relationship model for addressing the 

research problem. The literature review provided in Chapter 2 provided the basis to define the 

variables that are supported by various authors and their conceptualisation. The linkage 

between the variables and their integration into a comprehensive research relationship model 

using sound theoretical underpinning is provided in this chapter. The rationale provided in 

establishing the linkages led the researcher to formulate the hypotheses that were used in 

testing the interrelationship between the variables, the results of which are presented in 

Chapter 5. 

 

This remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: The theoretical framework is discussed 

in Section 3.1. Rationality in decision making and intuition are discussed as mediating 

variables in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.  Sections 3.4 and 3.5 discuss the influence of 

internal contextual and external environmental factors on SDMP. Section 3.6 explains why 

some of the environmental factors have not been included in this research. Section 3.7 

outlines the research relationship model developed (the theoretical framework) and Section 

3.8 provides a brief summary to the chapter. 

 

3.1 The framework 

The theoretical framework for this research was primary influenced by the models developed 

by Papadakis et al. (1998) and Elbanna and Child (2007) and other relevant literature. 

Consequently, the SDMP models used in this research include both synoptic formalism and 

incrementalism which is in line with the research conducted by Papadakis et al. (1998) and 

Elbanna and Child (2007). SDM is a fertile ground for conducting research (e.g. Dean & 

Sharfman, 1993a; Papadakis & Barwise, 1998a; b; Rajagopalan et al. 1993). As identified 

through Chapter 2, in general research in SDM has linked four important factors namely 

content, context, process and outcome (Bell, Bromily and Bryson, 1997).  

 

Furthermore, although SDM as an important concept has been researched extensively, the 

bulk of the research has focused on content, linking it to firm performance (Rajagopalan et al. 

1993).  Recently however, there has been a fresh interest generated in researching the process 

side of the SDM, as researchers feel that the current available knowledge on SDM is based 
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mostly on assumptions that are highly untested (Dean & Sharfman, 1993a; Papadakis & 

Barwise, 1998a, b; Rajagopalan et al. 1993). It is therefore necessary to investigate the impact 

of process on the SDM in firms. Outcomes from such research efforts would supplement and 

extend the existing knowledge in SDM that is largely focused on content. 

 

In addition, researchers generally believe that the linkage between strategic decision making 

processes and decision process outcomes needs further study as the current knowledge about 

this linkage is limited (e.g., Rajagopalan et al. 1997; Papadakis et al. 1998). Although many 

researchers have conducted research in this area that have been generally regarded as bases 

for further research (e.g. Fredrickson, 1984; Eisenhardt, 1989; Dean & Sharfman, 1993a), 

such research outcomes have produced contradictory results. This situation has deprived 

industry practitioners of the required knowledge to tackle various issues related to SDMP. 

This highlights the need for further research in this area.  

 

The research in this thesis is built on the belief of certain researchers who have recognized the 

need to develop an integrative research that investigates how certain factors such as decision 

characteristics, decision dimensions and contexts influence SDMP and the decision process 

outcome (for instance Papadakis et al. 1998).  Thus, central to this research is the SDMP and 

its linkage to context and decision outcome. However, SDMP is a vast field of research and it 

is necessary to narrow down to concepts that could be effectively used in helping to address 

some of the challenges faced by the industry. Thus the theoretical framework that is presented 

in this chapter also defines the boundaries of the theories and concepts within which the 

research was conducted. 

 

Strategy, strategic planning and strategic decision-making are believed to significantly affect 

many different types of industries and organisations. There are numerous research articles that 

have been published and have addressed strategy, strategic planning and strategic decision 

making in the large scale sectors, for example Fredrickson (1984) and Papadakis et al. (1998).  

However research contributions related to SMEs are sparse. In particular, the review of the 

literature indicated that their examination in SMEs in the electronics, telecommunication and 

information technology (IT) sectors that function in dynamic environments has not been 

addressed, to develop an understanding on how strategy, strategic planning and strategic 

decision-making could be beneficial to them.  

 

The reason for choosing electronics, telecommunication and IT industries is that these 

industries have heralded a new era in the area of organizational performance and have a 

significant role to play in the economies of many countries. Any change affecting these 
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industries could impact the economy of the host countries.  Furthermore entry and exit of 

firms in these sectors also appear to be more frequent than other sectors. Under these 

circumstances one of the tools that could be effectively used by those firms is strategic 

decision making.  Thus SMEs in the fields of electronics, telecommunication and IT were the 

context for this research.  

 

Furthermore, electronics, telecommunication and IT industries in the SME sector in the Gulf 

region including Bahrain, depend largely on finished goods imported from various countries 

as well as services provided by overseas companies. The majority of the firms are operating 

in the SME sector. Local contribution to the industries in delivering the products or services is 

largely restricted to financial investments. Non-availability of home grown workforce or 

infrastructure to manufacture has prevented the industries from establishing large-scale 

manufacturing or research and development activities. These limitations make investments 

risky in this region and sustaining a profitable firm a great challenge. 

 

However, these limitations are somewhat compensated through the economic boom being 

witnessed in the Gulf region due to the wealth this region possesses in terms of the oil 

reserves and the petrodollars earned through the sale of oil to the rest of the world. The 

economic power available in the region acts as an important stimulus to investors who have to 

take strategic decisions while establishing their business. Especially in the electronics, 

telecommunication and IT sectors, where the technological advances are rapid, investments 

and sustaining business operations require careful decision-making processes. Failure to make 

appropriate decisions based on sound reasoning or rationality could land the SMEs in serious 

trouble, including closure. Thus on the one hand there is economic power to invest in the 

electronics, telecommunication and IT industries, and on the other there is a need to 

implement effective decision-making processes. These aspects combined with a lack of 

studies on SDMP in the SMEs in general, provided a strong reason to investigate into SDMP 

based on the study of the SEMs located in the Gulf region. It was expected that such a study 

could assist entrepreneurs and managers in the SMEs operating in the electronics, 

telecommunication and IT in making appropriate decisions leading to better performance and 

higher return on their investment under risky and turbulent environments. 

 

3.2 Rationality in decision making 

Furthermore SDM itself is considered to be central to strategic planning (Elbanna & Younies, 

2008).  It is also evident that researchers have produced many different models in dealing 

with SDM. For instance, Papadakis (2006) lists a set of eight models that have been discussed 

in the literature namely rational, bureaucratic, incremental, political, avoidance, “garbage 
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can”, symbolic and entrepreneurial (e.g. Chaffee, 1985; Hart, 1992; Lyles & Thomas, 1988). 

Amongst these models, the literature shows that rationality is likely to have a positive 

influence on decisions made in a firm (Dean & Sharfman 1996; Fredrickson & Mitchell 

1984). Rationality is considered to be one of the most important dimensions that has been 

found to characterise a decision process (Papadakis, 2002). Many researchers including Dean 

and Sharfman (1993a; b); Hart (1992); Steiner (1969) consider that rationality is a concept 

that plays a prominent role in decision-making theory and practice. Eisenhardt and Zbaracki 

(1992) argue that the debate over whether mangers who make decisions are rational or 

boundedly rational is no longer controversial. These arguments indicate the wide acceptability 

of rationality as an important concept that affects SDMP. Though some contradictions have 

been found against these arguments, many authors suggest that rationality can be considered 

to play an important role in decision-making process (Papadakis & Lioukas, 1996; Elbanna & 

Child, 2007; Fredrickson & Mitchell, 1984; Fredrickson & Iaquinto, 1989). 

  

3.3 Intuition 

In contrast Elbanna (2006) argues that although intuition is an important aspect in the SDMP, 

hardly any empirical research has been conducted in understanding to what extent managers 

in firms use intuition in SDMP and is an important area for research. In fact several 

researchers suggest that senior management in firms use intuition in dynamic environments 

(e.g. Agor, 1989a; Mintzberg, 1994; Quinn, 1980). In addition Sadler-Smith (2004) argues 

that rationality and intuition are two contrasting cognitive styles and mirror two distinct ways 

of information processing. Furthermore, Vasilescu (2011) argues that managers in the senior 

management in most cases use a combination of rationality and intuition in decision-making. 

It is reasonable to argue that in the context of SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and 

IT sectors where industries are most likely owned by individuals (Peterson & Meckler, 2001), 

intuition is expected to play a leading role in decision-making.    

 

The foregoing review of the literature pointed out that a wide range of dimensions have been 

identified by researchers that affect SDMP, including formalisation, hierarchical 

decentralisation, lateral communication and politicization (Section 2.5).  However, it is 

practically not possible to tackle them all in a single research project. Instead, they need to be 

examined in a systematic manner necessitating the need to have a clear focus in any single 

study. In this context two important arguments posited by leading researchers need to be 

mentioned here that support the choice of rationality and intuition as the two constructs that 

impact SDMP in the context of this research.  The first one is the argument of Elbanna and 

Naguib (2009) who say that main perspectives and models in the SDMP literature have 

revolved around rationality and intuition. The second is the argument of Khatri and Ng (2000) 
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who emphasise that both rationality and intuition are important for strategic decision making, 

an argument echoed by other researchers (e.g. Pondy, 1983; Simon, 1987) as well. Thus 

rationality and intuition are the two constructs that will be the focus of this research.   

 

3.3.1 Relationship between rationality, intuition and decision effectiveness  

While research in SDMP has shown that each one of these dimensions can play a role in the 

performance outcomes of firms, it is rationality and intuition, the two contrasting yet 

important decision dimension variables that appear to be the two most important decision 

dimensions that, as such, have been considered by researchers to be central to SDMP 

(Papadakis & Barwise, 1997; Khatri & Ng, 2000). Thus, rationality was chosen as a focal 

variable of decision dimensions, alongside intuition which was chosen as another important 

decision dimension variable due to its importance in the SME context.   

 

Furthermore, in the SDMP literature, decision process output is considered to be a significant 

factor that determines the implementation of decisions and performance of the firm. 

Researchers (e.g. Papadakis et al. 1998; Rajagopalan et al. 1993) consider that rationality 

plays an important role in determining the decision process output. Similarly other researchers 

(e.g. Elbanna & Child, 2007) have argued for the inclusion of intuition as another decision 

dimension that affects decision process output along with rationality.  

 

For instance one of the major decision process output factors that has been linked positively 

to rationality by researchers is the decision effectiveness (Dean & Sharfman, 1996). Similar 

sentiments have been echoed by Elbanna and Child (2007). Again, Elbanna and Child (2007) 

have linked intuition to the decision process output factor decision effectiveness and showed 

that there was a positive linkage between intuition and decision effectiveness in high-

uncertainty environments. Thus, the linkage between rationality and intuition to decision 

process output variable decision effectiveness was considered appropriate for this research 

which is studying the effect of decision dimensions on decision process output in the context 

of SMEs operating in very dynamic environment. It can therefore be hypothesized that: 

 

 The use of rationality in the strategic decision making process is positively related to 

the strategic decision making effectiveness. 

 The use of intuition in the strategic decision making process is positively related to 

the strategic decision making effectiveness. 
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3.3.2 Relationship between decision magnitude of impact, rationality in decision 

making and intuition 

Researchers have identified that decision dimensions are affected by inputs to the SDMP, 

such as decision characteristics.  For example Papadakis et al. (1998) identified decision 

magnitude of impact, threats, crises and frequency as decision characteristics that impact 

decision dimensions rationality/comprehensiveness, financial reporting, hierarchical 

decentralization, lateral communication, politicization and problem solving dissension. 

Despite the importance that researchers’ have attached to ‘decision characteristics’ as factors 

influencing the SDMP, very little research has examined their influence.  And, again because 

many ‘decision characteristics’ have been identified, it is important that they are examined 

systematically and that the value of that research is not diluted by trying to examine them all 

at once.  Instead, it is important that multiple studies are conducted that build on each other.  

Hence in this study, the decision characteristic ‘decision magnitude of impact’ was chosen 

keeping in view the SMEs, where hardly any research has been conducted on SDMP. The 

findings from this research could be further extended by considering the impact of other 

decision dimensions through future research.  

 

The literature review in this research discussed extensively some of the decision 

characteristics and their linkage to decision dimensions rationality and intuition, including 

magnitude of impact, threat and crises and uncertainty, and indicated briefly about the 

importance other characteristics such as planned versus adhoc and frequency of 

occurrence/familiarity. Amongst these characteristics, this research builds on the influence of 

decision magnitude of impact on rationality and intuition.  While the inspiration to study the 

influence of decision characteristic on rationality comes from the model developed by 

Papadakis et al. (1998) and on intuition from the model developed by Elbanna and Child 

(2007) not all the decision characteristic factors have been included in this research for the 

following reasons. 

 

There is a need to link magnitude of impact as a predictor of SDMP effectiveness pertaining 

to SMEs to gain knowledge on how magnitude of impact as an independent variable can 

inform managers in the SMEs about the effectiveness of the SDMP thereby helping them in 

their quest to take adequate precautions before implementing the decisions. Research 

outcomes in this area are very limited and do not address the electronics, telecommunication 

and IT industries.  Knowledge of this linkage could help these industries in successfully 

negotiating the dynamic environment. Thus, decision magnitude of impact was considered in 

this research as an important decision characteristic factor that will influence rationality, 
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intuition as well as the SDMP to gain further knowledge on the SDMP. Based on the 

foregoing discussions it can be hypothesised that: 

  

 Decision magnitude of impact is positively related to the use of rationality in strategic 

decision-making. 

 Decision magnitude of impact is positively related to the use of intuition in strategic 

decision-making. 

 

3.3.3 Rationale for non-inclusion of other decision dimensions 

While there would be very little disagreement on the fact that decisions that are characterised 

by threat or crisis have a major effect on SDMP, it is clear from the arguments given in 

Section 2.6.2 that their impact needs to be separately studied in-depth. Such in-depth study 

would enable a greater understanding on the relationship between threat or crisis and the 

SDMP dimensions and as antecedents of SDMP. Since researchers feel that a lot needs to be 

still done in understanding the impact of threats and crisis on SDMP (Jackson & Dutton, 

1988) an independent study on the influence of threat and crises is expected to provide clearer 

outcomes. An investigation on the influence of threat and crises was thus considered to be 

beyond the scope of this research. This choice is further supported by the fact that there has 

been very little study on decision magnitude of impact as an antecedent of SDMP though its 

impact is considered to be very important in the SDMP. 

 

Similarly, based on the findings of the literature review, it was reasonable to conclude that an 

investigation into the impact of uncertainty as a major variable and an antecedent of SDMP 

may require a full-scale research effort as a separate research problem, and hence was beyond 

the scope of this research.  Hence, uncertainty as a decision characteristic is not addressed in 

this research. Other decision characteristics including planned versus ad-hoc and frequency of 

occurrence/familiarity were also not considered in this research, for similar reasons of scale 

and scope of the research project.  

 

3.3.4 Relationship between decision dimensions  

As far as decision process output is concerned this research predominantly builds on the 

research efforts of Papadakis et al. (1998) who recommended that further research in linking 

process dimensions to the decision process output needs to be carried out. Such research is 

expected to improve the current understanding of the impact of decision process output on the 

quality of implementation of the decisions. Although very little research has been carried out 

in examining the impact of decision dimensions and contextual factors on decision process 

output, the available literature on the subject does indicate that quality of decision process 
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output, firm commitment to implement the decision and decision making effectiveness need 

to be examined for their influence on implementation of the decision and the firm 

performance (Papadakis et al. 1998). Current knowledge on these factors as decision outputs 

and their dependence on rationality, intuition and contextual factors is very limited. Thus in 

this research an investigation is conducted on the impact of rationality, intuition and 

contextual factors on decision process quality, decision process effectiveness and firm 

commitment to implement the decisions.  

 

Although other factors such as satisfaction have been suggested by researchers, the 

understanding here is that in the context of the SMEs in the electronics, telecommunication 

and IT sectors quality of decision process output, decision making effectiveness and firm 

commitment play a vital role in the implementation of the decisions. Further a focus on 

quality of decision process output, decision-making effectiveness and firm commitment 

specifically, is expected to refine the current knowledge on the influence of these factors on 

SDMP in a systematic manner. Including other factors such as satisfaction could increase the 

complexity of the research resulting in possible lack of clarity on research outcomes. In 

addition, the outcome of the current research could be applied in future models that could 

include factors such as satisfaction. Thus, including other factors in the current research other 

than quality of decision process output, decision-making effectiveness and firm commitment 

was considered to be beyond the scope of this research. From the discussions given above, it 

can be hypothesised that: 

 

 The use of rationality in the strategic decision making process is positively related to 

the quality of the strategic decision process output. 

 The use of rationality in the strategic decision making process is positively related to 

the firm's commitment to the strategic decision-making process output. 

 The use of intuition in the strategic decision making process is positively related to 

the quality of the strategic decision process output. 

 The use of intuition in the strategic decision making process is positively related to 

the firm's commitment to the strategic decision-making process output. 

 

3.4 Influence of internal contextual factor on SDMP 

Chapter 2 highlighted that research on strategy has clearly identified environmental factors as 

contexts that impact organisations, and that internal contexts in organisations and external 

environmental factors have been found to influence SDMP. This research has chosen firm 

performance as an important internal context in line with other researchers such as Papadakis 

et al. (1998) and Elbanna and Child (2007). Although this research was based predominantly 
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on the model developed by Papadakis et al. (1998), who attempted to link four internal 

contextual factors (i.e. internal firm characteristics, performance, corporate control and size), 

the factor firm performance has been chosen for this research due to the following reasons: 

 

 Researchers (e.g. Elbanna & Child, 2007; Fredrickson, 1985) argue that firm 

performance affects organisational outcomes which include SDMP output.  

 Elbanna and Child (2007) argue that there is a positive interaction between rationality 

and firm performance leading to an influence on decision success. 

 Similarly Elbanna and Child (2007) found a negative relationship between intuition 

and decision effectiveness that was weak for companies with high performance 

leading to the inference that firm performance contributes to SDMP that involves 

intuition.   

 Lack of firm empirical research on the influence of firm performance on SDMP as 

the current results found in the SDMP literature are contradictory (Papadakis et al. 

1998)  

 

Furthermore, based on the arguments of Fredrickson (1985), it is argued that firm 

performance affects organisational outcomes.  In this research, organisational outcomes have 

been considered to be organisational performances which in turn has been used 

synonymously as decision effectiveness which is in line with the arguments of Elbanna and 

Child (2007).  Further, firm performance has been considered to affect positively the decision 

effectiveness as a decision process output variable which is based on the hypothesis 

developed by Elbanna and Child (2007). In addition, these arguments have been extended in 

this research to include other decision process output variables, as reviewed in Section 2.10 

namely quality in decision process output and firm commitment. The rationale for including 

quality of decision process output and firm commitment as decision process output variable 

alongside decision effectiveness emanates from the literature review provided in Section 2.10. 

Including these two variables alongside decision effectiveness means that firm performance 

will affect quality of decision process output and firm commitment. This follows the 

recommendation of Papadakis et al. (1998) who suggested that impact of decision 

characteristics on quality of decision process output and firm commitment needs to be tested 

as part of the SDMP which is invariably affected by internal contextual factors. From the 

foregoing discussions it can be hypothesised that: 

 

 Firm performance is positively related to the quality of the strategic decision process 

output. 

 Firm performance is positively related to the strategic decision making effectiveness. 
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 Firm performance is positively related to the firm's commitment to the strategic 

decision-making process output. 

 

3.5 Influence of external environmental factor on SDMP 

Finally with regard to external environmental factors, it was considered important to include 

environmental dynamism in the research for its impact on SDMP. The rationale behind this 

choice arose from the fact that the focus of this research is the impact of SDMP on SMEs in 

the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors which are heavily subjected to a dynamic 

external environment (Kazakevitch & Torlina, 2008). While some researchers concur that not 

much attention has been paid to SMEs in general with regard to the wide variety of contexts 

and environments associated with these industries (Mintzberg, 1994; Carson & Cromie, 1990) 

others have emphasised on the need to include turbulent and dynamic environments as 

important factors in the SDMP (Fredrickson, 1984; Eisenhardt, 1989; Judge & Miller, 1991). 

Furthermore, research output in this area is seen to be sparse and the limited outcomes have 

produced contradictory results (Rajagopalan et al. 1997). For instance Priem et al. (1995) 

argue that comprehensive processes showed that companies perform better in rapidly 

changing environments where as Fredrickson and Iaquinto (1989) claim that firms adopt 

rational-comprehensive strategic DMPs in a stable environment. Thus there is a need to study 

the impact of dynamism on SDMP especially with regard to SMEs that face dynamic 

environment (Eisenhardt, 1989).  

 

Dynamism in the industry has been shown to affect organisational performances by 

Eisenhardt (1989). As was mentioned in Section 2.10.1.4 organisational performance has 

been synonymously used by Elbanna and Child (2007) to indicate decision effectiveness. In 

addition Eisenhardt (1989) argues that in a fast changing environment fast decisions were 

made by decision makers and such decisions produced better performance. Thus it can be 

construed that dynamism in the industry is affecting decision effectiveness (a decision process 

output variable) positively. Again, researchers (e.g. Fredrickson 1983) believe that both 

rationality in decision-making and intuition are affected by a dynamic environment. Thus 

dynamism can be argued to affect the SDMP output that is characterised by rationality in 

decision-making and intuition. 

 

It is important to note here that while dynamism in the industry has been pointed out to affect 

decision effectiveness positively (a decision process output variable), quality of decision 

process output and firm commitment have also been kept alongside decision-making 

effectiveness. This is in line with the arguments provided in Section 2.10.1 that decision 

process output should include quality of decision process output and firm commitment as 
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variable and the recommendations of Papadakis et al. (1998) to include these two as part of 

the SDMP.  

 

From the foregoing discussions it can be hypothesised that: 

 Dynamism in the industry is positively related to the quality of the strategic decision 

process output. 

 Dynamism in the industry is positively related to the strategic decision making 

effectiveness. 

 Dynamism in the industry is positively related to the firm's commitment to the 

strategic decision-making process output. 

 

3.6 Reasons for not including other environmental factors 

3.6.1 Munificence 

With regard to munificence, the current available research outcomes show that researchers 

have tried to establish a relationship between SDMP and firm performance with munificence 

as a moderator (e.g. Goll & Rasheed, 1997). Others have attempted to use munificence as a 

moderating variable in linking decision dimensions to strategic decision effectiveness, for 

example a positive influence of rationality on decision effectiveness under high 

environmental munificence or negative influence of intuition on decision effectiveness under 

high environmental munificence (Elbanna & Child, 2007). Dess and Beard (1984) have 

argued that competitive threat could be linked to munificence and claim that competitive 

threat is the greatest when munificence is low and vice versa. 

 

The foregoing discussions confirm the impact of munificence on SDMP as a factor of the 

external environment. They also imply that munificence as an important factor opposing 

environmental hostility is very significant and requires deeper study with respect to its impact 

on decision effectiveness without considering the interference or interaction with other 

environmental factors. Knowledge gained thus could be more useful in terms of 

understanding the impact of munificence on SDMP variables like for instance rationality, than 

combining it with other environment factor such as dynamism or complexity because of the 

necessity to control decision effectiveness more closely than possible now. Especially in the 

context of SMEs operating in highly dynamic environment, the impact of munificence on 

decision effectiveness as a separate study could yield deeper insights into the linkage between 

munificence and decision effectiveness either as a moderating variable or as an independent 

variable. As indicated by Rajagopalan et al. (1993) this factor needs greater study as hardly 

any attention has been given to the impact of munificence on SDMP correlates in the SDMP 

literature. Considering the depth of study that is needed in understanding the relationship 
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between munificence and SDMP, including munificence at this stage in this research was 

seen to be beyond the realms of the aim and objectives of this research.  Consequently the 

investigation on the impact of munificence as an external environmental factor on SDMP was 

deemed more appropriate for future research in its own right. 

 

3.6.2 Hostility 

Literature review shows that relatively less attention has been paid to the linkage between 

environmental hostility and SDMP characteristics (Elbanna & Child, 2007). A few outcomes 

that are found in the SDMP literature have produced opposite results (Papadakis et al. 1998). 

Thus a deeper investigation into the effect of environmental hostility as a standalone factor 

related to SDMP effectiveness could be considered necessary. Considering the fact that a 

deeper study is needed in understanding the influence of hostility on SDMP and as explained 

in the previous section with respect to munificence, inclusion of hostility as part of the current 

research would make the research model very complex and less systematic. This would 

further lead to difficulties in understanding the effect of decision magnitude of impact on 

decision process output variables if hostility is included as part of the research. Considering 

that the focus of this research is dynamic environment which requires complete attention to 

enable gain deeper insights on its influence on SDMP, it was concluded that including 

hostility as an environmental factor was beyond the scope of the current research. However 

hostility has the potential to be included in future SDMP research. 

 

3.6.3 Heterogeneity 

The relationship between heterogeneity and decision dimensions has been developed by many 

researchers but SDMP literature shows that there is no unified theory that has been developed 

by researchers to link the impact of heterogeneity to a number of factors that affect the SDMP 

(Delmar et al. 2003). This argument could be extended to many other components affecting 

SDMP leading to the possible inference that a study of the impact of heterogeneity as an 

external environmental contextual factors needs a far-more deeper research exclusively. 

Again, considering the quantum of investigation involved on dynamism as the focal external 

environmental factor and its influence on the SDMP, including heterogeneity in the model 

would have given rise to avoidable complexity in understanding the influence of both 

dynamism and heterogeneity. Furthermore, in order to maintain a systematic approach that 

would enable the researcher to produce clear research outcomes based on an in-depth study of 

dynamism and its influence on SDMP, including heterogeneity was considered impertinent at 

this stage. Accordingly, it was concluded that research that includes heterogeneity as part of 

the current research was beyond the scope of the current investigation.  
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3.7 The research relationship model 

The foregoing discussions have identified the various constructs needed for this research, 

their importance to SDMP, the relationship amongst them and the theoretical support for 

these proposed relationships. The constructs that have been identified for this research are: 

 Decision magnitude of impact (decision characteristic factor) 

 Rationality in decision making (decision dimension factor) 

 Intuition (decision dimension factor) 

 Dynamism in the industry (external environment factor) 

 Firm performance (internal contextual factor) 

 Decision making effectiveness (decision process output factor) 

 Quality in decision making process output (decision process output factor) 

 Firm commitment (decision process output factor) 

 

Amongst these factors, Section 3.3.2 showed that decision magnitude of impact has been 

hypothesised to affect rationality in decision-making and intuition positively. Further in 

Section 3.3.1 rationality in decision-making is hypothesised to affect decision-making 

effectiveness, quality in decision-making process output and firm commitment positively. 

Similarly intuition has been hypothesised to affect decision-making effectiveness, quality in 

decision-making process output and firm commitment positively. In addition dynamism in the 

industry and firm performance have been hypothesised to affect decision making 

effectiveness, quality in decision making process output and firm commitment positively.  

These arguments provided the basis for the construction of the following research relationship 

model (Figure 3.1) that was to be tested in this research, for addressing the research problems 

outlined in Section 1.3.  

  

Figure3.1, Research relationship model 
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Table 3.1 below provides a summary of the research hypotheses. 

Table3.1, Research hypotheses 

 

3.8 Chapter summary  

This chapter has provided the theoretical support needed for developing the research 

relationship model that was used in this research to provide solutions to the research problems 

identified in Chapter 1. Further, the chapter has identified various constructs that were used in 

the model and outlines the relationship amongst the variables. The chapter provides the 

rationale in linking the variables to formulate the model leading to the methodology chapter 

that provides the data collection and analysis details. 

No. Hypothesis 
 Strategic Decision Characteristic-Strategic Decision Dimension 

H1a 
Decision magnitude of impact is positively related to the use of rationality in strategic decision-
making. 

H1b Decision magnitude of impact is positively related to the use of intuition in strategic decision-making. 
 External Environmental Factor-Strategic Decision Process Output 

H2a Dynamism in the industry is positively related to the quality of the strategic decision process output. 
H2b Dynamism in the industry is positively related to the strategic decision making effectiveness. 

H2c 
Dynamism in the industry is positively related to the firm's commitment to the strategic decision-
making process output. 

 Internal Environmental Context-Strategic Decision Process Output 
H3a Firm performance is positively related to the quality of the strategic decision process output. 
H3b Firm performance is positively related to the strategic decision making effectiveness. 

H3c 
Firm performance is positively related to the firm's commitment to the strategic decision-making 
process output. 

 Strategic Decision Dimension (RDM)-Strategic Decision Process Output 

H4a 
The use of rationality in the strategic decision making process is positively related to the quality of the 
strategic decision process output. 

H4b 
The use of rationality in the strategic decision making process is positively related to the strategic 
decision making effectiveness. 

H4c 
The use of rationality in the strategic decision making process is positively related to the firm's 
commitment to the strategic decision-making process output. 

 Strategic Decision Dimension (Intuition)-Strategic Decision Process Output 

H5a 
The use of intuition in the strategic decision making process is positively related to the quality of the 
strategic decision process output. 

H5b 
The use of intuition in the strategic decision making process is positively related to the strategic 
decision making effectiveness.

H5c 
The use of intuition in the strategic decision making process is positively related to the firm's 
commitment to the strategic decision-making process output 
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Chapter 4 

 

Methodology 

 

4 Introduction 

Research methodologies adopted by researchers pertaining to the strategic decision-making 

process field vary. For instance Mador (2000) argues that strategic decision-making process 

research calls for a holistic approach and exalts that a purely positivist approach alone cannot 

enable the researcher to succeed in addressing all the underlying problems. However 

Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988) argue that there is no accepted general model to 

communicate interpretive research meaning positivism is more suitable. In light of such 

strong and partially contradictory opinions, it was necessary to understand how to choose the 

most appropriate research methodology. Thus, the following sections review in detail on the 

most widely used research philosophies in strategic decision-making process research 

alongside the epistemology, ontology, research approaches and research methods that need to 

be understood by the researcher before adopting the most appropriate epistemological stance 

for this research. In addition, the chapter addresses various methodological issues such as 

development of the research framework, research design and research strategy alongside the 

data collection and analysis aspects.  

 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 discusses the research 

philosophies that could be used in empirical research. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 critically review 

the research approaches and methods respectively that need to be considered prior to the 

choice of a particular approach and method. Section 4.4 defines the research framework. The 

choice of the research method and the rationale behind the choice are explained in Section 

4.5. The design of the research as well as research strategy adopted in this research is outlined 

in Sections 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. The development of the research instrument has been 

described in Section 4.8. Section 4.9 details the conduct of the pilot survey and its outcomes. 

Section 4.10 discusses the results of the pilot survey. Section 4.11 comprehensively covers 

the various aspects related to the main survey while Section 4.12 covers the data analysis 

aspects. Sections 4.13and 4.14 describe the Structural Equation Modelling and Confirmatory 

factor analysis that have been adopted in this research to test the hypotheses. Lastly, Section 

4.15 explains the ethical considerations taken into account in this research followed by 

Section 4.16 which summarises the chapter. 
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4.1 Research philosophies 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) research philosophies are related to the development of 

knowledge as well as understanding the nature of knowledge. While researchers have 

espoused different philosophies like for instance positivism (Remenyi et al. 1998), 

interpretivism (Andrade, 2009), realism (Sobh & Perry, 2006) and pragmatism (Tashakkori & 

Tedlie, 1998), the most widely used research philosophies are arguably positivism and 

interpretivism (Kim, 2003). Thus, this research will discuss in detail about the positivist and 

interpretive research philosophies. 

 

4.1.1 Positivism 

In general, the positivist philosophy assumes that reality is objective, measurable, and 

independent of the researcher and the instruments developed by the researcher (Shah & 

Corley 2006; Partington, 2000). Furthermore adoption of positivist philosophy divorces the 

research subject from the context, meaning that the researcher is able to reduce bias by 

attempting to control contextual influences and not include them (Burrell & Morgan, 1979; 

Giddens, 1993; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Researchers believe that positivist philosophy 

does not entail the production of causal laws but requires that the researcher identifies 

fundamental laws as part of the research process (Partington, 2000; Tsoukas, 1989). 

Furthermore researchers in strategic management believe that adoption of positivist 

philosophy to phenomena in social sciences will enable the researcher to explain, predict and 

control aspects related to research (Lee, 1991). Another important characteristic that is 

attributed to positivist philosophy by researchers is that this philosophy leads the researcher to 

either test or modify existing theory thereby enhance the predictive understanding of 

phenomena (Meekanon, 2007).  Additionally, researchers who adopt positivist philosophy 

normally generate laws through a process of abstraction called the deductive approach with an 

assumption that there are fixed and pre-existing relationships amongst phenomena under 

observation (Burrell & Morgan, 1979; Giddens, 1993; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). 

Alongside the use of deductive approach, positivist research is also seen to include the 

application of quantitative research method while collecting data (Shah & Corley 2006).  

 

Although in the context of the current research which is strategic decision making process, it 

is found that most researchers have adopted the positivist research philosophy, this 

philosophy has been criticized by researchers.  For instance, critiques of positivist philosophy 

claim that decision-making processes are not always observable in an objective manner and 

hence it may not be appropriate to adopt positivist philosophy (Numangami, 1998).  

Furthermore, Numangami (1998) argues that it is seldom possible to reduce social processes 

to absolute laws as capturing and quantifying social realities in formal propositions cannot be 
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achieved.  Numangami (1998) claims that reliability and replicating ability criteria as well as 

external validity criterion become irrelevant when a law-like regularity is taken upon as 

evidence to support an invariant law. One has to be careful while choosing the positivist 

research philosophy for application to subjects such as strategic management, because most of 

the events related to strategic management may not follow a determined and recurrent pattern. 

Because these law-like regularities are created only by human beings based on their conduct 

consciously or unconsciously, such law-like regularities are subjected to individual and 

collective human reflection and thinking, thus making these law-like regularities to acquire a 

perishable characteristic (Tsoukas, 1989; Numangami, 1998).  These arguments need to be 

taken into consideration by researchers prior to choosing their research philosophy. 

 

4.1.2 Interpretive research philosophy 

According to Schwandt (1994), if a researcher is interested in gaining an in-depth 

understanding of the complex world of lived experience, especially from the view of the 

people who live it, then interpretive research philosophy should be chosen by the researcher. 

Many researchers argue that interpretive research philosophy believes that reality is socially 

constructed (Cavana et al. 2001; Walsham, 1995a, 1995b). There is a close involvement of 

the researcher with the phenomenon under study as the researcher acts as the conduit for 

revealing the reality about the phenomenon (Cavana et al. 2001; Walsham, 1995a, 1995b). In 

fact Mingers (2001) believes that any researcher who adopts interpretive research will have a 

close interaction with the participants in the construction of the social world. In interpretive 

research it is believed that the subjectivity brought out by the researcher's interpretations play 

a vital role in understanding phenomena and such subjectivity is supported by quality 

arguments and not by statistical analysis (Garcia & Quek, 1997).  Mingers (2001) is emphatic 

in saying that it is literally necessary to live with the subjects under study and share their 

experience in order to understand the social world under investigation and derive convincing 

explanations. In contrast to positivism interpretive research enables the researcher to 

understand values, beliefs and meanings of social phenomena leading to a situation where in 

the researcher gains a deep and sympathetic understanding of human cultural activities and 

experiences (Smith & Heshusius, 1986). Furthermore, interpretive research enables a 

researcher to reconstruct reality and rather than to discover the reality (Mir & Watson, 2000; 

Partington, 2000). Additionally some researchers argue that the interpretive research 

philosophy entices the use of an inductive approach while inquiring about phenomena 

(Gasson, 2003) and qualitative methods for data collection (Saunders et al. 2009). In the 

context of the current research it is clearly seen that researchers have adopted interpretive 

research philosophy in areas related to strategic management, although such researchers are in 

a minority (Clegg et al. 2004). Thus the researcher needed to determine which one of the 
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research philosophies should be chosen to address a particular research problem based on 

sound logic, prior research and knowledge gained through deeper study of the research topic. 

The next section discusses this aspect. 

 

4.1.3 Epistemology 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) epistemology deals with 'what is acceptable knowledge' 

with regard to a particular discipline of study. Edgar and Sedgwick (2003) argue that 

epistemology examines questions on the limits and scope of knowledge, how reliable is this 

knowledge and what could be considered as 'justified' the holding of such knowledge. Edgar 

and Sedgwick (2003) claim that epistemology analyses the meaning of the word 'knowledge'. 

These examples on what constitutes epistemology clearly show that the term deals with 

knowledge and all aspects related to knowledge. According to Crotty (1998), epistemology is 

the theory of knowledge that underlies the research and argues that objectivism and 

constructionism are some examples of theory of knowledge. Furthermore, Crotty (1998) 

argues that the theoretical perspective of knowledge is provided by the research philosophical 

position adopted by the researcher, which enables the researcher to describe the context for 

the research. Thus, examples of philosophical positions could be understood as positivism, 

interpretivism or post positivism (Creswell, 2003).   

 

While the definition and description of epistemology given above enable the researcher to 

spell out the epistemological stance to be adopted for this research, it can be seen that in the 

field of strategic decision making process there is a lack of critical reflection on the context 

surrounding strategic decision-making (Vaara & Kakkuri-Knuuttila, 1999). Researchers 

believe that the root cause of this ambivalence in the field of strategic management studies is 

the lack of clarity in the scope and borders that have been defined in this field (Vaara & 

Kakkuri-Knuuttila, 1999). Furthermore, researchers criticize that strategic management 

research outcomes are not an internally coherent body of knowledge (see e.g. Knights & 

Morgan, 1991; Hatch, 1997; Mintzberg et al.1998), which can be considered as one of the 

reasons for researchers' inability to define a specific epistemological stance.  

 

Despite the serious limitations that have forced many researchers to maintain an ambivalent 

position on the epistemological stance with regard to strategic management research, there are 

however specific examples of researchers adopting a particular epistemological stance.  For 

instance Vaara and Kakkuri-Knuuttila (1999), imply that researchers largely adopt a positivist 

stance in regard to strategic management studies although they have also highlighted a few 

other studies that have adopted an anti-positivist (interpretive) epistemological stance. In light 

of such conflicting positions taken by researchers, it becomes important to understand how 
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one should adopt a particular epistemological stance in research.  Leading researchers argue 

that congruency of the research design needs to be established amongst the ontological, 

epistemological and methodological levels of enquiry (Proctor, 1998).  

 

In this context researchers argue that the research questions and aims play an important role 

and a particular epistemological stance is adopted based on the relationship between the 

knower or the subject (would be knower) and what needs to be known (Guba & Lincoln, 

1994).  For instance if a researcher would like to know the relationship between the decision 

maker and the decision made, then it is necessary to premise the research on a positivist or 

interpretive or constructivist belief prior to conducting the research.  

 

Additionally, Guba and Lincoln (1994) argue that epistemology is also linked to the 

ontological stance taken by the researcher as well as research method adopted by the 

researcher.  Thus the researcher needs to know how to define the ontological position and 

choose the research method for his or her research. A discussion on the ontological aspects 

related to research follows next.  

 

4.1.4 Ontology 

Saunders et al. (2009) argue that nature of reality could be understood through ontology. 

Ontology is a branch of philosophy that deals with the question 'what is' as well as the kinds 

and structures of phenomena like for instance objects, events, processes, properties and 

relations concerning every aspect of reality (Smith, 2003). The literature on ontology 

indicates that in some sense ontology is used as a term to describe the study of what might 

exist (Smith, 2003). Some researchers use ontology as a synonym to metaphysics which in 

turn is used to understand the truth behind reality (Smith, 2003).  

 

One of the most important aspects of ontological stands is the need to know whether the 

researcher's understanding of reality is an objective reality or a subjective reality (Hatch & 

Cunliffe, 2006). Researchers argue that subjectivism at one end of the reality continuum 

explains reality only if a human being experiences the reality and give a meaning, and 

objectivism at the other end of the reality continuum suggests that a reality exists independent 

of a human being who lives it (Hatch & Cunliffe, 2006). Literature on research philosophies 

indicates that understanding of the ontological implications determine how a researcher 

carries out his or her research (Hatch and Cunliffe, 2006). 
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4.1.5 Objectivism 

A researcher is said to be following objective ontology if the researcher and the researched 

are independent (Saunders et al. 2009). Guba (1990) and Guba and Lincoln (1994) argue that 

objectivism requires the researcher to be dispassionate and ensure that the research is 

unaffected by his or her values guiding the reader to the assumption that the findings can be 

considered to be true as well as generalisable. 

 

Some of the important aspects that need to be considered with regard to objectivism include: 

  

 That objectivism presumes the existence of an external world that is theory neutral 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). 

 That data collected by researchers from entities that exist separately from the 

researcher is affected less by researcher bias leading to more objective understanding 

of the external reality (Saunders et al.2007) 

 Social phenomena under investigation need to be presented in a form that involves 

statistics rather than in a narrative (Saunders et al.2007) 

 That there is a cause and effect relationship (Easterby-Smith et al. 1991). 

 That hypothesizing fundamental laws helps in explaining the truth or falsity of these 

hypothesis using deductions from observations (Hunt, 1993).  

 

Although objectivism as ontology appears to provide a good support to researchers in their 

investigation in terms of very little bias in the research process and use of statistical methods 

to provide an understanding of the underlying reality objectively, many researchers criticize 

the use of objectivism in research.  For instance Remenyi et al. (1998) stress on the need to 

study the characteristics of the situation in which the researcher is conducting the research to 

understand reality or the reality that is hidden. This implies that the researcher may have to 

study the phenomenon through observations by grounding himself or herself in the 

environment rather than interpreting data through statistical means. Similarly many 

researchers believe that it is necessary to understand a phenomenon rather than just study the 

cause and effect relationship in order to gain in-depth knowledge about the phenomena and 

explain it (Easterby-Smith et al. 1991; Hughes & Sharrock, 1997). Furthermore many 

researchers believe that observations are theory-laden and are not commensurable leading to 

the argument that objectivity in science is impossible (Hunt, 1993). 

 

Despite such criticisms, objectivism is widely chosen by researchers as their ontological 

position; most business research has been from a more moderate objective position (Holden & 

Lynch, 2004). For instance many researchers in the field of strategic decision-making have 
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believed in deducing the understanding of the phenomena they studied using an objectivist 

ontology (Elbanna & Child, 2007; Papadakis et al. 1998). Although there is no consensus on 

whether a researcher should choose an objectivist ontology or not, researchers believe that it 

is necessary to know 'why to research' and hence determine whether to choose the objectivist 

ontological position (Remenyi et al. 1998).   

 

There are a number of instances that point towards the need for any researcher to choose the 

objectivist ontological position in the area of strategic decision making research.  For 

instance, in their exploration on how much do CEOs and top managers matter in strategic 

decision-making, Papadakis and Barwise (2002) adopted an objectivist ontology. They started 

with the premise that there exists theory on the role of top management (Lewin and Stephens, 

1994) and the process of making strategic decisions (Rajagopalan et al. 1993) and established 

a linkage between the role of top management and the process of making strategic decisions 

using statistical tools and interpreting the results objectively based on numbers. They 

conducted their research on the strategic decision making processes in industrial enterprises in 

Greece. They believed in the fact that there is a cause and effect link between the role of top 

management and the process of making strategic decisions. These aspects clearly demonstrate 

that Papadakis and Barwise (2002) adopted an objective ontological position.  Similar 

examples of other researchers adopting an objective ontological stance could be seen in 

strategic decision-making literature like for instance Elbanna and Child (2007) and Khatri and 

Ng (2000). 

 

4.1.6 Subjectivism 

Morgan and Smircich (1980) argue that proponents of the polar opposite continuum of 

objectivism, namely subjectivism, criticize the idea of reality that exists outside oneself. 

Furthermore such critiques believe that reality is all about imagination. Thus, researchers who 

believe in subjectivism adopt a stance that social phenomena are created from perceptions of 

social actors and their actions taken as a consequence of their perception (Saunders et al. 

2009). For instance in the area of strategic decision making, it is possible that studies on 

intuition in decision making behaviour may need to adopt subjective methods to reveal hidden 

facts about the phenomenon of intuition on strategic decision making. The reason for this is 

that facts may not be elicited using objective methods due to the involvement of human 

feeling and thoughts that cannot easily be measured in an objective manner. Furthermore 

many situations may require a deeper understanding of the phenomenon by using subjective 

methods such as interpreting the perceptions or experiences in different situations like for 

instance the varied liking of customers with regard to their preferences on the colour and size 

of a laptop computer. In these situations, it is not always possible to predict the behaviour of 
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users unless one studies in depth the behaviour of the customer in an actual situation in order 

to bring out hidden facts about their behaviour. There are other important aspects related to 

subjectivism, like for instance: 

  

 Subjectivism believes that human nature is voluntaristic, humankind has freewill and 

is autonomous (Morgan & Smircich, 1980)  

 Proponents of subjectivism argue that humans are intentional beings and use their 

own experience to determine the shape of the world (Morgan & Smircich, 1980)  

 Subjectivists attempt to minimize the gap that could exist between the researcher and 

the phenomenon being researched (Hussey & Hussey, 1997)  

 Subjectivists concentrate more on the meaning of the social phenomenon rather than 

its measurement (Easterby-Smith et al. 1991; Hughes & Sharrock, 1997)  

 Subjectivists believe that phenomena are involved in a continuous process of creation 

and hence to limit the phenomenon to just cause and effect relationship could be 

meaningless (Hirschman, 1986)  

 

Apart from the above, researchers believe that subjectivism entails the use of an interpretive 

philosophy (Hussey & Hussey, 1997), inductive research approach (Bryman, 2004) and 

qualitative research methodology (Hussey & Hussey, 1997). 

 

However there are many criticisms that are levelled against subjectivism. For instance Holden 

and Lynch (2004) quoting other authors, argues that contentions such as valid knowledge is 

intangible and subjective are meaningless. Furthermore, quoting other critiques of 

subjectivism Holden and Lynch (2004) argues that the phenomena are real and reality can 

only be discovered through sense observation and measurement.  Another criticism that can 

be levelled against subjectivism is the researcher bias that is inherent in subjectivism as 

researchers can be driven by their own interests, beliefs, skills and values (Hunt, 1993).  

 

Despite the criticisms many researchers adopt subjective ontological stance due to their belief 

that subjectivism provides an opportunity to gain knowledge on the experiences, feelings and 

thought process of human beings. This in turn is expected to bring out hidden knowledge 

hitherto unknown, for instance Eisenhardt and Zbaracki (1992), who brought out significant 

conclusions on the strategic decision making process through their meta study on strategic 

decision making literature. However, researchers believe that most of the research outcomes 

are based on objectivism indicating that subjectivism is still not the preferred ontological base 

for researchers (Holden & Lynch, 2004). In fact with reference to research in strategic 
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decision-making, a majority of researchers have adopted the objectivist ontological position 

like for instance Elbanna and Child (2007) and Khatri and Ng (2000).  

 

After the choice of their research ontological basis, researchers need next to identify their 

research approach.  Research approaches enable the researchers to determine whether the 

study of the phenomenon is able to bring out knowledge through for instance induction or 

deduction.  Researchers have to gain knowledge on the approach they have to choose to 

enable them to derive outcomes that are consistent with their research aim and objectives. 

Thus the next section discusses the two most widely used research approaches namely 

inductive research and deductive research.  

 

4.2 Research approach 

Classifying research on the basis of purpose of the research, process of the research, outcome 

of the research and logic of the research enables the researcher to provide a strong rationale 

on the choice of a research methodology. In this context some researchers have classified the 

different types of research according to one of the four bases mentioned above (Collis & 

Hussey, 2009). For instance Collis and Hussey (2009) claim that the purpose of the research 

could define the choice of the type of research (e.g. exploratory, descriptive, analytical or 

predictive research). Similarly the logic of research could define whether the chosen research 

type is deductive or inductive research. While Collis and Hussey (2009) argue that the choice 

of either deductive or inductive research is entirely based on the logic of the research, 

Saunders et al. (2009) argue that deductive or inductive research is the first step in the 

research design and research strategy. Nevertheless, both the arguments appear to lead to a 

point where the choice of a research approach is an important aspect that must be decided by 

the researcher at the beginning of the research. Furthermore, Saunders et al. (2009) claim that 

the most commonly used research approaches are the deductive and inductive research 

approaches although combined research approach is also adopted by some researchers.   

 

The aforementioned arguments have an important bearing in strategy research as lack of 

knowledge on the research approach could lead the researcher to choose an improper research 

approach that in turn could create complications while conducting the research. For instance, 

in the current research on strategic decision making, it is necessary to link the logic of the 

research, which is to find out the impact of decision characteristics on decision output, to the 

research design or strategy. Failing to do so may land the researcher in deriving wrong 

conclusions due to the choice of an improper research approach.  Considering the fact that 

deductive and inductive research approaches are the two most widely used research 

approaches, the next sections dwell upon these two research approaches to enable the 
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researcher to gain knowledge on the type of research approach that could be chosen for the 

current research. 

 

4.2.1 Deductive research approach 

Researchers argue that the deductive approach leads the researcher to develop conceptual and 

theoretical structure which is tested using empirical observation (Collis & Hussey, 2009). 

According to Collis and Hussey (2009) deductive approach enables the researcher to move 

from the general to the particular. For instance, if deductive approach is applied to strategy 

research where there is a reasonable number of research concepts that have been postulated 

(e.g. strategic decision making concepts like rational, bureaucratic, incremental, political, 

avoidance, “garbage can”, symbolic and entrepreneurial (e.g. Chaffee, 1985; Hart, 1992; 

Lyles & Thomas, 1988) then the researcher would focus on bringing out the impact of these 

generalized concepts on particular situations. In other words the researcher would synthesise 

generalized concepts (e.g. rational model) and apply them to particular phenomena (e.g. 

SMEs). While there are advantages in using deductive approach the researcher would be 

cautioned to note the pitfalls that could be encountered in using deductive approach.  For 

instance researchers argue that deductive research approach is preferred over other 

approaches as the researcher will be in a position to have broad theoretical categories 

conceptually clear as these categories are derived from theory or conceptual framework. 

Furthermore deductive approach leads to generalizing the concepts and could be applied to 

many different situations (Wong et al. 2006). However the deductive approach has been 

found to have limitations. Researchers argue that deductive approach assumes that events 

occur in a linear manner meaning one-step follows the other in a clear and logical sequence 

(Bryman & Bell, 2007). However in real life there a number of instances in which this may 

not happen. For example the effect of environmental factors such as advances in technology 

or competition on the decision making process within a firm may not allow the decision-

making process to follow a linear path and there may be instances where decisions are made 

on an ad-hoc basis and not based on deduction. Similarly researchers argue that with regard to 

deductive approach, the researcher's view of theory or concepts may alter after the data is 

collected leading to possible new findings that overlap with already existing findings resulting 

redundancy. Furthermore the data collected may not fit the research model or hypothesis 

(Bryman & Bell, 2007). Some researchers even complain that deductive approach may lead to 

difficulties in the generation of hypotheses as many variables and issues identified could be 

contextual in nature and may not easily translate into simple correlates (Ghobadian & Gallear, 

1997). 
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Despite the limitations that persist with deductive approach a majority of researchers use the 

deductive approach in their empirical study. Particularly in the strategic decision making 

literature many leading authors have adopted deductive approach like for instance Papadakis 

et al. (1998), Fredrickson (1984), Schaffer et al. (2001) and Gibcus et al. (2004).  

 

Apart from the above some of the other important attributes of deductive research approach 

include the linkage to the positivist epistemology, objectivist ontology and quantitative 

research method (Gasson, 2003).  

 

4.2.2 Inductive Approach 

According to Bryman and Bell (2007) inductive approach leads to the development of 

theories as research outcomes. In inductive research approach, general inferences are induced 

from particular instances (Collis & Hussey, 2009). For instance in strategic decision making 

process where contextual factors play a leading role (e.g. implementation of Total Quality 

Management (TQM)), it may be necessary to study the firm in-depth to come to general 

conclusions prior to decision-making. Ghobadian and Gallear (1997) adopted inductive 

approach in their study on SMEs with regard to the impact of TQM on the competitive 

position of SMEs. Many authors believe that inductive approach is the opposite process of the 

deductive research approach like for instance Collis and Hussey (2009). Furthermore 

adopting inductive approach will entail the use of qualitative research method for the 

collection of data (Gasson, 2003). Although there are limitations in using inductive approach 

in research, researchers find advantages. Advantages of using inductive approach include 

gaining an insight into the human behaviour and contextual aspects that cannot be deduced 

through the application of theories as well as understanding situations that cannot be 

hypothesized and which need the personal observation of the researcher as part of the 

phenomenon. Limitations of using inductive approach includes researcher bias, lack of 

generalisability of findings, that it is highly time consuming, and be a high-risk strategy due 

to a constant threat of lack of emergence of useful data patterns and theory (Saunders et al. 

2009). 

 

While inductive approach is seen to offer advantages, what is important is to realize that the 

choice of the research approach will entirely depend on the research questions (Saunders et al. 

2009). Additionally research in strategic management decisions is replete with researchers 

whose choice of research approach has been deductive, many researchers have previously 

taken to inductive research to study different aspects in the area of strategic research decision 

making. For instance Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988) adopted inductive research approach 

while studying strategic decision making process in high velocity environments in four 
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microcomputer firms and Eisenhardt (1989) used inductive approach in her study on strategic 

decision making speed in high velocity environments on eight microcomputer firms. Thus it 

is reasonable to conclude that the researcher needs to understand the implications of choosing 

the right research approach which in turn will entirely depend upon the research question. 

 

While the foregoing discussions have provided a comprehensive picture of the two widely 

research approaches that will help the researcher in choosing the right research approach, the 

next decision that needs be taken is about the choice of the research method (Saunders et al. 

2009). Thus, the following sections deal with the most widely used research methods in 

empirical research. 

 

4.3 Research methods 

One of the most important aspects of research is the choice of a research method. According 

to Wood and Welch (2010) the two widely used research methods are quantitative and 

qualitative methods whereas Williams (2007) argues that commonly three research methods 

are used by researchers namely quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods. Furthermore, 

there is no consensus amongst researchers on which one of the two mainly used research 

methods is most suitable for addressing a research problem as some researchers feel that the 

distinction between the two is no more useful while some others believe that there is a 

fundamental contrast between the two (Layder, 1993). Although these arguments may cause 

confusion in the minds of the researchers on the choice of a particular research method, it 

must be acknowledged that inevitably there is a tendency seen amongst researchers to divide 

the research methods into two types the first one being quantitative, positivist and objectivist 

and the second one being the qualitative, interpretivist and subjectivist (Wood & Welch, 

2010). Despite the differences that are seen amongst the researchers about the type of research 

method that could be used for a research, an important aspect of research methods is that it 

enables the researcher to define the type of data needed to respond to the research question 

like for instance numerical, textural or both (Williams, 2007).  

 

Considering the above arguments, the researcher recognized the fact that the two most widely 

used research methods for data collection in empirical research are the quantitative and 

qualitative research methods. In fact in strategic decision making research it is seen that 

researchers have adopted both qualitative and quantitative research, like for instance Elbanna 

and Child (2007) who have used quantitative research method while Akkermans and van 

Aken (1999) have used case study method. Thus in order to decide on the type of research 

method that is suitable for this research it is necessary to discuss critically about the two 
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widely used methods namely quantitative and qualitative.  This is presented in the following 

sections. 

 

4.3.1 Quantitative 

Williams (2007) traces quantitative research to 1250 A.D. when researchers needed to 

quantify data, indicating that quantitative research has a long history. Further Williams (2007) 

argues that quantitative research method uses numeric or statistical tools as part of the 

research design. Leedy and Ormrod (2001) claim that quantitative research is specific to 

surveying and experimentation and it develops upon theories that already exist. In addition 

researchers associate quantitative research method with positivist epistemology, objective 

ontology and deductive research approach (Holden & Lynch, 2004).  

 

Some of the important characteristics of quantitative research include that researcher is 

independent of the researched, data measures reality objectively (Williams, 2007) 

replicability and generalisability of findings and typically attempt to predict events (Harwell, 

2011). Harwell (2011) argues that quantitative research method entails the researcher to 

ensure objectivity in the findings by setting aside the researchers experiences, perceptions and 

biases.  Additionally, Harwell (2011) explains that quantitative research methods involve the 

use of instruments such as tests or surveys in the data collection process and relies on theory 

of probability to examine hypotheses relevant to the research questions being addressed. 

 

According to Creswell (2003) the process of quantitative research method involves collection 

of data, quantification of information and application of statistical methods to either support 

or contradict alternate knowledge claims. Furthermore, researcher highlight that quantitative 

research method uses mathematical models as part of the data analysis (Williams, 2007). A 

more important fact that needs consideration about quantitative research is that it is the 

dominant research method used by researchers in empirical study. For instance Bryman 

(2006) argues that an analysis of articles published in 232 social sciences articles indicated 

that 82.4% used survey instrument which is a quantitative research method. Hoskisson et al. 

(1999) also argued that quantitative research tools and methods dominate research in strategic 

decision-making literature. These arguments lead to the inference that quantitative methods 

dominate empirical research, in particular strategic decision-making process research. 

 

According to the methodology literature, quantitative research methods are classified as 

descriptive, experimental and causal comparative (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001). Williams (2007) 

claims that descriptive research explores the correlation between two or more phenomena and 

uses observation as the basis to identify the attributes of a particular happening. As far as the 
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experimental research is concerned Williams (2007) argues that the researcher introduces an 

intervention into a study group and investigates the treatment of the intervention through 

measurement of the outcomes of the treatment. With respect to the causal comparative, the 

researcher investigates the cause and effect relationship between the dependent and 

independent variables (Williams, 2007). The use of a particular type of quantitative research 

method depends on the research question being addressed (Ellis & Levy, 2009). There are a 

number of approaches to quantitative research methods.  The approaches used by researcher 

are provided in Table 4.1. 

Table4.1, Common Approaches to Quantitative Research (Sukamolson, 2005) 
No. Approaches 
1. Surveys  
2. Custom surveys 
3. Mail/e-mail/Internet surveys 
4. Telephone surveys  
5. Self-administered questionnaire surveys  
6. Omnibus surveys  
7. Correlational research  
8. Trend analysis  
9. Exploratory research  
10. Descriptive research  
11. Experimental research  

 

There are a number of advantages of using quantitative research method which are presented 

in Table 4.2. 

Table4.2, Advantages of Quantitative Research (Sukamolson, 2005) 
No. Advantages 
1. Provides estimates of populations at large. 
2. Indicates the extensiveness of attitudes held by people. 
3. Provides results which can be condensed to statistics. 
4. Allows for statistical comparison between various groups. 
5. Has precision, is definitive and standardized. 
6. Measures level of occurrence, actions, trends, etc. 
7. Can answer such questions as "How many?" and "How often?" 

 

Despite the many advantages and dominance of quantitative research method in the field of 

social sciences and strategic management in particular, researchers attribute a number of 

limitations to it. Some researchers argue that quantitative research method treats people as 

objects and does not take into account the values and meanings that can be understood to 

contribute to make individuals as humans and the capabilities they have (Cloke et al. 1991, 

Smith, 1998). Similarly researchers criticize quantitative method in regard to its ability to lead 

the researchers to generate value free findings as they argue that researchers being part of the 

society themselves cannot free themselves from their own values, experiences and motives 

(Cloke et al. 1991). In fact Cloke et al. (1991) claim that invariably researchers are influenced 

by their values, experience and motives in their research. Another criticism charged against 

quantitative research method includes the false sense of objectivity associated with the 
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research findings as some researchers feel that the separation between the observer and the 

observed is only artificial and not natural leading to possible bias in the research process 

(Cloke et al. 1991). 

 

The foregoing discussions highlight both the advantages and limitations of quantitative 

research method. These discussions clearly point towards the necessity for the researcher to 

be cautious in adopting quantitative research as the method for this research, and that if the 

quantitative research method is adopted, the researcher needs to be alert to the many 

limitations that can affect the research process. 

 

4.3.2 Qualitative research methods 

According to Denzin and Lincoln (2000), in the field of sociology qualitative research method 

was established in the 1920s. From the history it can be seen that quantitative research had 

already established its roots firmly and when qualitative research started to gain 

acknowledgement, battle lines were drawn between the two camps (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). 

With the result more and more researchers began to adopt the qualitative research method in 

many disciplines. Researchers associate qualitative research with interpretive epistemology, 

subjective ontology and inductive research approach (Holden & Lynch, 2004).  

 

According to Denzin and Lincoln (2000) qualitative research comprises a complex set of 

family of terms that are interconnected as well as concepts and assumptions. Further, Denzin 

and Lincoln (2000) argue that qualitative research is related to cultural and interpretive 

studies. Bitsch (2005) argues that qualitative research methods are applied to such areas as 

those requiring interpretation as well as description of new research issues or issues that need 

deeper study; where new theory needs to be generated or developed or qualified or corrected; 

where phenomena need to be evaluated; where there is a need for policy advice and action 

research; and where future issues need to be researched. According to Mack et al. (2005) 

qualitative research enables the researcher to understand a given research problem from the 

point of view of the local population it studies. It elicits culturally specific information and 

data about values, opinions, behaviours and social contexts of the population under study 

(Mack et al. 2005).   

 

The main advantages of qualitative research methods include (Mack et al. 2005): 

 Ability to bring out the experience of people with regard to a particular research issue 

in complex textural descriptions. 
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 Ability to elicit information about the human side with respect to a research issue 

including behaviours, beliefs, emotions, relationship between individual human 

beings and opinions that are contradictory. 

 Its effectiveness in ascertaining factors include social norms, socioeconomic status, 

gender aspects, ethnic phenomena and religion which are considered intangible and 

seen to be not readily apparent on many occasions.   

 

Types of qualitative methods employed by researchers include case study, ethnography study, 

phenomenological study, grounded theory study, and content analysis (Williams, 2007). 

Although there is extensive literature available on each one of these research methods, it is 

beyond the scope of this research to describe each one of them individually.  However there 

are a number of limitations identified by researchers in using qualitative research method.  

These include (Fielden, 2003): 

 

 Researcher bias is inevitable. 

 Bias is likely to arise from different sources and also at any point during the research 

 Bias cannot be treated as an acceptable construct in organizational research. 

 Researchers need various special skills as well as the mental agility to handle 

complex situations that may be encountered while considering multiple ways of 

viewing at phenomena. 

 Researchers may need to possess skills outside the dominant research paradigm. 

 

Further Denzin and Lincoln (2000) argue that qualitative researchers produce fiction and not 

science and allege that such researchers do not have a way to verify their truth statements. A 

more severe criticism of qualitative researcher is the allegation of positivists who accuse 

qualitative researchers of failing to make explicit or to critique the moral and political 

commitments in their own contingent work (Carey, 1989; Guba & Lincoln, 2005). 

 

Thus on the one hand qualitative research method is highly promising in eliciting such 

information and data that cannot be elicited by quantitative research method, but on the other 

there are serious limitations that need to be taken into consideration prior to adopting the 

qualitative research method. With regard to the use of qualitative research method in the field 

of strategic decision making process it is generally seen that only a few researchers have 

adopted qualitative research, such as Akkermans and van Aken (1999) who used case study 

method in their research, while others invariably have chosen the quantitative research 

method in their research. 
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After reviewing critically the two dominant research methods that are being widely used in 

the field of strategic decision-making, a summary comparison of the two methods is provided 

in Table 4.3. 

 

Table4.3, Comparison of quantitative and qualitative research approaches (Mack et al. 2005) 
 Quantitative Qualitative 
General framework  Seek to confirm hypotheses about 

Phenomena 
Seek to explore phenomena 

Instruments used more rigid style of 
eliciting and categorizing responses to 
questions 

Instruments use more flexible 
iterative style of eliciting and 
categorizing responses to 
questions  

Use highly structured methods such as 
questionnaires, surveys and structured 
observation   

Use semi-structured method 
such as in depth interviews, 
focus groups  and participants 
observation   

Analytical objectives To quantify variation To describe variation  
To predict causal relationships To describe explain 

relationships 
To describe characteristics of a 
population  

To describe individual 
experiences  
To describe group norms 

Question format Closed-ended Open-ended 
Data format Numerical (obtained by assigning 

numerical values to responses) 
Textual (obtained from 
audiotapes, videotapes and field 
notes)  

Flexibility in study design Study design is stable from beginning 
to end 

Some aspects of the study are 
flexible (for example, the 
addition, exclusion, or wording 
of particular interview 
questions) 

Participant responses do not influence 
or determine how and which question 
researcher ask next 

Participant responses affect how 
and which question researchers 
ask next 

Study design is subject to statistical 
assumptions and conditions 

Study design is iterative, that is 
data collected and research 
questions are adjusted according 
to what is learned 

 

The foregoing discussions have provided a comprehensive and critical review of the different 

aspects involved in the research methodology including the philosophical epistemology and 

ontology, research approaches and research methods.  However the choice of a particular 

research method is an important decision that was made by the researcher to answer the 

research questions set for this research.  Thus the next section describes the choice of the 

research methodology and method for this research. 

 

4.4 Research framework 

According to Crotty (1998) a research framework should address four questions namely what 

epistemology, what theoretical perspective, what methodology and what method will be used 

in empirical research. Furthermore, researchers opine that the research methodology is 
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dependent on the research question that is being addressed (Harwell, 2011). Keeping in view 

the arguments given here, it is important to recall that the research questions of this research 

that aim to address the relationship between decision characteristics and decision process 

output in the context of SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors.  

 

A basic assumption was made at the outset. The assumption was that strategic decision 

making process in SMEs could be addressed using existing theory and a model could be 

developed to relate the decision characteristics to decision output. Literature review indicated 

that an appropriate approach would be to build on existing models, which pointed towards a 

positivist epistemological stance. This assumption and the stance are in line with previous 

researchers' assumptions and stance for instance of Papadakis and Barwise (2002) who 

adopted a positivist philosophical stance in their research in strategic decision-making 

process. Thus in order to address the research questions a conceptual model was developed 

(Section 3.7) that indicated a positivist philosophical position. 

 

Further the research questions required that the conceptual model be tested to ensure that the 

model really addresses the questions. Conceptual models are generally tested using 

hypotheses. Hypothesizing fundamental laws helps in explaining the truth or otherwise of 

these hypothesis using deductions from observations (Hunt, 1993) and falls under objective 

ontology. In addition, the outcome of the study was objective, measurable, and independent of 

the researcher and the instruments developed by the researcher (Shah & Corley, 2006; 

Partington, 2000) as the researcher was not grounded in the environment, that is SMEs, which 

were studied. Thus an objective ontology was found suitable which entailed the researcher to 

arrive at objective results. Many researchers in the field of strategic decision-making process 

have emphasized an objective ontology, such as Elbanna and Child (2007) who investigated 

the strategic decision effectiveness in firms in Egypt. Thus in this research the objective 

ontology will be used. 

 

After fixing the philosophical limits for this research the next step was to identify the research 

approach framework. While the literature on research methodology has shown that deductive 

and inductive research approaches are the most widely used, the research questions in this 

research indicated the possible use of both. For instance deductive approach enables the 

researcher to move from the general to the particular (Collis & Hussey, 2009) whereas the 

inductive approach leads the researcher to develop general theory from a particular situation 

(Collis & Hussey, 2009). However, in the strategic decision making process research, 

pertaining to firms, there are a number of research concepts that the researchers have 

attempted to generalize like rationality, bureaucratic, incremental, political, avoidance, 
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“garbage can”, symbolic and entrepreneurial (Chaffee, 1985; Hart, 1992; Lyles & Thomas, 

1988) providing an opportunity to apply them to particular situations. In line with this 

argument, in this research the researcher built the conceptual model around a model 

developed by Papadakis et al. (1998) that uses the theory of rationality in the context of 

manufacturing firms. The model was expanded and a new model emerged that was applicable 

to the particular context of this research, that is decision making process in the SMEs 

pertaining to the electronic, telecom and information technology sectors. These arguments 

point towards the deductive research approach and hence the inductive approach was not 

employed in this research.  

 

Finally, in order to test the model an appropriate research method was to be selected. 

Amongst the two widely used methods qualitative and quantitative, in the strategic decision-

making process literature, a majority of researchers have used the quantitative research 

method (e.g. Elbanna & Child 2007 and Papadakis et al. 1998). The main reason for this is the 

necessity to study a number of units spread over a vast territory, at the same time, to gain an 

objective understanding of the decision making process, which is not possible using 

qualitative research which needs the researcher to be part of the environment. A quantitative 

research method was more suitable as the researcher could collect data from the units for 

instance using a questionnaire. In line with these arguments, the researcher logically chose the 

quantitative research method.  

 

From the foregoing arguments it can be seen that this research on SMEs was conducted 

within the framework of the researcher assuming a positivist epistemological and an objective 

ontological stance leading to the adoption of a deductive research approach and quantitative 

research method. However quantitative research methods include several different types that 

could be chosen for the research.  Hence a decision on what type of research method has to 

use to answer the research questions needs to be explained.  This aspect is explained next.  

  

4.5 Choice of the research method 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), research purposes that are served by research methods 

are classified as exploratory, descriptive and explanatory studies. Furthermore, research 

purposes are those that indicate how the way in which the research questions have been asked 

would result in a particular type of answer. For instance the answers could be descriptive; 

descriptive and explanatory; and explanatory (Saunders et al. 2009). Keeping these arguments 

in view, it is necessary to understand the three different types of research studies to enable the 

researcher to choose the most appropriate research study for this research. 
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4.5.1 Exploratory studies 

A research problem that is not precisely understood by the researcher and where clarifications 

are sought to gain new insights could be tackled using the exploratory studies (Saunders et al. 

2009). According to Saunders et al. (2009), there are primarily three ways in which 

exploratory research could be conducted this includes literature review, interview method to 

solicit views from experts and conducting focus group interviews. Although there are 

advantages in using exploratory studies, like it is flexible and adaptable to change (Adams 

and Schvaneveldt, 1991), there is also a possible pitfall which is loss time due to change in 

the direction of research that necessitates data collection afresh. However Adams and 

Schvaneveldt (1991) argue that change of direction that arises due to the flexibility, does not 

mean absence of direction. Thus the researcher needs to be cautious if adopting the 

exploratory research study.  

 

Furthermore exploratory studies tend to use qualitative research methods like in-depth 

interviews (Mack et al. 2005). With regard to strategic decision-making process research, it is 

seen that most often researchers have adopted explanatory studies rather than the exploratory 

studies, for instance Papadakis et al. (1998). The reason for this could be the necessity felt by 

the researchers to be sure that their research effort produces outcomes that do not involve any 

change in direction midway through the research which could be the case if one adopts 

exploratory research. In strategic decision making process, the research study needs to be 

clearly focused and result oriented so that precious resources such as time and money are not 

wasted. 

 

4.5.2 Descriptive studies 

Robson (2002) claims that descriptive studies portray accurately the profiles of human beings, 

events or phenomena. Saunders et al. (2009) argue that descriptive studies are usually 

forerunners to either exploratory or explanatory studies and claim that this kind of research 

study more often is an extension an explanatory study. While it is seen that descriptive studies 

are widely used by researchers in many disciplines, in the field of strategic decision making 

process descriptive studies have been generally neglected (e.g. Carmeli et al. 2009). There are 

nevertheless some instances where researchers have used the descriptive statistics in strategic 

decision-making process research like Papadakis and Lioukas (1996). But researchers 

emphasise that descriptive studies are not end in themselves but only a  means to an end 

(Saunders et al. 2009) leading to the interpretation that descriptive studies alone are not 

considered sufficient for empirical research.    
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4.5.3 Explanatory studies 

According Saunders et al. (2009) explanatory studies enable the researcher to establish a 

causal relationship between variables. Further they claim that explanatory studies focus on 

studying a phenomenon or problem or situation so that it is possible to explain the 

relationship between two variables. Quantitative research methods for instance follow in this 

category although qualitative research methods also could lead the researchers to explain a 

phenomenon (Saunders et al. 2009).  It can be argued that in order to answer a research 

question, explanatory studies could be used although the use of either quantitative or 

qualitative research method may depend upon the research question being answered. For 

instance if one wants to know whether decision quality is affected by decision magnitude of 

impact in SMEs, it is possible to use quantitative research method by linking two variables 

and explain the phenomena.  On the other hand if a researcher wants to know how decision 

magnitude of impact affects the decision process quality, then it may be necessary to use a 

case study method by which actual decision making behaviour of individuals in the decision 

making process could be studied. Thus the choice of using a particular research method 

depends on the research question under investigation.  

 

After describing the research types which enable the researcher to understand the purpose 

behind the research it is essential to understand the different research methods that are being 

used by researchers in either exploratory or explanatory research studies. According to 

Saunders et al. (2009) many research types have been identified by researchers which include 

experiment, survey, case study, action research, grounded theory and ethnography.  Choice of 

the research type is generally termed as the strategy (Saunders et al. 2009). While experiment 

and survey may fall under the quantitative research method belonging to explanatory studies, 

the others may be classified under qualitative research belonging to the exploratory studies. A 

brief explanation of each one of the research types is provided in Table 4.4 below. 
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Table4.4, Different types of research (Saunders et al. 2009) 

No. 
Type of 
research 

Purpose Limitations 

1. Experiment Widely used in psychology; used to study 
causal links; link two variables to study 
whether change in an independent variable 
produces change in the dependent variable; 
could be used in both exploratory and 
explanatory research; used to study two or 
more groups having planned intervention in 
the variables; possible to control the 
experiments; internal validity is better; 
conducted on known population. 

External validity is difficult to establish; 
experiments are conducted normally in 
laboratories under controlled environment 
and hence may not be related easily to real 
life situations; possibility of 
generalization lower than field-based 
experiments; may not be feasible for 
many management and business research 
questions; could be conducted only on 
captive population. 

2. Survey Usually associated with deductive approach; 
popular strategy used in business and 
management research; answers such 
questions as who, what, where, how much 
and how many; tend to be used in 
exploratory and descriptive studies; allow 
collection of large amount of data from 
target population; highly economical; uses 
sampling and questionnaire; allows easy 
comparison; allows collection of quantitative 
data; analyse data using descriptive and 
inferential statistics; can be used to suggest 
possible reasons for particular relations 
between variables; produce models depicting 
relationship between variables. 

Sample need to be truly representative 
without which generalisability will be 
questioned; time consuming data analysis; 
lack of good response rate could be a 
bottleneck; may not be as wide ranging as 
other methods; progress could be delayed 
due to non-availability of information on 
which the research is dependent. 

3. Case study Used to study a particular contemporary 
phenomenon within its real life context; 
multiple sources of evidence are used; 
contextual factors are taken into account; 
widely applied in research where rich 
understanding of the context of the research 
is needed and the processes used; used in 
explanatory and exploratory research; 
combination of data collection techniques 
could be used. 

Lack of clear boundaries between the 
phenomenon being studied and the 
context in which it is being studied; gives 
an unscientific feel; requires more than 
one unit of analysis; justification on the 
choice of the type of case study needs to 
be very strong. 

4. Action 
research 

Emphasises on the purpose of the research, 
involvement practitioners of research, 
iterative process and implications beyond the 
immediate project; focuses explicitly on 
action; promotes change within organisation; 
involves diagnosing, planning, taking action 
and evaluating; involves data gathering and 
facilitation. 

More useful to answer the question how; 
person undertaking the research needs to 
involved in the research introducing 
possible bias; goes beyond the stated 
objectives of the project which may not be 
the remit. 

5. Grounded 
theory 

Falls under inductive approach in general; 
used for theory building using a combination 
of inductive and deductive approach; useful 
to predict and explain behaviour; could be 
used in business and management research to 
explore a wide range of issues; theory is 
developed using data generated using from a 
series of observations. 

It is hard; requires experience and 
creativity; is not perfect; it is messy; 
requires constant reference to data to 
develop and test theory failing which the 
researcher could draw wrong conclusions; 
researchers need to develop tacit 
knowledge or feel for good data which 
may be difficult to perceive. 

6. Ethnography It is an inductive approach; explains the 
social world in which people inhabit in a 
manner the people would like to explain; it is 
naturalistic; researcher needs to embed in the 
social world being investigated; new patterns 
of thought are likely to develop as the 
phenomenon is being observed continuously; 
investigate the phenomenon in the context in 
which it exists; provides insight into 
particular contexts. 

Time consuming; not a dominant research 
study in the business and management 
research; difficulties could be there in 
finding settings or groups matching the 
research requirements; possible 
introduction of researcher bias as the 
researcher is part of the phenomenon 
under study; needs extended particular 
observation. 
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The foregoing discussions provided a comprehensive base to choose the most appropriate 

research method that was subsequently used in this research. The rationale and the choice of 

the research method is explained next. 

 

4.5.4 Choice of the research method and the rationale behind the choice 

Strategic decision-making process has been studied by researchers in the past although not in 

depth. Some useful conceptual models and theories have been developed by researchers like 

Papadakis et al. (1998) and, Elbanna and Child (2007). These conceptual models provide a 

good starting point to develop and explain new relationships between decision process 

components in regard to strategic decision-making process. For instance the model that was 

adopted and expanded in this research was the one developed by Papadakis et al. (1998) 

which linked two decision process components namely decision characteristic (e.g. magnitude 

of impact) the independent variable and decision dimension (e.g. rationality) the dependent 

variable. However another component of the decision making process namely decision 

process output (e.g. decision process effectiveness) was not considered by Papadakis et al. 

(1998) in their model but had suggested that further investigation in this direction was needed.  

The researcher investigated further this process and based on a comprehensive literature 

review of the strategic decision-making process found that decision characteristics could 

determine the decision process output, mediated by decision dimensions. Based on this 

investigation the researcher decided to expand an already existing model and was aiming to 

explain the phenomena rather than exploring the phenomena.  Thus this research used 

explanatory study where variables were linked to explain the relationship between the 

dependent and independent variables. This is in line with past research like for instance the 

research conducted by Papadakis et al. (1998) in the manufacturing sector in Greece. 

 

Furthermore, the research was conducted in the SME sector and the decision processes in 

many SMEs were studied.  In this situation it was necessary to use a method by which the 

researcher could collect data from a large number of SMEs and carve out a good 

representative sample from the larger population.  At this point two issues needed attention 

that is a research method that can enable the researcher to collect data in an efficient manner 

and sampling. One of the most efficient methods found in Table 4.4 given above that would 

enable the researcher to collect data from a large sample was the survey method. Using 

survey method, the researcher could distribute a close-ended questionnaire to SMEs after 

arriving at a sample size that was considered appropriate.  Furthermore this method was also 

the preferred method in most of the prior strategic decision-making process research (e.g. 

Papadakis et al. 1998). In view of the foregoing argument the explanatory study was found to 

be most suitable for this research that used the survey method. 
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4.5.5 Survey research method 

According to Creswell (2003) a number of steps that are involved in the research process are 

needed to address the research questions and hypotheses. The main steps involved in the 

survey design process are (Creswell, 2003): 

 

4.5.5.1 Purpose of survey research  

According to Babbie (1990), the purpose of survey design could be the generalization from a 

sample to the whole population under study that enables the researcher to infer on some 

characteristic, attitude or behaviour of this population.  In this research the sample population 

was drawn from the population of decision makers ranging from the managerial level to the 

chief executive level, in SMEs pertaining to the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors. 

The SMEs were spread over four countries namely Kingdom of Bahrain, Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait and United Arab Emirates. The survey was conducted to understand the how 

the decision taken by the decision makers and its magnitude of impact influence the decision 

process effectiveness when the decision makers use rationality and intuition as part of the 

process. 

 

4.5.5.2 Why the survey method was preferred  

 According to Creswell (2003) the preference for survey method emanates from the 

advantages it offers in data collection from a sample set of subjects belonging to a large 

population. In this research, sample set of SMEs were chosen for collection of data which 

belonged to a large population of several thousand SMEs. Cost, time and effort needed to be 

economized during the process of data collection as the SMEs were located in four different 

countries. Survey provides a cost effective and efficient method of collection of data using 

survey questionnaire.  Hence in comparison to other methods of data collection the survey 

method offered the most advantages leading to its preference for this research.  

 

4.5.5.3 Time horizon  

According to Creswell (2003), there are two time horizons namely cross sectional and 

longitudinal that are normally referred in research processes that use survey method.  Cross-

sectional research indicates that the data is collected at one point in time whereas the 

longitudinal study refers to collection of data over an extended period of time where data is 

collected more than once at different intervals of time (Saunders et al. 2009). In this research, 

strategic decision-making process involved the examination of the decisions that were made 

in SMEs at one point of time as time was a constraint in data collection. For instance dynamic 

environment which is a factor in decision-making process affects the decision making process 

over a period of time and this constraint needed the researcher fix a finite point of time for 
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data collection. Otherwise data had to be collected at different points of time as changes in the 

environment had the potential to affect strategic decision-making process at frequent 

intervals. The latter process would require a phenomenally long period of time to study the 

strategic decision making process which was beyond the scope of this research, but is an 

option for future research. The dynamic environment needed the assessment of the strategic 

decisions made over a three-year period in each SME in order to examine the strategic 

decision process output in a consolidated manner. This meant that the effects of dynamism 

were assessed at one point of time taking into account the three year impact on the strategic 

decision making process cumulatively. This is in line with previous research. 

 

4.5.5.4 Form of data collection  

According to Creswell (2003), it is necessary to identify the form of data collection and 

argues that there are four types namely self-administered questionnaire, interviews, structured 

record reviews like financial information and structured observations.  Keeping in view the 

methods followed in previous research like Elbanna and Child (2007), where self-

administered questionnaire has been used for data collection, this research also used a self-

administered questionnaire. The advantages involved low cost, efficient and does not need the 

researcher to be present at each SME to collect data. The self-administered questionnaire has 

a weakness as sometimes the questions in the questionnaire may not be worded correctly 

(Saunders et al. 2009) in which case the respondents may find it difficult to understand the 

questions leading possible misinterpretation of the question. Considering these aspects the 

researcher took adequate caution through pre-tests in finalizing the questionnaire prior to 

using the self-administered questionnaire form of data collection. After having discussed 

about the research process, the research design developed for this research is now discussed. 

 

4.6 Research design 

According to Sekaran (2003), research design provides a way forward by which essential data 

can be collected and analysed to arrive at a solution to the research questions. Furthermore, 

Sekaran (2003) argues that research design considerations include the purpose of study, type 

of study, study setting, unit of analysis, time horizon of study, extent of researcher 

interference with the study, data collection and data analysis.   

 

The purpose of the study has already been discussed in Section 4.5.4. Next, according to 

Sekaran (2003), there are two types of study namely causal and correlational study. This 

research is a correlational study as it outlines the important variables linked to the research 

questions and does not outline the cause and effect relationship although certain regression 

analyses and path analyses could provide hints on the causal links between the variables. 
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Further, since this research is essentially correlational in nature, it was conducted in non-

contrived organizational settings. The strategic decision-making process decisions in the 

SMEs were studied using the data collected from the natural work environment of the SMEs 

using the questionnaire. SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries were 

approached as they represented industries that are subjected to highly varying or turbulent 

external environment.  The unit of analysis is the decision maker in a firm in the SME sector.  

Each response from the decision makers was treated as a data source. Cross-sectional study 

was used in this research. This has been already discussed in Section 4.5.5.3. In addition, 

since the research was conducted in the SMEs, there was hardly any interference by the 

researcher with the normal functioning of the SME and consequently the research was free of 

researcher bias. 

 

Again, in order to test hypotheses and the variables associated with the hypotheses data 

related to the variables need to be collected.  Primary and secondary data were collected for 

this research. A data collection instrument was developed to collect data. A separate 

discussion on the data collection aspects is provided in Section 4.11.3.  At this stage data 

collected for this research was statistically analysed to test the hypotheses.  Details of the data 

analysis are given in Section 4.12. 

 

4.7 Research strategy 

Research strategy involves the choice of a particular method of research.  As has been already 

mentioned in Section 4.5 as a research strategy survey methodology was chosen for this 

research as it was considered the most appropriate for data collection from the SMEs. 

Furthermore, since the population of SMEs was very large distributed over Kingdom of 

Bahrain, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and United Arab Emirates, sampling was used as 

the strategy in this research. Alternatively had the population been small it would have been 

possible to attempt to collect data from every member of the population, which is not the case 

in this research. With regard to the strategy on data analysis, statistical tests were conducted 

which are described in detail in Sections 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14. Primary data was collected 

through the self-administered questionnaire, while secondary data was obtained from previous 

research. Secondary data are those that already exist and need not be collected by researchers 

whereas primary data do not exist and need to be collected by researchers (Sekaran, 2003). 

 

4.7.1 Questionnaire method for survey 

A questionnaire according to Sekaran (2000, 2003) is a tool using which the researcher 

enables the respondents to record their responses to a pre-designed set of questions that have 
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answers with closely defined alternatives. Important reasons for using the questionnaire in 

this research are: 

 It is an efficient mechanism for data collection especially in field studies (Sekaran, 

2003)  

 Quantified information is needed for this research as a source of data regarding a 

particular population (Ticehurst & Veal, 2000) namely decision makers in the SMEs 

in the electronics, telecommunication and IT sectors. 

In addition to the above reasons, there are advantages of using questionnaires which include 

lower cost of administering the questionnaire, the possibility of administering the 

questionnaire simultaneously with large number of individuals, less time consuming than 

other methods such as interviews and easy to administer in comparison to other methods such 

as interviews which require some skills Sekaran (2000, 2003). There are problems in using 

questionnaires as well. For instance Hussey and Hussey (1997) argue that confidentiality can 

be an issue in administering questionnaires.  

 

After considering the pros and cons of using the questionnaire, the researcher adopted the 

questionnaire method taking precautions such as ensuring that participants were fully 

informed about the anonymity, confidentiality, purpose and the voluntary nature of the 

participation. This decision is in line with previous research in strategic decision making field 

as many researchers have used the questionnaire method (Papadakis et al. 1998; Elbanna & 

Child (2007) and Carmeli et al. 2009). 

 

Another important aspect that needs attention is the mode of administering the questionnaire: 

whether the questionnaire will be personally administered or sent by mail or posted on a 

website or assigned to a professional organization the job to administer the questionnaire 

(Saunders et al. 2009; Radaelli & Fritsch, 2012). Each one of these methods has its own 

advantages and disadvantages.  In this research for the pilot survey the questionnaires were 

administered personally as the number of respondents approached was small while for the 

main survey a consulting organization was appointed to collect data.  Details of these data 

collection methods are discussed in Section 4.11.3.  

 

4.8 Development of the survey instrument 

According to Creswell (2003), development of the survey instrument requires careful 

consideration on a number of aspects that include: 

 arguments on whether the instrument was needed to be specifically designed for this 

research, or if a modified existing instrument is more suitable, 
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 information regarding the validity and reliability measures already established if it is 

based on a previously tested instrument, 

 details of the sample population on which the earlier instrument was used, major 

content sections such as the items type of scales used and covering note used to 

administer the questionnaire, 

 plans for administering the questionnaire.  

 

While adhering to the above, the researcher also took the advice provided by Sekaran (2003), 

who argues that the instrument being developed should focus on the wording of the questions, 

categorizing of the variables and general appearance of the questionnaire. Ultimately, the 

instrument must ensure that the researcher collects data for answering the research objectives 

(Zikmund, 2003). 

 

To begin with the items used in the instrument were based on the instruments developed by 

other researchers which include Nooraie (2008), Papadakis et al. (1998), Dean and Sharfman 

(1996), Elbanna and Child (2007), Khatri and Ng (2000), Akgun et al. (2008), Paswan et al. 

(1998), Schilit and Paine (1987), Dean and Sharfman (1993), Carmeli et al. (2009) and Dincer 

et al. (2006). The reason why contribution from many authors have been used in this research 

for developing the survey instrument is that the research model in this research is unique and 

was developed based on the concepts and relationship between variables identified by them. 

As such while integrating the theories and concepts already developed by other authors, it was 

logical to extract the previously validated items or a relevant section of the instrument 

developed by them to be used in the instrument developed for this research, details of which 

are provided in Table 4.5.  

Table4.5, Details of authors from whose research work survey instrument has been developed 

No. 
Number 
of items 

Variable measured Scale Author/s 

1. 8 Decision magnitude of 
impact 

5-point Likert scale Papadakis et al. (1998) 

2. 4 Rationality in decision 
making 

5-point Likert scale Dean and Sharfman (1996) and 
Elbanna and Child (2007) 

3. 5 Intuition 5-point Likert scale Khatri and Ng (2000) and Pretz 
and Totz (2007) 

4. 9 Dynamism in the 
industry 

5-point Likert scale Akgun et al. (2008) and Paswan 
et al. (1998) 

5. 6 Firm performance 5-point Likert scale Elbanna (2009) and Khatri and 
Ng (2000) 

6.. 5 Quality of the decision 
process output 

5-point Likert scale Schilit and Paine (1987) 

7. 4 Organisational 
commitment 

5-point Likert scale Dincer et al. (2006)  

8. 5 Decision making 
effectiveness 

5-point Likert scale Dean and Sharfman (1996), 
Elbanna and Child (2007) and 
Carmeli et al. (2009) 
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The items or sections extracted from already developed instruments mentioned above were 

modified to suit the requirements of the current research in terms of the subjects from whom 

the data was collected as well as the need to address the research questions and test the 

hypotheses. 

 

All the items or questions that were part of the instrument were in English language and were 

carefully worded to ensure that participants in the survey did not experience any difficulty in 

answering the questions as well minimize any bias that may creep in during the design stage. 

Although Arabic is the local language of communication in the territory where this research 

was conducted, English was chosen as the language due to the following reasons: 

 The target population comprised decision makers beginning with middle management 

level upwards. This population was considered to have a good grasp of English 

language. Especially when one considers the electronic, telecommunication and IT 

fields industries, it is generally seen that English is the main language that is used 

commonly. 

 The level of education of the participants was also expected to be high enough to 

clearly understand the questions in English language. 

 It was felt that the original language should be used in the instrument in order to 

retain the exact meaning of the terms required to be conveyed to the participants as 

translation might alter the meaning. This could also impact the outcome of the survey. 

However minor modifications deemed necessary were made where absolutely 

necessary to enable easy understandings for the respondents without changing the 

underlying meaning of the questions.  

 

The instrument was divided into two sections to gather data. Section 1 addressed the 

respondent characteristics and Section 2 addressed general issues related to the study 

constructs (Ticehurst and Veal 2000). In addition, as argued by Creswell (2003), a covering 

letter was prepared to provide useful information to the respondents. This information 

included an introduction to the questionnaire, objectives of the questionnaire, explanation 

about the PhD study at Brunel University, UK, about the anonymity as well as confidentiality 

that will be maintained and that the data will be used solely for the purpose of this research. 

This letter is provided in Appendix II.  

 

A 5-point Likert scale was used in Section 2. Likert scale is a widely used scale to measure 

opinions and attitudes of people like 'not committed' to 'very committed' or 'very similar' to 

'very different'. A summary of the scales used is provided below. 
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4.8.1 Section 1  

This section dwelt on descriptive statistics related to the respondents' data. Data on six 

demographical aspects namely gender, place of residence, age, years of managerial 

experience, level of education and position held in the company were collected. This section 

provides an idea about the participants. 

4.8.2 Section 2  

This is the main section and was divided into sub-sections A to F.  Sub-section F was further 

divided into three sections F (I) to F (III).  Each one of these sections was devoted to a 

variable measurement and a discussion on them follows. 

 

4.8.2.1 Scale for Decision Magnitude of Impact (DMI)  

This section measured the decision characteristic variable Decision Magnitude of Impact 

(DMI) and acted as the predictor of decision-making process output variables (decision-

making process effectiveness, decision-making process quality and commitment of the 

decision makers) in SMEs, through the mediating decision dimension variables, rationality 

and intuition. This relationship was based on the theories explained in Chapters 2 and 3. The 

scale was developed based on the already validated scale developed by Papadakis et al. 

(1998).  The instrument comprised eight items to measure the variable. The respondents were 

asked to rate the extent of the impact that strategic decisions have had on eight areas related to 

their organization over three years that had past as on the day of their answering the 

questionnaire.  These eight items included profit, quality of service/ products, total 

production, cost, sales, market share, call for changes in existing program and organizational 

adjustment required to serve the decision. The 5-point Likert scale range used was no 

impact=1, mild impact=2, moderate impact=3, great impact=4 and very great impact=5. 

 

4.8.2.2 Scale for Rationality in decision making (RDM) 

This section is relevant to the measurement of the mediating variable rationality in decision-

making, an important variable that has been used for developing the model as a decision 

dimension variable. This variable is an important part of the strategic decision making process 

in SMEs and mediates between decision characteristic (DMI) and decision making process 

output variables (decision-making process effectiveness, decision-making process quality and 

commitment of the decision makers) which are the dependent variables. The theory behind 

the mediating aspects of rationality in decision-making has been extracted from Chapters 2 

and 3. The variable was measured using a 5-point Likert scale and was in line with the 

measures developed by previous researchers. The scale was adopted based on the instrument 

developed by Elbanna and Child (2007). Respondents were asked to rate how rational their 

firm usually was in making important strategic decisions with regard to four aspects namely 
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gathering relevant information, analyzing relevant information, using analytic techniques and 

focusing attention on crucial information. The five points in the scale were Very non-

Comprehensive=1, Non-Comprehensive=2, Neither=3, Comprehensive=4 and Very 

Comprehensive=5. 

 

4.8.2.3 Scale for Intuition 

Intuition has been considered as a variable that affects decision process output and decision 

characteristics in SMEs. Theory explaining its mediating role between decision characteristic 

variable DMI and decision-making process output variables (decision-making process 

effectiveness, decision-making process quality and commitment of the decision makers) is 

based on Chapters 2 and 3. The scale for the variable was based on the original scale 

developed by Elbanna and Child (2007). The wordings in the questions were modified to suit 

the requirements of this research related to SMEs. Respondents were asked to provide their 

opinion with regard to the role intuition played while decisions were made in their firm. Three 

aspects were covered namely personal judgement, gut feelings and past experience. The five 

points in the scale were Very little=1, Little=2, Neither=3, Great deal=4, Very great deal=5. 

 

4.8.2.4 Scale for Firm Performance (FP) 

This scale measures the internal context within the firm that is necessary to be considered as 

part of the strategic decision making process. This scale was adapted from the instrument 

developed by Elbanna (2009). Firm performance has been found to be an independent 

variable in strategic decision making process literature and has been shown to affect the 

decision making process output (decision making process effectiveness, decision making 

process quality and commitment of the decision makers) in Chapters 2 and 3. Respondents 

were asked rate the performance of their firm in comparison to the firms of similar size and 

scope using six criteria on a 5-point Likert scale. The six criteria set were Long-run level of 

profitability, Growth rate of sales or revenues, Return on assets, Efficiency of operations, 

Public image and goodwill and Quality of product. Each one of these criteria was measured 

using the points Much Worse=1, Worse=2, No Difference=3, Better=4, Much Better=5. 

 

4.8.2.5 Scale for Dynamism in the industry (Dyms) 

Dynamism is considered as an independent variable affecting the strategic decision making 

process. The scale has been adapted from the earlier work of Akgun et al. (2008). 

Respondents were asked to indicate the changes seen in the industry served by their firm over 

three years with respect to the date of answering this questionnaire (i.e. dynamism in your 

industry) on nine items namely the mix of products/brands carried in the industry, the sales 

strategies in the industry, the sales promotion/advertising strategies in the industry, the 
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competitor’s mix of products/brands, the competitor’s sales strategies, the competitor’s sales 

promotion/advertising strategies, the consumer preferences in product features, the consumer 

preferences in brands, the consumer preferences in product quality/price. Each one of these 

items was measured using a 5-point Likert scale. The measuring points in the scale were Very 

similar=1, Similar=2, Neither similar nor different=3, Different=4, Very different=5. 

 

4.8.2.6 Scales for Decision process output 

Relying upon Chapter 2, decision process output has been considered to comprise three 

variables namely decision-making process effectiveness, decision-making process quality and 

firm commitment (dependent variables). How the scales for measuring decision-making 

process effectiveness, decision making process quality and firm commitment to the decision 

making process have been developed has been described in the following sections. 

 

4.8.2.7 Scale for Quality of the decision process output (QODPO) 

This variable has been measured by an instrument adapted from Schilit and Paine (1987). In 

reality the scale developed by Schilit and Paine (1987) enables the identification of the stage 

in the decision making process, which activities moved upward. This can be interpreted in 

terms of quality for which support is provided by Chapters 2 and 3. That is to say that quality 

of the decision-making process output can be indicated in terms of aspects that include the 

degree of precision of goals achieved while analyzing the situation, generating alternative 

choices, evaluating alternative choices, integrating decisions and making final decision 

(Schilit & Paine, 1987).  In order to measure the quality of the strategic decision making 

output respondents were asked to indicate the degree of precision of goals usually achieved in 

their firm in the five stages namely Situation diagnosis, Alternative generation, Alternative 

evaluation, Decision integration and Making of the final decision.  The wordings in the scale 

developed by Schilit and Paine (1987) were modified to suit the requirement of the current 

research although the underlying meaning remained the same. At each one of the stages 

decision making process output quality was measured using a 5-point Likert scale. The 

measuring point in the scale were Quite imprecise=1, Imprecise=2, Neither=3, Precise=4, 

Quite precise=5.    

 

4.8.2.8 Scale for The firm's (organisation's) commitment (FC)  

Firm commitment has been measured using the scale derived from the instrument developed 

by Dincer et al. (2006). The variable was measured using four items namely Specification of 

corporate objectives/aims, Specification of business objectives/aims, Generation of strategic 

decisions and Evaluation of strategies decisions.  Respondents were asked to indicate the 

organizational commitment level in their firm usually, as a measure of the decision process 
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output. Each one of the five firm commitment items was measured using a 5-point Likert 

scale.  The measuring points were Not committed=1, Less committed=2, Neither=3, 

Committed=4, Very committed=5. 

 

4.8.2.9 Scale for Decision making effectiveness (DME) 

This variable has been measured as an outcome of the decision making process in terms of 

aspects that include the right choice of a decision, successful achievement of the objectives of 

a decision (these two questions were adapted from the work of Elbanna & Child, 2007), 

expected revenue, fixing estimated highest retail price and the speed at which the firm could 

introduce its new products/services into the market (these three questions were adapted from 

the work of Carmeli et al. 2009). Respondents were asked to indicate the overall effectiveness 

of the strategic decision making process over three years with respect to the date of answering 

the questionnaire in terms of five items mentioned in the previous sentence. The measurement 

scales developed by Elbanna and Child (2007) and Carmeli et al. (2009) formed the basis for 

developing the measurement scale for DME which was a 5-point Likert scale. The five items 

were measured using points Highly ineffective=1, Ineffective=2, Neither=3, Effective=4, 

Highly effective=5, on the measurement scale. 

 

Some of the important points that need to be noted here are that the scales that have been 

developed for purpose of this research are adaptations of the original scales. There will be 

variations between the originally developed scaled and the adapted scale which was needed 

for the purpose of this research. Secondly this instrument was sent to three experts two of 

them being academics, one a language expert and another, a practitioner. Some suggestions in 

terms of wording and order of the questions were received which were incorporated and the 

instrument was made ready for pre-testing. 

 

4.8.3 Pre-test of the survey questionnaire 

According to Creswell (2003), pilot testing of the survey is an important step to establish 

content validity of an instrument and improve the questions, format and scales. Pre-testing the 

survey instrument is a small-scale trial in itself prior to the main survey (Sapsford & Jupp, 

2006) and should be carried out on a sample that is similar in characteristic to the final 

population on whom the questionnaire will be administered. Another important purpose of 

pre-testing is the refinement the questionnaire will undergo, leading to reduction in problems 

if any, for the respondents, while answering the questions (Saunders et al. 2009). With regard 

to the actual size of the sample from whom data was to be collected, some researchers suggest 

that 25 or 50 subjects are acceptable (Zikmund, 2003). Furthermore Bell and Steel (2005) 

suggests that pilot survey should be used for the purposes given in Table 4.6. 
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Table4.6, indicates the purpose of pilot survey (Bell and Steel, 2005) 
No. Purposes served by the pilot survey 
1. Assess the length of the time it takes for a respondent to answer the questionnaire 
2. Ascertain the clarity of the instruction 
3. Find out which questions if any were unclear or ambiguous 
4. Find out which questions, if any the respondents felt uneasy about answering 
5. Ascertain whether in the opinion of respondents there were any major topic omissions 
6. Examine whether the layout was clear and attractive 
7. Find any other comments are provided by the respondents. 

 

The pilot survey in this research was administered to a population of 50 decision makers 

belonging to the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries in the SME sector in 

Bahrain. For the sake of classification of firms as small and medium enterprises, the criterion 

suggested by Khunthongjan (2009) which is that any firm with less than 50 employees is 

considered as a small-scale enterprise and any firm between 50 and 200 to 250 was 

considered as medium. Similar classifications have been used in GCC countries by certain 

government organizations (Hertog, 2010). Although other criteria such as turnover are used 

by researchers to classify SMEs, it was difficult to get published or confidential information 

from the firms approached by the researcher to get the data on turnover which made it 

difficult to classify SMEs on the basis of turnover. Thus for the pilot survey all the firms 

approached were having employees less than 200. Out of the 50 questionnaires that were sent 

out in person, 40 valid responses were received which amounts to 80% response rate. In each 

one of the firms either the owner was the decision maker or the manager of the firm acted as 

the decision maker.  No one belonging to a position lower than this position was approached. 

The pilot survey was conducted in Bahrain during November 2011 over a period of a month.  

Reliability and validity tests were conducted on the responses received. Based on the 

responses and the feedback received from experts some modifications were carried out on the 

questionnaire which include adding two questions to the sub-section 'C' which is that part of 

the instrument measuring the variable Intuition, and modifying the wordings and explanations 

were added to all the sub-sections under Section 2. The detailed reliability and validity 

analysis of the data collected through pilot survey are provided next.  

 

4.9 Results of Pilot survey 

The data collected from the pilot survey was coded and fed into SPSS v18, a software 

package widely used by researchers in performing statistical analysis. Preliminary data 

analysis was carried out in terms of mean, standard deviation, reliability and validity. Since 

the main focus of the pilot analysis is to examine the content validity of the instrument and 

improve the questions, format and scales the following sections provide the reliability and 

validity analysis of the data collected through the pilot survey. 
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At this point it must be clarified here that choice of mean as a measure to test the reliability 

and validity of a Likert scale is a practice used in data analysis. Although some suggest the 

use of median and mode when using Likert scale (for instance Mogey, 1999) as Likert scale is 

considered to be an ordinal scale, Brown (2011) argues that it is not uncommon that mean is 

used as a measure of central tendency in data analysis because Likert scale is considered as an 

interval scale also. Here attention is drawn to two attributes of responses collected using 

Likert scale as tool.  For instance Likert data is an attribute that is numerical in nature and is 

in the form of number assigned to Likert-type items that enable the researcher to express a > 

(greater than) relationship although how much greater is not understood (Boone & Boone, 

2012). In addition Clason and Dormody (1994) argue Likert-type items are single questions 

that employ some characteristic of the original Likert response alternatives. Besides, while 

using Likert-type items, where multiple questions might be used by the researcher as part of 

the research instrument, the researcher is not likely to combine the responses from the items 

into a composite scale. This situation indicates that Likert-type items fall into ordinal scale 

measurement and median or mode or both are used as central tendency measurements (Boone 

& Boone, 2012). 

 

In contrast the second attribute namely Likert scale data is used as an interval measurement 

scale.  In this situation the scale comprises a series of Likert-type items (usually for or more) 

that are combined or put together into a single composite score or variable at the data analysis 

stage.  Combination of items provides a quantitative measure of an attribute such as character 

of a person. At this stage the researcher is keen to know about the composite score or the 

variable only.  Where calculated composite scores are used to create Likert-scale items 

analysis usually carried out using interval measurement scale and in such an event central 

tendency and standard deviation are measured using mean (Boone & Boone, 2012).  

 

The above discussions clarify where median and mode or mean needs to be used while 

analysing data collected from respondents using Likert scale. It is clear from the above 

discussion that if Likert scale data and not Likert-type data is used then mean could be used 

which is the case in this research.  Hence it is justifiable to use mean as the measure of central 

tendency and standard deviation in this research.  

 

4.9.1 Preliminary analysis of the data collected as part of the pilot survey  

As part of the preliminary data analysis two important tests were conducted. The first one is 

the reliability analysis of the data. According to Ticehurst and Veal (2000), reliability analysis 

provides the researcher with the knowledge on whether the research could be repeated at a 

later date or with different samples. The second one is the validity of the data. Validity, 
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according to Ticehurst and Veal (2000), is the extent to which the collected data truly 

measures the phenomenon under study. These two tests enable the researcher to make 

decisions on whether the research instrument can be taken further to conduct the main survey. 

 

4.9.2 Reliability analysis 

One of the most widely used tests of reliability analysis is the inter-item consistency of 

reliability determined by Cronbach's coefficient alpha. This measures the consistency of the 

responses provided by the subjects to all the items in the instrument or under a construct. In 

essence it measures the correlation between those items and the degree to which items are 

independently measuring a construct. Reference measures used by researchers for Cronbach's 

alpha varies between 0.6 to 0.8, with below 0.6 considered as poor, 0.7 considered as 

acceptable and 0.8 considered as good (Sekaran, 2000). Although there is no standard rule on 

the acceptability of a reference value, for this research a figure of 0.7 was chosen.  Thus data 

was considered reliable if Cronbach's alpha measured is either equal to or better than 0.7.  The 

maximum however cannot exceed 1.0 and as Cronbach's alpha approaches 1.0 it is considered 

that reliability is good (Robinson et al. 1991a, 1991b). 

 

The subjects of the pilot were managers and above in SMEs in the Electronics, 

Telecommunication and IT sectors in one of the Gulf Cooperation Council countries namely 

Kingdom of Bahrain.  The data was collected during the month of November 2011. Table 4.7 

provides the consolidated analysis of the results. 

Table4.7, Internal consistency measure 'Cronbach's alpha' for the items in the pilot instrument 
No. Construct No. of 

questions 
Items Cronbach's alpha 

(Reliability measure) 
should be >0.7 

1. Decision Magnitude of Impact 8 Q1-Q8 0.837 
2. Rationality in Decision Making 4 Q9-Q12 0.678 
3. Intuition 3 Q13-Q15 0.546 
4. Firm Performance 6 Q16-21 0.813 
5. Dynamism in the Industry 9 Q22-Q30 0.9 

Decision Process output 

6. 
Quality of the Decision Process 
Output 

5 Q31-A35 0.821 

7. Firm Commitment 4 Q36-Q39 0.74 
8. Decision Making Effectiveness 5 Q40-Q44 0.813 

Cronbach's alpha for all the constructs except for rationality in decision-making and intuition 

exceeded 0.7. Cronbach's alpha for rationality in decision-making was reported as 0.678, 

which although less than 0.7 is very close to 0.7.  Similarly Cronbach's alpha for intuition was 

reported as 0.546 which is below the reference value of 0.7.  However one of the reasons that 

could be attributed to this situation is the lower sample size as Cronbach's alpha has been 

found to be affected by population size (Spiliotopoulou, 2009). A decision on what should be 

done to improve the two reliability measures that are below the reference value, was deferred 
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by the researcher at this point in order to verify the validity of the data so that a more 

comprehensive solution could be found out. 

 

4.9.3 Validity 

Validity of the data provides an estimate of the extent to which the collected data measures 

the phenomenon under study. In empirical research many types of validity measures have 

been used including content validity, criterion-related validity and construct validity (Sekaran, 

2003). While these measures are applicable to both pilot and main survey, the purpose of 

measuring these validity measures at the pilot survey stage is to ensure that any difficulty that 

arises in terms of the content, wordings, format or scale required at this stage could be 

addressed well before the main survey. Pilot survey provides a very good opportunity to the 

researcher to identify potential problems related to content, format, scale and wording of the 

questions in the instrument. Any oversight at this stage could lead to potentially difficult 

situations at a much advanced stage where it may be too late to resolve the problems. Thus 

preliminary validity analyses were performed. 

 

4.9.4 Content validity 

Also referred to as face validity, content validity enables the researcher to examine the 

association between the individual items and the concept with the help of experts in the field 

as well as the pilot survey (Hair et al. 2006). In the field of strategic decision making it 

became necessary to assess the contents of the questionnaire as well as the correspondence 

between the questions and the concept or construct, through ratings by experts in the field as 

well as academicians so that any modifications and corrections needed could be incorporated 

prior to the pre-test. Three persons, one academic, one an expert, and a researcher in the field 

were approached to scrutinize the questionnaire. Minor revisions were made to wordings. 

Then the pre-test was carried out. After conducting the content validity then the construct 

validity was tested. 

 

4.9.5 Construct validity 

Construct validity measures the extent to which the instrument measures the phenomenon 

truly. According to Iacobucci (2010) construct validity includes assessment of convergent, 

discriminant and nomological validity. Some researchers argue that it is possible to assess 

construct validity by factor analysis (Hair et al. 1992). However most researchers, for instance 

Bertsch (2012), argue that construct validity is best assessed using convergent and 

discriminant validity. According to (Zikmund, 2003), convergent validity and criterion 

validity are identical and are measured through correlational analysis. Convergent validity is a 

measure that correlates positively with other measures (Iacobucci, 2010). In fact Hair et al. 
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(2006), argue that reliability is an indicator of convergent validity. In strategic decision-

making process research, researchers have used construct validity as an important measure to 

assess the extent to which an item measures the phenomenon it purports to measure for 

instance Elbanna and Child (2007). In order to measure construct validity, researchers have 

used certain minimum values as reference like inter-item correlations of items under a 

construct to exceed 0.3 and item-to-total correlations to exceed 0.5 (Robinson et al. 1991a). 

Similarly reference levels of correlations have also been suggested by some researchers in 

terms of a range of correlation like 0.1-0.29 as small correlation (both positive and negative 

values), 0.3-0.49 as medium correlation and 0.5-1.0 as large correlation.  Thus for this 

research at the pilot survey stage, construct validity was measured taking into account the 

abovementioned reference values. Details of the validity analysis are discussed next.  

 

SPSS package was used to compute the validity estimates of Cronbach's alpha, item-item 

correlation and item-total correlation. Table 4.8 provides the SPSS output. With respect to 

each construct the following analysis is provided.  

Table4.8, Construct validity for pilot survey data 

No. Construct 
No. of 

questions 
Items 

Cronbach'
s alpha 

(Reliabilit
y measure) 
should be 

>0.7 

Validity 

Remarks 

Item to 
item 

correlation 
should be 

>0.3 

Item to 
total 

correlation 
should be 

>0.5 

1. 
Decision 
Magnitude 
of Impact 

8 Q1-Q8 0.837 
0.091 to 
0.673 

0.458 to 
0.712 

Low to 
high 
correlation 

2. 
Rationality 
in Decision 
Making 

4 Q9-Q12 0.678 
0.23 to 
0.592 

0.365 to 
0.659 

Low to 
high 
correlation 

3. Intuition 3 Q13-Q15 0.546 
-0.052 to 
0.617 

0.091 to 
0.651 

Low to 
high 
correlation

4. 
Firm 
Performance 

6 Q16-21 0.813 
0.265 to 
0.628 

0.462 to 
0.709 

Low to 
high 
correlation 

5. 
Dynamism 
in the 
Industry 

9 Q22-Q30 0.9 
0.249 to 
0.796 

0.483  to 
0.811 

Low to 
high 
correlation 

Decision Process output 

6. 

Quality of 
the Decision 
Process 
Output 

5 Q31-A35 0.821 
0.257 to 
0.658 

0.427 to 
0.695 

Low to 
high 
correlation 

7. 
Firm 
Commitment 

4 Q36-Q39 0.74 
0.273 to 
0.639 

0.421 to 
0.688 

Low to 
high 
correlation 

8. 
Decision 
Making 
Effectiveness 

5 Q40-Q44 0.813 
0.354 to 
0.634 

0.563 to 
0.667 

Medium to 
high 
correlation 

While the correlation between the items was found to be in the range of low to high (except 

for the items under the construct Decision Making Effectiveness, which indicates medium to 
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high correlation), one of the main reasons for this phenomenon at this stage appeared to be the 

low sample size. Other reasons could be the lack of validity of the data which is discussed 

next.   

 

Decision Magnitude of Impact: The reliability of the items was good, exceeding the 

reference value of 0.7. However there was one correlation value between Q1 and Q7 which 

was 0.091 (Table 4.9). There were four other correlations between items that were less than 

0.3 although with three out of the four showing correlations closer to 0.3.  Thus there were 

two options available to decide on the validity of the items. One was to delete the items.  The 

other was to go ahead with the items to the final survey and test the validity with a higher 

sample size where correlation between the items was expected to improve.  It was decided 

that the researcher will go ahead with the items to the final research before taking a decision 

to delete the items. 

Table4.9, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix (Q1 – Q8) 
 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 

Q1 1.000 .234 .285 .272 .566 .546 .091 .272 
Q2 .234 1.000 .418 .339 .309 .322 .424 .572 
Q3 .285 .418 1.000 .465 .276 .401 .489 .579 
Q4 .272 .339 .465 1.000 .126 .422 .548 .352 
Q5 .566 .309 .276 .126 1.000 .508 .236 .378
Q6 .546 .322 .401 .422 .508 1.000 .342 .500
Q7 .091 .424 .489 .548 .236 .342 1.000 .673 
Q8 .272 .572 .579 .352 .378 .500 .673 1.000 

 

Rationality in Decision Making: The reliability value stood at 0.678 which was very close to 

the reference value of 0.7. Additionally the inter-item correlation showed that except for the 

correlation between Q9, Q10 and Q12 the remaining were above the reference value 0.3. 

However considering the fact that the sample size was only forty, it was proposed that all the 

items be retained for measuring the construct Rationality in Decision Making as the 

correlation could significantly improve with higher sample size. Although in Table 4.8, it is 

seen that the correlation between the items ranged between low and high, Table 4.10 clearly 

indicated that Q12 was the item that was having low correlation with two of the items and the 

others were correlated above medium level.  Thus the researcher retained all the items for 

measurement of Rationality in Decision Making in the main survey.  

Table4.10, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix (Q9 – Q12) 
 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 

Q9 1.000 .335 .407 .230 
Q10 .335 1.000 .359 .208 
Q11 .407 .359 1.000 .592 
Q12 .230 .208 .592 1.000 

 

Intuition: The reliability value stood at 0.546 which was short of the reference value of 0.7 

fixed for this research, indicating moderate reliability. The researcher attributed this to the 
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lower number of samples used in the pilot study.  However Table 4.11 which depicts the 

inter-item correlation indicated poor correlation between items. While the correlation between 

Q13 and Q14 was high, the correlation between Q13 and Q15 as well as Q14 and Q15 were 

not significant.  However though it was possible to still retain Q15 with respect to Q13 

assuming that the correlation could improve with higher sample size, the correlation between 

Q14 and Q15 was showing negative relationship which is contrary to the results achieved by 

Khatri and Ng (2000) which indicated a positive relationship. Again the reliability value 

achieved by Khatri and Ng (2000) was not high although they have accepted 0.6 as the 

reference value. Considering the fact that Cronbach's alpha is another indicator of correlation 

amongst the items, it is reasonable to conclude that the correlation amongst the items 

measured by Khatri and Ng (2000) is lower. Thus the researcher had the option to either 

delete Q15 which was showing poor correlation between Q13 and Q14 or investigate the 

reasons for the poor correlation and negative relationship.  One of the possible causes for this 

behaviour between the items was attributed to possible the lack of understanding of the 

meaning 'past experience' in the question Q15 related to intuition as the pilot survey was 

distributed amongst very small enterprises in the computer, electronics and IT industries. It 

was proposed that in order to maintain the required number of 3 items to measure Intuition as 

suggested by Khatri and Ng (2000) as well as Elbanna and Child (2007) and see their 

performance with a more organized and larger number of samples in the main survey; the 

three items were retained and tested in the main survey.  The risk that was taken by the 

researcher was that the item Q15 could still not be useful. On the other hand, if the subjects 

understand the question well which was the case expected, then the situation could be turned 

around. If Q15 failed to be a measure, then based on the final results achieved in the main 

survey the researcher could take a decision to drop it. Finally, although Table 4.11 indicated 

that the inter-item correlation ranged between low and high, it can be seen that the correlation 

between Q13 and Q14 was high leaving Q15 as the item that was the cause of concern leading 

to lower correlation between it and the other two items Q13 and Q14.  

 

Table4.11, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix (Q13 - Q15) 
 Q13 Q14 Q15 

Q13 1.000 .617 .230 
Q14 .617 1.000 -.052 
Q15 .230 -.052 1.000 

 

Firm performance: The reliability value stood at 0.813. All items were correlated in the range 

of medium to high (> 0.3) (Table 4.12) except for the items Q16 and Q20 which showed a 

correlation of 0.265. This problem could be due to the small sample size. Thus with regard to 

this construct the researcher proposed that all items will be retained as part of the instrument 

that will be used in the main survey. 
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Table4.12, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix (Q16 – Q21) 
 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 

Q16 1.000 .419 .351 .328 .265 .537 
Q17 .419 1.000 .439 .195 .515 .441 
Q18 .351 .439 1.000 .513 .460 .475 
Q19 .328 .195 .513 1.000 .343 .441 
Q20 .265 .515 .460 .343 1.000 .628 
Q21 .537 .441 .475 .441 .628 1.000 

 

Dynamism in the industry: Cronbach's alpha was computed as 0.9 which showed very good 

reliability.  Similarly correlation between items measuring the construct were in the range of 

medium to high (> 0.3) except for the one between Q23 and Q25 (0.249) as also between Q22 

and Q27 (0.259) (Table 4.13). Considering the fact that correlation could improve further if 

the sample size were to be increased it was proposed to keep all items as part of the 

instrument that will be used in the main survey.  

Table4.13, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix (Q22 – Q30) 
 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28 Q29 Q30 

Q22 1.000 .443 .404 .429 .461 .259 .510 .467 .585 
Q23 .443 1.000 .479 .249 .634 .393 .527 .490 .607 
Q24 .404 .479 1.000 .588 .522 .362 .475 .453 .502 
Q25 .429 .249 .588 1.000 .407 .360 .483 .599 .556 
Q26 .461 .634 .522 .407 1.000 .407 .523 .565 .555 
Q27 .259 .393 .362 .360 .407 1.000 .501 .407 .307 
Q28 .510 .527 .475 .483 .523 .501 1.000 .770 .796 
Q29 .467 .490 .453 .599 .565 .407 .770 1.000 .795 
Q30 .585 .607 .502 .556 .555 .307 .796 .795 1.000 

 

4.9.6 Decision process output 

4.9.6.1 Quality of the decision process output 

Cronbach's alpha figure stood at 0.821 indicating good reliability. Further referring to Table 

4.14 it can be seen that all the items had good correlation ranging between medium and high 

correlation (> 0.3) except for the correlation between Q32 and Q35 (0.257). It was expected 

that this value could improve further with a higher sample size. Thus all the items measuring 

this construct were been retained for use in the main survey. 

Table4. 14, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix (Q31 – Q35) 
 Q31 Q32 Q33 Q34 Q35 

Q31 1.000 .418 .645 .545 .525 
Q32 .418 1.000 .304 .417 .257 
Q33 .645 .304 1.000 .519 .658 
Q34 .545 .417 .519 1.000 .535 
Q35 .525 .257 .658 .535 1.000 

 

4.9.6.2 Firm commitment 

The value of Cronbach's alpha stood at 0.74 and indicated good reliability of the instrument. 

With regard to correlation between items (Table 4.15) it was seen that correlation between 

Q36 and Q37 as well as Q39 were just below the acceptable level of 0.3 whereas the 

correlation between the other items were above 0.3 indicating medium to high correlations. 
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Thus considering the fact that the correlations could improve further if the sample size was 

increased, the researcher proposed to retain all the items for measuring the construct in the 

main survey.  

Table4.15, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix (Q36 – Q39) 
 Q36 Q37 Q38 Q39 

Q36 1.000 .273 .465 .285 
Q37 .273 1.000 .399 .409 
Q38 .465 .399 1.000 .639 
Q39 .285 .409 .639 1.000 

 

 

4.9.6.3 Decision making effectiveness 

At 0.813 Cronbach's alpha indicated good reliability.  Also all the items showed medium to 

high correlation (> 0.3) (Table 4.16). Hence all the items were retained as part of the 

instrument in the main survey. 

 

Table4.16, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix (Q40 – Q 44) 
 Q40 Q41 Q42 Q43 Q44 

Q40 1.000 .525 .472 .404 .583 
Q41 .525 1.000 .454 .463 .354 
Q42 .472 .454 1.000 .467 .634 
Q43 .404 .463 .467 1.000 .470 
Q44 .583 .354 .634 .470 1.000 

 

4.10 Discussions on the result of the pilot survey 

The foregoing findings from the pilot survey on the reliability and validity aspects of the 

survey questionnaire were analysed and discussed in depth with the three experts, one an 

academic, another a strategist and a third researcher as well as some pilot study respondents. 

Based on this action certain modifications were made to the survey questionnaire details of 

which follow. 

 

The covering letter was modified in order to provide a more meaningful and understandable 

explanation about the purpose of the questionnaire. It was also refined with regard to 

grammatical aspects. 

 

 Headings were added to Sections 1 and 2 which read as "Section1: Demographic 

questions" and "Section2: Strategic Decisions" respectively. 

 In Section 2 explanations about each construct were added against each construct so 

that respondents could better understand the meaning of the constructs prior to 

answering the questions. 
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 In Section 2 under each sub-section, the portion preceding the set of questions was 

made bold to make a clear distinction as the beginning portion for each question.  For 

instance the phrase "While making decisions in your firm" under section "C" is the 

beginning portion for each one of the questions Q13 to Q17 which was made bold. 

This was done to indicate that the beginning portion applies to all the questions under 

the sub-section "C". This action was implemented against all the sub-sections under 

Section 2. 

 Wordings in general were adjusted to ensure better and easy understanding of the 

questions by the respondents so that there was no difficulty or ambiguity while 

answering the questions. 

 In particular, under Section 2, sub-section "C", wordings in Q14 and Q15 were 

slightly modified with explanations provided for two phrases, "gut feeling" and "past 

experience". The questions read as follows: 

 Q14: to what extent senior managers depend on gut feeling? ("Gut feeling" could 

mean the managers’ instinct). 

 Q15: how much emphasis is placed on past experience? ("Emphasis placed on 

past experience" means the decision made by managers using their previous 

experience in a similar situation). 

 Additionally, under Section 2, sub-section "C", two more questions were added as it 

was felt that three questions were not sufficient enough to achieve reliability and 

validity values above the reference values for the intuition construct. This inference 

was made based on the results obtained in the pilot survey which showed problems 

with regard to Cronbach's alpha (0.546) and inter-item as well as item-total 

correlations (Table 4.11). Apart from the above, expert advice also pointed in this 

direction. Adding more items to a construct is expected to improve the results 

(Narayan & Cassidy, 2001). 

 Lastly under Section 2, sub-section "D" the scale was modified as 1 = much worse; 2 

= worse; 3 = no difference; 4 = better; 5 = much better, based on the advice of the 

experts. This was necessary to make the scale consistent with the language of the 

question as well as what it purported to measure which was firm performance. 

 

After incorporating the necessary modifications, the finalized instrument was ready to be 

distributed to the sample population chosen for the main survey (Appendix I). 

 

4.11 Main survey 

In order to conduct the main survey and as described in Sections 4.11.1 and 4.11.2 below the 

target population and sample size need to be identified. Apart from the above mentioned 
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aspects, data collection procedure as well as data analysis details aspects needed discussion 

and are also provided thereafter. 

 

The research question requires the researcher to find out factors that affect the SDMP process 

dimensions, SDMP process dimensions that affect the decision process output in terms of 

effectiveness and other factors that affect decision process effectiveness in the SME service 

sector context.  The focus is on the electronic, information technology and telecommunication 

service sector. The territory in which the research was conducted was four Gulf Cooperation 

Council (GCC) countries. A major phenomenon that could be observed in the GCC is the lack 

of manufacturing units that produce products in electronics or IT or telecommunication 

sectors but there are firms that provide services. For instance, in all the GCC countries there 

are telecommunication service providers. In Bahrain there is a company called Bahrain 

Telecommunication Company (Batelco) that provides telecommunication services to the 

citizens. Similarly in Kuwait there is a telecommunication service provider by name Zain, in 

United Arab Emirates (UAE) there is a telecommunication service provider by name Etisalat 

and in Saudi there is a telecommunication service provider namely Viva. Although these 

companies are large scale enterprises, around them there are a number of ancillary units that 

provide support services, for instance SMEs that sell cellular phones to the consumers and 

offer after sales services although the cellular phones are not manufactured in this region but 

imported. These units could be covered under both electronics and telecommunication sectors 

as there is an overlap of both the technologies. Other examples could also be given with 

regard to electronic and telecommunication products and services offered by SMEs including 

wireless modems for internet services, laptop computers that are used for a variety of 

telecommunication purposes such as voice over internet, tablets, flash memories and the like. 

Here there is a convergence of IT also. For instance, where modem is being sold it can be 

seen that modems involve electronics, telecommunication and IT disciplines. The same can 

be argued of laptop computers. Thus overall it can be seen that in the GCC there are a number 

of SMEs that offer services both retail and wholesale. However choosing SMEs who could 

participate in the survey needed a sampling process because of the large number of such 

enterprises found in the GCC countries. This aspect has been discussed in the following 

section. 

 

4.11.1 Population and sample size 

The research involves the selection of two different types of population namely the SME 

industries in the electronic, information technology and telecommunication sector and the 

people involved in strategic decision making in those industries.  There was a need to identify 

what industries can be classified as SMEs in the electronic, information technology and 
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telecommunication sector (this aspect has been discussed under Section 4.8.3) and in what 

proportion of these industries need to be chosen to make the sample representative. Next, 

within those industries sample set of industries were to be chosen. These aspects have been 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 

 

Similarly, with regard to the people, the target population chosen for data collection was the 

decision makers in those industries mentioned above. The participants were classified under 

five levels and occupied the positions ranging from Middle Managers to CEOs with in-

between positions identified as Senior Manager, General Manager and Managing Director. 

This classification was arrived at based on a review of job descriptions and management level 

positions that are offered by a variety of companies and the responsibilities associated with 

those positions. For instance according to the website www.collegegrad.com (2014) top 

management executives includes chief executives or vice presidents of companies who are 

partial owners and have profit-sharing privileges and supervise subordinate managers. In 

many SMEs the top management consists of managing directors also (Kassim & Sulaiman, 

2011). Similarly www.collegegrad.com (2014) explains that middle managers are those who 

oversee the activities of one department or sometimes client related activities (all of them) 

related to one or more clients. Middle managers are also sometimes designated as general 

managers and senior managers in some SMEs (Simmering, 2006; The Brightwater Group 

Anon, 2013).  One of the main responsibility of these managers in the middle management 

and top management positions is decision making including strategic decision making 

(Simmering, 2006). Hence it can be justified that the participants chosen for this research 

were appropriate for providing responses to the survey questionnaire. 

 

4.11.2 Sample size 

According to Sekaran (2003) appropriate sample size is considered to be important by 

researchers in empirical research to enable the researcher to generalize the findings by 

establishing the representativeness of the sample. Furthermore many authors have suggested 

sample size requirements as a thumb rule, examples of which are given in Table 4.17. 
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Table4.17, Comparison of sample size requirements for large populations 

Author/s 
Size of 

population 
Sample size/percentage Remarks 

Roscoe (1975) -- 

Size-30-500 For most research 
Size-Minimum 30 For sub-samples 

Preferably 10 times or 
more in comparison to 
the number of variables 

in the study 

Applicable to 
multivariate research 

Gay (1987) -- 

Size- 50 Very poor 
Size- 100 Poor 
Size- 200 Fair 
Size- 300 Good 
Size- 500 Very good 
Size- 1000 Excellent 

Comrey and Lee (1992) 

0-100 100% 
10% of large 

populations and 20% 
of small populations 

as minimums 

101-1,000 10% 
1,001-5,000 5% 

5,001-10,000 3% 
10,000+ 1% 

 

While there are formulas for calculating the sample size, researchers believe that such 

formulas are applicable only when the size of the population is small, say for instance less 

than 5000 (UNFCCC/CCNUCC, 2012).  The reason for such an argument arises from the fact 

that there will be hardly any difference between the sample size calculated exactly using a 

formula or an approximation introduced in the formula (for instance thumb rule figures) 

(UNFCCC/CCNUCC, 2012). Thus for this research where the size of the total population was 

estimated at about 10,000 SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries spread 

over four countries, the rule of thumb figure of 500 sample size was chosen. This is supported 

by the data given in Table 4.17. The estimation of 10,000 SMEs in the electronic, 

telecommunication and IT sectors as the size of the population was made based on 

extrapolation of the overall figures of the SMEs in each country and the number of known 

SMEs in this sector in Bahrain.  The details of the number of SMEs reported in the Kingdom 

of Bahrain, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and United Arab Emirates are provided in 

Table 4.18. 
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Table4. 18, SME, Hertog (2010) 
2007 Data 

No. Country 
Total 
number of 
SMEs 

Number of SMEs in 
the electronic, 
telecommunication 
and IT sectors 

Extrapolated estimate 
of SMEs in the 
electronic, 
telecommunication 
and IT sectors based 
on Bahrain figure of 
500 

1. Kingdom of Bahrain 40,000 500 - 
2. Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 700,000 Not available 8,750 
3. Kuwait 33,000 Not available 500 

4. 
United Arab Emirates 
(Dubai) 

85,000 Not available 1,000 

Total 10,250 
Note: Extrapolation with respect to 500 SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors in 
Bahrain was done as follows: If Bahrain is having 500 SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and 
IT sectors out of an overall SME figure of 40,000, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia could be assumed to 
have 8,750 SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors. The rationale behind this is that 
700,000 SMEs in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is 17.5 times higher than Bahrain.  Thus SMEs in the 
electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors where considered to be 17.5 higher than the Bahrain 
figures of 500.  That this 17.5 x 500 = 8,750. Similar arguments could be provided with respect to 
Kuwait and United Arab Emirates (Dubai) 
 

Another important aspect is the sampling method that needs to be adopted for this research.  

According Saunders et al. (2009) there are two basic types of sampling namely probability 

and non-probability sampling. Probability sampling also termed as representative sampling is 

associated with inferences made on entire population based on a representative sample drawn 

from the population. Probability sampling is widely used in survey research. Non-probability 

sampling is referred to as non-random sampling which involves selection of samples based on 

subjective judgment of the researcher.  An example of research where non-probability 

sampling is used is the case study research where a small sample of subjects is chosen to 

make in-depth study (Saunders et al. 2009). However in this research probability sampling 

was used as it is survey based research where the sample size itself is very high, representing 

the decision makers in the SMEs and was of the order of nearly 500.  While there are different 

types of sampling techniques that could be used under probability sampling, like simple 

random sampling, systematic sampling, stratified random sampling, cluster sampling and 

multistage sampling (Saunders et al. 2009), this research adopted the simple random sampling 

method. The rationale behind choosing this method arises from the need to collect data from a 

population that is identified, listed, large, accurate and easily accessible. In addition only one 

person each from a firm was requested to provide the response and this person could be 

anyone who was holding a position in the top or middle management level as mentioned in 

Section 4.11.1. 

 

Further to selecting the sample size, representativeness of the sample was ensured, by 

collecting data from SMEs belonging to three different industries namely electronic, 
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telecommunication and IT where decision makers were holding similar positions although 

some of the characteristics of the industries varied. For instance electronic industry has 

mainly product-based business activities with support services, whereas the 

telecommunication and IT industries have both product-based and service-based business 

activities. Another important aspect is that data was collected from four different countries 

with different business environments which provides representativeness of the sample 

population with regard to the overall population. After determining the sample size, the next 

step was to understand precisely how the data would be collected for this research.  

 

4.11.3 Data collection 

There are two types of data, primary and secondary, that were collected for this research 

(Sapsford and Jupp, 2006). Primary data are those which are new and collected specifically 

for the purpose of the research, whereas secondary data those that have been collected already 

for a different purpose but find utility for the current research (Saunders et al. 2009). 

Secondary data for this research was collected from already published reports and journal 

papers. Primary data was collected through the research instrument developed for this 

research. 

 

The target segment was the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries in the SME 

sector.  The territory chosen was the four GCC countries as noted above.  Since it was not 

easily possible for the researcher to go in person to the industries located in the countries, a 

professional consulting firm in the Kingdom of Bahrain was assigned the task of distributing 

the research instrument to the list of industries in these countries and collect them back. The 

consultancy firm was chosen because of three reasons. The first one was that they had a 

facility to reach SMEs in the four countries chosen. The second was they had a database of 

firms in the GCC region which included SMEs in the electronic, information technology and 

telecommunication sector.  Thirdly the consultancy firm was headquartered in Bahrain and it 

was possible to have smooth coordination with the consultants.   

 

The role of the consultancy firm was to collect primary data using the research instrument 

developed by the researcher. The firm was used as an outsourced professional consulting 

surveying agency in Bahrain. The consultancy firm was given the target sample size of 

subjects from whom data was required to be collected as 500. The consultancy firm 

approached industries through e-mail, spread over four countries, Kingdom of Bahrain, 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and United Arab Emirates and were randomly chosen. The 

consulting company used appropriate data bases of companies and directories to carefully 

select SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries, and that they did not 
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contact the companies until the researcher was happy that sampling frame was appropriate.  

The respondents sent the completed questionnaire back to the consulting firm by e-mail it was 

the responsibility of the firm to ensure that the response are carefully collected and passed on 

to the researcher without any interference or tampering with the responses. The consultancy 

firm acted as a channel for the researcher to collect data and facilitated data collection by 

following up with the firms. Through this process the consultancy firm was able to fetch data 

for the researcher. Through this process the number of valid responses received and used for 

this research stood at 464. 

 

Data was collected between January and March 2012. The final number of valid responses 

collected by the consulting firm was 464. The complete details regarding the number of 

responses received from each one the four countries, demographic details and others are 

provided in Appendix III. The collected data provides comprehensive information about the 

number of participants occupying different levels as well as the distribution of subjects across 

the countries. The main advantages of employing a professional consulting firm for collecting 

data were better response rate, collection of data in a shorter period of time, wider reach, 

dependable, and the researcher is independent of the subject from whom data is being 

collected. The main drawback was the cost involved in hiring the firm. However considering 

the wider reach, time frame in which the data was collected and effort saved by the researcher 

in physically approaching the various firms in different countries, the cost borne by the 

researcher in using the services of the consulting firm turned out to be economical.  

 

With regard to the response rate of 464, it can be said that this number falls very close to 500, 

a sample size recommended by many authors (Table 4.17). Thus 464 responses were 

considered to be an appropriate response rate that enabled the researcher to answer the 

research questions.  

 

The foregoing discussions cover the data collection aspects pertaining to this research. After 

collecting the data through the main survey, the next step involved was the data analysis. The 

following section discusses the data analysis aspects in detail. 

 

4.12 Data analysis 

In order to analyse the data, Software Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 18 was 

used. (SPSS) is a widely used tool by researchers to perform statistical data analysis. A 

variety of statistical data analyses could be performed using SPSS that included descriptive 

statistics analysis, missing data analysis, presence of outliers, normality check of data 

distribution and presence of multicollinearity.  
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In addition to SPSS, AMOS (Analysis of Moments Structures) version 18 was used to 

perform CFA, model analysis (model estimation), model evaluation (model fit) and model 

path analyses (Abramson et al. 2005). AMOS is a widely used statistical tool in computing 

structural equation modelling (Arbuckle, 2010). In addition AMOS has the capability to 

analyse mathematically as well as pictorially.  AMOS Graphics builds measurement and 

structural models as well as inbuilt capability to test, modify and retest both specified models 

and alternate models. Equivalence of groups or samples and testing of hypotheses are also 

possible using AMOS. Keeping these aspects in mind many researchers have used and 

suggested use of AMOS in empirical research (Arbuckle & Wothke, 1999; Ullman, 2001). 

Furthermore AMOS automatically uses the data file that is open in SPSS Statistics (Arbuckle, 

2010). 

 

4.12.1 Data coding 

According to Pallant (2011) it is necessary to prepare a codebook in order to enter the 

information or data collected from the research instrument into SPSS. There are two steps 

involved in preparing the codebook which are variable definition and labelling of each one of 

the variables and allocating numbers to every one of the possible responses. The information 

generated thus could be recorded in a computer file (Pallant, 2011). In this research all the 

variables in the research instrument were listed using abbreviated variable names as required 

in SPSS as well as the codes of the responses.  The detailed variable and coding list is 

provided in Appendix IV. 

 

4.12.2 Data edition 

The data file created for the purposes of analysis using SPSS was edited in order to check for 

errors in data entry, omissions, uniformity as well as completeness of data entered into SPSS. 

Frequency distribution command in SPSS was used to accomplish this. Descriptive statistics 

enabled the researcher to screen the data against each variable leading to verification of 

whether the responses coded as numbers were out of range. Minor errors were found in data 

entry using frequency analysis, which were corrected and the data was ready for further 

analysis. Only one SPSS data file was maintained throughout the research. 

 

4.12.3 Descriptive statistics 

According to Pallant (2011), descriptive statistics provide a useful method of verifying 

whether certain assumptions made before analyzing data statistically are met or not.  Such 

assumptions include: 

 checking for normality,  

 that variables are measured using interval or ratio (continuous) scales,  
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 that participant in the survey provides responses on both independent and dependent 

variables,  

 observations are independent of one another and 

 relationship between two variables is linear.  

 

Descriptive statistical measures that could be used to check the assumptions include 

minimum, maximum, frequency, percent, mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis and 

Pearson correlation (Pallant, 2011). Some of the advantages a researcher can gain by using 

descriptive statistics include description of the characteristics of the sample, examining the 

variables for non-conformity to assumptions used during the statistical analysis process and 

enabling the researcher to answer specific research questions (Pallant, 2011). Complete 

discussion on the descriptive statistics is provided in Chapter 5 under Section 5.2.1.  

 

The assumptions that have been made for this research include that the variables were 

measured using interval (continuous) scales, the data distribution was normal, participants in 

the survey provided responses on both independent and dependent variables, observations 

were independent of one another and the relationship between two variables was linear. These 

assumptions are in line with the assumptions suggested by other researchers like Pallant 

(2011). With regard to the assumptions made for this research the following details provide 

how they have been addressed within this study. 

 

The first assumption that the variables were measured using interval (continuous) scales, have 

been addressed under Section 4.8.2 and Appendix I where it can be shown that the questions 

were measured using a 5-point Likert scale which is considered as an interval scale.  Hence 

the first assumptions can be considered to be satisfied. Discussion on the normality test of the 

data is provided under Section 4.12.6. Discussion on the assumption that participants in the 

survey provided responses on both independent and dependent variables is provided in 

Chapter 5 under Section 5.2. Discussion on the assumption that observations were 

independent of one another is covered under the Section 5.7 on discriminant validity.  

 

The researcher prepared the data to ensure that there are no missing data and presence of 

outliers is addressed.  These two aspects are necessary conditions for using AMOS. 

 

4.12.4 Missing data 

Missing data have an important role to play in the accuracy of the results obtained through 

statistical analysis.  For instance missing data could impact the sample size and have the 

potential to reduce adequate samples to inadequate samples (Hair et al. 2006). Furthermore 
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missing data have been identified as a problem in structural equation modelling using AMOS 

like problems in fitting the model (Arbuckle, 2005). Thus it was necessary to test whether 

there are any missing data in the data file. Whether data were missing was checked using 

frequency reports generated by SPSS, as is provided in Appendix V. It can be seen that data 

was complete and there was no missing data. 

 

4.12.5 Outliers 

Many statistical methods like regression used in empirical research are sensitive to outliers 

(Janssens et al. 2008).  Outliers are extreme values that may or may not be part of the original 

data (Saunders et al. 2009) as well as members of the population that the researcher intends to 

sample (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The immediate cause of concern that arises due to this is 

that the range over-estimates the spread of data leading to possible misspecification of the 

model.  

 

Common ways of measuring outliers in empirical studies include estimating the Mahalanobis 

distance and examining Boxplots. SPSS could be used to determine outliers using 

Mahalanobis distance as well as Boxplots (DeCarlo, 1997). According to Hodge and Austin 

(2004) Mahalanobis distance measure is widely used and is one of the most accurate methods 

used in multivariate analysis to detect outliers. However some authors argue that Mahalanobis 

distance may pose difficulties under certain conditions which include outliers that are grouped 

into one or more clusters, separated from the sample (Juan & Prieto, 1997). Similarly 

Boxplots have been widely recommended by researchers to ascertain outliers although some 

researchers have cautioned against its limitations (Seltman, 2012).  For instance Seltman 

(2012) argues that Boxplots are an exploratory technique and are based on judgements rather 

than clear numerical measurements. Seltman (2012) argues that boxplot outliers may or may 

not be mistakes and many mistakes may not also be included making the estimation of 

number of outliers inaccurate. Furthermore boxplots are criticised to be dependent on sample 

size (Seltman, 2012). Considering the abovementioned arguments, it was concluded that 

measuring Mahanabolis distance is a more accurate way of detecting outliers. Thus in this 

research outliers were detected using Mahalanobis distance.  

 

The SPSS outputs related to Mahalanobis distance calculated for each one of the variables is 

given in Table 4.19. The procedure involved checking how many of the responses under each 

construct whose measured Mahalanobis distance were beyond a certain reference value. The 

reference value is determined using the Chi-square statistics. Chi-square statistics tables are 

standard tables that provide Chi-square statistic (D2) depending on the degree of freedom (df) 

of the construct and p-value of significance. The table provides Chi-square statistic against 
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three different p-values namely p=0.05, p=0.01 and p=0.001. df is calculated as a figure 

which is equal to the total number of items under a construct (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). 

For instance the number of items under the construct DMI is 8. The df for DMI is 8. Thus for 

a df of 8 the Chi-square statistics table was consulted. Since Chi-square statistic can be 

computed for three different values of p, it is possible to provide three different Chi-square 

statistic for a df of 8. That is D2 can be 15.51 (p=0.05) or 20.09 (p=0.01) or 26.13 (p=0.001). 

It must be pointed out here that a widely used p-value as reference for computing Chi-square 

statistic is 0.001 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).  

 

The Mahanabolis distance measure was calculated using regression method in SPSS. Firstly 

the mean value of each one of the variables was computed using SPSS. For instance the mean 

value of DMI is the sum of the average value of the responses for each one of the items 

divided by 8 and was coded as MEANDMI in SPSS.  MEANDMI was regressed with the 

eight items that measured DMI. Using this process it was possible to calculate the 

Mahanabolis distance for DMI. The same steps were repeated for other variables. 

 

According to researchers the Mahalanobis distance for any variable under a construct if 

exceeds the Chi-square statistic (D2) value extracted from the Chi-square statistics table for a 

particular degree of freedom, then outlier is supposed to exist. For instance the df for DMI is 

8. From the Chi-square statistics table it was found that the D2 value at a p=0.001 as 26.13. 

Thus the Mahalanobis distance for DMI with respect to any one of the 464 responses should 

not exceed 26.13 if there are no outliers. Mahalanobis distance measure obtained from the 

SPSS output for DMI did not show any single response exceeding 26.13.   

 

In this context from the Table 4.19 it can be seen that the maximum number of outliers that 

was reported by SPSS was 12 for the construct DYMS. The minimum number of outliers 

reported was zero for the construct DMI. The number of outliers detected with regard to DME 

and FC were one and two respectively. For the remaining constructs the number of outliers 

present varied between four and eight. Overall it was found that the number of responses that 

were found to be outliers as measured by Mahalanobis distance was low. According to 

Janssens et al. (2008) if the number of outliers is few then the outliers could be left as part of 

the dataset as they are not likely to affect the data analysis. As a corollary it can be said that if 

the number of outliers is large then separate analysis of the outliers needs to be carried out.  

This was not the case in this research. Hence it was concluded that the presence of outliers in 

the current research would impact the overall results of the data analysis and these outliers 

were left to remain as part of the dataset for further analysis. 
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Table4.19, Outliers 

 Construct 
No. Of 
items 

D2 (0.00) DF 
Items Exceeding Mahalanobis 

Distance 
1. Mean DMI 8 MAH-8 = 26.13 8 Nil 
2. Mean RDM 4 MAH-7 = 18.47 4 120, 157, 180, 347 

3. 
Mean 
INTUITION 

5 MAH-1 = 20.52 5 49, 193, 271, 347 

4. Mean FP 5 MAH-2 = 20.52 5 64, 94, 176, 193, 222, 225, 226, 347 

5. Mean DYMS 9 MAH-3 = 27.88 9 
26, 85, 165, 193, 219, 224, 226, 253, 
300, 312, 328, 375 

6. Mean DQODP 5 MAH-4 = 20.52 5 100, 104, 114, 116, 175, 331, 386 
7. Mean FC 4 MAH-5 = 18.47 4 138, 377 
8. Mean DME 5 MAH-6 = 20.52 5 143 
 

After ascertaining the presence of outliers and ensuring that their presence does not affect the 

research outcomes, the next step was to verify whether the data collected are normally 

distributed, a condition essential for performing Confirmatory Factor Analysis. 

 

4.12.6 Normality 

For structural equation modelling, availability of normal data is an important requirement 

(Teo, 2009). Furthermore, non-normal data can result in the data analysis being biased 

(Kennedy & Bush, 1985).  Moreover, non-normal data can impact the efficiency of the 

statistical estimator as efficiency is linked to the replicability of an estimator (Zumbo, 1994). 

 

Normality, a test of distribution of data about the normal, was tested using Kurtosis and 

Skewness measures (Hair et al. 2006) as well as examining the histograms obtained using 

SPSS. Skewness provides an understanding of the symmetry of the distribution while kurtosis 

provides an idea about the peakedness (positive kurtosis) of the distribution (Pallant, 2005) or 

flatness (negative kurtosis) of the distribution of data with respect to the normal distribution 

(Kenny & Keeping, 1962). With regard to skewness, positive values indicate a shift of the 

data distribution to the left while negative values indicate a shift to the right. According to 

Holmes-Smith et al. (2006) skewness and kurtosis values less than one can be neglected while 

values between one-to-ten indicate moderate non-normality and values greater than ten 

indicate severe non-normality.  

 

Skewness and kurtosis were tested based on the above-mentioned arguments of Holmes-

Smith et al. (2006) and Weisstein (2004). Furthermore some researchers argue that a value 

between -1 and +1 for both skewness and kurtosis is acceptable (Muthén & Kaplan, 1985) 

while Kline (2005) argues that skewness and kurtosis values should not exceed absolute 

values of 3 and 10 respectively. Hair et al. (1998) argue that skewness below two and kurtosis 

below three are acceptable values. However, widely researchers agree that ideally if data are 

normal then skewness and kurtosis will both approach zero value (Daud et al. 2011).  Based 
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on these arguments SPSS output was examined.  It was found that except for questions Q28 

and Q29, for all others the skewness and kurtosis values were within +/-2 and +/-3 

respectively.  In the case of Q28 kurtosis was 3.4 and Q29 it was 5.6. These two questions 

were kept under observation and used in subsequent data analysis to find out how they affect 

the data analysis before taking any decision. The outcome of the data analysis with regard to 

using Q28 and Q29 in the model is provided in Section 5.7.2. The SPSS output is attached for 

reference (Appendix VI). 

 

Further to assessing the normality of the data, the next step involved considering other 

important steps involved in the data analysis.  While the following discussions are aimed at 

Multicollinearity, Structural Equation Modelling (including Confirmatory Factor Analysis -

CFA), Unidimensionality and Common method bias, these discussions are brief and are on 

the theoretical aspects only.  The actual data analysis aspects are covered comprehensively in 

Chapter 5 that follows, which discusses the details of the data analysis of the main survey. 

  

4.12.7 Multicollinearity 

This parameter was checked using correlation amongst the variables. AMOS was used to 

assess this measure. According to some researchers multivariate techniques are effective only 

if dependent variables are correlated moderately else the problem of collinearity is said to 

exist. For instance according to Pallant (2005), correlations around 0.8 or 0.9 can cause 

collinearity while Hayduk (1987) considers values around 0.7 or 0.8 are causes for concern.  

However in this research sample correlation value between two indicators exceeding 0.80 

were considered as cause of concern with indicators showing correlation exceeding 0.80 

standing to be deleted. In this research sample correlations were examined for all the variables 

using SPSS output and variables that exceeded 0.8 were deleted. A detailed discussion on the 

collinearity effect and the outcome of the analysis including identifying those items that were 

the cause of multicollinearity and what was done about them, is provided under Section 5.7.4. 

  

4.12.8 Method bias 

Common method bias is said to occur when the measurement instrument introduces 

systematic variance into the measures (Doty & Glick, 1998). For instance, if data on 

variables, both independent and dependent, are collected from the same respondent method 

bias could be introduced. This bias can be attributed to the design of the data collection 

instrument and could be overcome by varying the format of the instrument by clearly 

delineating the sections (Podsakoff et al. 2003). A common method used by researchers to 

test the presence of common method bias is the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) statistical 
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test (Merrilees et al. 2011). A detailed discussion on the outcome of the AVE test is provided 

in Section 5.18. 

 

4.13 Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) 

According to Janssens et al. (2008) Structural Equation Modelling is a technique employed to 

estimate a set of regression equations simultaneously. SEM is a combination of factor 

analysis and regression analysis (or path analysis) (Janssens et al. 2008; Hox & Bechger, 

1998). Hox and Bechger (1998) argue that SEM offers a very common and suitable 

framework for analysing data using statistics. SEM is purported to include many traditional 

multivariate procedures like for instance factor analysis, regression analysis, discriminant 

analysis and canonical correlation (Hox & Bechger, 1998).  

 

According to Abramson et al. (2005), SEM combines the power of factor analysis as well as 

multiple regression test models about research topics. Factor analysis is used to reduce a set 

of variables to a smaller set of underlying factors and enable the researcher to ascertain the 

variables that load on each one of those underlying factors. Akin to factor analysis, multiple 

regression enables the researcher to determine the set of independent variables that predict or 

explain a specific dependent variable and to what extent its variance is predicted by those 

independent variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). However, Abramson et al. (2005) argue 

that SEM goes beyond the capability of factor analysis and multiple regression analysis. It 

enables the researcher to test expected relationships between set of variables and factors on 

which they are likely to load, a feature which it executes in addition to its capability to 

perform factor analysis and hence considered as a confirmatory tool (Byrne, 2001; Kline, 

1998).  

 

Furthermore, SEM enables researchers to explain the variation in the dependent variables due 

to a variation in independent variables like with multiple regression analysis.  However, 

unlike in multiple regression analysis, it also models the direction of interaction between 

variables within the multiple regression analysis. Moreover while modelling many regression 

equations simultaneously which includes use of moderators or mediators if necessary (Byrne, 

2001; Kline, 1998), SEM goes even further and allows researchers to test alternative model 

structures as well as relationships between constructs and variables (Byrne, 2001; Kline, 

1998; Ullman, 2001). Other characteristics of SEM include its ability to test whether the same 

model can be applied across groups and identify reliability and error terms (Byrne, 2001; 

Ullman, 2001).   
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The main aim of SEM is to identify a model that facilitates the researcher to make theoretical 

sense of the model as well as to examine whether the model is a good fit to the data (Kline, 

1998). SEM also aims at identifying whether the model is parsimonious (Arbuckle & Wothke, 

1999; Ullman, 2001) although it is essential that model is supported by theoretical 

underpinning or previous research (Abramson et al. 2005). In addition, the main idea behind 

SEM is that it allows a correspondence between the model covariance matrix and sample 

covariance matrix to be as close as possible leading to the estimation of the research model. 

 

Despite the many advantages that can be attributed to SEM, still some researchers caution 

against the tremendous optimism one may have about using SEM.  For instance one of the 

advantages that is attributed to the use of SEM is the possibility to derive causal interpretation 

of the results obtained from SEM (Hox & Bechger, 1998). The reason being, SEM essentially 

depends on correlational data and interpreting the final model as a causal model could be a 

serious error of judgement because there is nothing in SEM that can transform a correlational 

data into causal judgements (Cliff, 1983). Another criticism that can be levelled against SEM 

is that assumptions have to be made while using SEM and these assumptions need to be tested 

prior to applying SEM lest the results are not dependable (Abramson et al. 2005). For instance 

normality of data used in SEM to develop models is an important assumption that a researcher 

makes prior to applying SEM.  If data are not normal, then the outcome from the application 

of SEM could be questionable. 

 

Despite the criticisms, SEM is still seen as a very potent tool in statistical analysis and 

modelling. The researcher took into account the limitations of applying SEM to this research 

and has taken the required precautions to ensure that the results obtained from SEM are 

appropriately interpreted and data are properly screened prior to their use. Here it is 

worthwhile to know about some of the characteristics and steps involved in applying SEM to 

this research. An important characteristic of SEM is the language or terminology used in 

SEM. Table 4.20 provides the details. 
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Table4.20, SEM language and terminologies 
No. Term Interpretation Author /s 
1. Observed variable 

(Manifest 
variable) 

Variables that are measured 
effectively like using a Likert scale. 
These are referred to as items or 
questions. They are also referred to 
as indicators. 

Janssens et al. (2008); Abramson 
et al. (2005) 

2. Non-observed 
variable (latent 
variable) 

These variables are not measured 
directly. These variables are 
measured or estimated based on the 
score for and the variance of the 
observed variable. 

Janssens et al. (2008)  

Latent variables are those which are 
theoretical constructions of 
manifest variables. Latent variables 
equate to factors in factor analysis. 

Abramson et al. (2005); Arbuckle 
and Wothke (1999); Byrne, 
(2001); Joreskog (1977, 1993); 
Kline (1998); Ullman (2001)  

3. Endogenous 
variables 

Variables that are of interest and 
are explained within the constraints 
of the model being tested. 

Byrne (2001); Kline (1998)  

These variables equate with 
dependent variables in multiple 
regression analysis. 

Byrne (2001); Joreskog (1993)  

4. Exogenous 
variables 

Variables used to explain 
relationships within the model. 

Byrne (2001); Kline (1998)  

These variables equate with 
independent variables in multiple 
regression analysis. 

Byrne (2001); Joreskog (1993)  

5. Non-recursive 
models 

Models that have bidirectional 
“causal” relationships, that is, 
feedback loops, correlated error 
terms, or both. 

Arbuckle and Wothke (1999); 
Byrne (2001); Kline (1998); 
Ullman (2001)  

6. Recursive models Variables that have unidirectional 
“causal” relationships and 
independent error terms.

Arbuckle and Wothke (1999); 
Byrne (2001); Kline (1998); 
Ullman (2001)  

7. Moderators Variables that interact with the 
relationship of one variable’s 
impact on another’s. 

Baron and Kenny (1986)  
  

8. Mediators Variables that affect the 
relationship between two other 
variables. Mediators come between 
two variables such that the first 
variable has an indirect effect on 
the second variable, through its 
direct effect on the mediator. 

Baron and Kenny (1986)  

9. Error term Non-observable; determine the 
unique variance of a variable.  

Janssens et al. (2008) 

10. Double pointed 
arrows 

Indicate correlations and 
covariances. 

Janssens et al. (2008) 

11. Single pointed 
arrows 

Indicate causal effects Janssens et al. (2008) 

 

Other characteristics of SEM include its ability to estimate parameters that include direct 

effects, means, intercepts, variances and covariances (Byrne, 2001). In addition Joreskog 

(1977) argues that SEM allows the researcher fix these parameters to a pre-assigned value or 

set them equal to other parameters as constraints or can be freely estimated.  
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Furthermore there certain steps that are involved in applying SEM in model estimation.  

These include specification of the model, identification of the model, selection of the 

measures, collection of data, data cleaning and preparation, analysis of the model and its 

evaluation, and re-specification of the model (Kline, 1998). 

 

The entire application of SEM and the outcomes derived are provided in Chapter 5. Many 

researchers in the field of strategic decision-making process have successfully used SEM as 

an important technique for instance Papadakis et al. (1998) and Elbanna and Child (2007).  

Such leading researchers have used SEM to develop, estimate and measure models as also 

provide causal links using the outcomes derived from SEM. The researcher is in line with 

such previous research efforts in applying SEM to the current research. 

 

After discussing in detail about the process of data analysis which includes various steps 

involved as well as the technique used in measuring the research model, it is important to gain 

knowledge on an important process called Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), an essential 

component of SEM. Details on how CFA contributes to this research are provided next by 

taking appropriate support from the relevant literature. 

 

4.14 Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

Albright and Park (2009) argue that factor analysis in general is a method used in statistics to 

unearth a small set of unobserved variables, also called latent variables or factors, which can 

explain for the covariance among a larger set of observed variables, also referred to as 

manifest variables. According to Jackson et al. (2009), CFA is a powerful tool used in 

statistical data analysis to investigate the nature of and relations amongst non-observed 

variables, for instance rationality, decision magnitude of impact, intuition, decision process 

effectiveness and the like. Brown (2006) argues that CFA has been widely used as an 

analytical tool by many researchers to develop as well as refine research instruments, 

examining construct validity, determine method effects and assess factor invariance across 

time horizons (e.g. cross-sectional or longitudinal) and contexts (e.g. various groups). 

According to Carmines and Zeller (1979) factor analysis can be used to assess the reliability 

and validity of the instrument scales. 

 

These arguments clearly indicate that CFA could be used as a tool for this research where the 

researcher has developed a research relationship model having both observed and latent 

variables and has a need to analyse the model statistically, evaluate its fitness to data and test 

hypotheses. The fitness of the model is expected to enable the researcher to answer the 

research questions. CFA provides the necessary support to the researcher in achieving the 
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above. CFA is part of the larger family of SEM and many researchers claim that CFA has an 

essential role to play in path analysis or structural analysis of models (Brown, 2006; 

MacCallum & Austin, 2000).  

 

Furthermore, researchers have pointed out that CFA is used as the first step while applying 

SEM, in assessing whether the measured manifest variables truly reflect the desired latent 

constructs, which is followed by the assessment of the structural model (Thompson, 2004). 

Brown (2006) asserts that problems noticed in many cases of models derived using SEM are 

due to issues concerning CFA, meaning that CFA is an important component of SEM. In fact 

many researchers (e.g. Atuahene-Gima & Li, 2004; Richardson & Ndubisi, 2003) in the field 

of strategic decision making process have used CFA as an important tool in developing and 

testing empirical models confirming the fact CFA acts as an important statistical tool for the 

current research, for instance Elbanna and Child (2007).  

 

While CFA has been argued to be an important tool in evaluating models and testing 

hypothesis, there are limitations that have attributed to CFA.  For instance Jackson et al. 

(2009) argue that if adequate care is not taken in justifying choice of the population from 

which samples are drawn, then the results of CFA could suffer due to problems related to 

external validity of the models. Similarly, assumptions related to collected data, for instance 

the assumption that data meet multivariate normality criteria, if not correct then such a 

problem could lead to overestimation of chi-square statistic, a measure used to assess the 

fitness of data to the model (Powell & Schafer, 2001). Thus, while noting down these 

limitations that plague CFA, the researcher has applied CFA to this research taking necessary 

precautions on board. A detailed data analysis related to CFA for this research has been 

provided in Section 5.7.  

 

4.15 Ethical considerations 

That the empirical research conducted by the researcher should follow certain ethics which 

implies certain code of conduct or expected societal norms in the conduct of the researcher 

has become an integral part of every research study. Ethical behaviour includes conduct of the 

researcher while collecting data, behaviour of the participants who provide the data, 

behaviour during data analysis as well as generating results and presentation of the inferences 

based on the interpretations and dissemination of findings. Ethical behaviour permeates all 

levels in the research process. The ethics governing the behaviour also governs how the 

participants are dealt with and how information is kept confidential (Sekaran, 2000). 

Furthermore, the researcher is expected to have permissions from the participants in order to 

conduct the research prior to its commencement. As part of the ethics the researcher is 
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expected to explain about the research to all the subjects which includes the role of the 

participants so that participants can participate voluntarily.  

 

The researcher took care that all of the above were satisfied prior to the commencement of the 

research. The researcher appointed a consulting organisation to distribute the questionnaire 

and collect data from the subjects as the data was to be collected across a wide geographical 

area.  There was an undertaking given by the consulting organisation (Appendix II) to follow 

the ethical requirements mentioned above strictly while distributing, collecting and returning 

the completed questionnaires maintaining full confidentiality and integrity. There was a 

written obligation on the part of the consultant not to retain any questionnaire collected from 

the participants and repatriate every collected questionnaire to the researcher faithfully which 

was done. 

 

The questionnaire was distributed by the consulting organisation through e-mail and 

contained information to each one of the subjects. Each one of the participant was explained 

about the research through the covering note attached to the self-administered questionnaire 

and sufficient care was taken to inform the participants about the voluntary nature of the 

participation, freedom to answer the questions or decline and withdraw from the survey at any 

time if a subject felt so.      

  

In addition, the first page informed the participant about the purpose of the research, the aim 

of the research and a declaration by the researcher that the data collected from the subject 

would be kept in strict confidence and  used only for the purpose of the research and not be 

used for any other purpose. The researcher ensured that anonymity of the participants was 

maintained as the questionnaire does not ask for the name of the participant to ensure that the 

identity of the participant was kept confidential. 

 

With regard to the ethical behaviour of the participant, the participants had a duty to be 

truthful and honest in their responses (Sekaran, 2000). The self-administered questionnaire 

had multiple-choice questions that were designed to be simple, easily understood and in 

English language. Also the participants were required to answer the questions electronically 

to ensure that the collected data is accurate and clear as there is no manual intervention in the 

data entry stage. The researcher ensured integrity throughout the data analysis process which 

included accurate reporting of the analysed data, faithful representation of facts and ensuring 

that the data analysis was not distorted.  
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4.16 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has provided detail about the research philosophies widely used and discussed in 

the methodology literature pertaining to empirical research.  Apart from the epistemological 

and ontological aspects the chapter has provided a comprehensive and critical discussion on 

the research approaches and research methods used by researchers in particular in the field of 

strategic decision-making. In addition the chapter has provided the rationale for the choice of 

the quantitative research method that employs the survey research method for this research. 

The research framework has identified the research method to be used, the data collection 

method, population targeted, the context and the territory in which the research has been 

conducted. The research design section provides details on sampling process and the steps 

involved in the research process including time horizon aspects, units of study, data 

collection, types of data collected and data analysis aspects. The research strategy section 

details out the survey research method employed for this research and the survey 

questionnaire developed for data collection. As part of the data collection process, the section 

on pre-test has provided full details on the pilot survey, its outcome and its impact on the 

main survey. Further to this, a comprehensive discussion on data analysis has been provided, 

which discusses how the main survey was conducted and what data analysis procedure was 

used. This chapter thus sets the basis for the detailed data analysis performed on the data 

collected through the main survey in the next chapter, Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 5 

 

Data analysis 

 

5 Introduction 

This chapter addresses the issue of data analysis of the data collected through the main 

survey. Section A addresses preliminary analysis including (1) descriptive statistics, (2) 

testing of the reliability of the instrument using Cronbach's alpha and, (3) testing the validity 

using internal consistency of the measures, inter-item and item-total correlation. Section B 

addresses the main analysis including (1) construct reliability (2) validity-checking the 

content validity of the instrument, convergent validity of the constructs and discriminant 

validity of the constructs, (3) determining the optimum set of variables needed for the model 

using CFA, (4) testing the initial model using SEM, (5) examining the structural aspects of 

the model based on path analysis using SEM, (6) model identification, (7) model re-

specification, (8) testing of hypotheses (9) assessing the unidimensionality of the model and 

(10) examining the presence or absence of method bias. Lastly, conclusions provide an 

overall summary of the chapter. While Section A provided the reliability and validity at the 

preliminary stage which enabled the researcher to proceed with the main analysis, Section B 

enabled the researcher to analyse, re-specify and test the research relationship model as well 

as test the hypotheses.  The structure of this chapter is as follows. Data analysis includes two 

Sections A and B. Section A covers preliminary analyses of descriptive statistics and 

demography under Section 5.1, reliability in Section 5.2 and validity under Section 5.3. Apart 

from these content, convergent and discriminant validity measures have been addressed in 

Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. In Section B covers the main analysis under Section 

5.7, model analysis under Section 5.8. It also introduces the integrated strategic decision 

making process model under Section 5.9 alongside discussing various statistical tests under 

various sections (Section 5.10-5.17). The chapter summary is provided in Section 5.18. 

 

5.1 Section A: Preliminary Analysis 

5.1.1 Descriptive statistics 

The research on strategic decision-making process in the SMEs in the electronic, 

telecommunication and IT industries was studied in 464 firms spread over four countries in 

the GCC. Decisions makers at levels varying between middle managers and CEO were 

approached and given a survey questionnaire that elicited data that was used to measure the 

latent variables. In the following sections the responses related to the descriptive namely 

gender, place of residence, age, years of managerial experience, level of education and 

position held by the respondent in the company were analysed. 
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5.1.2 Gender 

The number of male respondents was significantly larger in comparison to the female 

respondents, with the percentage of female respondents who participated in the survey being 

less than 5% of the total respondents. It is reasonable to assume that the decision making 

process is not influenced by gender and gender assumes the attribute of a constant. 

 

5.1.3 Place of residence 

Although data related to place of residence were collected, the aim of the researcher was to 

collect data across the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries to ensure that strategic 

decision-making process is not affected by place or country as a variable. 

 

Table5.1, Data on Place of residence as a demographical parameter 
No No. of Respondents Place of Residence 
1. 50 Kingdom of Bahrain 
2. 172 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
3. 79 Kuwait 
4. 163 United Arab Emirates 

 

Table 5.1 provides an idea about the number of participants who responded to the survey in 

each one of the four countries which shows that the respondents are widespread across the 

countries, enabling the researcher to conduct research without the necessity to identify place 

as a context. 

 

5.1.4 Age 

Figure5.1, Age range of participants 

 

The survey elicited response from respondents belonging to different age groups with most of 

the respondents belonging to the age group 40-49 (Figure 5.1). While respondents belonging 

to the other age groups were proportionately less, overall there was a spread amongst different 

age groups of the managerial staff who participated in the survey. Age as a factor therefore is 

not considered to affect the decision making process as the range of the age of respondents is 
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seen to vary widely between 30 and >50 years.  Thus it can be assumed that decisions are 

made regardless of age as a factor and age can be treated as a constant. 

 

5.1.5 Years of managerial experience 

Figure5.2, Years of managerial experience 

 

From the Figure 5.2 it can be seen that the range of years of experience is widespread 

meaning that decision making processes involved persons with a minimum of five years of 

experience to over 20 years of experience.  Thus the data collected from the respondents 

provides variety in terms of the number of years of experience the respondents have. That is 

to say, those decisions are made by managers regardless of the years of experience they have. 

Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the responses collected are free from the impact of 

years of experience as a factor. 

 

5.1.6 Level of education 

Figure5.3, Level of education 

 

Figure 5.3 indicates that the majority of respondents have postgraduate degrees with nearly a 

similar number of respondents being undergraduates.  The respondents are therefore well 

educated with the majority of them having a higher education background.  The responses 

from such an elite set of respondents provide strength to the research as it is expected that the 
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respondents have understood the questions well prior to giving their responses, as well as 

having the required experience to answer the questions. However involvement of these 

respondents in the strategic decision making process is not seen to be restricted to just one set 

of educated respondents. Since responses have been obtained also from secondary education 

certificate holders and diploma holders it is reasonable to conclude that education level is not 

a factor that determines the decision making process. Regardless of the educational 

qualifications, managers are able to make decisions. 

 

5.1.7 Position held by the respondent in the company 

Figure5.4, Position held by the respondent in the company 

 

It is possible to expect that the position held by the respondent in the company could impact 

the decision making process. However Figure 5.4 shows that the majority of respondents who 

have participated in the survey fall under the Senior Manager (SM) category followed closely 

by the General Manager (GM) category. This may be due to the fact that SMEs could be have 

only one decision maker, at the top of the structure, usually the owner (Hambrick & Snow, 

1977; Hill & Wright, 2001; Etemad, 2004). Furthermore in the absence of any research 

outcome that indicates that there is a well-defined decision-making process in SMEs (Gibcus 

et al. 2004) it is not possible to conclude that positions play a major role.  Hence it is 

reasonable to infer that positions could be assumed to be constants as positions do appear to 

be affecting the decision making process and can be considered as factors not affecting the 

SME sector especially in the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors. A unique feature 

of this research is that research in the field of strategic decision-making process in the GCC is 

being conducted for the first time. Thus the results of this research are likely to be the 

forerunner for future research. 

 

5.2 Preliminary analysis of reliability 

All interval scale items used in the questionnaire were tested for internal consistency using 

Cronbach’s alphas. Values of alpha greater than 0.8 was considered good and that between 
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0.7 and 0.8 was considered as acceptable. In general researchers agree that alpha values 

exceeding 0.7 are acceptable (Hills, 2005; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Based on the above, 

reliability values generated by SPSS (Cronbach's alpha) were examined against the 

abovementioned values and the values of all items under each construct were found to be 

higher than 0.7 indicating acceptable reliability with a minimum of 0.789 for Dynamism in 

the industry (refer Table 5.2).     

Table5.2, Summary of reliability and validity values 

Construct 
α  

>0.7 
Reliability 

results 
Inter Item >0.3 Item - Total >0.5 

Lowest Highest Lowest Highest 
Decision magnitude of impact 0.921 Good 0.342 0.771 0.581 0.819 
Rationality in decision making 0.874 Good 0.543 0.782 0.667 0.825 
Intuition 0.878 Good 0.374 0.953 0.522 0.808 
Firm performance 0.918 Good 0.558 0.902 0.726 0.836 
Dynamism in the industry 0.789 Acceptable 0.076 0.654 0.318 0.607 

Decision process output constructs 
Quality of the decision process 
output 

0.863 
Good 

0.414 0.822 0.558 0.760 

Firm's (Organisation's) commitment 0.915 Good 0.652 0.813 0.781 0.839 
Decision making effectiveness 0.909 Good 0.544 0.815 0.697 0.843 
 

In fact the reliability values were found to be better than the ones achieved during the pilot 

survey (Table 5.3) except for the construct Dynamism in the industry whose value slightly 

reduced, but was nevertheless higher than 0.7. Thus the data collected for this research can be 

considered to be reliable. The high reliability values indicate that items under a construct (or 

the concept) are positively correlated to each other.  This can also be interpreted that the items 

under each construct are independent measures of the same construct or concept, thus 

indicating accuracy of measurement in the survey (Sekaran, 2003).   

Table5.3, Comparison of Cronbach’s alpha values between the pilot survey and the main survey 

No. Constructs 
Cronbach’s alpha 

(pilot survey) 
Cronbach’s alpha 

(Main survey) 
1. Decision magnitude of impact 0.837 0.921 
2. Rationality in decision making 0.678 0.874 
3. Intuition 0.546 0.878 
4. Firm performance 0.813 0.918 
5. Dynamism in the industry 0.9 0.789 

Decision process output constructs 
6. Quality of the decision process output 0.821 0.863 
7. Firm's (Organisation's) commitment 0.74 0.915 
8. Decision making effectiveness 0.813 0.909 

 

Furthermore, inter-item and item-to-total correlations were also considered to assess the 

internal consistency of the items used in this research. According to some researchers inter-

item correlation values are acceptable if they exceed 0.3 while item-to-total correlation values 

should exceed 0.5 (Robinson et al. 1991). In fact one of the researchers namely Cohen (1988) 

suggests a classification of correlation values for easy understanding of their meaning, which 

are: 
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 Correlation values, both positive and negative, in the range of 0.10 to 0.29: Small 

correlation. 

 Correlation values, both positive and negative, in the range of 0.30 to 0.49: Medium 

correlation. 

 Correlation values, both positive and negative, in the range of 0.50 to 1.0: Large 

correlation. 

 

For this research internal consistency of the instrument was measured using the 

abovementioned values as reference. Table 5.2 provides the inter-item and item-to-total 

correlations. It can be seen from the Table 5.2 that all inter-tem and item-total correlations for 

all constructs except Dynamism in the industry are above 0.3 and 0.5 respectively. The inter-

item correlation output from SPSS for Dynamism in the industry is provided in Table 5.4. 

Table5.4, Inter-item correlation for the construct Dynamism in the industry 
Inter-Item Correlation Matrix 

 DYNAM
ISM24 

DYNAM
ISM25 

DYNAM
ISM26 

DYNAM
ISM27 

DYNAM
ISM28 

DYNAM
ISM29 

DYNAM
ISM30 

DYNAM
ISM31 

DYNAM
ISM32 

DYNAM
ISM24 

1.000 .495 .391 .225 .364 .219 .260 .340 .212 

DYNAM
ISM25 

.495 1.000 .647 .156 .466 .314 .271 .077 .111 

DYNAM
ISM26 

.391 .647 1.000 .223 .405 .342 .214 .189 .169 

DYNAM
ISM27 

.225 .156 .223 1.000 .143 .076 .497 .330 .635 

DYNAM
ISM28 

.364 .466 .405 .143 1.000 .551 .243 .122 .091 

DYNAM
ISM29 

.219 .314 .342 .076 .551 1.000 .168 .089 .067 

DYNAM
ISM30 

.260 .271 .214 .497 .243 .168 1.000 .444 .654 

DYNAM
ISM31 

.340 .077 .189 .330 .122 .089 .444 1.000 .540 

DYNAM
ISM32 

.212 .111 .169 .635 .091 .067 .654 .540 1.000 

In the case of the construct Dynamism, items contributing to low inter-item correlation were 

(Dynamism 27, Dynamism 29, Dynamism 30, Dynamism 31 and Dynamism 32). If these 

items were to be deleted the inter-item, correlation improved. The SPSS output which shows 

the inter-item correlation if these items are deleted is provided in Table 5.5. The reason for 

deleting these items was based on the judgement of the correlation between these items and 

the rest as indicated in Table 5.4. 

Table5.5, Inter-item correlation for the construct Dynamism in the industry after deleting items   
Inter-Item Correlation Matrix 

 DYNAMISM24 DYNAMISM25 DYNAMISM26 DYNAMISM28 
DYNAMISM24 1.000 .495 .391 .364 
DYNAMISM25 .495 1.000 .647 .466 
DYNAMISM26 .391 .647 1.000 .405 
DYNAMISM28 .364 .466 .405 1.000 
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Although Table 5.4 indicated that the internal consistency of the construct Dynamism in the 

industry could improve, the items were not deleted at this stage. The reason being was 

because if the items were to be deleted at this point, it will be based more on the judgment of 

the researcher and not on a rigorous analysis of data. Since more rigorous tests like 

confirmatory factor analysis were to be conducted (presented later in this chapter), the items 

were retained for further investigation. 

 

An important corollary that can be brought out at this point is that the results of Cronbach's 

alpha (Table 5.5), a measure of internal consistency, are supported by the actual internal 

consistency measures derived from the inter-item and item-to-total correlation (Table 5.2). 

After discussing the reliability aspects of the data and the instrument, the next step was to 

assess the validity of the instrument at the preliminary level. 

 

5.3 Preliminary analysis of validity 

Three different validity criteria were applied in this research based on the guidance provided 

by earlier researchers, namely content validity, criterion validity and construct validity 

(Sekaran, 2003). All the three validity criteria were applied in this research to establish the 

validity of the data.  

 

5.4 Content validity 

According to Hair et al. (2006) content validity could be tested by assessing the 

correspondence between the individual items under a construct and the underlying concept 

through ratings provided by experts in the field as well as pre-testing through a pilot survey.  

In this research the initial questionnaire was sent to three experts in the field and was 

modified prior to the pilot survey.  Based on the pilot survey the items under each construct 

were reviewed by three experts and contents were adjusted again before the main survey. 

Thus the content validity was achieved.  

  

5.5 Convergent validity 

Another important validity criterion is the convergent validity or criterion validity (Zikmund, 

2003). According to some researchers convergent validity in a way also establishes construct 

validity (Straub et al. 2004). Some researchers argue that convergent validity is exhibited 

when each one of the items used in the measurement scale correlate strongly with the latent 

construct it measures (Gefen & Straub, 2005) indicating that correlational analysis could be 

used to measure convergent validity. Hair et al. (2006) highlight that high correlations point 

towards the scales measuring their intended theoretical constructs. However low inter-item 
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correlations could be retained as these relationships can be examined during the SEM analysis 

and further decisions on retaining the items causing low correlation could be taken. 

 

With regard to the validity of the instrument at the preliminary stage the convergent validity 

which is one way of measuring the construct validity was measured. This is in line with the 

arguments given in Section 4.9.5. Again as explained in Section 4.9.5 correlational analysis 

provides the convergent validity. High correlations between items indicate that the scales are 

measuring the concept being measured (Hair et al. 2006). Inter-item correlations measured for 

all constructs (Table 5.2) were higher than 0.3 (reference value) except for the construct 

Dynamism in the industry. The lowest inter-item correlation recorded was 0.076 for 

Dynamism in the industry.  This construct was identified by the researcher to be further 

investigated to understand the reasons behind the low correlation amongst its items. 

Furthermore, the item-to-total correlation for all constructs were higher than 0.5 (reference 

value) except for the construct Dynamism in the industry. The minimum item-to-total 

correlation for Dynamism in the industry was measured as 0.318.  This construct was 

identified by the researcher to be further investigated to know why there is low item-to-total 

correlation. Although preliminary investigation provided in Section 5.2 pointed towards some 

of the items under the construct Dynamism in the industry as causing the problems, these 

items along with other items having low correlation needed to be investigated further as part 

of the SEM provided under Section 5.7 and appropriate decisions were made at that point. At 

this stage, while minor deviations in the correlation values of items under Dynamism in the 

industry are noticed, overall it can be inferred that the instrument meets the convergent 

validity criterion. 

 

5.6 Discriminant validity 

Discriminant validity was used to determine the construct validity and was checked using 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). Discriminant validity is another method to measure the 

construct validity (Zikmund, 2003).  Detailed discussion on discriminant validity is provided 

under Section 5.7.3 later in this chapter. 

 

A summary look at the discussions above indicate that the constructs identified for this 

research to develop a model to achieve the research aim and objectives are able to stand the 

scrutiny of statistical tests of reliability and validity at the preliminary stage except for some 

items under the construct Dynamism in the industry. Although items under Dynamism in the 

industry require detailed investigation, at the constructs level it can be seen that the 

preliminary results provide the basis for conducting further tests as part of the research model. 
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Thus the researcher was able to proceed to the next level of rigorous statistical analysis 

provided in Section B. 

 

5.7 Section B: Main analysis 

The previous section brought out significant factors that affect the strategic decision making 

process in SMEs. This section investigates the influence of decision characteristic variables 

on SDMP dimension constructs, how SDMP process dimensions affect the SDMP output in 

terms of effectiveness and what other factors affect SDMP effectiveness as well as related 

hypotheses.   

 

In order to address the abovementioned issues, the research relationship model developed 

(refer Chapter 3) was tested.  The outcome of the tests was used to redefine the model by 

assessing the fitness of the model to the data through statistical methods. It is expected that 

the redefined model along with the interpretations will help managers in SMEs in the 

electronic, telecommunication and IT industries to apply the model in their respective firms. 

Consequently the managers will be in a better position to take effective decisions through an 

assessment of the magnitude of impact of the decision on the firm and its linkage to 

rationality and intuition as well as the impact of external environment factors and internal 

contexts on the SDMP effectiveness. The application of the model is further expected to 

support managers in these SMEs to link SDMP output in terms of quality as an associate 

factor of SDMP effectiveness and encourage the firms to be committed to the SDMP output.  

Figure5.5, Research model (covariance) 
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This examination was done using SEM about which Section 4.13 provided a briefing, a 

technique suggested by many researchers (e.g. Hair et. al., 2006; Schumacker & Lomax, 

1996). The covariance model that was tested using AMOS is given in Figure 5.5 above. 

 

5.7.1 Constructs of the model 

The model developed for this research comprised eight latent constructs. Out of these three 

were exogenous constructs and five were endogenous constructs. Detailed explanation on 

latent, exogenous and endogenous constructs was provided in Table 4.20. Defining latent, 

exogenous and endogenous constructs was based on the literature review. Each construct was 

measured by at least four items, with a maximum of nine. For instance the latent construct 

Decision magnitude of impact had eight items (observed variables) namely DMI1 to DMI8. 

The detailed list of constructs used in this research is provided in Table 5.6. 

 

Table5.6, Constructs of the research model 

Construct 
Number of 

Items 
Items Code Definition 

1* 8 DMI 1 – DMI 8 DMI 
Decision Magnitude of Impact 
(Decision dimension). 

2* 6 FP 18 – FP 23 FP 
Firm Performance (Internal 
context affecting decision 
process output). 

3* 9 Dyms 24 – Dyms 32 Dyms 
Dynamism in the industry 
(External factor affecting 
decision process output). 

4** 4 RDM 9 – RDM 12 RDM 
Rationality in decision making 
(Decision dimension). 

5** 5 Intuition 13 – Intuition 17 Intuition Intuition (Decision dimension). 
Decision Process output 

6** 5 QODP 33 – QODP 37FC QODPO 
Quality of the decision process 
output (Decision process 
output). 

7** 4 FC 38 – FC 41 FC 
Firm Commitment (Decision 
process output). 

8** 5 DME 42 – DME 46 DME 
Decision making effectiveness 
(Decision process output).

*    Exogenous Construct 
**  Endogenous Construct 
 

A detailed list of coding of the observed items and the constructs they belong to is provided in 

Appendix VII. 

 

The eight constructs were measured by a total of 46 items out of which 23 represented 

exogenous and 23 represented endogenous (Table 5.6). SEM was performed by two steps.  

The first step involved the evaluation of the measurement model that enabled the researcher 

to ensure that the observed variables used to measure the exogenous and endogenous 

constructs were adequate enough. The second step involved the measurement of the structural 
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model and its assessment which provided the relationship between the constructs. Such a two-

step approach is suggested by researchers like Kline (1998).  

 

At this point the researcher re-states the need to use CFA as part of the data analysis. As has 

been mentioned in Section 4.14, the reliability and validity of a research instrument could be 

measured using factor analysis. Particularly, factor analysis can be used to unearth a small set 

of unobserved variables, also called latent variables or factors, which can explain for the 

covariance among a larger set of observed variables. This step is needed to facilitate the 

measurement of internal consistency as well as the validity of a set of measures rather than a 

single variable. Thus in order to move from the observed variable measures to the 

measurement of reliability and validity of common latent constructs that account for the 

observed variables, construct reliability and validity need to be tested (Bollen, 1989). Such a 

testing is needed to gradually move towards the estimation of model parameters that are 

required to analyse, estimate and identify the model for this research. Additionally, it is 

necessary to ensure that the model which is reliable is also valid as it is possible that 

sometimes researchers find themselves in a situation where in a model is reliable but not valid 

(Holmes-Smith  et al. 2006). CFA allows the researcher to conduct both construct reliability 

and validity in order to satisfy the conditions that there is covariance between the latent 

variables and manifest variables, and such a relationship is reliable and valid. 

 

In the research relationship model developed for this research, latent variables have been 

identified as Decision Magnitude of Impact (decision characteristic), Dynamism in the 

industry (external factor affecting decision process output), Firm performance (internal 

context affecting decision process output), Rationality in decision making (decision 

dimension), Intuition (decision dimension), Decision Making Effectiveness (decision process 

output), Quality of the Decision Process Output (decision process output) and Firm 

Commitment (decision process output). Each one of these constructs account for a certain 

number of observed variables details of which were given in Table 5.6. In order to know that 

these observed variables are indeed measuring the latent variables there is a need to test the 

construct (latent variables) reliability and validity. The next step that follows is the 

measurement of the construct reliability.   

 

5.7.2 Construct reliability 

Construct reliability measures the extent of variance that is accounted for by the latent 

construct with respect to an observed variable that measures the latent construct (Schreiber et 

al. 2006). For instance, the construct reliability of RDM is the extent RDM accounts for the 

variance observed in each one of the observed variables RDM 9, RDM 10, RDM 11 and 
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RDM 12. Lack of good reliability could mean that the observed variable may not be a reliable 

measure of the construct leading to errors in the estimation of the model. One of the ways 

construct reliability is measured is by measuring the squared multiple correlations (SMC) 

(between items as well as constructs). Other methods that could be used include inter-item 

and item to total correlations, composite reliability and average variance extracted (Jassen et 

al, 2008). While item-item and inter-item correlations have already been tested at the 

preliminary data analysis stage (Section 5.2), SMC was used as part of the CFA which is in 

line with the procedure adopted by other researchers (Johari et al. 2011). SMC is the square of 

the standardised loading of the observed variable on the latent construct. Reference value set 

for SMC is that it should not be lower than 0.3, a value suggested by Holmes-Smith et al. 

(2006) as acceptable although values exceeding 0.5 are considered good by them. Table 5.7 

indicates that the SMC values for all the eight latent constructs identified for this research are 

above the limits mentioned above except for a few items under the construct Intuition and 

Dynamism in the industry. 

Table5.7, Squared Multiple Correlations: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Items Estimate 
DMI1 0.648 
DMI2 0.73 
DMI3 0.647 
DMI4 0.686 
DMI5 0.737 
DMI6 0.613 
DMI7 0.413 
DMI8 0.319 
RDM9 0.482 
RDM10 0.754 
RDM11 0.789 
RDM12 0.639 

Intuition13 0.955 
Intuition14 0.948 
Intuition15 0.268 
Intuition16 0.302 
Intuition17 0.472 

Items Estimate 
FP18 0.529 
FP19 0.525 
FP20 0.589 
FP21 0.681 
FP22 0.822 
FP23 0.78 

Dyms24 0.403 
Dyms25 0.501 
Dyms26 0.442 
Dyms27 0.184 
Dyms28 0.34 
Dyms29 0.201 
Dyms30 0.275 
Dyms31 0.149 
Dyms32 0.182 

Items Estimate 
QODPO33 0.315 
QODPO34 0.482 
QODPO35 0.582 
QODPO36 0.732 
QODPO37 0.755 

FC38 0.709 
FC39 0.794 
FC40 0.668 
FC41 0.756 

DME42 0.765 
DME43 0.824 
DME44 0.723 
DME45 0.487 
DME46 0.577 

 

Five items in all were found to have lower SMC in comparison to the reference value of 0.3. 

These items were Intuition15 (0.268), Dyms27 (0.184), Dyms29 (0.201), Dyms30 (0.275), 

Dyms31 (0.149) and Dyms32 (0.182). This output has been obtained from AMOS version 18. 

Items whose SMC were lower than 0.3 could be deleted in order to improve the construct 

reliability of the constructs.  Thus the six items were deleted and the resulting SMC values for 

all the constructs indicated that these values are above 0.3 which can be seen in Table 5.8. 
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Table5.8, Squared Multiple Correlations: (Group number 1 - Default model)  
 

Items Estimate 
DMI1 0.648 
DMI2 0.73 
DMI3 0.648 
DMI4 0.688 
DMI 0.735 
DMI6 0.613 
DMI7 0.413 
DMI8 0.318 
RDM9 0.479 
RDM10 0.752 
RDM11 0.791 
RDM12 0.64 

 

 

Items Estimate 
Intuition13 0.956 
Intuition14 0.948 
Intuition16 0.3 
Intuition17 0.469 

FP18 0.53 
FP19 0.529 
FP20 0.59 
FP21 0.683 
FP22 0.819 
FP23 0.776 

Dyms24 0.367 
Dyms25 0.718 
Dyms26 0.528 
Dyms28 0.317 

 

 

Items Estimate 
QODPO33 0.307 
QODPO34 0.473 
QODPO35 0.58 
QODPO36 0.737 
QODPO37 0.762 

FC38 0.708 
FC39 0.795 
FC40 0.668 
FC41 0.756 

DME42 0.764 
DME43 0.825 
DME44 0.723 
DME45 0.487 
DME46 0.578 

 

The meaning of the reliability values could be understood with respect to the following 

example. The SMC for FP21 is 0.683. This means that the question "Compared to firms 

similar in size and scope to your firm, how does your firm compare on efficiency of 

operations over a three year period during which strategic decisions were made?" is accounted 

for by the construct Firm Performance to the extent of 0.683. That efficiency of operation is 

correlated to firm performance is logical to expect. 

 

Similar explanations could be provided for those items that have not significantly correlated 

to the corresponding latent factor or construct it is purported to measure.  The items were 

Dyms30 (0.275), Dyms31 (0.149), Dyms32 (0.182), Intuition15 (0.268), Dyms27 (0.184), 

Dyms29 (0.201), Dyms30 (0.275) and Dyms32 (0.182). It can be seen that deleting these 

items have not changed the measuring instruments' reliability with a minimum of four items 

per construct being still maintained.  

 

The foregoing arguments have clearly shown that the construct reliability for the instrument 

has been established. Further to establishing the construct reliability, the next step is to assess 

the discriminant validity of the instrument. 

 

5.7.3 Discriminant validity 

Validity of a measure in general refers to the accuracy of the measure, and is said to be valid 

when it is a true representation of the factor or construct or variable that is intended to be 

measured (Holmes-Smith et al. 2006). In particular, discriminant validity measures the extent 

to which two constructs in a model differ, for instance the extent to which correlation between 

two constructs differ and whether the difference is significant (Janssens et al. 2008). In fact 

Holmes-Smith et al. (2006) argue that a large correlation between latent variables for instance 
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exceeding 0.8 or 0.9 suggest deficiency in discriminant validity. In this research discriminant 

validity was assessed using CFA. In CFA, four steps are involved in assessing the 

discriminant validity which are (a) examining the correlations amongst the latent constructs 

(Holmes-Smith et al. 2006) (b) examining the residual covariance (Fernandez & 

Moldogaziev, 2011) and standardized residual covariance between two indicators or items 

measuring the constructs (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984) (c) testing the pattern and structure 

coefficients to confirm that the constructs in the measurement model are empirically 

distinguishable (Holmes-Smith  et al. 2006) and (d) verifying whether the covariance model 

fits the data (Eom, 2008).  Each one of these tests was tested using AMOS Version 18 

software package and the discussions on the AMOS output are provided in the following sub-

sections.  

 

5.7.4 Sample correlations 

As a first step the sample correlations amongst the items was examined to test the correlation 

among the latent constructs. According to Holmes-Smith et al. (2006) correlations between 

any two items if exceeds 0.8 it is recommended to delete one of the two items to ensure that 

there is no multicollinearity. This reference standard was followed in this research.  The 

AMOS output on sample correlations for the research model is provided in Appendix VIII 

which indicates that no correlation is exceeding 0.8 except the one between QODPO36 and 

QODPO37 which stood at 0.82. This figure of 0.82 is marginally higher than the reference 

value of 0.8 that is by 0.02. This excess in correlation is negligible and hence all items were 

retained for further testing in this research. The correlations indicate that no multicollinearity 

exists, meaning that all items measure the intended concepts they are expected to measure 

distinctly. 

 

5.7.5 Residual covariance and Standardised residual covariance   

The next step was to test the residual covariance and standardized residual covariance 

between any two items in the model. Covariance between two items or indicators indicates 

the extent to which two items or indicators share the variance (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984). 

Residual covariance indicates the value got by subtracting the values of model-implied 

covariance matrix from the values of the residual covariance matrix (Bedeian, 2007). This is 

achieved using AMOS. The suggested values by researchers lie in the range -0.1 to +0.1. This 

is one of the tests that can confirm that the items distinctly measure what they are purported to 

measure (Bedeian et al. 1997). Any value falling outside this range needs to be investigated 

and the corresponding item that contributes for this problem needs to be removed.   
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AMOS was run on the model that was derived after deleting items based on the tests SMC 

and sample correlations indicated in Sections 5.7.2 and 5.7.4, which follow. The residual 

covariance values obtained are provided in Appendix IX.  Items that contributed to values 

lying outside were identified and the following items were deleted in order to improve the 

residual covariance values: DMI6, DMI7, DMI8, RDM9, Intuition14, Intuition16, FP23, 

QODPO33, QODPO34, FC41, DME42 and DME45. The residual covariance output from 

AMOS after deleting the items is given in Appendix X. The resultant residual covariance 

output from AMOS still showed four values between items outside the range -0.1 to +0.1. The 

items contributing this are given in Table 5.9. An inspection of the figures in Table 5.9 clearly 

show that these values are very close to -0.1 or +0.1.  Hence it can be inferred that the 

remaining items are measuring the concepts they are supposed to measure. 

 

Table5.9, Residual covariance after deleting (DMI6, DMI7, DMI8, RDM9, Intuition14, Intuition16, 
FP23, QODPO33, QODPO34, FC41, DME42 and DME45) 

Items Residual variance 
DMI5-FP19 -0.114 

DMI1-Intuition13 -0.102 
Dyms24-QODPO36 0.109 

DMI4-FP21 0.11 
 

The next test that was conducted was the measurement of standard residual covariance using 

AMOS. A standardized residual covariance between two items or indicators is the ratio of the 

residual covariance to the estimate of its standard error (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984). 

According to researchers, in a model that is correct, most standardized residuals should not 

exceed an absolute value of 2 (Wong & Dean, 2005). Some researchers, for instance 

Abderrahman et al. (2012) (who have cited the example of Colle, 2006), haveprovided a more 

accurate standardized residual covariance absolute value of 2.58 that should not be exceeded 

in CFA. Thus for this research an absolute standardized residual covariance of 2.58 has been 

chosen as the reference. The standardized residual covariance output from AMOS is provided 

in Appendix XI.  The pairs of items that contributed to some measures of standardized 

residual covariance exceeding the absolute value of 2.58 are provided in Table 5.10. 

Table5.10, Pairs of items with standardized residual covariance measure exceeding the absolute value 
of 2.58 

Items Standard Residual Covariance 

DMI1-Intuition13 -2.587 

Dyms24-QODPO36 2.992 

DMI4-FP21 2.635 

 

The three pairs of items in Table 5.10 that have higher standardized residual covariance value 

than the reference absolute value of 2.58 were considered not to affect the model fitness to 

data by the researcher, an argument which is supported by Kline (2011). In fact Kline (2011) 
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claims that standardized residual covariance values exceeding the reference values are 

common in large data sets leading to the dependence on the unstandardised residual 

covariance values that fit the model. Thus for this research both the residual covariance output 

and standardized residual covariance output obtained from AMOS was considered acceptable 

and in addition support the argument that the items are measuring the concepts they are 

believed to represent. 

 

In addition to assessing the correlations between the indicators, next discriminant validity 

between the constructs was tested using the correlations amongst the constructs. The 

correlation between the latent constructs obtained from AMOS for the model in Figure 5.5 is 

provided in Table 5.11. According to Holmes-Smith et al. (2006) a large correlation between 

latent variables, for instance exceeding 0.8 or 0.9 suggest deficiency in discriminant validity.  

From Table 5.11 it can be seen that no two constructs are correlated beyond 0.9 with the 

highest value of correlation found between Firm Commitment and Decision making 

effectiveness (0.871), indicating that discriminant validity exists. If one interprets this finding, 

it means that each one of the constructs in the research model is distinct and does not measure 

concepts other than the one they are expected to measure. For instance decision magnitude of 

impact does not measure rationality as a concept instead measures the theoretical concept of 

magnitude of impact of decisions only. 

Table5.11, Correlations: - Default model 
 

   Estimate
Decision_Mag_imp <--> Firm_Commit .426 
Decision_Mag_imp <--> Dec_Quality .441 
Decision_Mag_imp <--> Decision_Effect .406 
Decision_Mag_imp <--> Firm_Per .469 
Rationality <--> Dynamism .549 
Rationality <--> Firm_Commit .770 
Rationality <--> Dec_Quality .722 
Rationality <--> Firm_Per .720 
Dynamism <--> Firm_Commit .559 
Dynamism <--> Dec_Quality .606 
Dynamism <--> Firm_Per .579 
Dynamism <--> Decision_Effect .564 
Firm_Per <--> Firm_Commit .710 
Firm_Per <--> Dec_Quality .701 

 

   Estimate
Firm_Commit <--> Decision_Effect .871 
Firm_Commit <--> Dec_Quality .829 
Decision_Effect <--> Dec_Quality .787 
Rationality <--> Intuition -.269 
Decision_Mag_imp <--> Intuition -.115 
Dynamism <--> Intuition -.039 
Firm_Commit <--> Intuition -.165 
Firm_Per <--> Intuition -.162 
Decision_Effect <--> Intuition -.110 
Dec_Quality <--> Intuition -.215 
Decision_Mag_imp <--> Dynamism .473 
Firm_Per <--> Decision_Effect .680 
Decision_Mag_imp <--> Rationality .512 
Rationality <--> Decision_Effect .693 

 

5.7.6 Parameter and structural coefficients 

After analyzing the correlation, residual covariance and standardised residual covariance, the 

next step was to assess the parameter and structural coefficients. According to Kline (2013) 

pattern coefficients are interpreted as coefficients in standard multiple regression, particularly 

in factor analysis. Structure coefficients are the estimated correlation between an observed 

variable and an unobserved variable (Kline, 2013). Furthermore Kline (2013) argues that 

when factors or latent variables are independent then standardized pattern coefficients will be 
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equal to the corresponding structure coefficient that pertains to a factor. In addition pattern 

coefficients for items are expected to be zero for all relationships between the items and the 

factor they are not supposed to measure as there is no direct path connecting the item and the 

factor (Kline, 2013). For instance the pattern and structure coefficients for items DMI1 and 

DMI2 will be the same as both of them are measuring the same concept decision magnitude 

of impact. However the pattern coefficient for DMI1 and DMI2 with respect to rationality in 

decision-making will be zero as there is no direct path between DMI1, DMI2 and rationality 

in decision making as a factor. 

 

As far as measuring the structure coefficients are concerned, AMOS was used and the results 

were obtained using the "all implied moments" from AMOS (Holmes-Smith et al. 2006) 

under the report name "Implied (for all variables) Correlations (Group number 1 - Default 

model)" (Appendix XII). Thus referring to Appendix XII it can be seen that structure 

coefficients for all items under a constructs are higher than the rest of the items for the same 

construct. For instance the structural coefficient for the item QODPO37 is 0.915 for the 

construct ‘Decision Quality’ in Appendix XII whereas the structure coefficient for the item 

FP18 is 0.562.  In addition, as explained above in the previous paragraph, pattern coefficient 

for QODPO37 for the construct ‘Decision Quality’ is same as 0.915 whereas for all other 

items linked to for the construct ‘Decision Quality’ it is zero like for instance FP18. These 

arguments lead to the interpretation that the items show discriminant validity (Kline, 2013). 

  

The meaning for the abovementioned arguments is that the items under each construct are 

able to measure the construct they are purported to measure.  For instance items DMI1, 

DMI2, DMI3, DMI4 and DMI5 are clearly measuring the construct Decision magnitude of 

impact and none else. The same arguments apply for the remaining constructs and the items 

that measure them. After assessing the pattern and structural coefficients, the next step was to 

ascertain the fitness of the covariance model to the data which is the final step in CFA. 

 

5.7.7 Fitness test of the covariance model 

Fitting the data to the model is a standard practice used by researchers while employing CFA 

in empirical research related to strategic decision-making process, like for instance Papke-

Shields and Malhotra (2001). Model fit determines the degree to which a covariance model 

fits the sample data (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003). Schermelleh-Engel et al. (2003) argue 

that there are no well-established rules or instructions by researchers on what are the 

minimum requirements that need to be met for an adequate fit. Evaluating the model fit is an 

important step followed by researchers in specifying the final model (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 

2003). 
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Some of the general measures used by researchers to test the fitness of the model to the data 

include Chi-square (χ2) specified at a certain Degree of Freedom (DF) and p- value (not less 

than 0.05 required to reject the null-hypotheses), CMIN/DF ratio (χ2) measurement, 

Goodness Fit Index (GFI), Adjusted GFI (AGFI), Normed Fit Index (NFI), Incremental Fit 

Index (IFI), Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Relative Noncentrality 

fit Index (RNI), Root Mean Square Error Approximation (RMSEA) and Root Mean Residual 

(RMR). All though researchers have come up with many different indices to assess the fitness 

of the model to the data as mentioned above, it has been seen that not all the indices are 

measured or ensured that they are satisfied by researchers.  The general practice appears to be 

to fit the model to the data using as many indices as possible and there is no consensus 

amongst researchers on how many of these indices need to be used in any research 

(Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003). In fact Schermelleh-Engel et al. (2003) argue that there is a 

general opinion amongst researchers that a researcher should avoid reporting all fit indices 

that are in use and there is a widespread disagreement on just which one of these indices 

needs to be reported for a particular research. In light of these arguments, the researcher 

proposed to report λ2/df measurement, GFI, AGFI, NFI, IFI, TLI, CFI, RMSEA and RMR 

measures. Table 5.12 provides information about commonly used indices and the 

recommended values that could be taken as reference for empirical research. 

  

Table5.12, Commonly Reported Test Statistics used to evaluate Model Fit (Arbuckle and Wothke, 
1999; Byrne, 2001; Kline, 1998; Schreiber et al. 2006) 

Test Statistics Abbreviation Critical Value Interpretation 
Chi-squared Tests 
Chi-squared goodness of fit test. CMIN (χ2)  Chi-squared= n.s.  Good fit to the justified model. 
Normal chi-squared test. CMIN/df (Chi-squared/df) ≤ 3 Good fit to the justified model. 
Test Statistics Using Independence Matrix 
Goodness or fit index.  GFI 0.9 < GFI < 1 Good fit to the justified model. 
Adjusted goodness of fit index. AGFI 0.9 < AGFI < 1 Good fit to the justified model. 
Standardized root mean squared residual. SRMR 0 < SRMR < 0.05 Good model fit. 
Normed fit Index NFI 0.9<NFI<1.0 Percent improvement over null model. 
Tucker-Lewis Index TLI 0.9<TLI<1.0 Percent improvement over null model. 
Comparative fit Index CFI 0.9<CFI<1.0 Percent improvement over null model. 
Incremental fit Index IFI 0.9<IFI<1.0 Percent improvement over null model. 
Root mean square error of approximation  RMSEA 0 < RMSEA < 0.08 Good model fit. 

Root mean square residual RMR Smaller the better  0 indicates perfect fit  
Standard RMR SRMR ≤ 0.8 Good model fit 

 

For this research the following reference values extracted from Table 5.12 have been used:-

GFI ≥ 0.9; IFI ≥ 0.9; CFI ≥ 0.9; TLI ≥ 0.9; CMIN/DF ≤ 3 at a p-value > 0.05; RMR as small 

as possible (close to zero) and RMSEA ≤ 0.1.  
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Figure5.6, Revised covariance model (standarsised) 

 

CMIN/DF=3.351 (p-value=0.000); 
RMR=0.035; GFI=0.847; RMSEA=0.071 

NFI=0.891; IFI=0.921; TLI=0.907; CFI=0.921 
The covariance model obtained from AMOS given in Figure 5.6 provides the details on the 

model fit indices. It can be seen that out of the eight indices provided five indices are meet the 

reference values set for this research.  That is to say that IFI=0.921; TLI=0.907 and 

CFI=0.921 are above 0.9.  RMR=0.035 is very low and RMSEA=0.071 is lower than 0.1. 

While CMIN/DF=3.351 (p-value=0.000) is not found adequate enough to reject the null 

hypothesis because of p-value being significant at 0.000 which is much lower than the 

reference value of 0.05, GFI=0.847 and NFI=0.891 are close to the reference value of 0.9. 

The lack of fitness seen in CMIN/DF and GFI is not likely to significantly affect the model as 

the model has already been found to fit with the more commonly used indices RMR, 

RMSEA, IFI, TLI and CFI. In fact Schreiber et al. (2006) argue that TLI, CFI, and RMSEA 

are the indices preferred by authors for one-time analyses. If one agrees with this argument, 

then it can be inferred that the covariance model developed for this research fits the data. 

 

The implication of the foregoing statistical analyses is that the statistical tests have enabled 

the researcher to determine the optimum set of constructs and item that measure them which 

can stand the test of scrutiny. This model was now ready for further analysis using SEM. 

There are primarily two steps in SEM at this stage that leads the researchers to specify their 

final model. They are model analysis (also called model estimation) and model evaluation 

(also called model fit) (Abramson et al. 2005). Prior to analyzing the model it is necessary to 
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specify the initial model. The initial model is provided in Figure 5.7 which is derived from the 

covariance model depicted in Figure 5.6.  

Figure5.7, Initial model 

 

5.8 Model Analysis 

According to Kline (1998), model analysis involves the use of an estimation procedure 

through which the researcher tests whether the research model fits the data or not. A 

commonly used estimation procedure by researchers in empirical research is the Maximum 

Likelihood (ML) procedure for SEM (Kline, 1998).  The reason for using ML procedure in 

fitting the model to the data is its ability to provide statistically robust results regardless of the 

fact that the data are complete or some data missing, notwithstanding the situation that the 

data are normally distributed or otherwise (Little & Rubin, 1987). AMOS uses ML procedure 

in the model estimation procedure. Thus for this research ML procedure will be used. Prior to 

estimating the model a brief description of the model is provided next. 

 

5.9 The Integrated Strategic Decision Making Process (SDMP) Model 

The model that will be estimated was derived from a critical review of the SDMP literature 

and the theoretical support elicited from the literature review provided in Chapter 2. Further, 

the theories, concepts and models that contributed to the development of the model were 

identified and a theoretical framework was developed that provided the basis to define the 

conceptual limits for the model. Figure 5.8 provides the model developed for this research 

and has been named as the Integrated SDMP model. 
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which in turn is part of the SEM process. Further, in the model estimation procedure using 

AMOS two solutions were generated as part of the path analysis.  One was the unstandardised 

model solution and the other was the standardised model solution (Abramson et al. 2005). 

The differences between the standardised and unstandardised model solutions are given in 

Table 5.13. 

Table5.13, Differences between the unstandardized and standardised solutions produced by AMOS 
(Using ML procedure (Arbuckle and Wothke (1999) and Kline (1998)) 

Parameter estimate Standardised output Unstandardised output 
Unanalyzed associations between 
exogenous variables 

Pearson's correlations Covariance  coefficients 

Direct effects on endogenous variables Regression beta-weights Unstandardised regression 
coefficients 

Variances endogenous variables (and 
hence their converse, error variances)  

Squared multiple (i.e., R2) Unreported 

Variances of exogenous variables (and 
hence their converse, error variances) 

Unreported Variances 

 

AMOS produces and displays the unstandardised and standardised models with the parameter 

values displayed on it. In the unstandardised models, regression weights, covariances, 

intercepts and variances are displayed in the path diagram. In the standardised model the 

standardised regression weights, correlation and squared multiple correlations are displayed. 

Further standardised model output from AMOS is independent of units in which all variables 

are measured while unstandardised output is based on each variables own metric. 

Standaridised output can be compared across variables while in unstandardised output 

comparability across variables is not possible (Abramson et al. 2005). Standardised output is 

not affected by choice of identification constraints while unstandardised output is affected by 

choice of identification constraints (Arbuckle, 2005).   

 

Furthermore, Kline (1998) classifies regression beta weights in the standardised output with 

absolute values of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 as having small, moderate and large effects respectively 

making it easier to use standardized output in interpreting results. However considering the 

fact that standardized output yields the endogenous variable variance through the use of SMC 

and the unstandardised output provides the exogenous variable variance directly on the model 

displayed, researchers suggest that it is worthwhile to report both outputs. Based on the 

aforementioned discussions, although the researcher has reported both unstandardised and 

standardized output in this section, the interpretations of the results are based on the 

standardised output. Thus the next step is the report the SMC coefficients of the initial model 

which is the first step in the estimation of the model.  
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5.10 Squared Multiple Correlation 

The initial model named as the "Integrated model for SDMP" outputs are provided in Figures 

5.9 (unstandardised) and 5.10 (standardised). These models were used for further analysis in 

this research. 

Figure5.9, Integrated model for SDMP (unstandardised) 

 

 

Figure5.10, Integrated model for SDMP (standardised) 
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SMC is synonymous with the R2 statistic used in multiple regression analysis. Furthermore 

SMC is independent of any units of measurement (Arbuckle, 2010) and AMOS provides 

SMC for each endogenous variable. For instance in Figure 5.10, the SMC for the endogenous 

variable rationality is shown as 0.3 which indicates that 30% of variance in rationality is 

accounted for by exogenous variable DMI. Thus as explained in the previous section, SMC 

provides a basis for testing the fitness of the model.  

 

Further to identifying the benefits of using SMC in the model analysis the next step taken was 

to check whether the model could be identified. According to Abramson et al. (2005) a model 

could be identified theoretically if there is a unique solution possible for it and every one of 

its parameters. Model identifiability is an important criterion to be met while applying SEM 

software as otherwise the software will fail to converge (Abramson et al. 2005). In a situation 

where there is no unique solution produced by the model, it is necessary to re-specify the 

model so that it can be identified (Kline, 1998 and Ullman, 2001).  

 

Researchers suggest three tests to establish an identified model. The first one is to check 

whether the model is recursive.  The second one is to check for the presence of 

multicollinearity.  The third one is to check whether the number of parameters identified in 

the model is more than required or adequate or less as researchers claim that there is a limit to 

the number of parameters fitted in SEM (Abramson et al. 2005). 

 

AMOS provides reports on whether model is recursive. SPSS provides the facility to check 

the presence of multicollinearity.  AMOS also provides details on the number of parameters 

fitted in the model along with the number of additional constraints that are required to assess 

the model. Using reports generated by AMOS it is possible to identify different parameter 

fitments in the model and the use the reports to determine whether the model is saturated (just 

identified) or over-identified or under-identified models that have bearing on the number of 

parameters.  In fact Kline (1998) argues that under-identified models have more number of 

parameters when compared to the number of distinct variances and covariances in the 

corresponding covariance matrix; over-identified models have fewer parameters when 

compared to the number of distinct variances and covariances in the corresponding 

covariance matrix; and just-identified models have the maximum number of parameters that 

is possible that can be contained in a model. The reports on the three tests mentioned above 

related to model identification are discussed next. 

 

Recursive models are uni-directional. The initial research model (Figure 5.10) was tested 

using AMOS. The report from AMOS indicates that the model is recursive. Next discussion 
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on the existence of multicollinearity of the data was already provided in Section 5.7.4.  SPSS 

output showed that there was no existence of multicollinearity in the data as the correlation 

amongst the items in the covariance model provided in Figure 5.5 meet the requirement that 

the values do not exceed 0.8 (Appendix VIII). 

 

Further to the above, the model was checked to know whether the number of parameters 

identified for the model were over identified or under identified or just identified as part of 

the model identification procedure. Ullman (2006) recommends the use of the following 

formula which determines the number of data points in a model using the number of observed 

variables.  

                                              p (p+1) 

The number of data points = ——— 

                                                  2                                          

p = the number of observed variables in the model. 

Thus for the research model in Figure 5.9, where the number of observed variables is p=28 

the number of data points can be computed as:  

Number of data points = 28(28+1)/2 = 28 x 29/2 = 406. 

 

According to Ullman (2006) the condition for identifying a model is that the number of 

parameters in the model should be lower than the number of data points. The number of 

parameters in model is equal to the sum of the number of regression coefficients (in Figure 

5.10 the regression coefficients are those indicated by the single headed arrows between the 

latent variables and the observed variables as well as those linking the latent variables. That is 

to say 28+14=42), number variances (the number of observed variables, that is 28) and the 

number of covariances (amongst the latent variables, that is 3).  Therefore the number of 

parameters is 42+28+3 = 73. It can be seen that the number of data points estimated for the 

model as 406 is greater than the number of parameters estimated as 73. It can be therefore 

concluded that the model is identified. The above results can be compared with the output 

from AMOS which is provided in Table 5.14 where the bold number 73 indicates the number 

of parameters of the default model which is the research model and the bold number 406 

indicates the number of data points which is nothing but the number of parameters that could 

be achieved if the model is the just-identified (saturated) model.  

Table5.14, number of parameters and number of data points (CMIN fitness output from AMOS) 
Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 
Default model 73 1504.786 333 .000 4.519 
Saturated model 406 .000 0  
Independence model 28 9903.891 378 .000 26.201 
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At this point it can be concluded that the researcher could retain all the observed and latent 

variables in the model as the research model had been identified for further testing. The next 

test was testing the model fitness which needs to be conducted before analyzing the 

significance of the various relationships between the exogenous and endogenous variables 

through path analysis. 

 

5.11 Model fitness 

Model fitness is a method by which the researcher is able to evaluate the identified model 

(Kline 1998) prior to the commencement of the path analysis. AMOS was used to assess the 

model fitness. According to many researchers, evaluation of the identified model involves 

four steps which include assessing the measure of parsimony, assessing the identified model 

by comparing to a baseline model, testing the goodness fit of the identified model and related 

measures, testing the minimum sample discrepancy function and population discrepancy 

measure assessment (Arbuckle 1999, 2005; Bollen & Long, 1993; Browne & Cudeck, 1993; 

Byrne, 2001, 2006; Holmes-Smith, 2000; MacCallum, 1990; Mulaik et al. 1989; Steiger, 

1990). It must also be borne in mind that model evaluation is considered to be a difficult and 

unsettled issue in SEM (Arbuckle, 2005). However the researcher evaluated the identified 

model based on the abovementioned steps. Each one of these steps is discussed next. 

 

5.12 Measures of parsimony 

According to Weston and Gore (2006) one of the goals of SEM is to find the most 

parsimonious summary of the interrelationships amongst the variables in a model. However 

researchers argue that parsimonious models could lead to lack of goodness fit of the model 

(Preacher et al. 2008). Mulaik et al. (1989) argue that researchers should achieve a model by 

checking how parsimonious a model is with a high goodness fit. 

 

Furthermore, Weston and Gore (2006) argue that greater the degrees of freedom in 

comparison to the number of parameters, more parsimonious is the model.  Thus in this 

research the number of parameters in the model was compared with the degrees of freedom.  

The AMOS report in Table 5.15 on the number of parameters and the degrees of freedom for 

the identified model in Figure 5.10 clearly indicates that there a far fewer parameters (73) 

when compared to the degrees of freedom (333).  Thus it is possible to infer that the model is 

parsimonious. However, it is necessary to examine the goodness fit of the model.   

 

The goodness fit of the identified model in Figure 5.10 was tested using the goodness fit 

indices selected by the researcher with the explanation provided in Section 5.7.7 as the basis. 

AMOS provided the goodness fit indices for the identified model in Figure 5.10, which 
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happens to be the default model.  AMOS compares the default model with two baseline 

models namely the saturated and independence models. According to Schermelleh-Engel et 

al. (2003), saturated model is the model in which the number of free parameters are equal to 

sum of the number of variances and covariances in the model leading to a λ2 = zero. The 

independence model is a restrictive model and assumes that the observed variables are free of 

any error, that all factor loadings are made equal to one and that all variables are not 

correlated.  Usually λ2/df in an independence model is very large (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 

2003). The goodness fit was tested using AMOS and the output from AMOS is provided in 

Table 5.15. The comparison provides the most appropriate model that fits the data and could 

be chosen as the final model to perform the path analysis. 

Table5.15, Goodness fit measure 
              CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 
Default model 73 1504.786 333 .000 4.519 
Saturated model 406 .000 0   
Independence model 28 9903.891 378 .000 26.201 

5.15 (a) 
              RMR, GFI 

Model RMR GFI 
Default model .088 .805 
Saturated model .000 1.000 
Independence model .324 .169 

5.15 (b) 
             Baseline Comparisons 

Model NFI Delta1 IFI Delta2 TLI rho2 CFI 
Default model .848 .878 .860 .877 
Saturated model 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 

5.15 (c) 
              RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 
Default model .087 .083 .092 .000 
Independence model .233 .229 .237 .000 

5.15 (d) 

 

An analysis of Table 5.16 shows that the default model is better when compared to the 

independence model with regard to λ2/df, RMR, GFI, NFI, IFI, TLI, CFI and RMSEA 

readings as the default model readings are closer to the reference values set for these 

parameters as defined in Section 5.7.7.  However the default model itself was not quite 

meeting the more stringent reference values cited in the literature. That is, λ2 should be ≤ 3; 

GFI, NFI, IFI, TLI and CFI should be ≥ 0.9 whereas the default model readings are found to 

be λ2/df=4.519; GFI=0.805; NFI=0.848; IFI=0.878; TLI=0.860 and CFI=0.877.  

 

Furthermore CMIN value is found significant at a p value <0.05 indicating that the null 

hypothesis is rejected and hence the model is not fit. The researcher probed the possibility of 
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improving the model by analyzing the model further.  One method suggested by researchers 

that is widely used in empirical research to improve λ2/df value is to use modification indices 

generated by AMOS. Although researchers caution against the use of modification indices 

while improving the model, modification indices provide information on those items of the 

model which when freed could improve λ2/df (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003). According to 

Schermelleh-Engel et al. (2003) use of modification indices should be supported by theory 

and should not be done for the sake of improving the fitness index only.  Schermelleh-Engel 

et al. (2003) argue that each one of the modification indices possesses a λ2 with a df=1 and 

indicate the extent of decrease possible in λ2 value when the parameter in question is deleted 

from the model and the model is re-estimated. In fact the largest modification index points 

towards that parameter which when freed, improves the fit (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003). 

For a good model researchers have estimated that the modification indices approximate the 

value 1 (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003). 

 

Considering the above-mentioned arguments on modification indices, the researcher 

examined the modification index output generated by AMOS for the model in Figure 5.10 

(Appendix XIII). An examination of the modification index showed that item 19 (FP19) has 

the highest index of 68.347 and hence the item FP19 could be freed. The item FP19 which 

reads as "Compared to firms similar in size and scope to your firm, how does your firm 

compare on growth rate of sales or revenues over a three year period during which strategic 

decisions were made?" although appears to be an important indicator of firm performance, the 

deletion could to a greater extent be compensated by all other remaining items put together. 

For instance the item FP18 is related to long-run level of profitability which by default has to 

have elements related to growth rate of sales or revenues (Calandro & Lane, 2007). Hence 

freeing item FP19 can be said to be supported by theory as well as practice as it does not 

affect the overall character of the construct Firm Performance.  After freeing the item the re-

specified model was tested and the following model fitness report from AMOS was obtained 

(Table 5.16). 
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Table5.16, Goodness fit readings of revised model (after deleting FP19 based on modification index) 
                 CMIN  

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 
Default model 71 1300.909 307 .000 4.237 
Saturated model 378 .000 0  
Independence model 27 9323.782 351 .000 26.563 

5.16 (a) 
                                     RMR, GFI  

Model RMR GFI 
Default model .085 .823 
Saturated model .000 1.000 
Independence model .327 .176 

5.16 (b) 
    Baseline Comparisons  

Model NFI Delta1 IFI Delta2 TLI rho2 CFI 
Default model .860 .890 .873 .889 
Saturated model 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 

5.16 (c) 
                    RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 
Default model .084 .079 .088 .000 
Independence model .235 .231 .239 .000 

5.16 (d) 

 

An examination of Table 5.16 indicates there is an improvement in all the fitness measures 

namely λ2/df, RMR, GFI, NFI, IFI, TLI, CFI and RMSEA.  However CMIN value was still 

significant at a p-value of 0.000 leading to the rejection of the null model indicating that the 

model is not fit.  Similarly GFI, NFI, IFI, TLI and CFI values still remained very slightly 

below the reference level of 0.9. When further modification to the model was contemplated 

by the researcher, it was not found feasible due to the following reasons: 

 Freeing more items according to the modification indices generated by AMOS did 

not yield further improvement in GFI, NFI, IFI, TLI and CFI. 

 Freeing more items was not justifiable due to lack of theoretical support. 

 

However a closer examination of the various indices in Table 5.16 revealed the following: 

RMR at 0.085 was approaching lower values than 0.088 generated by AMOS for the initial 

model. Researchers (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003) opine that RMR is scale dependent and it 

is complicated to estimate acceptable levels of RMR for a fit model. Hence in place of RMR, 

Standardised Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) values are tested by researchers and values 

of SRMR less than 0.10 are considered acceptable (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003). For the 

revised default model the value of SRMR computed by AMOS was found to be 0.103 which 

is equivalent to 0.10 when the figure is reduced to two decimal places. Hence SRMR value of 

0.10 obtained from AMOS suggests that the default model fits data. NFI at 0.86 was closer to 

the reference value of 0.9 considered as acceptable by some researchers, for instance Long 
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and Perkins (2003) who argue that values greater than 0.9 are desirable while other values 

above 0.8 are acceptable. The same argument applies to GFI, IFI, TLI and CFI. In addition 

values for IFI (0.89) and CFI (0.889) are found very close to the reference value of 0.9 while 

for TLI (0.873) it is tending towards 0.9. Considering the above arguments it can be 

concluded that the default model can be considered to be of acceptable fit to data. 

Furthermore, the RMSEA at 0.084 is within the acceptable level of 0.1 although some 

researchers consider this as marginal fit (Long & Perkins, 2003).  

 

With regard to CMIN and λ2/df tests although the model is not found fit due to rejection of 

the null hypothesis as p-value is significant at 0.000 and λ2/df being greater than 3, taking the 

support of the values for other indices including SRMR, GFI, NFI, IFI, TLI, CFI and 

RMSEA, which are considered to be in the acceptable range (refer above), it is reasonable to 

conclude that the re-specified model has adequate fit to the data. This argument is further 

supported with the identified model becoming better due to reduction in the number of 

parameters (reduced from 73 to 71) and the degrees of freedom (reduced from 333 to 307) 

indicating more degrees of freedom against fewer parameters in comparison to the figures 

obtained for the initial model (Table 5.16). Thus the re-specified model also has been 

identified.  The revised model is provided in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. 

 

Figure5.11, Re-specified integrated SDMP model (Unstandardised) 
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Figure5.12, Re-specified integrated SDMP model (Standardised) 

 

After analyzing the parsimonious nature of the model as well as identifying the model along 

with assessing its fitness, the re-specified model was tested for the minimum sample 

discrepancy function. 

 

5.13 CMIN/df test 

The test of minimum sample discrepancy function involves testing whether λ2/df is 

approaching 1 if the model is correct for the sample size chosen by the researcher although 

researchers do not indicate on the extent of deviation from 1 that can be considered as 

acceptable (Arbuckle, 2005). Some other researchers argue that λ2/df up to 3 are acceptable 

(Byrne, 2006). However since λ2 is dependent on and sensitive to sample size some 

researchers do not advice placing too much emphasis on the significance of λ2 statistic (Long 

& Perkins, 2003). Further critiques of λ2 statistic argue that it is an unrealistic standard (e.g., 

Fabrigar et al. 1999; Millis et al. 1999). Under these circumstances some researchers for 

instance Joreskog and Sorbom (1989) suggest that in place of λ2 statistic it is possible to use 

other goodness fit statistic like GFI to indicate minimum sample discrepancy function. Thus 

based on the goodness fit indices reported in Table 5.15, it is reasonable to conclude that the 

minimum sample discrepancy function has been addressed and the sample size chosen for this 

satisfies the minimum requirements of statistical analysis. 
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5.14 RMSEA test 

The next measure of model fitness that was examined was the population discrepancy 

measure assessment. Kaplan (2000) argues that assessing whether the model fits 

approximately well in the population is a more appropriate approach rather than testing the 

null hypotheses (e.g. λ2/df test). Furthermore, Schermelleh-Engel et al. (2003) claim that 

testing the null hypotheses to verify model fit invariably turns out to be false in real life 

situations and the likely rejection of the null hypothesis is almost certain if the sample size is 

sufficiently large. Thus, Browne and Cudeck (1993) suggest an alternative to the test of exact 

fitness of the model based on null hypotheses which is the null hypotheses of close fit. Steiger 

(1990) argues that the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) is a measure that 

provides an approximate fit in the population and determines the discrepancy that could be 

generated due to the approximation.  Researchers widely use RMSEA to check the model fit 

and consider this as a robust measure of fitness in comparison to the others (e.g., Jackson et 

al. 2009; Taylor, 2008). While RMSEA is used widely researchers caution that RMSEA 

measures are susceptible to confidence intervals.  Furthermore researchers feel that 

confidence intervals are dependent on sample size and model complexity and hence needs to 

be considered with caution (Byrne, 2001). 

 

Values of RMSEA considered by researchers in testing the model fit include ≤0.05 as good 

fit, in the range 0.05-0.08 as adequate fit, in the range 0.08-0.10 as mediocre fit and > 0.10 as 

not acceptable (Browne & Cudeck 1993). Considering the pros and cons of using RMSEA 

and the widespread use of RMSEA in empirical research, the researcher tested the RMSEA 

value for the re-specified model using AMOS and found it to be 0.084 (Table 5.16 (d)) which 

when reduced to two decimal places becomes 0.08.  From the arguments given above, it can 

be seen that 0.08 falls in the adequately fit range.  Hence it was concluded that the re-

specified model satisfies the model fit requirement with regard to the population discrepancy 

measure assessment. 

 

At this point it is necessary to highlight an important aspect related to the results obtained 

using several of the chosen test statistic or index. Some (e.g. Kline, 1998) claim that 

regardless of the test statistic chosen, it is possible for researchers to arrive at models that are 

statistically acceptable as the tests may indicate good fit even though it has a poor fit in many 

different parts of the model as well as lacks theoretical value or poor predictive power.  

Therefore it is common practice to report as many number of test statistic as possible with 

higher number of tests indicating better model fit (Kline, 1998). Thus in this research it can be 

seen that the researcher has tested the model with respect to SRMR, GFI, NFI, IFI, TLI, CFI 

and RMSEA and found the model to adequately fit. Apart from testing the fitness of the 
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model many researchers opine that it is necessary to test whether the model relationships are 

in the direction expected (e.g. Bollen & Long, 1993).  Thus the next section deals with the 

path analysis of the re-specified model. 

 

5.15 Path analysis  

The path analysis was carried out using the the path coefficients generated by AMOS and 

checking the statistical significance (at a p-value < 0.05). Table 5.17 provides the estimate of 

the regression weights (path coefficients) of the various paths in the re-specified model. 

Table5.17, Regression weights of the re-specified integrated SDMP model 
   Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label 

Rationality <--- Decision Mag_Impact .593 .054 10.953 *** par_20 
Intuition <--- Decision Mag_Impact -.166 .056 -2.973 .003*** par_33 
Firm_Commit <--- Firm_Perform .369 .048 7.680 *** par_23 
Decision_Effect <--- Firm_Perform .271 .035 7.777 *** par_26 
Decision_Quality <--- Firm_Perform .220 .033 6.626 *** par_35 
Firm_Commit <--- Rationality .493 .037 13.445 *** par_27 
Decision_Quality <--- Rationality .243 .025 9.779 *** par_28 
Decision_Effect <--- Rationality .301 .027 11.309 *** par_29 
Decision_Effect <--- Intuition .079 .024 3.292 *** par_30 
Decision_Quality <--- Intuition -.010 .020 -.525 .600 par_31 
Firm_Commit <--- Intuition .051 .030 1.691 .091 par_32 
Decision_Effect <--- Dynamism .085 .041 2.075 .038* par_34 
Firm_Commit <--- Dynamism .095 .059 1.624 .104 par_24 
Decision_Quality <--- Dynamism .131 .040 3.247 .001*** par_36 
*** A p value is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed) 
* A p value is statistically significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed) 

The significance of a path is determined by the p-value.  A path is considered to be 

statistically significant if the p-values is less than or equal to the cut-off figure of 0.05. Thus it 

can be seen from Table 5.17 that out of the fourteen paths three paths are not found to be 

significant while the remaining paths are found to be statistically significant.  The paths that 

are not found significant are Intuition → QODPO (p- value 0.6), Intuition → FC (p-value 

0.091) and Dyms → FC (p-value 0.104). Furthermore, it can be seen from Table 5.17 that the 

different paths provide the basis to explain the relationship between the independent variable 

DMI and the dependent variable Decision Process Output (DME, QODPO and FC). Table 

5.17 shows that there can be varying explanations to the relationships. 

 

After determining which paths are significant and which are not, the next step is to assess and 

account for the variance of endogenous variables using the SMC between the predictors and 

dependent variables. Arbuckle (2005) argues that SMC of a construct is the proportion of the 

variance of the construct that is accounted for by its determinants. Table 5.18 provides the 

SMC values related to the predictor and predicted variables. 

Table5.18, Squared Multiple Correlations 
Dependent variable Estimate (SMC) 

Intuition .024 
Rationality .302 

Decision_Effect .677 
Decision_Quality .594 

Firm_Commit .697 
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 The interpretation of the estimates in Table 5.18 is as follows.  

 The determinant DMI accounts for 2.4% of the variance of Intuition. 

 The determinant DMI accounts for 30.2% of the variance of RDM. 

 The three determinants namely DMI, FP and Dyms account for 67.7% of the variance 

of DME. 

 The three determinants namely DMI, FP and Dyms account for 59.4% of the variance 

of QODPO. 

 The three determinants namely DMI, FP and Dyms account for 69.7% of the variance 

of FC. 

 

It can be seen that the interpretations of the variance estimates are indicating that the 

independent variable decision magnitude of impact is having very little impact on the 

dependent variable intuition whereas all the independent variables have significant impact on 

the remaining dependent variables namely rationality in decision making, decision making 

effectiveness, quality of decision making process output and firm commitment.  

 

Further to examining the extent to which the predictors account for the variance in the 

dependent variables, it is now possible to use the standardized regression weights reported by 

AMOS to compare the relative effect of each independent construct on the dependent variable 

(Hair et al. 2006). Using these regression weights it is possible to infer whether the 

hypotheses can be accepted or rejected. Table 5.19 provides the AMOS output which 

indicates the standardized regression weights. The reference values for the regression weights 

that were used in this research are given in Section 5.9 which is in line with the suggestions of 

Kline (1998). That is Kline (1998) classifies regression beta weights in the standardized 

output with absolute values of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 as having small, moderate and large effects 

respectively of the independent variable on the dependent variable. 

Table5.19, Standardized Regression Weights (Re-specified integrated SDMP model (Standardised)) 
   Estimate 
Rationality <--- Decision Mag_Impact .550 
Intuition <--- Decision Mag_Impact -.154 
Firm_Commit <--- Firm_Perform .383 
Decision_Quality <--- Firm_Perform .362 
Decision_Effect <--- Firm_Perform .414 
Firm_Commit <--- Rationality .599 
Decision_Quality <--- Rationality .468 
Decision_Effect <--- Rationality .539 
Decision_Effect <--- Intuition .142 
Decision_Quality <--- Intuition -.020 
Firm_Commit <--- Intuition .062 
Decision_Effect <--- Dynamism .103 
Firm_Commit <--- Dynamism .078 
Decision_Quality <--- Dynamism .171 
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Thus with respect to the data in Table 5.19 it is possible to interpret the relationship between 

each one of the two constructs in each row as follows.  

 

Decision magnitude of impact has a positive relationship with rationality and the effect of 

decision magnitude of impact on rationality in decision-making is large (standardized 

regression weight for the relationship between DMI and RDM is 0.550 which is greater than 

the reference value of 0.5 for large effects).  That is to say if the magnitude of impact of the 

decision is great, then the rationality in strategic decision-making will be comprehensive. 

Alternatively if the magnitude of impact is mild then the rationality in strategic decision-

making will be non-comprehensive.  

 

An example of DMI affecting rationality could be demonstrated by considering a hypothetical 

situation. For instance in a fast changing field like telecommunication where the technology 

has been changing from 2G to 3G to 4G to 5G, a firm dealing in mobile phones needs to 

make sound strategic decisions based on rationality. In fact SMEs in the telecommunication 

sector need to change their business strategies to keep pace with the changes taking place in 

the external environment. In this situation, an impact on the profits of the firm, due to the 

magnitude of impact of the decisions made earlier can be considered to have a bearing on the 

future decisions to be made, for instance to enhance profits using analytic techniques, as part 

of the rational strategic decision making process. It is logical that an analytic technique could 

provide decision-making support to the managers in the firm with regard to the fast changing 

technology based on information gathered from the external environment, impact of past 

decision on the firm's profit and analysed using techniques that support decision-making. If 

rationality is used, then it is possible to predict the output of the decision making process 

leading to a better understanding of the possible profits the firm could earn. In the absence of 

such a rational decision making based on the impact of prior decisions made, it is possible 

that the decision process output is unpredictable and profits made by the firm could be less 

than the optimum.  

 

Similarly decision magnitude of impact has a negative relationship with intuition and the 

effect of decision magnitude of impact on intuition is small in absolute terms (standardized 

regression weight for the relationship between DMI and Intuition is 0.154 which is greater 

than the reference value of 0.1 for small effects). That is to say if the magnitude of impact of 

the decision is great then the extent of use of intuition in strategic decision-making will be 

little and the effect of variance in DMI on the variance in intuition will be small. It must be 

noted here that the negative relationship between intuition and decision magnitude of impact 

can be considered to be logical. In a fast changing business sector like IT, intuition is unlikely 
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to be a major factor that could contribute in strategic decision making as the rate at which the 

change takes place is high.  

 

For instance IT applications such as Adobe are frequently updated and new versions are 

brought out in quick succession. IT firms in the SME sector will have a very little time 

between two versions of the application to gain experience and knowledge on the upgrades or 

new versions because by the time they attempt to master or gain experience in one version the 

next version is already out. This leaves very little scope for the entrepreneurs to apply 

intuition as there is hardly any knowledge or experience gained with regard to the new 

versions of the IT applications, in such a short duration. Further, in the aforementioned 

circumstances, the impact of previous decisions on intuition will hardly mean anything 

especially in a fast changing environment as each decision might have been taken under 

varying circumstances and in haste leading to very little knowledge gained. Thus it is logical 

to infer that when DMI is great then the opposite should be the case with regard to intuition 

that is it should be used little in strategic decision-making process.  The outcome of the 

statistical analysis can therefore be considered logical.     

 

With regard to Firm Performance, data in Table 5.19 indicates that firm performance is 

positively related to all the three decision making process output variables (dependent) 

decision making effectiveness, quality of the decision process output and firm commitment. 

Further firm performance as an independent variable is seen to have moderate effect on all the 

three decision making process output variables (standardised regression weight for the 

relationship between FP and DME is 0.414; between FP and QODPO is 0.362; and between 

FP and FC is 0.383; all these regression weights are above 0.3 which is higher than the 

reference value of 0.3 indicative of moderate effect of the independent variable on the 

dependent variables). This can be interpreted in a way that firm performance as an internal 

contextual factor plays a moderate role in the strategic decision making process.  That is to 

say if a firm's performance is much better in comparison to firms similar in size and scope to 

the firm, then the decision making process in that firm will be highly effective, the quality of 

decision making process output will be quite precise and the firm will be very committed to 

the decision making process output.  

 

That firm performance is positively related to decision-making effectiveness, quality of the 

decision process output and firm commitment is logical, practical and theoretically supported.  

For instance, in the field of consumer electronics, new product versions are quite common.  

SMEs dealing with consumer electronic products have to perform effectively without which it 

is not possible to survive in the market. Reducing prices, high cost of inventory, changing 
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customer demands and changing models can have devastating effect on the SMEs if their 

performance is not up to the mark.  Such situations call for strategic decision-making process 

that is expected to be effective failing which it is possible that the firm's performance is not 

adequate. It is also imperative and expected that such a decision making process produces 

output that is of high quality without which the results could be sloppy. Finally the 

commitment of the firm to the decision process output is expected to be in place influenced 

by past performance as past performance logically inspires firms to perform better leading to 

a committed firm. This argument is line with research outcomes produced by Amgun et al. 

(2008). Hence it is possible to infer that past performance of the firm is an important 

influencing factor of the strategic decision making process with moderate effect on decision-

making effectiveness, quality of the decision process output and firm commitment.    

 

Like firm performance the other independent variable Dynamism in the industry as an 

external environment factor, is also seen to be positively related to all the three decision 

making process output variables; decision making effectiveness, quality of the decision 

process output and firm commitment. The results also indicate that dynamism in the industry 

as an independent variable is seen to have low effect on two of the three decision making 

process output variables (DME and QODPO) while on the third (FC) it is lower than the 

small effect (standardised regression weight for the relationship between Dyms and DME is 

0.103; between Dyms and QODPO is 0.171; and between Dyms and FC is 0.078. Out of 

these, regression weights for the relationships Dyms and DME as well as Dyms and QODPO 

are above 0.1, which are higher than the reference value of 0.1 and indicative of small effect 

of the independent variable on the dependent variables. But the regression weight for the 

relationship between Dyms and FC is lower than the reference value of 0.1 which is 

indicative of lower than the small effect expected in this research). That is to say, if the 

dynamism in the industry as an external factor results in a change that is very different to the 

previous years, then the decision making process in that firm under those circumstances will 

be effective, the quality of decision making process output will be quite precise and the firm 

will be committed to the decision making process output.  

 

However it must be noted here that the findings of Elbanna and Child (2007) with respect to 

the relationship between dynamic environment and decision-making effectiveness is 

contradictory to this finding. Elbanna and Child (2007) found through their research that 

linkage between rationality and strategic decision effectiveness will be positive but low in 

high uncertain environments and high in low uncertain environments.  The current results in 

this research show that the higher the dynamism, the higher the decision making effectiveness 

although the effect of dynamism on decision-making effectiveness is found to be small. 
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A possible explanation for this situation could be that in a highly dynamic industry such as 

information technology, competing firms in the SME sector need to have highly effective 

decision-making processes in correspondence with the highly dynamic environment to 

combat challenges posed by the highly dynamic environment. Any decision making process 

that is less effective and disproportionate to the rate of variation in the environment, could 

result in the firm landing into difficult situations such as loss of market, low profits and high 

non-moving stocks. The same arguments apply to the relationship between dynamism in the 

industry and quality of decision process output, as well as firm's commitment.    

 

Rationality in decision making as an independent variable with respect to the decision making 

process output variables (dependent), is seen to be positively related to the three decision 

making process output variables decision making effectiveness, quality of the decision 

process output and firm commitment. Out of the three decision making process output 

variables, rationality in decision making is having a large effect on decision making 

effectiveness (regression weight 0.539) and firm commitment (0.599) while it has a moderate 

effect on the quality of the decision making process output (regression weight of 0.468). In 

fact the effect of rationality in decision making on quality of the decision making process 

output in terms of the regression weight is also very close to 0.5 leading to a possible 

inference that rationality in decision making process more or less has a large effect on 

decision making effectiveness, quality of the decision process output and firm commitment. 

That is to say if rationality in decision making is comprehensive, then the decision making 

process in that firm will be effective, the quality of decision making process output will be 

precise and the firm will be committed to the decision making process output.  

 

However it must be pointed out here that rationality in decision-making is acting as a 

mediator between decision magnitude of impact (DMI) and the decision process output, under 

the influence of the environmental factors on the decision process output variables. 

Additionally DMI has been found to have a large effect on rationality. A large effect of DMI 

on rationality and a large effect of rationality on decision process output variables calls for a 

detailed analysis of the combined effect. Hence it was necessary to understand the overall 

relationship between decision magnitude of impact and decision process output mediated by 

rationality in decision making, taking into consideration the environmental variables' 

influence. However such a detailed discussion is beyond the individual path analysis and 

hence has been provided under the Discussion chapter where assessment of the direct, indirect 

and total effect of the independent variables on the dependent variables has been addressed 

taking into account the effect of the mediating variables. 
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Again, in practical situations, the positive relationship between rationality in decision making 

and decision output variables, namely decision making effectiveness, quality of the decision 

process output and firm commitment is logical, practical and theoretically supported. For 

instance, if a telecommunication firm dealing in provisioning mobile telephone services wants 

to launch new services such as 5G, then the firm needs to take a rational decision that 

involves collecting relevant information, analyzing the collected information, use decision 

support modelling if necessary with regard to various requirements such as additional 

manpower, additional resources and enhancement of facilities and focus on crucial 

information generated through such an analysis. Decisions taken based on information 

collected on the ground and analysed using appropriate analytic techniques, is expected to 

provide a solid reasoning to the firm's managers in taking actions. Such decision-making is 

expected to make the decision making process more effective as the firm will be able to 

optimize on resources and choose the most appropriate alternative. It is logical that an 

effective decision making process is expected to generate high quality decision process output 

as well as enable the firm to commit to the decision taken through the process. Especially 

when the environment is highly dynamic, rational decisions will enable the firm to improve 

performance. That rationality can improve decision process effectiveness can be corroborated 

with the research outcomes of Elbanna and Child (2007) who found out that rationality and 

decision process effectiveness are positively related. Similar arguments could be extended 

with respect to quality of decision-making process and firm commitment. 

 

Lastly, intuition as an independent variable with respect to the decision making process 

output variables (dependent), is seen to be positively related to two of the decision making 

process output variables, decision making effectiveness and firm commitment, where as it is 

negatively related to quality of decision making process output.  Intuition is having a small 

but positive effect on decision making effectiveness (regression weight 0.142) and less than 

small but positive effect on firm commitment (regression weight 0.062). At the same time it 

can be seen that intuition is having negative but almost insignificant effect on quality of 

decision-making process output (regression weight -0.02). That is to say if intuition is used a 

great deal in the strategic decision making process in a firm, then the decision making 

effectiveness in the firms will be effective and the firm will be committed to the decision 

process output. Similarly if intuition is used a great deal in the strategic decision making 

process in a firm, then the quality of decision-making process output will be quite imprecise 

and insignificant.  

 

However as in the case of rationality, it can be seen that intuition is acting as a mediator 

between decision magnitude of impact and the decision process output, under the influence of 
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the environmental factors on the decision process output variables. Further, it has been seen 

that DMI is having small effect on intuition and changes in the opposite direction. Therefore 

it is imperative that the overall relationship between the predictor decision magnitude of 

impact on the dependent variables is understood taking into account the influence of the 

environmental factors on the decision process output variables. Interpretation of the 

relationship between the mediating variables and the dependent variables through individual 

path analysis, in isolation would not yield the true picture of the phenomenon under study. 

Therefore this discussion is provided in the Discussion chapter as that section analyses 

comprehensively the outcome of the statistical analysis which includes the direct, indirect and 

total effect of the independent variable on the dependent variables and takes into account the 

role of mediating variables. 

 

An interpretation of the outcome of the path analysis pertaining to intuition and the decision 

process output variables could be given as follows. Intuition as a decision dimension could be 

seen in practice in many SMEs. An SME dealing in retail business of LCD TVs pertaining to 

different brands may not necessarily use data collecting and analyzing techniques with regard 

to the changing market needs as it may be uneconomical for the firm to collect and analyse 

such data due to rapidly changing technology. It is perhaps obvious that in such firms 

intuition of managers plays a role in determining what brand of LCD TVs should be stocked 

and what price range should be set. Such situations are practically seen in everyday life. 

However the result of such a situation could be an outcome that is successful due to a mere 

chance and not a predicted one. Thus the effect of intuition on the decision process output 

variables could be considered to be very small as the outcomes are not predictable.  

 

The small effect of intuition on decision making effectiveness and less than small effect of 

intuition on firm commitment of the decision making process as well as no effect of intuition 

on quality of the decision making process output is logical. That intuition could have a small 

effect on decision making process effectiveness is slightly different from the research 

outcomes brought out by Elbanna and Child (2007) who found no relationship between 

intuition and decision making process effectiveness. However the slight difference between 

the results achieved in this research and those of Elbanna and Child (2007) can be attributed 

to the characteristics of SMEs dealing in electronics, telecommunication and IT sectors, 

whom are the focus of this research and who appear to use intuition as a tool in the decision 

making process in a very dynamic environment. In the case of Elbanna and Child (2007) the 

focus was on manufacturing firms which are expected to be more organized than SMEs and 

hence intuition may not play any role in decision-making effectiveness. Hence the results of 

this research are consistent with prior research. Similar arguments could be extended to the 
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two other decision process output variables which are quality of decision-making process 

output and firm commitment.    

 

Further to analyzing the paths between each pair of latent variables, it is necessary to 

understand the association between the independent variables decision magnitude of impact, 

dynamism in the industry and firm performance. It is important to know whether the three 

exogenous constructs are correlated or not.  Knowledge about their interrelationship is vital to 

explaining the model as strategic decision-making processes are directly affected by 

environmental factors. In order to test their association to each other the AMOS output related 

to the covariance matrix was used.  Table 5.20 provides the covariance output from AMOS. 

 

Table5.20, Covariances (Re-specified integrated SDMP model (Standardised)) 
   Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label 
Decision Mag_Impact <--> Dynamism .194 .027 7.240 *** par_21 
Decision Mag_Impact <--> Firm_Perform .290 .033 8.703 *** par_22 
Dynamism <--> Firm_Perform .231 .027 8.516 *** par_25 

 

Scrutiny of Table 5.20 indicates that the association between the three exogenous constructs 

decision magnitude of impact, dynamism in the industry and firm performance are significant 

with p-values relevant to covariances amongst each pair of the constructs being lower than 

0.01. Thus the association between the exogenous constructs is clearly seen to be significant.  

Such a result is consistent with prior findings (for instance Papadakis et al. 1998) and finds 

support from the SDMP literature provided in Chapter 2. The association is also logically 

supported if one considers practical issues related to real time happenings in the industry. 

Magnitude of impact of the decisions taken in an IT firm cannot be considered in isolation 

without taking into account the performance of the firm and the external environment. For 

instance a firm involved in developing software using Microsoft Windows operating system 

cannot ignore the competition in the market as well as its own capability while taking 

decisions to offer solutions/services to the customers. The impact of such decisions on the 

firm will invariably be related to the changing environment as IT market environment is 

highly dynamic in nature as well as changing capabilities of the firm because the turnover of 

human resource in the field of IT is very high. Thus an association between the magnitude of 

impact of the decisions, dynamism in the industry and firm performance can said to be 

logical, practical and supported by theory. 

 

Scrutinising the results in Tables 5.17, 5.19 and 5.20 together it is possible to come to the 

following conclusions: 

 The association between DMI and Dyms is seen to be of medium correlation. 

 The association between DMI and FP is seen to be of large correlation. 
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 The association between FP and Dyms is seen to be of large correlation.  

 The path DMI→RDM is significant. Decision magnitude of impact (a decision 

characteristic) as an independent variable acts as the predictor of rationality. Thus 

hypothesis H1a is accepted. 

 The path DMI→Intuition is not significant. Decision magnitude of impact (a decision 

characteristic) as an independent variable does not predict intuition.  Thus hypothesis 

H1b is rejected. 

 The path Dyms→ QODPO is significant. Dynamism (the external environment 

factor) as an independent variable acts as the predictor of decision process output 

quality. Thus hypothesis H2a is accepted. 

 The path Dyms→ DME is significant. Dynamism (the external environment factor) 

as an independent variable acts as the predictor of decision process output 

effectiveness. Thus hypothesis H2b is accepted. 

 The path Dyms→ FC is not significant. Dynamism (the external environment factor) 

as an independent variable does not act as a predictor of firm commitment (decision 

process output). Thus hypothesis H2c is rejected. 

 The path FP→ QODPO is significant. Firm performance (an internal contextual 

factor) as an independent variable acts as the predictor of decision process output 

quality. Thus hypothesis H3a is accepted. 

 The path FP→ DME is significant. Firm performance (an internal contextual factor) 

as an independent variable acts as the predictor of decision process output 

effectiveness. Thus hypothesis H3b is accepted. 

 The path FP→ FC is significant. Firm performance (an internal contextual factor) as 

an independent variable acts as the predictor of firm commitment (a decision process 

output). Thus hypothesis H3c is accepted. 

 The path RDM→ QODPO is significant. Rationality (a decision dimension) as an 

independent variable acts as the predictor of decision process output quality. Thus 

hypothesis H4a is accepted. 

 The path RDM→ DME is significant. Rationality (a decision dimension) as an 

independent variable acts as the predictor of decision process output effectiveness. 

Thus hypothesis H4b is accepted. 

 The path RDM→ FC is significant. Rationality (a decision dimension) as an 

independent variable acts as the predictor of firm commitment (a decision process 

output). Thus hypothesis H4c is accepted. 
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 The path Intuition→ QODPO is not significant. Intuition (a decision dimension) as an 

independent variable does not act as the predictor of decision process output quality. 

Thus hypothesis H5a is rejected. 

 The path Intuition→ DME is significant. Intuition (a decision dimension) as an 

independent variable acts as the predictor of decision process output effectiveness. 

Thus hypothesis H5b is accepted. 

 The path Intuition→ FC is not significant. Intuition (a decision dimension) as an 

independent variable does not act as the predictor of firm commitment (decision 

process output). Thus hypothesis H5c is rejected. 

 

Thus the final resultant model which summarises the significant and insignificant paths is 

provided in Figure 5.13, where the solid lines indicate that the paths are significant and thin 

lines indicate that the paths are not significant. 

Figure5.13, Final Integrated Model for Strategic Decision Making Process Output 

 

After realizing the final model, it was necessary to assess whether the model is 

unidimensional.  The next section discusses this aspect. 

 

5.16 Unidimensionality 

According to Janssens et al (2008) unidimensionality refers to the situation were a model has 

a set of variables which have only one underlying dimension in common. Further Janssens et 

al (2008) argue that unidimensionality is measured using AMOS by three different measures 

which are the p-value of significance (p-value should be lower than 0.05), the critical ratio 
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(C.R. should be higher that ± 1.96) and the estimate of standardized regression weights 

(should be greater than 0.5) of the observed variables. From Table 5.17 it can be seen that 

except for the relationships between intuition and quality of decision making process output, 

intuition and firm commitment, and dynamism in the industry and firm commitment the rest 

of the relationships satisfy the condition that C.R. value should be greater than the reference 

value of ±1.96 and p-value of significance is less than the reference values of 0.05. The 

relationships which do not satisfy the minimum requirements will not be considered as 

significant to the model which is evident from the final model provided in Figure 5.13. 

Similarly from Table 5.21, it can be seen that none of the loadings of the observed variables is 

lower than 0.5. Thus it can be concluded that the model is unidimensional. 

 

Table5.21, Standardized Regression Weights (Re-specified integrated SDMP model (Standardised)) 
   Estimate 
DMI1 <--- Decision Mag_Impact .813 
DMI2 <--- Decision Mag_Impact .871 
DMI3 <--- Decision Mag_Impact .839 
DMI4 <--- Decision Mag_Impact .839 
DMI5 <--- Decision Mag_Impact .818 
RDM10 <--- Rationality .837 
RDM11 <--- Rationality .894 
RDM12 <--- Rationality .790 
Intuition13 <--- Intuition .922 
Intuition17 <--- Intuition .716 
FP18 <--- Firm_Perform .732 
FP20 <--- Firm_Perform .787 
FP21 <--- Firm_Perform .853 
FP22 <--- Firm_Perform .832 
Dyms24 <--- Dynamism .608 
Dyms25 <--- Dynamism .841 
Dyms26 <--- Dynamism .727 
Dyms28 <--- Dynamism .568 
FC38 <--- Firm_Commit .827 
FC39 <--- Firm_Commit .894 
FC40 <--- Firm_Commit .761 
QODPO35 <--- Decision_Quality .682 
QODPO36 <--- Decision_Quality .870 
QODPO37 <--- Decision_Quality .911 
DME46 <--- Decision_Effect .714 
DME44 <--- Decision_Effect .873 
DME43 <--- Decision_Effect .866 

The last test that needed to be conducted on the data was the method bias that could have 

crept in while collecting data.   

 

5.17 Method bias 

As explained in Section 4.12.8 the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) was the measure that 

was used to check the existence of method bias with values of AVE for each item fixed at a 

minimum of 0.5 (Janssens et al. 2008). The AVE calculated is given in Table 5.22. 
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Table5.22, Average variance extracted (Re-specified integrated SDMP model (Standardised) 
 Estimate SMC Variance extracted 
DMI1 .813 0.661  

 
(0.661+0.759+0.704+0.704+0.669)÷5= 0.699 
 
 

DMI2 .871 0.759 
DMI3 .839 0.704 
DMI4 .839 0.704 
DMI5 .818 0.669 
RDM10 .837 0.701 

(0.701+0.799+0.624)÷3 = 0.708 RDM11 .894 0.799 
RDM12 .790 0.624 
Intuition13 .922 0.850 

(0.85+0.513)÷2 = 0.682 
Intuition17 .716 0.513 
FP18 .732 0.536 

(0.536+0.619+0.728+0.692)÷4 = 0.644 
FP20 .787 0.619 
FP21 .853 0.728 
FP22 .832 0.692 
Dyms24 .608 0.370 

(0.370+0.707+0.529+0.323)÷4 = 0.482 
Dyms25 .841 0.707 
Dyms26 .727 0.529 
Dyms28 .568 0.323 
FC38 .827 0.684 

(0.684+0.800+0.579)÷3 = 0.688 FC39 .894 0.800 
FC40 .761 0.579 
QODPO35 .682 0.465 

(0.465+0.757+0.830)÷3 = 0.684 QODPO36 .870 0.757 
QODPO37 .911 0.830 
DME46 .714 0.510 

(0.510+0.682+0.750)÷3 = 0.647 DME44 .873 0.682 
DME43 .866 0.750 

 

The AVE of the constructs was extracted in two steps.  The first step involved the calculation 

of the average SMC of the items under each construct as given in Table 5.23. The second step 

involves the SMC of the correlation between latent variables as given in Table 5.24. The 

resultant AVE for all constructs is provided in Table 5.25. 

Table5.23, Correlations (Re-specified integrated SDMP model (Standardised) 
 DMI FP Dyms RDM Intuition DME QODPO FC 
DMI  1.000 
FP .535 1.000 
Dyms .455 .585 1.000 
RDM  .550 .294 .250 1.000 
Intuition -.154 -.082 -.070 -.084 1.000 
DME .543 .621 .470 .674 .055 1.000 
QODPO .531 .601 .501 .618 -.101 .619 1.000 
FC .560 .599 .447 .726 -.026 .682 .633 1.000 

 
Table5.24, Squared Multiple-Correlation of correlations in Table 5.23 (Re-specified integrated SDMP 
model (Standardised) 

 DMI FP Dyms RDM Intuition DME QODPO FC 
DMI      
FP 0.286      
Dyms 0.207 0.342      
RDM 0.303 0.086 0.063      
Intuition 0.024 0.007 0.005 0.007     
DME 0.295 0.386 0.221 0.454 0.003    
QODPO 0282 0.361 0.251 0.382 0.010 0.383   
FC 0.314 0.359 0.200 0.527 0.001 0.465 0.401  
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Table5.25, Average Variance Extracted (AVE) of the constructs (derived from Tables 5.23 and 5.24) 
(Re-specified integrated SDMP model (Standardised) 

 DMI FP Dyms RDM Intuition DME QODPO FC 
DMI 0.699      
FP 0.286 0.644      
Dyms 0.207 0.342 0.482      
RDM 0.303 0.086 0.063 0.708     
Intuition 0.024 0.007 0.005 0.007 0.682    
DME 0.295 0.386 0.221 0.454 0.003 0.647   
QODPO 0282 0.361 0.251 0.382 0.010 0.383 0.684  
FC 0.314 0.359 0.200 0.527 0.001 0.465 0.401 0.688 

 

According to Janssens et al. (2008), the AVE of a construct should not be less than 0.5 and 

none of the SMC between a construct and the remaining constructs should be higher than the 

SMC of that construct. For instance in column 1 in Table 5.25 the SMC of DMI is given by 

the bold number which is 0.699 and is higher than the reference value of 0.5.  In the same 

column none of the other SMC values is higher than 0.699 and the highest value found was 

0.314 which is the SMC between DMI and FC. Thus if Table 5.25 is examined, it can be seen 

that with regard to all the constructs, the SMC value of the constructs themselves is higher 

than 0.5 except for the construct Dyms, but which is also very close to 0.5. Similarly in each 

one of the columns the values of all SMC values are less than the values of the one indicated 

in bold numbers. Thus it can be said that there is no presence of method bias found in the 

data.   

 

5.18 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter the data collected for the research relationship model has been analysed using 

the preliminary analysis and the main analysis. The preliminary analysis enabled the 

researcher to address descriptive statistics, establish the reliability of the model and validate 

the internal consistency of the measures. The covariance model enabled the researcher to 

establish the construct reliability, validity of the content of research instrument and 

convergence of the constructs as well as the discriminant validity of the constructs and 

determine the optimum set of variables needed for the model. The initial model was derived 

from the variance model and using SEM the initial model was tested. Further the structural 

aspects of the model were tested based on path analysis and the research model was identified 

leading to model re-specification, testing and establishing hypotheses. Finally, the model was 

tested and confirmed for unidimensionality and lack of presence of method bias.  Thus the 

statistical tests confirmed that the research relationship model was evaluated, fit to the data 

and ten out of the fourteen hypotheses could be accepted. This led the researcher to the next 

task of discussing the results of the statistical analysis in the next chapter and using the 

outcome of the analysis to address the research problems and explain the hypotheses. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Discussion 

 

6 Introduction 

This chapter provides a comprehensive discussion on the findings derived from the statistical 

analysis of the data in the previous chapter. To begin with the chapter analyses the outcomes 

and addresses the research problem. Next, the using outcome from the path analysis the 

hypotheses are discussed.   

 

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6 introduces the chapter while Section 6.1 

provides discussions on the direct and indirect relationship amongst the latent variables. 

Section 6.2 discusses how the research problems have been addressed based on the statistical 

tests and findings provided in the previous chapter while Section 6.3 summarises the chapter. 

  

6.1 Discussions on the direct and indirect relationship amongst the latent 

variables  

In order understand the underlying meaning of the various relationships amongst the eight 

latent variables, it is necessary to interpret the linkages amongst the variables using the path 

coefficients derived through the statistical analysis in the previous chapter. Thus each one of 

the paths will be taken up for analysis and discussed in this section to bring out the statistical 

significance of the path coefficients. To do this, reference is made back to Section 5.15, and 

for clarity some statistics are reproduced here. 

 

The association between DMI and Dyms is seen to be of medium correlation 

Decision magnitude of impact signifies the impact of the strategic decision on the whole firm. 

Such an impact has been found to be influenced by external environment (Papadakis et al. 

1998). Thus there is correlation between DMI and Dyms and has been confirmed by statistical 

analysis in Section 5.15 (Table 5.20). The covariance path between DMI and Dyms has been 

found to have a correlation of 0.45 (Figure 5.12) which is classified in this research as 

medium correlation (Section 4.9.5).  This can be interpreted in a way that the magnitude of 

impact of a decision on the SDMP needs to be considered together with the influence of 

dynamism in the industry on the SDMP. Thus when discussing the effectiveness of SDMP, it 

is necessary also to understand the effect of DMI on decision-making effectiveness taking 

into account Dyms. Furthermore there is no parallel statistic available in the extant literature 

to compare this figure. 
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It can be seen from Table 6.1 that DMI has an indirect effect on decision-making 

effectiveness (DME). DMI is working through rationality in decision making (RDM) to have 

an effect on decision-making effectiveness.  

Table6.1, Standardized Indirect Effects 
 Firm_Pe

rform 
Dynam

ism 
Decision 

Mag_Impact
Intui
tion 

Rationa
lity 

Decision
_Effect 

Decision
_Quality 

Firm_ 
Commit 

Intuition .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Rationality .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Decision_Effect .000 .000 .274 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Decision_Quality .000 .000 .260 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Firm_Commit .000 .000 .320 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 

DMI is having a positive effect on rationality in decision-making and rationality is having a 

positive effect on decision-making effectiveness (Section 5.15). The interpretation of this 

relationship is that in an SDMP the decision making effectiveness has an effect caused by 

DMI if only rationality in decision-making mediates between the two. In statistical terms 

DMI→RDM and RDM→DME. The regression coefficient obtained through AMOS can be 

used to calculate the effect of DMI on DME.  From Figure 5.12 and Table 6.2, the regression 

coefficient for the direct relationship between DMI and RDM is found to be 0.55. Similarly 

the regression coefficient for the direct relationship RDM→DME is found to be 0.539. Thus:  

Indirect effect of DMI on DME through RDM is (0.55)x(0.539)=0.296 → (1). 

Table6.2, Standardized Direct Effects 
 Firm_Pe

rform 
Dyna
mism

Decision 
Mag_Impact

Intuiti
on 

Ratio
nality

Decision_
Effect 

Decision_
Quality 

Firm_ 
Commit

Intuition .000 .000 -.154 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Rationality .000 .000 .550 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Decision_Effect .414 .103 .000 .142 .539 .000 .000 .000 
Decision_Quality .362 .171 .000 -.020 .468 .000 .000 .000 
Firm_Commit .383 .078 .000 .062 .599 .000 .000 .000 

  

That is to say that if DMI varies by one standard deviation DME changes by 0.296 standard 

deviations. However the total effect of DMI on DME is not just the effect through RDM but 

has another path through intuition. Thus it is necessary to compute the effect of DMI on DME 

through Intuition. From Table 6.2 the regression coefficient for the path DMI→Intuition is 

found to be (-0.154). Similarly the regression coefficient for the path Intuition→DME is 

found to be 0.142. Thus: 

  

Indirect effect of DMI on DME through Intuition is (-0.154)x(0.142)=(-0.022)→ (2) 

That is to say that a one standard deviation change in DMI causes a 0.022 standard deviation 

change in DME. 

 

Thus the total effect of DMI on DME through both RDM and Intuition is (1) + (2). 
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That is (0.296) + (-0.022) = 0.296 – 0.022 = 0.274.  This result is the total effect of DMI on 

DME which is confirmed in Table 6.3. The interpretation is that the total effect of DMI on 

DME goes down if Intuition is included as a mediating variable in the SDMP. Thus it is 

concluded that the path between DMI and DME mediated through rationality could be 

retained while rejecting the path between DMI and DME mediated by Intuition.     

Table6.3, Standardized Total Effects  
 Firm_P

erform 
Dynamis

m 
Decision 

Mag_Impact
Intuiti

on 
Rationalit

y 
Decision
_Effect 

Decision
_Quality 

Firm_ 
Commit

Intuition .000 .000 -.154 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Rationality .000 .000 .550 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Decision_Effect .414 .103 .274 .142 .539 .000 .000 .000 
Decision_Quality .362 .171 .260 -.020 .468 .000 .000 .000 
Firm_Commit .383 .078 .320 .062 .599 .000 .000 .000 

 

 Further it can be seen that Dyms has a direct effect on DME. The regression coefficient for 

the path Dyms→DME is 0.103.  That is to say one standard deviation change in Dyms will 

result in just 0.1 standard deviation change in DME. A comparison between the two 

relationships namely DMI to DME and Dyms to DME shows that Dyms has a much lower 

effect on DME in comparison to DMI. That is while Dyms is causing only 0.1 standard 

deviation change in DME, DMI is causing a 0.274 standard deviation change in DME.  The 

interpretation could be that there is a greater impact of DMI on DME due to rationality in 

decision making in the SDMP than the dynamism in the industry. Even if the change in the 

industry is very different to the past, still the effect of such a change on the DME of the 

SDMP is very low.  Therefore dynamism in the industry does not have that much effect on 

the DME. This result is contradicting the results of Elbanna and Child (2007).  One reason for 

this is that in the electronic, telecommunication and IT industries in the SMEs, managers may 

be using rationality in decision making as a matter of practice due to the very dynamic nature 

of the environment which is a character of the environment. In such a situation there may be 

no alternative but to emphasise on rationality in any decision making process by default to 

counter the effect of dynamism in the industry on the SDMP effectiveness in the SME sector. 

Akin to the effect of DMI on DME, it is necessary to understand the effect of DMI on quality 

of the decision process output and firm commitment taking into account the effect of Dyms. 

As in the case of DME, DMI is seen to have an indirect effect on QODPO and FC (Table 

6.1). DMI is having a positive effect on rationality in decision-making and rationality in 

decision making is having a positive effect on both QODPO and FC (Section 6.1). The 

interpretation of these relationships is that DMI has an effect on QODPO and FC if only 

rationality is involved in the SDMP. In statistical terms DMI→RDM, RDM→QODPO and 

RDM→FC. From Figure 5.12 and Table 6.2, the regression coefficient for the direct 

relationship between DMI and RDM is found to be 0.55. Similarly the regression coefficient 
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for the direct relationship RDM→QODPO is found to be 0.468 and RDM→FC is found to be 

0.599. Thus:  

 

Indirect effect of DMI on QODPO through RDM is (0.55)x(0.468)=0.257 → (3)  

Indirect effect of DMI on FC through RDM is (0.55)x(0.599)=0.330 → (4)  

That is to say that if DMI varies by one standard deviation QODPO changes by 0.257 

standard deviation and FC changes by 0.33 standard deviation. 

 

Furthermore QODPO and FC are linked to DMI through another mediating variable Intuition. 

DMI has a negative relationship with Intuition and Intuition is having a positive relationship 

with FC but negative relationship with QODPO. Thus the effect of DMI on QODPO and FC 

through DMI in statistical terms is DMI→RDM, Intuition→QODPO and Intuition→FC. 

From Figure 5.12 and Table 6.2, the regression coefficient for the direct relationship between 

DMI and Intuition is found to be (-0.154). Similarly the regression coefficient for the direct 

relationship Intuition→QODPO is found to be (-0.02) and Intuition→FC is found to be 0.062. 

Thus:  

 

Indirect effect of DMI on QODPO through Intuition is (-0.154)x(-0.02)=0.003 → (5)  

Indirect effect of DMI on FC through Intuition is (-0.154)x(0.062)=(-0.01) → (6)  

 

That is to say, that if DMI varies by one standard deviation QODPO does not change at all. 

This indicates that DMI has very little or no effect at all on QODPO and FC mediated by 

Intuition. This result is similar to those argued by such researchers as Senge (1990a) but 

contradictory to the results obtained by Elbanna and Child (2007).  One explanation for this 

phenomenon could be due to the fact that in highly dynamic environment if decisions are 

taken through intuition such decisions may or may not produce the desired results for the firm 

as the basis for such decisions are not backed up by hard facts. Thus the results of this 

research clearly demonstrate that in the presence of a dynamic environment it is the 

rationality in decision making that will enable DMI to have a positive and significant effect 

on QODPO and FC and not Intuition. 

 

From the foregoing discussions and equations (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) it is possible to 

conclude that decision magnitude of impact has a positive effect that is indirect and 

significant on decision making effectiveness, quality of decision process output and firm 

commitment if only mediated by rationality in decision making even if the environment in the 

industry is highly dynamic. 
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The association between DMI and FP is seen to be of large correlation 

As mentioned in Section 2.6.1 decision magnitude of impact signifies the impact of the 

strategic decision on the whole firm. Such an impact has been found to be influenced by 

internal environment or context (Papadakis et al. 1998). Thus there is correlation between 

DMI and FP which has been confirmed by statistical analysis in Section 5.15 (Table 5.20). 

The covariance path between DMI and FP has been found to have a correlation of 0.54 

(Figure 5.12) which is classified in this research as large correlation (Section 4.9.5). This can 

be interpreted as DMI and FP have a strong association which is logical. If the magnitude of 

impact of decisions is found to be low, then the results of this research indicate that the firm 

performance could be low and vice-versa. Similarly if the magnitude of impact of the 

decisions is high, then the firm performance is expected to be high and vice-versa. That is to 

say in industries that have been the focus of this research, the decision magnitude of impact is 

expected to play a vital role in the SDMP and together with firm performance provides a 

strong basis to make the SDMP more effective. SMEs operating in a dynamic environment 

can tackle the high turbulence or dynamism successfully with the support of an SDMP which 

requires decisions with a magnitude of impact that is great and a better firm performance. An 

important point that needs to be highlighted is that although some researchers point towards a 

linkage between DMI and DME moderated by FP (e.g. Elbanna & Child, 2007), statistical 

results are not available to compare in the extant literature.  

 

Furthermore the main focus of this research is the linkage between DMI and DME. However 

considering the importance of FP in the SDMP and its strong association with DMI, it is thus 

necessary to understand the relationship between DMI and DME taking into account the 

effect of FP on SDMP. 

 

From the discussions given above it can be seen that:  

Indirect effect of DMI on DME through RDM is (0.55)x(0.539)=0.296 → (1) 

 

Further it can be seen that FP has a direct effect on DME. The regression coefficient for the 

path FP→DME is 0.414.  That is to say one standard deviation change in FP will result in 

0.414 standard deviation change in DME. Previous studies conducted by other researchers 

(e.g. Elbanna and Child, 2007) indicate similar results. In addition, a comparison between the 

two relationships namely DMI to DME and FP to DME shows that FP has a much higher 

effect on DME in comparison to DMI. That is while FP is causing 0.414 standard deviation 

change in DME, DMI is causing a 0.274 standard deviation change in DME.  The 

interpretation could be that there is a greater effect of FP on DME in the SDMP than DMI. 

That is to say a much better performance of a firm as an internal contextual factor makes the 
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DME highly effective and in association with a DMI that is great the overall DME of the 

SDMP is further enhanced. Previous studies linking DMI to DME through rationality in 

decision-making and FP to DME have not been found in the extant literature to compare. 

Similar arguments can be posited with respect to QODPO and FP because statistically 

FP→QODPO and FP→FC have been found to be moderate with the regression coefficient for 

the two direct relationships found to be 0.362 and 0.383 respectively. That is to say one 

standard deviation change in FP brings about 0.362 and 0.383 standard deviations change in 

QODPO and FC respectively. Extant literature does not provide similar outcomes of research 

that could be compared.  Further, like in the case of DME, the effect of DMI on QODPO and 

FP are statistically found to be lesser than the effect of FP (equations (3) and (4)). However 

the combined effect of FP and DMI on QODPO and FC is logically much more with FP 

found to be a major factor that affects decision process output factors positively when 

compared to DMI and Dyms.  However it can be seen that rationality in decision-making is 

the mediating variable that reduces the overall effect of DMI on DME, QODPO and FC 

meaning that despite having a lower effect on the decision process output variables, DMI 

provides a rational approach to SDMP. Thus, in association with Dyms and FP, DMI makes 

the SDMP a rational process with decisions derived from the SDMP having a much better 

chance of success in comparison to processes that are based on Intuition, especially in a 

highly dynamic environment that is found in SMEs pertaining to the electronic, 

telecommunication and IT industries.  

 

The association between FP and Dyms is seen to be of large correlation  

The association between firm performance and dynamism in the industry has been seen to be 

one of large correlation meaning that there is significant interaction between the two 

variables.  From Figure 5.12 it can be seen that the correlation between the two variables is 

0.59 indicating a large effect on each other. This can be interpreted in a way that firm 

performance in the SMEs is correlated with the changes that take place in the external 

environment. A small change in Dyms and FP together can have a significant on the SDMP 

output variables. Hence the SDMP in the SMEs need to take into account the impact of the 

internal and external environment contexts to ensure that the SDMP is effective, the decision 

process output is qualitative and the firm could be committed to the process.  

 

Covariance amongst the decision process output variables  

The three variables DME, QODPO and FP have been found to have a very high correlation 

amongst them, which is clearly indicated in Table 6.4. This confirms that decision process 

output comprises a set of variables with equal importance. Although the main focus in this 

research has been the decision-making effectiveness, it is clear from the results that DME has 
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associated factors QODPO and FC that need to be considered if the SDMP has to be 

implemented in the SMEs. This is in line with the suggestions of Papadakis et al. (1998) who 

supported the need to investigate the utility of decision process output variables DME, 

QODPO and FC as part of the SDMP. 

 Table 6.4 Correlations between the dependent variables 
Firm_Commit <--> Decision_Effect .871 
Firm_Commit <--> Dec_Quality .829 

Decision_Effect <--> Dec_Quality .787 
 

Further keeping in view the arguments of Papadakis et al. (1998) this research found that the 

effect of DMI as a decision characteristic on DME, QODPO and FP as decision process 

output mediated by decision dimensions such as rationality has been positive and significant. 

This finding provides a new opening for SMEs and researchers involved in SDMP.  SMEs 

can implement this SDMP to gain knowledge on the effectiveness and quality of their 

decision-making and commit to the decision taken through the process prior to 

implementation.     

 

After discussing the findings set against the hypotheses, as a next step it was necessary to 

discuss the research questions formulated for this research to enable the researcher assess the 

questions have been addressed through the findings. 

 

6.2 Discussion on the research problems 

The research problem identified for this research was that there is a lack of research on SDMP 

in SMEs, yet literature supports the view that it is critical.  Furthermore, there is an even 

graver lack of research on SDMP in the SME service sector context, and notably in the 

electronic, telecommunication and IT industries in this SME sector. Most research has 

focused on large firms and the manufacturing sector, neglecting the SME sector.  This is 

clearly evident in the case of the two central studies in this area to date, namely Papadakis et 

al. (1998) and Elbanna and Child (2007). 

 

Accordingly, the research questions set were:- 

(a) What factors affect the Strategic Decision Making Process (SDMP) process dimensions in 

the Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) service sector context? 

(b) How the SDMP process dimensions affect the decision process output in terms of 

effectiveness? and  

(c) What other factors affect SDMP process effectiveness? 

Each one of these research questions is discussed in turn. 
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(a) What factors affect the Strategic Decision Making Process (SDMP) process dimensions in 

the Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) service sector context? 

 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H1 (a) decision magnitude of impact is 

positively related to rationality in strategic decision making process was SUPPORTED. 

 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H5 (b) decision magnitude of impact is 

positively related to intuition was NOT SUPPORTED. 

 

From the literature review in Chapter 2 it was ascertained that there a number of decision 

process dimensions that affect the SDMP. The most important of the decision process 

dimensions that have been widely discussed and studied in the literature are rationality in 

decision-making (Section 2.5.1) intuition (Section 2.5.2), politicization (Section 2.5.3), 

formalization (Section 2.5.4) and decentralization (Section 2.5.5). Detailed and critical 

discussions on the role of these decision dimensions in SDMP were provided in Chapter 2. 

However amongst these decision dimensions, rationality of decision making has been found 

to be central to SDMP by many researchers like Cray (1988), Dean and Sharfman (1993), 

Fredrickson (1985) and Papadakis et al. (1998).   

 

Considering the importance given to rationality in decision making by other researchers and 

its centrality to decision-making, this research also has identified rationality in decision 

making as an important dimension that impacts SDMP.  As indicated in the discussions in 

Chapter 2, rationality has been widely used by researchers as an important decision dimension 

in the SDMP in various contexts including large-scale enterprises. However, application of 

rationality in the context of SMEs has been found to be a grossly neglected area although 

Chapter 2 indicates that researchers in their discussions have emphasized on the need to 

explore the effect of rationality in SDMP in various contexts. The importance of a particular 

interest in applying rationality as an important decision dimension to SDMP in the context of 

SMEs arises from the large contribution that these SMEs make to the economy as well as the 

lack of any model that has been developed by researchers to support the SMEs in SDMP. 

Especially lack of studies with regard to SDMP in the SMEs in general and those dealing in a 

dynamic and turbulent field like electronics, IT and telecommunication in particular, have left 

a huge vacuum in the SDMP literature, which is a serious lapse. Thus, considering the 

importance of providing solutions to the SDM in the SMEs, this research has identified and 

adopted the most widely used decision dimension that is rationality in decision-making. Two 

things emerge. Rationality is an important decision dimension that is central to SDMP. Its 

role in the SDMP in SMEs required study. 
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Literature review in Chapter 2 in SDMP indicates that various models have used rationality as 

a mediating construct (e.g. Papadakis et al. 1998). Thus there are antecedents and dependent 

variables linked to rationality in decision making as a mediating construct. The antecedents 

act as factors that affect rationality in decision-making. The dependent variables act as factors 

that are determined by rationality in decision making although this aspect is not directly 

relevant to this research problem. 

 

As explained above and in Chapter 2 researchers have identified a number of concepts as 

influencing rationality as a decision dimension which include organizational factors, decision 

specific factors and environmental factors (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). While identifying these 

factors as affecting decision dimensions, research outcomes produced by researchers like 

Elbanna and Child (2007) indicated that taking one concept at a time and applying that 

concept to the SDMP research could produce a more parsimonious and meaningful result. In 

line with these arguments the researcher chose the strategic decision characteristics as a 

concept for investigating its influence on SDMP dimension.  Within the SDMP literature as 

indicated in Chapter 2, many factors have been identified by researchers as strategic decision 

characteristics.  These included threat and crises, uncertainty and magnitude of impact of 

decisions about which a critical review was provided in Chapter 2. Amongst these factors, 

some researchers, for instance Elbanna and Child (2007) and Rajagopalan et al. (1993), have 

attempted to develop an understanding of the influence of uncertainty as a decision 

characteristic factor on decision dimension. Similarly threat and crises as well as magnitude 

of impact have been identified as decision characteristic factors affecting decision dimensions 

by Papadakis et al. (1998).  

 

However these research efforts have attempted to find out the combined effect of those 

decision characteristic factors and not their individual impact, resulting in a lack of 

understanding of the individual impact of the decision characteristic factors on decision 

dimensions. In such a situation, it may be difficult for the firms to understand how to control 

the factors and balance their impact on the decision dimensions. Thus, this research chose one 

important decision characteristic factor namely decision magnitude of impact (DMI) so that 

its individual effect could be understood in depth on the decision dimensions to enable SMEs 

to apply the outcome of this research to their firms in a simple and effective manner. Ideas 

developed by Papadakis et al. (1998) where used as basis in making this decision. SMEs 

require simpler and more understandable solutions. Thus, this research identified DMI as the 

factor that affects decision dimensions and this factor has hardly attracted any attention from 

the research community and much less is known about its influence and impact on decision 

dimensions.  
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Along similar lines, it can be argued why DMI has been identified as the factor affecting 

intuition as a decision dimension alongside rationality in decision-making. As described in 

Chapter 2, it is difficult to imagine a situation in SMEs wherein intuition does not come to 

play a role in SDMP although hardly any research has been conducted that has addressed the 

role of intuition in the SDMP. However amongst the few researchers who have investigated 

the influence of intuition in the SDMP, the research conducted by Elbanna and Child (2007) 

provided the basis for choosing intuition as decision dimension factor and analyse the 

influence of DMI on it.  In contrast to rationality in decision-making, intuition has rarely been 

used by researchers in the SDMP research (Elbanna & Child, 2007).  This provided a strong 

reason for the researcher to investigate the influence of DMI as a decision characteristic factor 

on intuition. Thus DMI has been chosen as a factor impacting a central decision dimension 

factor namely rationality in decision-making and a seldom-used dimension factor namely 

intuition that is widely practiced in SMEs, enabling the researcher to elicit knowledge on two 

contrasting decision dimension factors. Thus, this research found and identified DMI as the 

factor that affects decision dimensions. It can therefore be concluded that this research 

problem has been addressed. 

 

(b) How do the SDMP dimensions affect the decision process output in terms of 

effectiveness? 

 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H4 (b) rationality in strategic decision 

making process in the industry is positively related to strategic decision making effectiveness 

was SUPPORTED. 

 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H5 (b) intuition is positively related to 

strategic decision making effectiveness was SUPPORTED. 

 

Initially the two decision dimension constructs, rationality in decision making and intuition, 

have been posited to act as mediating variables between the independent variable DMI and 

dependent variables categorised as strategic decision process output variables. For instance, a 

prominent decision process output variable identified in this research and supported by the 

literature in Chapter 2 is the strategic decision making effectiveness. The role of the two 

dimensions in the SDMP was found to be one of mediation between the DMI and strategic 

decision making effectiveness. Two arguments support this inference.  The first is the 

empirical research findings (detailed discussion provided later in Section 6.2). It has been 

explained in this section that the dependent variable decision process output is affected by the 

independent variable DMI indirectly through the two variables rationality and intuition. Any 
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variable that acts as an intermediary between two variables is considered as a mediating 

variable.  Thus this research found that rationality and intuition affect the decision-making 

effectiveness as mediators between DMI and strategic decision-making effectiveness. 

 

The second one is that prior researchers for instance Elbanna and Child (2007) found that 

decision dimensions rationality and intuition are positively related to strategic decision-

making effectiveness. Findings from the statistical analysis provided under Section 5.15 show 

that the linkages between the two decision dimensions and strategic decision-making 

effectiveness are positively related. That is to say, that if the decision-making is rational then 

the SDMP is effective. It must be highlighted here that hardly any study has been conducted 

relating decision dimensions rationality in decision-making and intuition to strategic decision-

making process output that is strategic decision-making effectiveness. Thus, apart from the 

one major study conducted by Elbanna and Child (2007) that links rationality in decision 

making and intuition to strategic decision making effectiveness, there is hardly any supporting 

evidence found in SDMP literature. Further, the linkage investigated by Elbanna and Child 

(2007) does not consider the mediating effect of the strategic decision dimensions rationality 

in decision-making and intuition, but instead simply treats the two dimensions as independent 

variables affecting strategic decision-making effectiveness.  Thus the findings of this research 

clearly bring out the mediating effect of the decision dimensions rationality in decision-

making and intuition on strategic decision-making effectiveness. 

 

However an important caveat needs to be added here. This is needed here as the linkage 

between DMI as the independent variable and intuition as the dependent variable to DMI, was 

not found to be statistically significant (Section 5.15). In addition, the linkage was found to be 

negative meaning that DMI is negatively related to intuition. This finding leads the researcher 

to infer that intuition cannot be considered as a mediating variable but could be considered as 

a moderating variable of decision-making effectiveness. That is to say, that intuition is 

positively related to decision-making effectiveness as a moderating variable. That intuition is 

positively related to decision-making effectiveness is supported by the findings of Elbanna 

and Child (2007) although intuition was considered as an independent variable and not as a 

moderating variable. 

 

An important outcome of this research is the utilization of rationality in decision-making and 

intuition in performing the same function as each other which is mediating between DMI and 

decision process output variable decision-making effectiveness. In SMEs, particularly in the 

electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors, many times managers could resort to intuition 

due to the complex and dynamic nature of the environment. In fact researchers agree that 
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intuition could be a very important tool in these situations (Khatri and Ng, 2000). However 

there are others who argue that use of intuition is counter to rationality that is to say that they 

are opposing poles of a single concept namely cognition (Allinson and Hayes 1996). Under 

these circumstances where researchers are divided on using rationality in decision-making 

and intuition together in the SDMP, this research provides a clear possibility of the 

contribution of intuition individually, without being a mediator, in SDMP. In SDMP literature 

some researchers have argued that a combination of intuition and rationality could be used in 

SDMP especially in a dynamic environment (Khatri and Ng, 2000).  For instance, managers 

in the IT field may use intuition to make decisions to begin with but use rationality in decision 

making to assess the decision made using intuition, as IT is a very fast changing field and 

decision making is very difficult as the environment is very complex. Thus, while this 

research has shown that intuition cannot be a mediator between DMI and the decision making 

effectiveness, it has also shown that it can be used as an individual or independent construct 

to determine decision making effectiveness. As pointed out by some researchers, in 

association with rationality in decision making, intuition could produce a very effective 

decision making process if used as an independent variable.  

 

Thus in the final analysis, rationality in decision-making acts as a mediator between 

DMI and decision making effectiveness, while intuition does not.  The findings of this 

research clearly show that rationality in decision making (decision dimension) determine 

decision process effectiveness (decision output) supported by decision magnitude of impact 

(decision characteristic).  That decision magnitude of impact (decision characteristic) does not 

support intuition (decision dimension) is an important finding of this research that would 

encourage the managers in SMEs to be more rational in decision making and less intuitive. 

Thus it can be concluded that decision magnitude of impact enhances decision process 

effectiveness for decisions that are rational and reduces the decision process effectiveness for 

decisions made using intuition.  

 

However, intuition could be used as an important independent or moderator variable to 

decision making effectiveness in the SDMP. In addition, the possibility of using intuition as 

an independent variable to predict decision-making effectiveness alongside rationality in 

decision-making is another aspect that could be probed further. These inferences are in line 

with research findings of other researchers. Thus it can be concluded that the second research 

question set for this research has been addressed. 
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(c) What other factors affect SDMP process effectiveness? 

 

From the model in Figure 5.8 it can be seen that there are two important independent 

variables namely dynamism in the industry (external environment) and firm performance 

(internal context) that are related to decision-making effectiveness. Further alongside 

decision-making effectiveness, the Figure 5.8 shows two other decision-making process 

output which are quality of decision process output and firm commitment. Each one of these 

relationships to decision making effectiveness is discussed next. 

 

6.2.1 Relationship between dynamism in the industry and decision making 

effectiveness 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H2 (b) Dynamism in the industry is positively 

related to strategic decision making effectiveness was SUPPORTED. 

 

Dynamism in the industry is an external environment factor that affects SDMP and Chapter 2 

provided a detailed discussion on this variable. The relationship between dynamism in the 

industry as a construct and decision making effectiveness has been found to have 

contradictory significance to the SDMP although decision making effectiveness has been 

interpreted as organizational performance by some researchers (Dean & Sharfman, 1996; 

Elbanna & Child, 2007). While researchers like Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988), and 

Fredrickson (1984) found environmental uncertainty or stability to be related to organization 

performance, Elbanna and Child (2007) found that environmental uncertainty is not related to 

decision-making effectiveness. The results in this research (Section 5.15) though are 

contradicting the findings of Elbanna and Child (2007) but are in line with those of other 

researchers. This research found that dynamism in the industry was a predictor of decision 

making effectiveness. Thus it is logical to infer that environment uncertainty or stability, 

meaning dynamism in the industry, in the SMEs pertaining to electronics, telecommunication 

and IT sectors could have a positive effect on the decision-making effectiveness.   

 

Although there is no prior research data to confirm the results of the current research, it is 

practical to assume that a fast changing or turbulent environment like the ones in which 

telecommunication industries operate, dynamism in the industry could have a definite impact 

on the SMEs. For instance recently two major firms, Samsung and Apple, were found to be 

battling a tough competition with each other with regard to launching new products. Both 

companies had to take fast decisions due to changing technology as new products had to be 

brought into the market as quickly as possible.  Delay on the part one company could have 

affected the market segment of the other.  In this situation, small retailers dealing with both 
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Apple and Samsung products could land into trouble if they do not take decisions that are 

effective. An effective decision could be, for example, how much stock of one particular 

model pertaining to a particular technology should be held and for what period, before 

moving to the models coming with a more advanced technology. These dilemmas can be seen 

in everyday life.  This needs the support of rationality in decision making. That is to 

understand whether the life cycle of a particular model can impact the stock holding. Data 

must be collected to understand the time that will elapse between the arrival of the expected 

new model and the exhaustion of the existing stock. Further such a rational decision needs to 

be supported by the magnitude of impact of the decision. For instance, if profitability (DMI) 

is the objective, then the rationality behind the decision will be influenced by profitability and 

the rationality in decision making should ensure that an effective decision is taken in stocking 

the product keeping in view the profitability aspect. Such practical issues can be supported by 

the model developed in this research. This example demonstrates that the results of this 

research could support managers in taking effective decisions taking into account DMI and 

rationality in decision making in a practical situation.   

 

In addition to the foregoing discussion, it is important to know how the effect of dynamism in 

the industry on decision-making effectiveness affects the relationship between DMI and 

decision making effectiveness. After all the main focus of this research is to determine the 

effect of DMI on decision making effectiveness in SMEs pertaining to the electronics, 

telecommunication and IT industries in a dynamic environment. Thus, the interpretation of 

the results on the relationship between dynamism in the industry and decision making 

effectiveness is necessary keeping in view the relationship between DMI and decision making 

effectiveness. The positive relationship between dynamism in the industry and decision 

making effectiveness indicates that if the change in the environment in the industry is very 

different compared to the past then the SDMP should be logically highly effective to counter 

any ill effects arising due to the change. In such a situation the positive effect of DMI on the 

decision making effectiveness will have an additive effect on the SDMP along with the effect 

of dynamism in the industry on decision-making effectiveness.  That means, in a situation 

where the dynamic environment has resulted in a change that is very different to the past and 

the impact of the magnitude of the decision is great on the decision-making effectiveness, 

then the combined effect of the two requires an SDMP that is highly effective.  

   

6.2.2 Relationship between firm performance and decision making effectiveness 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H3 (b) firm performance is positively related 

to strategic decision making effectiveness was SUPPORTED. 
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Firm performance is an internal contextual factor which has been critically discussed in 

Chapter 2. Firm performance has been found to have positive relationship to decision making 

effectiveness in the extant literature (Elbanna and Child, 2007). The results of this research 

are in line with the findings of Elbanna and Child (2007). Thus it is reasonable to infer that in 

the context of the SMEs pertaining to the electronic, telecommunication and IT sector, firm 

performance as an independent variable is positively related to decision-making effectiveness 

and acts as a predictor of decision making effectiveness.  

 

Furthermore, like the effect of dynamism in the industry on decision making effectiveness, it 

is necessary to interpret the effect of firm performance on decision making effectiveness 

taking into account the linkage between DMI and decision making effectiveness. For 

instance, if the firm performance is low then for a given magnitude of impact, the combined 

effect of both firm performance and DMI on decision making effectiveness could be lower 

due to the additive nature of the two effects.  That means even if the performance of a firm is 

considered to be worse than the expected level or previously achieved levels, the decision 

making effectiveness could be ensured to be high if the DMI is great and the rationality in 

decision making is comprehensive leading to an effective SDMP. As a corollary, it can be 

stated that if the DMI is mild and therefore the rationality in decision-making is considered as 

non-comprehensive then the resulting decision making effectiveness is expected to be 

ineffective.  

 

Apart from the two environmental factors, decision-making effectiveness as a decision 

process output variable has been shown in Figure 5.8 to sit alongside with two other 

important variables namely quality of decision process output and firm commitment. Results 

in Section 5.15 show that decision effectiveness is positively associated with quality of 

decision process output and firm commitment. Literature on decision-making points out that 

decision effectiveness is a function of quality of the decision as well as commitment (Vroom 

and Jago, 1974). The results obtained in this research can therefore be said to be in line with 

the concepts postulated by earlier researchers. Furthermore, it can be interpreted that as a 

decision process output variable, decision making effectiveness has an association with 

quality of decision process output and firm commitment. That means to say that decision 

making effectiveness need to be considered as a decision process output in conjunction with 

quality of decision process output and firm commitment without which it may be reasonable 

to infer that decision effectiveness measure will not be complete. Thus the two important 

factors that can be associated with decision-making effectiveness as part of the decision 

process output are found to be quality of decision process output and firm commitment. 
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Furthermore, the effect of independent variables DMI, Dyms and FP on the two associate 

factors of DME needs to be understood in order to gain full understanding of the association 

between DME on the one hand and quality of decision process output and firm commitment 

on the other.  The discussions in the following sections elicit this understanding.  

 

6.2.3 Relationship between dynamism in the industry and quality of decision process 

output and firm commitment 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H2 (a) dynamism in the industry is positively 

related to quality of decision process output was SUPPORTED. 

 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H2 (c) dynamism in the industry is positively 

related to firm commitment was NOT SUPPORTED. 

 

Literature on the direct relationship between dynamism in the industry and quality of decision 

process output and firm commitment is very scarce. Most of the available literature talks 

about the moderating effect of dynamism in the industry on the relationship between decision 

dimensions and decision process output (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). For instance, the 

moderating effect of environment dynamism on the relationship between: 

  

 Rationality in decision-making and quality of decision process output, and 

 Rationality in decision-making and firm commitment (Rajagopalan et al. 1993).  

 

While the extant literature clearly argues on the importance of the effect of turbulent or 

dynamic environment on decision quality (e.g. Hough & White, 2003) or firm commitment 

(e.g. Lumpkin & Dess, 2001), hardly any research could be found in the SDMP literature that 

discussed the impact or effect of dynamism in the industry as a predictor, especially in regard 

to SMEs like those dealing in electronics, telecommunication and IT on decision process 

quality or firm commitment. The findings of this research provides an important outcome in 

terms of relating dynamism in the industry to quality of decision process output on the one 

hand and firm commitment on the other.  

 

While the results in Section 5.15 show that dynamism in the industry is positively related to 

quality of decision process output, it is seen that the relationship between dynamism in the 

industry and firm commitment is not significant (Table 5.17). It is logical that in a turbulent 

environment it is difficult to commit to decisions, as such decisions may have serious 

repercussions on the firm if the commitment leads to, for example, obsolete stocks. For 

example committing financial resources for stocking huge quantities of components, say 
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computer mother boards, in a firm that is retailing computer hardware in an environment 

where technology is fast changing, could be disastrous as technology related to mother boards 

constantly changes. However positive relationship between dynamism in the industry and 

quality of decision process output needs explanation.  In a dynamic industry like 

telecommunication where competition is so severe, firms need to produce decisions that are 

effective meaning that that the quality of decision process output is precise. It is seen that 

telecommunication are packaging a variety of services like Blackberry service and offer them 

as bundles. Such decisions need to be very precise, failing which the returns on the 

investments could be affected. In this context quality of the decision process output plays a 

leading role. If the quality of the decision process output is very precise, then the return on 

investment for example could be better. Thus the finding of this research is logical and 

practical. It is possible to conclude from the findings of this research that dynamism in the 

industry acts as a predictor of quality of decision process output but not of firm commitment.  

 

Another important argument that needs to be understood is the impact of the dynamism in the 

industry on decision-making effectiveness in association with its impact on quality of 

decision process output and firm commitment.  Since firm commitment is not significantly 

related to dynamism in the industry, it is possible to infer that firm commitment acts 

independently on decision-making effectiveness as a covarying factor. That is to say, that firm 

commitment could vary when decision-making effectiveness varies and vice versa regardless 

of the effect of dynamism in the industry on decision-making effectiveness. 

 

However with respect to quality of decision process output and its association to decision 

making effectiveness, it can be seen that both of these decision process output variables are 

affected positively by dynamism in the industry. Thus it can be construed that in a dynamic 

environment, the SDMP will be effective only if the quality of decision process output is 

precise. This important finding could help SMEs in the electronic, telecommunication and IT 

industries in implementing an SDMP that is rational, and whose output is effective and 

qualitative leading to the firm's commitment. In addition, the effect of dynamism on the 

SDMP output will add to the effect of the magnitude of the impact of the decisions on the 

SDMP output. Such a process could be a major tool for SMEs to take a more rational decision 

that could be implemented with predictable outcomes.    

 

6.2.4 Relationship between firm performance and quality of decision process output 

and firm commitment  

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H3 (a) firm performance is positively related 

to quality of decision process output was SUPPORTED. 
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The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H3 (c) firm performance is positively related 

to firm commitment was SUPPORTED. 

 

SDMP literature shows that firm performance is indirectly related to quality of decision 

process output and firm commitment (Rajagopalan et al. 1993). In fact, Rajagopalan et al. 

(1993) argue that firm performance moderates the relationship between decision dimensions 

and decision process output. Thus SDMP literature supports the relationship between firm 

performance on the one hand and decision quality of decision process output and firm 

commitment on the other. 

 

The model depicted in Figure 5.8 in this research has taken a departure from the foregoing 

arguments. Instead of linking firm performance to quality of decision process output and firm 

commitment indirectly, the research has examined the effect of firm performance on quality 

of decision process output and firm commitment as a predictor, directly. In the SDMP 

literature the direct effect of firm performance on quality of decision process output and firm 

commitment has not been dealt with by researchers, especially in the context of SMEs. 

However the results provided in Section 5.15 clearly indicate that firm performance has a 

moderate but positive effect on quality of decision process output and firm commitment.  This 

result could be interpreted that, when the firm is capable of delivering the results which can 

fulfil the objectives of the firm, then logically the quality of the decision process output likely 

to be precise. Additionally the executed decisions which are derived from the SDMP output 

would enjoy the firm's commitment. Thus, the result can be considered logical and practical. 

This research found that firm performance acts as a predictor of quality of decision process 

output. 

 

Furthermore, like in the case of dynamism in the industry, the impact of firm performance on 

decision making effectiveness in association with its impact on quality of decision process 

output and firm commitment needs elaboration. Quality of decision process output and firm 

commitment were found to be positively associated with decision-making effectiveness. 

Hence, an effect of firm performance on the dependent variables quality of decision process 

output and firm commitment could be expected to have some effect on decision-making 

effectiveness. For instance, profitability could be a measure of firm performance. If a firm is 

profitable, then it could be expected that the managers in that firm are taking precise decisions 

indicating an effective SDMP as well as clear commitment of resources to the decisions taken 

through the SDMP. This can be seen in logical action in many electronic firms in the 

contemporary world.  Additionally, with respect to the linkage between DMI on the one hand 

and decision effectiveness, quality of decision process output and firm commitment on the 
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other, the effect of firm performance on the decision process output variables could be said to 

be a moderator.  That is to say that if the firm performance is good then together with the 

magnitude of impact of the decisions made the SDMP output is expected to be stronger. The 

inference is that firm performance has a major effect on the overall SDMP as the process 

output. Such an inference could be a major booster to the SMEs as they will be in a better 

position to implement decisions derived through an SDMP that is rational and whose output is 

effective and qualitative leading to the firm's commitment under a dynamic environment. This 

ultimately adds to the effect caused by the magnitude of impact of the decisions on the SDMP 

output variables.  

 

However, the same argument cannot be extended to the impact of DMI on quality of decision 

process output mediated by intuition because intuition varies in the opposite direction to DMI 

and the relationship between intuition and quality of decision process has been found to be 

insignificant and negative (Table 5.17). In this case the effect of the linkage between DMI and 

quality of decision process output has a reducing effect on the overall impact on decision-

making effectiveness of the SDMP. This result is contrary to the results obtained by Elbanna 

and Child (2007) who found that intuition does not have any negative effect on strategic 

decision effectiveness moderated by decision characteristic factors. The reason for this could 

be that rationality in decision-making has been found to be superior to intuition as a decision-

making factor by many other researchers (e.g. Elbanna, 2006). Since this model has involved 

both factors as working together in the SDMP and shown to be affected by a common 

determinant DMI, it is logical to assume that intuition has a reducing effect whereas 

rationality in decision-making is having an additive effect. This inference is in line with the 

arguments of researchers such as Khatri and Ng (2000) who argue that choices made based on 

rational processes yield results superior to those made based on intuitive processes.  

 

An important inference that needs to be brought out here is that the relationship between firm 

performance and quality of decision process output has an additive effect on the decision-

making effectiveness and adds to the effects caused by other variables namely DMI through 

rationality, dynamism in the industry and firm commitment. This inference is based on the 

discussions provided in Section 5.15. To explain in simple terms, if an SDMP is considered to 

be effective, then the quality of decision process output must be quite precise and such 

precision is determined by firm performance. For example if a firm's return on assets is better 

during the past, then from the model it is possible to predict that the quality of the decision 

process output from the SDMP will be precise. This could further be extended in a way that 

such an effect of firm performance on quality of decision process output supports and 
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enhances decision-making effectiveness of the SDMP in a dynamic industry and encourages 

firm commitment.  

 

The next section provides a discussion on the relationship between the mediating variables 

rationality in decision-making and intuition and quality of decision-making process output 

and firm commitment. Such a discussion is expected to enable the researcher to provide a 

better picture of the SDMP model taking into account the effect of the independent and 

mediating variables on the additional SDMP output factors that have been found to support 

the decision making effectiveness.   

 

6.2.5 Relationship between rationality in decision making and quality of decision 

making process output 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H4 (a) rationality in decision making is 

positively related to quality of decision process output was SUPPORTED. 

 

The relationship between rationality in decision making and the quality of decision making 

process has been found to be important by leading researchers involved in SDMP research 

like for instance Rajagopalan et al. (1993). Although empirical research that have produced 

generalisable or meaningful results are negligible in the literature that have successfully 

linked rationality in decision making and the quality of decision making process, this research 

has been able to provide a verifiable and quantifiable result linking the two. The results 

provided in Section 5.15 clearly indicate that rationality of decision-making is positively 

related to quality of decision-making output. This result is in line with the arguments in the 

SDMP literature which have indicated strong relationship between rationality in decision-

making and the quality of decision-making process. This research found that rationality in 

decision making influences quality of decision-making process. 

 

While there is no research conducted in SMEs in general with regard to SDMP (Gibcus et al. 

2004), including the electronics, telecommunication and IT sectors, introducing a linkage 

between rationality in decision making and the quality of decision making process to support 

the decision making process in the SMEs can be considered to be a major step forward. 

Especially in a fast changing field like electronics or telecommunication or IT, rationality in 

decision-making could act as an important factor that determines the quality of the decision 

process output. This in turn could imply that the independent variable DMI has an effect on 

quality of decision process output leading to the inference that the magnitude of impact of 

prior decisions mediated by rationality in decision-making is expected to determine the 

quality of the decision process output. Using this relationship could enable SMEs to make 
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informed decisions; that is, to determine whether a decision is likely to be implemented 

successfully or not. This research found that rationality in decision making acts as a mediator 

between DMI and quality of decision process output. 

 

Furthermore as was mentioned in Section 5.15, intuition was found to affect quality of 

decision process output.  In addition, the relationship between firm performance and quality 

of decision process output has been found to be significant and positive and hence may be 

construed to add to the effect of rationality on quality of decision process output (Section 

6.2.4).  

 

6.2.6 Relationship between rationality in decision making and firm commitment 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H4 (c) rationality in decision making is 

positively related to firm commitment was SUPPORTED. 

 

The theoretical basis on the relationship between rationality in decision-making and firm 

commitment was explained in Chapter 2. While researchers agree that rationality in decision 

making influences firm commitment towards the implementation of the decision, this research 

has come out with an objective result of linking rationality in decision-making and firm 

commitment. The results provided in Section 5.15 indicate that rationality in decision-making 

is positively related to firm commitment. These results are in line with prior research 

(Fredrickson, 1984).  An important highlight of this result is that this research has advanced 

the current knowledge as suggested by other leading researchers. This research has shown the 

existence of a large effect of rationality in decision making on firm commitment in the 

context of SMEs operating in a dynamic environment (Section 5.15), a major finding that is 

one of its kind in SDMP literature and hence it can be said that this research has advanced 

current knowledge. In addition, firm commitment as a decision process output variable could 

be considered a necessity if SDMP has to be effective as rationality in decision making 

suggests that if firms have effective decision processes then unless the firms commit to the 

decision process output there will be no implementation of the decisions made using the 

process. In fact, in practice, some researchers such as Dincer et al. (2006) found that firms do 

not commit to implementing strategic decisions even if such decisions are taken using 

rationality in decision-making. The results of this research are contrary to the arguments of 

Dincer et al. (2006) meaning that firms appear to commit to the SDMP which is indicated by 

the impact of the decision taken previously on the firm commitment. This research found that 

rationality in decision making influences firm commitment. 
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Furthermore, if one interprets the positive relationship between rationality in decision-making 

and firm commitment, keeping in view the other relationships and constructs then the result of 

such an interpretation could be in line with the following explanation, based on Table 5.17 

and Figure 5.12. Thus DMI has a positive but indirect effect on firm commitment mediated by 

rationality. This research found that rationality in decision making mediates between DMI 

and firm commitment. Hence firms are committed to the SDMP if DMI is large. Similarly, 

firm performance has a positive but direct effect on firm commitment. That is, when firm 

performance is better than the preciously achieved outcomes, then firms are expected to be 

committed to the SDMP. However intuition and dynamism in the industry have no impact on 

firm commitment and hence can be ignored. In the final inference the relationship between 

rationality in decision-making and firm commitment adds and provides support to the main 

focus of the model which is decision-making effectiveness. Such an inference could be made 

regardless of a dynamic or turbulent environment and the use of intuition or lack of it in the 

SDMP. Firm commitment's effect on the overall effectiveness of SDMP is further enhanced if 

the firm performance is better.  

   

6.2.7 Relationship between intuition and quality of decision making process output 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H5 (a) intuition is positively related to quality 

of decision process output was SUPPORTED. 

 

Previous researchers for instance Quinn (1980) and Eisenhardt (1989) have argued that 

intuition could be linked to decision quality in high-velocity environments in SDMP. Another 

important factor that weighs in favour of using intuition in SDMP is that in high velocity 

environment, decisions need to be made quickly and on many occasions without data or prior 

precedent (Eisenhardt, 1989). However empirical research outcomes in the extant literature 

that have linked intuition and quality of decision process output have been negligible. Under 

these circumstances the outcome of this research linking intuition to quality of decision 

process output is a major finding that contributes to the body of knowledge. 

 

Discussions in Section 5.15 show that intuition is negatively related to quality of decision 

process output and such a relationship is not significant. This research found that intuition 

influences quality of decision process output negatively and is not significant. This could be 

interpreted in a way that intuition has no effect on the quality of the SDMP in the context of 

SMEs dealing in electronic, telecommunication, IT products, or services and operating in 

dynamic environments. Furthermore when decision processes are effective, especially those 

based on rationality, then quality of decision process output should be a logical outcome and 
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it is reasonable to believe that intuition has limited role or no role to play with regard to the 

quality of the decision process output. 

 

Furthermore, with regard to the linkage between DMI and quality of decision process output, 

it can be seen that the results indicate that the linkage is not significant. First of all the linkage 

between DMI and intuition is negative meaning that if the magnitude of impact of decisions is 

high then it has a lower effect on intuition, and intuition in turn does not have any effect on 

quality of decision process output. Similarly if the magnitude of impact of decisions is low 

then its effect on intuition is high, but still intuition does not have any effect on quality of 

decision process output. These arguments indicate that DMI has no effect on quality of 

decision process output through the mediating effect of intuition. This research found that 

intuition does not mediate between DMI and quality of decision process output. 

 

Regardless of the effect of intuition, the relationship between dynamism in the industry and 

firm performance on quality of decision process is positive (Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4). That is 

to say, quality of decision process output is only affected by rationality and hence DMI, 

dynamism in the industry and firm performance. Thus it is reasonable to infer that the 

relationship between rationality and quality of decision process output gets additional support 

from dynamism in the industry and firm performance. In turn the overall SDMP output is 

supported by quality of decision process output leading to an SDMP that is effective overall. 

Under these circumstances the SDMP could be logically supported by firm commitment 

whose contribution to the overall effectiveness of the SDMP has been already shown to be 

positive in Sections 6.2.3, 6.2.4, and 6.2.6. While research on the relationship between 

rationality and quality of decision process output is scarce this research provides one of the 

first attempts to objectively relate the two constructs. 

 

6.2.8 Relationship between intuition and firm commitment 

The results of the analysis show that hypothesis H5 (c) intuition is positively related to firm 

commitment was NOT SUPPORTED. 

 

According to prior research firm commitment is not related to intuition (Senge, 1990a). The 

results of the current research discussed in Section 5.15 clearly indicate similar outcomes. The 

outcome from this research shows that the relationship between intuition and firm 

commitment is not significant. Furthermore firm commitment is seen to be an essential part of 

the definition of strategic decision (Dean & Sharfman, 1996) which dictates that it is 

worthwhile to see whether logically intuition affects firm commitment or not. Considering the 

logic that in any SDMP, decision making by implication needs to involve commitment of the 
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firm to implement the strategic decision like for instance commitment of resources to a 

decision taken, the outcome of this research is seen to be contrary to this logic. In fact Dincer 

et al. (2006) confirm through their research that firms are more committed to strategy 

formulation and less committed to implementation of the strategy. This interpretation is 

supported by the findings of this research. This research found that intuition does not predict 

firm commitment. It is apt to mention here that while some researchers feel that intuition 

could be positively related to firm performance (a proxy for firm commitment), those 

researchers also feel that intuition could be more useful if only combined with rationality as 

they feel that intuition and rationality are valid, separate as well as complementary (Goldberg, 

1983; Vaughan, 1979). That is to say that managers in firms could take intuitive decisions 

initially to be followed by an analysis of the decision using rational approach as part of the 

overall SDMP prior to implementation (Vasilescu, 2011). However such a situation could be 

considered to be covered under rationality in decision making in which case a separate 

analysis of decisions taken intuitively using rationality and applying the current model could 

be meaningless.  

 

Furthermore, as in the case of quality of decision-making process output, DMI as the 

independent variable is indirectly related to firm commitment through the mediation of 

intuition.  However since DMI is related to intuition negatively, that is when the impact of 

magnitude of decision is high, then the effect of DMI on intuition is low and vice versa, and 

that intuition is not significantly related to firm commitment, it is reasonable to infer that DMI 

does not have any significant relationship with firm commitment. This research found that 

intuition does not act as a mediator between DMI and firm commitment. This inference is 

supported by research outcomes that indicate lack of commitment on the firms to 

implementing strategic decisions made in a firm, regardless of the SDMP of decision making 

either through rationality or intuition or a combination of both (Dincer et al.2006). However 

while this research has confirmed the commitment of SMEs to SDMP through the use of 

rationality in decision making process, it is possible to infer that a combination of intuition 

and rationality could lead to a possible relationship between DMI and firm commitment. This 

is contradicting the arguments found in previous research publications (Dincer et al. 2006). 

This aspect needs further study. 

 

The foregoing detailed and comprehensive discussions have brought out four important 

factors that affect decision-making effectiveness in the SDMP. These factors are dynamism in 

the industry, firm performance, quality of decision process output and firm commitment.  Out 

of those, dynamism in the industry and firm performance are related to external and internal 

environment in which the industry is operating and are independent variables. Quality of 
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decision process output and firm commitment act as additional constructs which are 

associated with decision process output and also decision making effectiveness. These two are 

dependent variables and are also seen to be affected by DMI alongside decision-making 

effectiveness through the mediating effect of rationality in decision-making.  Thus it can be 

concluded that this research problem has been answered. 

 

6.3 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has provided discussions on the findings of the research based on the theoretical 

underpinnings and statistical analysis. Additionally, the discussions have also provided the 

direct and indirect impact of DMI, the independent variable, on the dependent variable, DME 

and its supporting variables.  The importance of the mediating variables have been brought 

out which indicate that rationality in decision-making is an important correlate in the SDMP 

while Intuition is not. Dynamism in the industry and firm performance have been found to be 

essential.  While prior research has linked the internal and external contexts to decision 

dimension rationality and have argued that the link is strong, this research has taken a 

departure and has investigated the effect of internal and external contexts on the decision 

process output variables.  Thus this research provides new insight into the effect of the 

internal and external contextual variables on decision process output variables keeping in 

view the already established and known results of their impact on rationality. Furthermore, 

quality of decision process output and firm commitment have been found to be strong 

decision process output variables that support the decision making effectiveness assumed as 

the main dependent variable in this research.  An important finding here is that DME many 

times may be misconstrued to be synonymous with decision process output, while in reality it 

may not be the case as there are other variables that affect decision process output like 

QODPO and FC, which has been demonstrated in this research. Thus the discussions 

provided in this chapter enabled the researcher to provide solutions to the research problems 

set for this research in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Conclusion 

 

7 Introduction 

The previous chapter provided a comprehensive discussion on the findings of this research. 

This chapter provides the conclusions based on the discussions by assessing whether the aim 

and objectives set for this research have been answered or not. In addition this chapter 

presents the contribution of this research to knowledge, to methodology and to practice as 

also the limitations of this research, and recommendation for future research. 

 

7.1 Aim of the research 

The aim of this research is: 

'To develop a relationship amongst the factors affecting SDMP dimensions as well as SDMP 

dimensions and decision process effectiveness in the context of SMEs in the electronic, 

telecommunication and information technology industries' sector to aid such industries in 

improving their decision making process effectiveness'. 

 

Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrate the establishment of the integrated SDMP model based on 

statistical testing in the context of the SMEs operating in the electronic, telecommunication 

and information technology industries' sector. The nature of relationship between decision 

magnitude of impact as a decision characteristic factor and rationality in decision making on 

the one hand and intuition on the other as decision dimensions have been established as 

indicated in Section 5.15. Thus, the decision characteristic factor that has been shown to 

impact the SDMP dimensions is the decision magnitude of impact (DME). In addition DMI 

has been found to affect only one of the two decision dimension variables namely rationality 

in decision-making and has not been found to affect intuition. Although there are other 

decision characteristic factors that have been found to affect SDMP dimensions such as 

rationality, this research has focussed on DMI only due to the fact that decision characteristics 

individually have been found to play a major role as part of the SDMP.  Involving more than 

one factor would have made the research model complex and difficult to control as part of the 

research.  Furthermore DMI has not been studied in-depth in the SDMP literature by 

researchers and hence studying its impact on the SDMP variables such as decision dimensions 

and decision process output added new knowledge to the SDMP literature. Thus it is justified 

to take one factor at a time to investigate its impact on the SDMP thereby providing 

parsimony and clear understanding of its role as part of the SDMP.  
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Furthermore, out of the two-decision dimension factors identified in this research, rationality 

in decision-making is the one that has been found to have a large effect on the decision 

process effectiveness, the dependent variable (Section 6.2). This finding is in line with earlier 

research conducted by Elbanna and Child (2007). Rationality in decision-making (RDM) has 

been found to be mediating variable between the decision characteristic variable DMI and 

decision process effectiveness DME (Section 6.2). DMI has been found have an indirect 

effect on DME but this effect is positive and significant. Thus DMI as a decision 

characteristic finds importance in the SDMP effectiveness although it is imperative to include 

rationality in decision making as a mediating variable. This finding is a contribution to the 

existing body of knowledge relevant to SDMP. It must be noted here that while two decision 

dimensions were considered in this research namely rationality in decision making and 

intuition, only rationality in decision making has been found to have significance in the 

SDMP.  Intuition has not been found to be significant.  This is in line with some of the 

findings of other researchers involved in the SDMP research (Senge, 1990b). 

 

In addition to the above, both DMI and DME were found to be related to other decision 

process output variables, quality in decision process output (QOFPO) and firm commitment 

(FC). These two variables are found to be important associates of DME without which 

measuring the decision process output effectiveness would be less meaningful. Thus in 

addition to finding a positive relationship between RDM and DME, this research has further 

contributions to the SDMP literature by finding associate variables to DME and their linkage 

to DMI and RDM. Both DMI and RDM have been found to have positive effect on QODPO 

and FC although RDM is having a direct effect while DMI is found to have an indirect effect.  

 

It is important to mention here that the aforementioned linkages have been tested with the 

internal and external contexts affecting the decision process output. The linkage between the 

decision characteristics (DMI), decision dimension (RDM) and decision process output 

variables (DME, QODPO and FC) were scrutinised under the influence of dynamism in the 

industry (Dyms, an essential external factor that needs to be considered in the context of 

strategic decision making) as well as the firm performance (FP, an essential internal factor 

that needs to be considered in the context of strategic decision making).  It was found that 

both these factors affect the relationships DMI→RDM→DME, DMI→RDM→QODPO and 

DMI→RDM→FC positively. Additionally, these factors have also been found to have a 

direct impact on the decision process output variables DME, QODPO and FC. It is clear that 

any SDMP process needs to take these factors into consideration. While extant literature 

shows that there is a direct relationship between decision dimensions (e.g. RDM) and 

environmental factors, this research has taken a deviation to link those environmental factors 
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to decision process output, a new way of looking at the impact of the environment factors on 

SDMP. The reason for this is that while literature has strongly hinted at the influence of 

environmental factors on decision dimensions, the outcome of this research is expected to add 

to this already existing knowledge thus providing new insight into the impact of 

environmental factors on the overall SDMP. 

 

Chapters 4 and 5 provide adequate information on the fact that the focus of this research are 

the SMEs which operate in the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors and hence it can 

be concluded that the research findings are attributable to those industries. Thus it is 

reasonable to infer that the current SDMP model can be applied to those SMEs who can reap 

rich benefits by a decision making process in a way that they find their decision making 

rational, effective and qualitative thereby be committed to their decisions and implement the 

decisions. This also provides a new measure of the impact of the magnitude of their decisions 

prior to their implementation as well influence during implementation. 

 

From the foregoing discussion it can be concluded that the aim set for this research has been 

achieved. As a next step the following discussions highlight how the objectives set for this 

research have been achieved. 

 

7.2 Objectives of the research 

7.2.1 Identify and study SDMP dimensions 

Chapter 2 has provided comprehensive discussions on the strategic decision dimensions. In 

Chapter 2, Rationality (Cray et al. 1988; Dean & Sharfman, 1993; Fredrickson, 1985), 

political/dynamics dimension (Lyles 1987; Hickson et al. 1986), centralization (Cray et al. 

1988; Lyles, 1987), formalization/ standardization (e.g. Stein, 1981) and intuition (Elbanna, 

2006) were identified as decision dimensions that are considered as important by many 

researchers. These dimensions were studied. Considering the wide scope involved in studying 

each one of these dimensions, it was important to choose two decision dimensions namely 

rationality in decision making and intuition and the rationale for such a choice has been 

provided in Chapter 3. These two decision dimensions were included in the SDMP model in 

this research.  Thus the first objective can be said to have been achieved. 

  

7.2.2 Identify factors that impact SDMP dimensions and study their linkage to SDMP 

Literature review in Chapter 2 provides a detailed discussion on the various factors which 

include decision characteristic factors, decision output factors, internal contextual factors and 

external environmental factors. Those discussions indicate that how various researchers have 

linked them to SDMP. While many factors have been discussed considering the focus of this 
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research, the time required for study and the gap available in the literature only the following 

factors were chosen for this research: 

 

Decision characteristic: Decision magnitude of impact which has not been studied in the 

literature with regard to its linkage and effect on SDMP.  This research fills up an important 

gap found in the literature. In fact the importance of DMI as a decision characteristic has been 

found to be very significant for the SDMP in this research. 

 

Intuition:  While literature review in Chapter 2 highlights the importance of intuition as an 

important decision dimension, the findings in this research do not show that intuition is 

significant for the SDMP.  This finding is in line with those views of Senge (1990b) but is 

contradicting the findings of Elbanna and Child (2007). Considering the fact that managers in 

SME could use intuition as an initial decision dimension, the overall results of the data 

analysis collected from SME decision makers shows that intuition is not significant to SDMP.  

However, individually intuition has been found to have a small effect on DME (Section 6.2). 

That is to say intuition overall does not affect the SDMP that could be implemented in an 

SME operating in the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors.   

 

7.2.3 Study the relationship amongst the SDMP dimensions, factors affecting SDMP 

dimensions and SDMP output 

A complete study of the SDMP dimensions, factors affecting SDMP dimensions and SDMP 

output was provided in the literature review (Chapter 2). The critical review provided in 

Chapter 2 enabled the researcher to identify important SDMP dimensions, factor that affects 

SDMP dimensions and SDMP output which are provided above. However the linkage 

between the decision characteristic DMI as a factor and decision dimensions rationality in 

decision-making and intuition along with the theoretical underpinning has been brought out in 

Chapter 3. Furthermore, Chapter 3 provides the theoretical support for the relationship 

between the decision dimension factors and SDMP output factors alongside the two 

environmental factors namely dynamism in the industry and firm performance that are related 

to the SDMP output factors. The chapter also provides the rationale behind the choice of the 

SDMP dimension factors, factors that affect SDMP dimensions and SDMP output variables. 

The attempt to link DMI as a factor affecting SDMP, to the DME, QODPO and FC, through a 

linkage to rationality in decision making as a mediating variable and environmental factors 

affecting the SDMP output variables directly in the context of electronic, telecommunication 

and IT industries in the SME sector is a novelty in the SDMP literature. Thus it can be 

confirmed that the third objective has been achieved. 
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7.2.4 Develop a relationship model linking SDMP dimensions, factors affecting SDMP 

dimensions and SDMP output 

The theoretical framework provided in Chapter 3 discusses the rationale in developing the 

model linking SDMP dimensions, factors affecting SDMP dimensions and SDMP output 

variables. The research relationship model has been developed based on two central studies 

carried out by Papadakis et al. (1998) and Elbanna and Child (2007).  The model provided the 

basis to solve the research problems.  Thus it can be concluded that objective four has been 

achieved. 

 

7.2.5 Develop hypotheses to test the model 

Chapter 3 also provides the hypotheses developed for this research model based on the 

discussions related to the linkage between the SDMP dimensions, factors affecting SDMP 

dimensions and SDMP output variables.  The hypotheses were presented in Section 3.7. The 

testing of the hypotheses has been carried out based on the statistical analysis provided in 

Chapter 5.  Out of the 14 hypotheses, four hypotheses (H1b, H2c, H5a and H5c) were 

rejected.  The rest of the hypotheses have been established, although hypothesis H5b was 

accepted statistically, but was found to be insignificant to this research. The various statistical 

analyses provided in Chapter 5 and the discussions in Chapter 6 enabled the researcher that 

the hypotheses have been tested and established using sound statistical methods and 

theoretical support. From this it can be concluded that objective five has been achieved. 

 

The foregoing discussions enable the researcher to conclude the aim and objectives set for 

this research have been achieved leading to the next sections that discuss the contribution of 

this research to knowledge, methodology and practice. 

 

7.3 Contribution to knowledge 

Researchers in SDMP have been dominantly investigating a bulk of decision characteristics, 

dimensions and output variables although widely accepted research outcomes are few and far 

between. Furthermore, researchers in general have seldom studied the SDMP in SMEs and 

there is hardly any study that has brought out SDMP research output in this area (Gibcus et al. 

2004). As such there was a great and urgent need to study the SDMP in SMEs due to lack of 

useful solutions produced by researchers for the difficulties faced by SMEs because of the 

ever-changing environmental factors. Additionally considering the contributions made by 

SMEs to the economy of any nation researchers by default should have focussed on SMEs to 

guide them in making strategic decisions to effectively counter serious challenges posed by 

the environment. The lack of any useful research has forced SMEs to use their own methods 

in tackling the challenges. This has led many SMEs to take erratic decisions resulting in their 
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closure, with the duration between establishing and closing an SME seen to be continuously 

shrinking. The enormous contributions made by SMEs, the vulnerability they have in facing 

challenging circumstances and lack of research in this sector impose the need to investigate 

into the SDMP used by the SMEs. Such an investigation was needed to come up with new 

findings in the area of strategic decision making because strategic decision-making was one 

area that has been found to have a serious impact on the SMEs performance (Section 1.2). 

Thus, this research has developed an empirical SDMP model called the integrated SDMP 

model that is expected to provide support to the SMEs, in particular those in the electronic, 

telecommunication and IT sectors and fill the gap that currently exists in the SDMP literature.  

 

From a theoretical perspective, the model provides an understanding of the relationship 

between the determinant DMI and the decision output variables. It further develops the view 

on how decision magnitude of impact can be related to decision effectiveness under varying 

internal and external environmental conditions using a decision dimension as mediator. That 

is to say that when the magnitude of impact of strategic decisions is great, then the decision 

making and decision output variables are expected to be more effective, provided the decision 

making process is mediated by rationality in decision making (Section 6.2). Further, such an 

impact has to take into account the effect of dynamism in the industry and firm performance. 

Another important contribution to the body of knowledge is the addition of quality of decision 

process output and firm commitment as factors to the decision process output alongside 

decision-making effectiveness. In addition, the decision process output variables themselves 

have been shown to be affected by both dynamism in the industry an external environmental 

factor and firm performance an internal contextual factor (Section 6.2). Thus the model's 

power has been increased by the involvement of three fundamental variables in the SDMP 

investigated under two powerful environmental factors.  

 

Apart from the above, the research has found that intuition is not a significant variable in the 

SDMP which is contrary to the research findings of some of the leading researchers (e.g. 

Khatri and Ng, 2000 and Elbanna and Child, 2007) but in line with the arguments of Senge 

(1990b) (Section 5.15).  

 

Amongst the three key determinants, it can be seen that dynamism in the industry affects the 

decision output factors the least in comparison to DMI and FP.  This leads the inference that 

SMEs must improve their firm performance and the impact of the magnitude of the decisions 

if the decision output is to be effective. However the impact of DMI as a determinant needs to 

have a high level of rationality in the decision-making on the decision output factors.  From 

Section 6.2 it can be seen that Dyms has a lower effect in comparison to FP and DMI. That is 
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to say the result of the current study indicates that even if the dynamism in the industry is 

very different to what existed previously, the impact of such a variation will have only 

marginal effect on the SDMP. Higher the dynamism more effective should be the SDMP and 

vice versa. 

 

The integrated SDMP model if implemented could act as an important support to the SMEs in 

the electronic, telecommunication and IT sectors in their decision making process. The model 

enables the SMEs to review the past decisions using the model and provides an objective 

assessment of their decision making effective leading to better decision-making future by 

addressing the deficiencies.  

 

Additionally the model could also be used for making current decisions using the parameters 

provided in the research instrument related to the independent, mediating and dependent 

variables. The validity of the instrument established in Chapter 5 (Section A) provides a new 

tool to the SMEs to vary the parameters used to measure the variables in the instrument and 

improve the overall performance of the SDMP. This provides an opportunity for the SMEs to 

determine whether the decision could be implemented or not. 

 

One of the most important outcomes of this research that contributes to the already existing 

body of knowledge in SDMP is the gerenalisability of the research findings tested across four 

countries in the Gulf Region and three different, albeit related, industrial sectors within the 

SMEs. This research was conducted by collecting data from four different countries each 

having varying geographical environmental, economical, political and sociological contexts. 

Similarly the research was conducted taking into account three industrial sectors which are 

electronic, telecommunication and IT, having varying characteristics. The statistical results 

obtained and reported in Chapter 5 indicate that the findings are reliable, valid and applicable 

to multiple contexts.  This confirms that this research has produced generalisable findings to a 

limited extent and that the results could be applied to various contexts. This is a major 

contribution to knowledge as current research outcomes found in the SDMP literature are 

either restricted to single country or single industrial sectors and lack generalisability.  

 

Overall from the foregoing discussions it can be concluded that the integrated SDMP model 

and the instrument developed for this research are novelties and contribute significantly to the 

existing body of knowledge related to the SDMP literature. 
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7.4 Contribution to methodology 

The research methodology adopted for this research provides a methodology that could be 

used as a basis and reference for future research. In the absence of credible and comparable 

evidence in the SDMP research, regarding the employment of a particular methodology as a 

reference for this research, this research provides a basis for future research in terms of 

operationalisation of variables, sampling procedure, design of the research instrument, 

research design, reliability, validity, generalisability and statistical data analysis.   

 

Firstly the variables were operationalised based on a thorough pilot study. It is difficult to 

transfer the concepts of SDMP across nations without taking into account many of the 

characteristics of those nations. In this context the results of the pilot study conducted in 

Bahrain provided a strong basis to conduct the research across the Gulf Region. This also 

established the reliability and internal consistency of the constructs. In addition the 

methodology adopted in this research enabled the researcher to test the mediating 

characteristics of decision dimension variables without the direct influence of environmental 

variables contrary to the common practice adopted in SDMP research. 

 

Secondly, the research method has adopted a cross-sectional time horizon for data collection 

which has produced reliable and valid results. Intuitively it may appear that SDMP may 

require collection of data over a period of time due to the necessity to understand the utility of 

the integrated SDMP model over varying external environmental conditions. However the 

statistical results obtained in this research as provided in Chapter 5 clearly indicate that use of 

cross-sectional time horizon is a reliable and valid method. 

 

Thirdly, while Papadakis et al. (1998) have used only Pearson correlation coefficient to test 

the correlation between two observed and latent variables, this research uses CFA and linear 

regression to test the relationship between the variables that considerably improves the 

reliability and validity of the findings. In addition, while the method used by Elbanna and 

Child (2007) improvises the research method used by Papadakis et al. (1998) by using 

regression techniques to determine the predictability of the dependent variables, it does not 

uses CFA and SEM to evaluate and estimate the model as well as  determine the direction of 

the path between the latent variables. The current research achieves this and estimates the 

direction, goodness fit and effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable using 

path analysis.  

 

Lastly use of structural equation modelling method provided a robust way of model 

generating and testing in combination with AMOS. The advantages provided by SEM have 
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been narrated in Section 4.13. This research has demonstrated the successful use of SEM and 

AMOS to test the model providing a solid base for use in future research. 

 

7.5 Contribution to practice 

The key findings (Section 5.15) of this research are expected to primarily benefit the 

managers and decision makers of the SMEs operating in the electronic, telecommunication 

and IT sectors. More fundamentally this research is one of its kind that has been conducted in 

the context of SMEs as a whole and hence the findings could be extended to other industries 

also. The arguments of (Gibcus et al. 2004) indicate that hardly any academic study has been 

conducted with regard to SDMP in the SME context and this study is expected act as a beacon 

for future research. The findings and the framework developed in this research have the 

potential for application in four of the countries chosen in the GCC region in the SMEs 

operating in the electronics, information technology and telecommunication sectors. How 

they can be applied is provided taking into account three aspects namely context, the 

established hypotheses and the model developed for this research. 

 

As far as the context is concerned, in Section 1.1.2 it was highlighted that SMEs in the 

electronic, information technology and telecommunication sector in four of the countries in 

the GCC region have been identified as industries that need to be provided a thrust by policy 

makers. Any support that could be provided by policy makers in governments of individual 

nations requires organised management of SMEs so that support provided could be translated 

into results. However, from Section 1 it can be seen that hardly any SME has a structured way 

of developing strategic plans and strategic decision making. The findings of this research 

clearly point out that implementation of a strategic decision making process could enable 

organisations to make sound decisions using factors such as decision magnitude of impact, 

rationality in decision making, dynamism in environment and firm performance. Thus SMEs 

could apply decision magnitude of impact as an important decision characteristic as part of 

the strategic decision making process and determine its influence on decision process 

effectiveness, decision process quality and commitment of the managers of the firms using 

past data. Such a process will provide outcomes that could objectively indicate whether a 

decision could be useful to the firm or not prior to implementation of a new decision, 

especially in a dynamic environment where the firm performance is known. In the context of 

the SMEs in GCC the findings need to be implemented if the managers in the SMEs in four of 

the GCC countries would like to succeed using the support provided policy makers. Managers 

will also know whether the decision making process implemented is effective and qualitative 

so that they can commit to any decision taken through the process. 
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The findings of this research are expected to contribute to the adoption of a more scientific 

way of strategic decision making in SMEs and provide an opportunity for the managers in the 

SMEs to assess the decision making process and the decisions that come out of the process to 

gain knowledge on whether the decision could be implementable or not.  If implementable, 

SMEs could be benefitted in enhancing their performance by implementing the decisions and 

if not, the decisions could be reviewed prior to implementation.  For instance, though SME 

managers operate in a high pressure environment in which they are under time pressures etc., 

the findings of the research indicate that better SDs are likely to be made if they follow a 

rational process.  This therefore means, that SME managers need to find creative ways that 

will enable them to introduce more structured rational thinking into their decision making 

despite the time pressures.  This might in turn infer that they need to consider how they might 

be able to direct some investment towards more real time capture of important marketing 

intelligence in a proactive way.   This implication for managers is further backed up by the 

finding that intuition does not have a much of a positive effect, and in fact has a negative 

effect the larger the likely magnitude of impact of the decision that is being considered.  AS 

such, while it may be intuitively sensible anyway, this research has now confirmed that 

managers, particularly where decisions are likely to have a widespread impact, must avoid as 

much as possible going ahead with decisions based on gut feel.  As such, SME managers need 

to try to find the time to devote more time to analysis and gathering market intelligence, 

however difficult that may be alongside their day-to-day operational role. 

 

As far as the established hypotheses are concerned, it is clear that decision magnitude of 

impact is influencing rationality in decision making while rationality in decision making 

along with environmental dynamism and firm performance influences decision process 

effectiveness, decision process quality and firm commitment. This implies that decision 

magnitude of impact is influencing decision process effectiveness, decision process quality 

and firm commitment through rationality in decision making. Thus every decision that is to 

made by managers in a firm that has impact on the organisation needs to be supported by 

rationality in decision making. Managers in SMEs can apply the concept of rationality in 

decision making so that they can understand whether their decision making process is 

effective and whether decisions could be implemented or not. Especially in a dynamic field 

like electronics, information technology and telecommunication, it is essential to take 

appropriate decisions based on sound rationale failing which SMEs in four of the GCC 

countries could face difficulties due to improper decisions made. 

 

As far as the model developed for this is concerned, managers in SMEs in the electronics, 

information technology and telecommunication sector could implement it for collecting data 
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about the external environment so that it is possible to assess the extent to which the market is 

turbulent or uncertain. Similarly managers in SMEs can measure the firm performance using 

the concepts explained in this research.  Past firm performance can indicate the capability of 

the firm to implement a certain decision to be taken by the managers. Putting together the 

information about the external environment and the firm capability to perform in 

implementing a decision, it is possible for the managers in SMEs in four of the GCC countries 

to determine whether the magnitude of a certain decision that when taken could be 

implemented or not by using the decision making process.  The model provides a way by 

which managers could link the level of the decision magnitude of impact to the rationality in 

decision making directly and gain knowledge on whether decision magnitude of impact that 

could be measured using the instrument developed by the researcher is indicating rationality 

in decision making and if so whether the decision could be implemented. In a dynamic 

environment like the one where SMEs in the electronics, information technology and 

telecommunication sector are operating, where decision making is very tricky, this model 

could support the managers to know whether any decision they would like to make is rational 

and to what extent environmental dynamism and firm performance would affect the decision 

process effectiveness and quality as well as firm commitment to the decision. The research 

model has been tested using a research instrument developed for the research.  

 

This research instrument could be used by SMEs to review the effectiveness of their past 

decisions. In addition the findings of the research have provided two important 

conceptualisations that improve the decision-making effectiveness of the SDMP.  One of 

them is the direct relationship between the internal and external environmental factors and the 

decision process output variables DME, QODPO and FC.  This enables the SMEs to 

understand the impact of the sole determinant DMI on DME mediated by rationality under 

varying environmental factors.  For instance if profitability of the SME is taken as a measure 

of the construct decision magnitude of impact, then rationality in terms of collecting 

appropriate information to achieve profitability needs to be involved to make the decision 

process effective.  This provides an opportunity for the SMEs to make rational decisions at a 

stage that is very early in the SDMP and that have high magnitude of impact. Knowledge 

about decision characteristics and dimensions at an early stage in the SDMP enhances the 

decision process effectiveness. The SMEs have been handicapped for long without a support 

from the academic community on how to make strategic decisions that are methodical and 

supported by reasoning. The integrated SDMP model provides this support to the SMEs and 

removes this handicap of SMEs. 
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7.6 Limitations of the study 

Although this research promises to be one of the first ones to address the SDMP in SMEs in 

general and electronic, telecommunication and IT SMEs in particular, still the research has 

some limitations. The main limitation of this study could be identified as the one that points 

towards the use of cross-sectional time horizon in place of longitudinal one. SDMP could 

need the study of decisions taken at more than one point of time to confirm that the process 

variables are indeed performing the expected functions. For instance dynamism in the 

industry could be tested at two different points of time as the environment changes 

considerably.  However since this model has been tested based on past decisions, the use of 

cross-sectional time horizon is justified as the research takes into account the variation of the 

constructs over three years that have passed with reference to the date of conduct of this 

research. 

 

Another important limitation of this research could be attributed to the lack of comparison 

that could have been made across industries and positions occupied by the respondents.  This 

would have enriched the research in terms of the variation in the SDMP across industries and 

positions occupied by respondents and provided greater insight into how DMI affects 

different industries or decision makers.  However this would have meant that the researcher 

spends additional time and resources which would have seriously handicapped the researcher 

in completing the PhD within the allotted time. 

 

Yet another limitation that could be considered as affecting this research, is the use of one 

single decision characteristic factor DMI in determining the decision-making effectiveness.  

More factors as identified in Chapter 2 could have been used to understand the SDMP in 

greater depth with more than one factor in action.  However such a decision would have 

widened the scope of this research beyond control because the effect of each factor 

individually and collectively require far more longer time and higher quantum of resources. 

Lastly, the research could have been benefitted from inputs derived from qualitative research 

method if it had been used.  The use of qualitative research method to supplement the 

prominent quantitative research method used in research efforts is gaining currency. 

Especially the lack of support found for the use of intuition as part of the SDMP in this 

research could be a major limitation as the utility of intuition as part of the SDMP could be 

understood better based on respondents' experiences, feelings and thoughts. However, such a 

step might not have contributed to a great extent to this research as current literature has 

provided clear findings on the role of intuition in the SDMP as variable that could be used 

directly in a conceptual model measured using quantitative method. This research has fallen 
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upon the existing research findings in concluding that intuition may not be a significant 

contributor the SDMP especially when rationality is used as parallel mediating construct. 

 

An important limitation of this research could be the use of positivist epistemology alone 

which assumes the existence of single truth that is the assumption that there exists a 

relationship between decision magnitude of impact and decision process effectiveness and 

there are factors that influence such a relationship.  Such an assumption inherently leads the 

researcher to ignore possible influence of any underlying factors pertaining to decision 

magnitude of impact on the decision making process. For instance decision magnitude of 

impact as a concept may be affected by an entrepreneur’s knowledge and experience about 

the electronics or information technology or telecommunication industry which may not be 

reflected by an assumption that decision magnitude of impact is phenomenon that can be 

easily understood by limiting it as a single quantity using definitions found in the extant 

literature. Such a stance could be a limitation that has prevented the researcher from 

investigating the concept of decision magnitude of impact from different angles. There is a 

need to apply interpretivist epistemology as a philosophy to this research which could 

uncover some underlying concepts not investigated in this research. 

 

Strategic decision making process usually involves top decision makers in a firm. Particularly 

in SMEs it could largely depend on the chief executive of a company. In this research data 

has been collected from people occupying five different levels in the management hierarchy 

to verify hypotheses. This could have resulted in a situation wherein the opinions of middle 

managers and the chief executive have been given the same weightage whereas in reality 

there could be significant difference in their way of taking decisions. Therefore the method 

adopted in this research to classify the decision makers under five categories wherein the top 

executive’s opinion and the middle manager’s opinion have been given equal weightage 

might have resulted in an inaccurate assessment of the relationship between decision 

magnitude of impact and decision process effectiveness and other factors addressed in this 

research.  This limitation might be overcome by investigating the decision making process by 

collecting data from a specific population like the chief executives only which then could 

provide a more focused understanding about the decision making process in SMEs and hence 

a better understanding about the relationship between the independent and dependent 

variable. 

 

As far as generalizability of the research findings are concerned, this research might have 

suffered from a limitation of the assumption that three sectors electronics, information 

technology and telecommunication are similar in nature and hence the data collected through 
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a simple random sampling process could be assumed to be homogenous. In reality there can 

be factors that could be unique to each one of these sectors and the assumption that the 

findings of this research could be consistently applied to all the three industries could be 

flawed. Although the three industrial sectors have some common characteristics, there could 

be distinctly differing characteristics that are unique to a particular industry type. For instance 

the level of change one could see in the IT sector may not necessarily compare with the level 

of change taking place either in the electronics sector or telecommunication sector. Similarly 

decisions that are taken by SMEs with regard to electronic products may not necessarily fit 

for telecommunication services. In such a situation it is possible to question the 

generalizability of the research findings of this research. A more focused investigation by 

industry type could produce results that are more consistent to be accepted as generalizable. 

 

7.7 Suggestions for future research 

Considering the vastness of the topic and the limitations that are attributed to this study, many 

opportunities for future research could be suggested. Broadly, future research could consider 

the effect of other decision characteristic factors such as decision stimulus, decision urgency, 

decision uncertainty, Threat/Crisis, Opportunity and familiarity (frequency of occurrence) as 

part of the SDMP. 

 

Furthermore, the research findings could be extended to other industries as well as to compare 

the findings against countries, positions occupied by the respondents and level education of 

respondents who are decision makers. This could provide a wider knowledge on the 

operationalisation of the integrated SDMP under different contexts thereby enhancing the 

generalisability of the model. 

 

The outcomes of this research could be extended to larger firms also. For instance, the model 

that has been tested in this research could be applied to larger firms as the fundamental 

character of the model is unlikely to be affected by the nature of the firm. Thus future 

research should consider how decision process effectiveness could be understood in large 

firms by extending the findings of this research. Knowledge from such a research could 

significantly contribute to strategic decision making process in large firms. 

 

As far as decision dimensions are concerned, this research has addressed only two of the 

many decision dimensions found in the extant literature. Future research could consider the 

influence of other decision dimensions such as centralization, political/dynamics and 

formalization/standardization to gain deeper knowledge on how SDMP works with those 

dimensions. The outcomes of this research could be extended to include these dimensions as 
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mediating factors and ascertain the functioning of the SDMP model developed in this 

research. 

 

Again with regard to external environment as a context, this research has addressed only one 

factor namely the dynamism in the industry.  Future research could enhance the current 

findings in this research by extending the concepts discussed in this research to include such 

external environment factors as stability, hostility, heterogeneity, munificence, velocity, 

complexity and scarcity. Investigation into the impact of those factors on SDMP can shed 

new light into how the SDMP works. 

 

Similarly, further research can also be conducted by including other internal contextual 

factors like internal systems, firm size and corporate control which could have implications to 

the SDMP. While this research has addressed the SDMP by including firm performance as an 

internal contextual factor, expanding the findings of this research including other internal 

contextual factors could add to the current body of knowledge.   

 

In addition, future researchers could consider conducting research on a longitudinal time 

horizon in order to get insights into the functioning of the model when the environmental 

conditions have changed. 
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Appendix I 
 

Survey questionnaire 

 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

I am a PhD student with Brunel University, UK. My research is in the area of strategic 

decision making process. The title of my research is "An empirical study on the relationship 

between strategic decision characteristic and decision process output in Small and Medium-

size Enterprises (SMEs) in the electronic, telecommunication and information technology 

sectors in the Middle East". As part of my research I need to collect data from decision 

makers in firms dealing in products and services in the SMEs in the electronic, 

telecommunication and information technology sectors in the Middle East. A self-

administered questionnaire has been developed, using a predefined   (single response) scale to 

facilitate ease of completing the questions.  I am in the process of conducting a survey using 

this questionnaire.  

 

I will be most grateful to you if you would participate in the survey to enable me to complete 

this important research. I therefore request you to spare a few moments of your valuable time 

to answer this questionnaire and return to me as soon as possible. I guarantee that the 

information provided by you will be solely used for the purpose of this research only, and will 

be treated in the strictest confidence.  I also assure you that all the information provided by 

you will be kept confidential and will be not allowed to be used by any third party or entity. 

Should you require any clarification, please do not hesitate to contact me on the telephone 

and/ or e-mail details provided below. 

 

Thanking you for your kind cooperation and support for this important study. 

 

Yours sincerely  

Wael H. Al Jassim 

PhD student 

Brunel University, UK 

Email: Wael.Al-Jassim@brunel.ac.uk 

Mobile: + 973 39 60 82 82 

Fax: + 973 17 46 65 90 

Kingdom of Bahrain. 
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Appendix I (contd) 
Questionnaire 

 
Section 1: Demographic questions; (Please tick "X" to whichever applies) 

 

Gender 
Male  

Female  
 

Place of residence
Bahrain  

GCC  
Other  

 

Age 

20 - 29  
30 - 39
40 - 49  

50 or above  
 

 
Years of 

Managerial 
Experience 

 

5 or below  
6 - 10  

11 - 15  
16 - 20  

20 or above  
 

Level of Education 

Primary School  
Secondary School  

High School  
Additional Training (Diploma)  

Undergraduate University degree  
Postgraduate University degree  

 

Position held in your 
company  

CEO  
Managing Director  
General Manager
Senior Manager  
Middle Manager  
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Appendix I (contd) 

Section 2: Strategic Decisions  
 
Please rate with an "X" each item on the five point Likert scale shown, to indicate your level 
of agreement with the statement. 
Please note: Strategic decisions are those decisions made by top management in a firm which 
affect the health and survival of the firm. 
 

A. Decision magnitude of impact: It is defined as the extent to which a strategic decision 
may affect various areas of an organization.  
 

Ques. 
No. 

Items 

No 
impact 

 
1 

Mild 
impact 

 
2 

Moderate 
impact 

 
3 

Great 
impact 

 
4 

Very great 
impact 

 
5 

Please indicate the extent of the impact that 
Strategic Decisions have had on the following 
organizational areas in your firm over the past 
three years …. 

 

Q1. Profit      
Q2. Quality of service/ products  
Q3. Total production      
Q4. Cost      
Q5. Sales      
Q6. Market share      
Q7. Call for changes in existing program      

Q8. 
Organizational adjustment required to serve 
the decision 

     

 
B. Rationality in decision making: Rationality characterizes that behaviour which is logical 
in pursuing goals. 

 Ques. 
 No. 

Items 

Very non-
compre-
hensive 

1 

Non-
compre-
hensive 

2 

Neither 
 
 

3 

Compre-
hensive 

 
4 

Very  
compre-
hensive 

5 

Please indicate how rational your firm 
usually is in making important strategic 
decisions.... 

 

Q9. to gather relevant information      
Q10. to analyse relevant information      
Q11. to use analytic techniques      

Q12. 
to focus attention on crucial 
information  
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Appendix I (contd) 

C. Intuition: Intuition refers to where/ when choices were made intuitively by the decision-
makers, drawing on their prior experience or knowledge of the situation. 

 Ques. 
No. 

Items 
Very little

 
1 

Little 
 
2 

Neither 
 
3 

Great deal 
 
4 

Very great 
deal 

5 
While making decisions in your firm …  

Q13. 
to what extent senior managers rely on 
personal judgment?  

     

Q14. 
to what extent senior managers depend on 
gut feeling? (gut feeling could mean the 
managers’ instinct) 

     

Q15. 

how much emphasis is placed on past 
experience? (emphasis placed on past 
experience means the decision made by 
managers using their previous experience in 
a similar situation) 

     

Q16. 
how much emphasis is placed on intuition 
as a useful decision making tool? 

     

Q17. 
to what extent do managers trust in their 
intuition?  

     

 
D. Firm performance: This is an indicator of the outcomes of the firm and is measured in 
terms of aspects that include growth rate in sales and revenue, profitability, return on assets, 
efficiency of operations, public image and goodwill, and quality of product/ services.  

Ques. 
No. 

Items 

Much 
worse  

 
1 

Worse  
 
 
2 

No 
difference 

 
3 

Better  
 
 
4 

Much 
better  

 
5 

Compared to firms similar in size and scope to 
your firm, how does your firm compare on each 
of the following measures over a three year 
period during which strategic decisions were 
made?   

 

Q18. Long-run level of profitability      
Q19. Growth rate of sales or revenues       
Q20. Return on assets  
Q21. Efficiency of operations      
Q22. Public image and goodwill  
Q23. Quality of product      
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Appendix I (contd) 
 
E. Dynamism in the industry: Dynamism refers to the rate and the unpredictability of 
change in a firm’s external environment.  

Ques. 
No. 

Items 

Very 
similar 

 
1 

Similar 
 
 

2 

Neither 
similar 

nor 
different 

3 

Different 
 
 
4 

Very 
different 

 
5 

With respect to the industry served by your firm, 
please indicate the changes seen over the last 
three years (i.e. dynamism in your industry) with 
respect to each of the following ….  

 

Q24. 
the mix of products/brands carried in the 
industry  

     

Q25. the sales strategies in the industry are      

Q26. 
the sales promotion/advertising strategies in 
the industry  

     

Q27. the competitor’s mix of products/brands       
Q28. the competitor’s sales strategies       

Q29. 
the competitor’s sales promotion/ 
advertising strategies  

     

Q30. 
the consumer preferences in product 
features  

     

Q31. the consumer preferences in brands       

Q32. 
the consumer preferences in product 
quality/price  

     

 
F. Decision process output can be defined as how well the decision process is carried out in 
terms of Quality, Commitment and Effectiveness. 
 
(i) Quality of the decision process output: In the decision making phase, quality of the 
decision-making process output can be indicated in terms of aspects that include the degree of 
precision of goals achieved while analyzing the situation, generating alternative choices, 
evaluating alternative choices, integrating decisions and making final decision.  

Ques. 
No. 

Items 
Quite 

imprecise
1 

Imprecise
 
2 

Neither 
 

3 

Precise 
 
4 

Quite 
precise 

5 

Please indicate the degree of precision of goals 
usually achieved in your firm in the following 
decision process stages ….  

 

Q33. Situation diagnosis  
Q34. Alternative generation      
Q35. Alternative evaluation      
Q36. Decision integration      
Q37. Making of the final decision      
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Appendix I (contd) 
 
(ii) The firm's (organisation's) commitment to various strategic activities  

Ques. 
No. 

Items 
Not 

committed
1

Less 
committed

2

Neither 
 
3

Committed 
 
4 

Very 
committed

5
Please indicate the organizational commitment 
level in your firm usually, as a measure of the 
following decision process outputs ….  

 

Q38. Specification of corporate objectives/aims       
Q39. Specification of business objectives/aims       
Q40. Generation of strategic decisions       
Q41. Evaluation of strategies decisions       

 
(iii) Decision making effectiveness refers to the outcome of the decision making process in 
terms of aspects that include the right choice of a decision, successful achievement of the 
objectives of a decision, expected revenue,  fixing estimated highest retail price and the speed 
at which the firm could introduce its new products/services into the market. 

Ques. 
No. 

Items 
Highly 

ineffective
1 

Ineffective
 
2 

Neither 
 
3 

Effective 
 
4 

Highly 
effective 

5 
With respect to products or services offered 
by your firm, please indicate the overall 
effectiveness of the strategic decision making 
over the last three years in terms of …. 

 

Q42. the right choice of decision       

Q43. 
successfully achieving the objectives of 
the decision 

     

Q44. expected revenue       
Q45. fixing estimated highest retail price      

Q46. 
the speed at which the firm could 
introduce its new products/services into 
the market 

     

 
Thank you for your support in this research and for taking the time to complete my 
questionnaire. 
 
Please return it to: Wael.Al-Jassim@brunel.ac.uk  
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Appendix II  
 
Guarantee letter from consultant firm 
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Appendix III  
 

The complete details regarding the number of responses received from each one the four countries, demographic details and others. 

 
 

No. No. of 
Respondents 

Place of 
Residence 

Gender Age Group Years of Managerial 
Experience 

Education Position of Respondents 

1 
 
 

50 
 
 
 

 Kingdom of 
Bahrain 

Female = 4 
Male    = 46 
 
 
 
Total   = 50 

20 – 29   =   1 
30 – 39   = 12 
40 – 49   = 30 
50 above =  7 
 
Total       = 50 

5 or below =  1 
6 – 10        = 14 
11 – 15      =   9 
16 – 20      = 23 
20 above   = 3 
 
Total         = 50 

Primary School                            =  0 
Secondary School                        =  5 
High School                                 =  3 
Add’l Training Diploma              =  5 
Undergraduate University           =  1 
Postgraduate University Degree = 36 
Total                                           =  50 

CEO                        =  1 
Managing Director = 22 
General Manager    =   8 
Senior Manager      =   6 
Middle Manager     = 13 
 
Total                        = 50        

2 
 

172 Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia 
 

Female =   0 
Male    = 172 
 
 
 
Total   = 172 

20 – 29     =    5 
30 – 39     =  45 
40 – 49     =  99 
50 above  =  26 
 
Total        = 172 

5 or below =   7 
6 – 10        =  41 
11 – 15      =  28 
16 – 20      =  80 
20 above   =  16 
 
Total         = 172 

Primary School                            =   0 
Secondary School                        =    2 
High School                                 =    0 
Add’l Training Diploma              =    3 
Undergraduate University           =    0 
Postgraduate University Degree = 167 
Total                                           = 172 

CEO                        =  13 
Managing Director =  28 
General Manager    = 47 
Senior Manager      =  42 
Middle Manager     =  42 
 
Total                        = 172 

 
3 
 

 
79 

 
Kuwait 

Female =  3 
Male    = 76 
 
 
 
 
Total   =  79 

20 – 29    =   2 
30 – 39    = 17 
40 – 49    = 51 
50 above =   9 
 
 
Total       =  79 

5 or below =   1 
6 – 10        =  19 
11 – 15      =  18 
16 – 20      =  35 
20 above   =    6 
 
Total         =  79 

Primary School                            =  0 
Secondary School                        =  4 
High School                                 =  3 
Add’l Training Diploma              =  8 
Undergraduate University           =  0 
Postgraduate University Degree = 64 
Total                                           =  79 

CEO                        =  3 
Managing Director = 16 
General Manager    = 25 
Senior Manager      = 26 
Middle Manager     =  9 
 
Total                        = 79 

 
4 
 

 
163 

 
United Arab 
Emirates 

 
Female =    16 
Male     =  147 
 
 
 
 
Total    =  163 

 
20 – 29   =    3 
30 – 39   =  40 
40 – 49   =  99 
50 above = 21 
 
 
Total       = 163 

 
5 or below  =  2 
6 – 10         = 37 
11 – 15       = 29 
16 – 20       = 78 
20 above    = 17 
 
Total         = 163 

 
Primary School                            =   0 
Secondary School                        =   0 
High School                                 =   3 
Add’l Training Diploma              =   5 
Undergraduate University           =   8 
Postgraduate University Degree = 147 
Total                                           =  163 

 
CEO                        =    6 
Managing Director =  19 
General Manager    =  39 
Senior Manager      =  76 
Middle Manager     =  23 
 
Total                        = 163 
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Appendix IV  
 
Detailed variable and coding list 
 
 

Code 
Question 

No 
Description Value Measure 

Section A 
Demographic questions 

Gender -- Gender 2 Nominal 
Place -- Place of residence 3 Ordinal 
Age -- Age 4 Ordinal 
Mgrlexp -- Years of Managerial Experience 5 Ordinal 
Edulevel -- Level of Education 6 Ordinal 
Position -- Position held in your company 5 Ordinal 

Section B 
Decision Magnitude of Impact 

Please indicate the extent of the impact that Strategic Decisions have had on the following 
organizational areas in your firm over the past three years… 

DMI1 Q1 Profit 5-point Ordinal 
DMI2 Q2 Quality of service/ products 5-point Ordinal 
DMI3 Q3 Total production 5-point Ordinal
DMI4 Q4 Cost 5-point Ordinal 
DMI5 Q5 Sales 5-point Ordinal 
DMI6 Q6 Market share 5-point Ordinal 
DMI7 Q7 Call for changes in existing program 5-point Ordinal 

DMI8 Q8 
Organizational adjustment required to serve the 
decision 

5-point Ordinal 

Rationality in decision making 
Please indicate how rational your firm usually is in making important strategic decisions… 

RDM9 Q9 to gather relevant information 5-point Ordinal 
RDM10 Q10 to analyse relevant information 5-point Ordinal 
RDM11 Q11 to use analytic techniques 5-point Ordinal 
RDM12 Q12 to focus attention on crucial information  5-point Ordinal 

Intuition
While making decisions in your firm 

Intuition13 Q13 
to what extent senior managers rely on personal 
judgment?  

5-point Ordinal 

Intuition14 Q14 
 to what extent senior managers depend on gut feeling? 
(gut feeling could mean the managers’ instinct) 

5-point Ordinal 

Intuition15 Q15 

how much emphasis is placed on past experience? 
(emphasis placed on past experience means the 
decision made by managers using their previous 
experience in a similar situation) 

5-point Ordinal 

Intuition16 Q16 
how much emphasis is placed on intuition as a useful 
decision making tool? 

5-point Ordinal 

Intuition17 Q17 to what extent do managers trust in their intuition?  5-point Ordinal 
Firm performance

Compared to firms similar in size and scope to your firm, how does your firm compare on each of the 
following measures over a three year period during which strategic decisions were made?   

FP18 Q18 Long-run level of profitability 5-point Ordinal 
FP19 Q19 Growth rate of sales or revenues  5-point Ordinal 
FP20 Q20 Return on assets 5-point Ordinal 
FP21 Q21 Efficiency of operations 5-point Ordinal 
FP22 Q22 Public image and goodwill 5-point Ordinal 
FP23 Q23 Quality of product 5-point Ordinal 
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Appendix IV (contd) 
 
Detailed variable and coding list 
 

Code 
Question 

No 
Description Value Measure 

Section B 
Dynamism in the industry

With respect to the industry served by your firm, please indicate the changes seen over the last three 
years (i.e. dynamism in your industry) with respect to each of the following …. 

Dyms24 Q24 the mix of products/brands carried in the industry  5-point Ordinal 
Dyms25 Q25 the sales strategies in the industry are 5-point Ordinal 

Dyms26 Q26 
the sales promotion/advertising strategies in the 
industry  

5-point Ordinal 

Dyms27 Q27 the competitor’s mix of products/brands  5-point Ordinal 
Dyms28 Q28 the competitor’s sales strategies  5-point Ordinal 
Dyms29 Q29 the competitor’s sales promotion/advertising strategies  5-point Ordinal 
Dyms30 Q30 the consumer preferences in product features 5-point Ordinal
Dyms31 Q31 the consumer preferences in brands  5-point Ordinal 
Dyms32 Q32 the consumer preferences in product quality/price  5-point Ordinal 

Decision process output
(i) Quality of the decision process output

Please indicate the degree of precision of goals usually achieved in your firm in the following decision 
process stages ….  
QODPO33 Q33 Situation diagnosis 5-point Ordinal 
QODPO34 Q34 Alternative generation 5-point Ordinal 
QODPO35 Q45 Alternative evaluation 5-point Ordinal 
QODPO36 Q36 Decision integration 5-point Ordinal 
QODPO37 Q37 Making of the final decision 5-point Ordinal 

(ii) The firm's (organisation's) commitment
Please indicate the organizational commitment level in your firm usually, as a measure of the following 
decision process outputs …. 

FC38 Q38 Specification of corporate objectives/aims  5-point Ordinal 
FC39 Q39 Specification of business objectives/aims  5-point Ordinal 
FC40 Q40 Generation of strategic decisions  5-point Ordinal 
FC41 Q41 Evaluation of strategies decisions 5-point Ordinal

(iii) Decision making effectiveness
With respect to products or services offered by your firm, please indicate the overall effectiveness of 
the strategic decision making over the last three years in terms of 

DME42 Q42 the right choice of decision  5-point Ordinal 
DME43 Q43 successfully achieving the objectives of the decision 5-point Ordinal 
DME44 Q44 expected revenue  5-point Ordinal 
DME45 Q45 fixing estimated highest retail price 5-point Ordinal 

DME46 Q46 
the speed at which the firm could introduce its new 
products/services into the market 

5-point Ordinal 
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Appendix V 
 
SPSS output: Missing Values, Mean, Median and Standard Deviation 
 

Description Valid Missing Mean Median 
Std. 

Deviation 
Male/Female 464 0 1.0409 1.0000 .19838 
GCC 464 0 1.8987 2.0000 .30204 
Age range 464 0 2.8297 3.0000 .71326 
Yrs of exp 464 0 3.3039 4.0000 1.07208 
Pri/Sec/High/Dip/UG/PG 464 0 5.0409 5.0000 .99048
CEO/MD/GM/SM/MIDMGR 464 0 3.4310 4.0000 1.09366 
Profit 464 0 3.7996 4.0000 .94373 
Quality of service/product 464 0 3.4483 4.0000 1.11417
Total production 464 0 3.2457 4.0000 1.04540 
Cost 464 0 3.1918 4.0000 .99668 
Sales 464 0 3.6444 4.0000 .91817 
Market share 464 0 2.8879 3.0000 1.13474 
Call for changes in existing program 464 0 3.2026 3.0000 .88783 
Organisational adjustment required to serve the decision 464 0 3.3642 3.0000 .79339 
To gather relevant information 464 0 4.1681 4.0000 .57464
To analyse relevant information 464 0 3.7672 4.0000 .98899 
To use analytic techniques 464 0 3.2651 4.0000 1.10212 
To focus attention on crucial information 464 0 4.1875 4.0000 .82964 
To what extent senior managers rely on personal 
judgment? 

464 0 3.3103 3.0000 .90034 

To what extent senior managers depend on gut feeling? 464 0 3.2586 3.0000 .88051 
How much emphasis is placed on past experience? 464 0 3.5259 4.0000 .70126 
How much emphasis is placed on intuition as a useful 
decision making tool? 

464 0 2.5560 2.0000 1.02300 

To what extent do managers trust in their intuition? 464 0 2.6853 3.0000 .81038 
Long-run level of profitability 464 0 4.0517 4.0000 .70291 
Growth rate of sales or revenues 464 0 3.7845 4.0000 .69935 
Return on assets 464 0 3.5582 4.0000 .64802
Efficiency of operations 464 0 4.1573 4.0000 .85884 
Public image and goodwill 464 0 4.3448 5.0000 .85039 
Quality of product 464 0 4.2672 5.0000 .84022 
The mix of product/brands carried in the industry are 464 0 3.2478 3.0000 .79482 
The sales strategies in the industry are 464 0 3.4526 4.0000 .84034 
The sales promotion/advertising strategies in the industry 
are 

464 0 3.5690 4.0000 .76899 

The competitor’s mix of products/brand are 464 0 2.6379 2.0000 .88809 
The competitor’s sales strategies are 464 0 3.6940 4.0000 .65813 
The competitor's sales promotion/advertising strategies 
are 

464 0 3.8190 4.0000 .53150 

The consumer preferences in product features are 464 0 2.8060 2.0000 1.27828 
The consumer preferences in brands are 464 0 3.5905 4.0000 .93665 
The consumer preferences in product quality/price are 464 0 2.9504 3.0000 1.14769 
Situation diagnosis  464 0 4.0302 4.0000 .62624 
Alternative generation 464 0 3.8879 4.0000 .65423 
Alternative evaluation 464 0 3.5819 4.0000 .65211 
Decision integration  464 0 3.7435 4.0000 .94843 
Making of the final decision  464 0 4.0797 4.0000 .89882 
Specification of corporate objectives/aims  464 0 3.9095 4.0000 .86721 
Specification of business objectives/aims 464 0 3.8211 4.0000 1.01836 
Generation of strategic decisions 464 0 3.6487 4.0000 .83361 
Evaluation of strategies decisions 464 0 3.8147 4.0000 .94567 
The right choice of decision 464 0 3.8276 4.0000 .75541 
Successfully achieving the objectives of the decision 464 0 3.6810 4.0000 .97351 
Expected revenue 464 0 3.2974 4.0000 .89026 
Fixing estimated highest retail price 464 0 3.3254 3.0000 .68280 
The speed at which the firm could introduce its new 
products/services into the market 

464 0 3.6272 4.0000 .67106 
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Appendix VI 
 
SPSS Output: Skewness and Kurtosis measures 
 

 N Skewness Std. Error of 
Skewness 

Kurtosis Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 

Range Minimum Maximum

Valid        
Profit 464 -.318 .113 -.824 .226 3.00 2.00 5.00 
Quality of service/product 464 -.227 .113 -.890 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Total production 464 -.505 .113 -.802 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Cost 464 -.773 .113 -.603 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Sales 464 -.364 .113 -.591 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Market share 464 -.126 .113 -1.020 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Call for changes in existing program 464 -.613 .113 .057 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Organisational adjustment required to serve the 
decision 

464 -.642 .113 .649 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 

To gather relevant information 464 -.221 .113 .767 .226 3.00 2.00 5.00 
To analyse relevant information 464 -.569 .113 -.282 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
To use analytic techniques 464 -.452 .113 -.648 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
To focus attention on crucial information 464 -.636 .113 -.541 .226 3.00 2.00 5.00 
To what extent senior managers rely on personal 
judgment? 

464 -.010 .113 -.825 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 

To what extent senior managers depend on gut 
feeling? 

464 -.033 .113 -.782 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 

How much emphasis is placed on past 
experience? 

464 -.319 .113 .467 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 

How much emphasis is placed on intuition as a 
useful decision making tool? 

464 .729 .113 .049 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 

To what extent do managers trust in their 
intuition? 

464 .511 .113 -.712 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 

Long-run level of profitability 464 -.222 .113 -.495 .226 3.00 2.00 5.00 
Growth rate of sales or revenues 464 -.513 .113 1.098 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Return on assets 464 -1.078 .113 .461 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Efficiency of operations 464 -.452 .113 -1.133 .226 3.00 2.00 5.00 
Public image and goodwill 464 -.809 .113 -.890 .226 3.00 2.00 5.00 
Quality of product 464 -.647 .113 -.971 .226 3.00 2.00 5.00 
The mix of product/brands carried in the industry 
are 

464 -.318 .113 .381 .226 5.00 1.00 6.00 

The sales strategies in the industry are 464 -1.100 .113 .743 .226 5.00 1.00 6.00 
The sales promotion/advertising strategies in the 
industry are 

464 -1.006 .113 1.181 .226 5.00 1.00 6.00 

The competitor’s mix of products/brand are 464 .758 .113 -.173 .226 5.00 1.00 6.00 
The competitor’s sales strategies are 464 -1.679 .113 3.432 .226 5.00 1.00 6.00 
The competitor's sales promotion/advertising 
strategies are 

464 -1.881 .113 5.576 .226 5.00 1.00 6.00 

The consumer preferences in product features are 464 .673 .113 -.904 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
The consumer preferences in brands are 464 -.431 .113 -.532 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
The consumer preferences in product quality/price 
are 

464 .390 .113 -.982 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 

Situation diagnosis  464 -1.029 .113 4.023 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Alternative generation 464 -.672 .113 1.210 .226 3.00 2.00 5.00 
Alternative evaluation 464 -1.151 .113 .650 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Decision integration  464 -.154 .113 -.774 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Making of the final decision  464 -.534 .113 -.687 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Specification of corporate objectives/aims  464 -.662 .113 .132 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Specification of business objectives/aims 464 -.474 .113 -.681 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Generation of strategic decisions 464 -.546 .113 .192 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Evaluation of strategies decisions 464 -.330 .113 -.632 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
The right choice of decision 464 -.639 .113 .763 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Successfully achieving the objectives of the 
decision 

464 -.412 .113 -.384 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 

Expected revenue 464 -.749 .113 -.151 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
Fixing estimated highest retail price 464 -.434 .113 .741 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
The speed at which the firm could introduce its 
new products/services into the market 

464 -1.118 .113 1.144 .226 4.00 1.00 5.00 
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Appendix VII 
 
Constructs of the Research Model 
 

Construct Definition Items Code 

1* 
Decision 
Magnitude of 
Impact 

Please indicate the extent of the impact that Strategic Decisions have had on the 
following organizational areas in your firm over the past three years… 

 

Profit DMI1 
Quality of service/ products DMI2 
Total production DMI3 
Cost DMI4
Sales DMI5 
Market share DMI6 
Call for changes in existing program DMI7
Organizational adjustment required to serve the decision DMI8 

2** 
Rationality 
in decision 
making 

Please indicate how rational your firm usually is in making important strategic 
decisions.... 

 

to gather relevant information RDM9 
to analyse relevant information RDM10
to use analytic techniques RDM11 
to focus attention on crucial information  RDM12 

3** Intuition 

While making decisions in your firm  
to what extent senior managers rely on personal judgment?  Intuition13 
to what extent senior managers depend on gut feeling? (gut feeling could mean the 
managers’ instinct) 

Intuition14 

how much emphasis is placed on past experience? (emphasis placed on past experience 
means the decision made by managers using their previous experience in a similar 
situation) 

Intuition15 

how much emphasis is placed on intuition as a useful decision making tool? Intuition16 
to what extent do managers trust in their intuition?  Intuition17 

4* 
Firm 
Performance 

Compared to firms similar in size and scope to your firm, how does your firm 
compare on each of the following measures over a three year period during which 
strategic decisions were made…. 

 

Long-run level of profitability FP18 
Growth rate of sales or revenues  FP19 
Return on assets FP20 
Efficiency of operations FP21 
Public image and goodwill FP22 
Quality of product FP23 

5* Dynamism 

With respect to the industry served by your firm, please indicate the changes seen 
over the last three years (i.e. dynamism in your industry) with respect to each of the 
following …. 

 

the mix of products/brands carried in the industry Dyms24 
the sales strategies in the industry Dyms25
the sales promotion/advertising strategies in the industry  Dyms26 
the competitor’s mix of products/brands  Dyms27 
the competitor’s sales strategies  Dyms28 
the competitor’s sales promotion/advertising strategies  Dyms29 
the consumer preferences in product features Dyms30 
the consumer preferences in brands Dyms31 
the consumer preferences in product quality/price Dyms32

6** 
Decision 
Quality 

Please indicate the degree of precision of goals usually achieved in your firm in the 
following decision process stages …. 

 

Situation diagnosis QODP33 
Alternative generation QODP34 
Alternative evaluation QODP35 
Decision integration QODP36 
Making of the final decision QODP37 
Situation diagnosis QODP38
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Appendix VII (contd) 
 
Constructs of the Research Model 
 

Construct Definition Items Code 

7** 
Firm 
Commitment 

Please indicate the organizational commitment level in your firm usually, as a 
measure of the following decision process outputs 

 

Specification of corporate objectives/aims  FC38 
Specification of business objectives/aims FC39
Generation of strategic decisions  FC40 
Evaluation of strategies decisions  FC41 

 
8** 

Decision 
effectiveness 

With respect to products or services offered by your firm, please indicate the 
overall effectiveness of the strategic decision making over the last three years in 
terms of …. 

 

the right choice of decision  DME42 
successfully achieving the objectives of the decision DME43 
expected revenue  DME44 
fixing estimated highest retail price DME45 
the speed at which the firm could introduce its new products/services into the market DME46 

*  Exogenous Construct   /   **  Endogenous Construct 
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Appendix VIII 
SPSS output: Sample correlations of Indicators for all eight latent constructs 

  FP23 DMI8 DMI4 QODP
O33 

Intuitio
n14 

DMI7 Dyms2
8 

Intuitio
n13 

Intuitio
n16 

Intuitio
n17 

QODP
O37 

QODP
O36 

QODP
O35 

QODP
O34 

DME46 DME45 DME44 DME43 DME42 

FP23 1                   
DMI8 0.158 1                  
DMI4 0.369 0.433 1                 
QODPO33 0.366 0.1 0.119 1                
Intuition14 -0.172 -0.039 -0.128 -0.12 1               
DMI7 0.211 0.735 0.503 0.024 -0.07 1              
Dyms28 0.297 0.127 0.235 0.127 -0.012 0.169 1  
Intuition13 -0.173 -0.065 -0.144 -0.112 0.953 -0.103 -0.014 1  
Intuition16 -0.095 0.205 0.185 -0.127 0.521 0.171 0.077 0.523 1  
Intuition17 -0.165 0.027 0.005 -0.113 0.659 -0.016 -0.007 0.661 0.792 1  
QODPO37 0.487 0.262 0.4 0.414 -0.187 0.248 0.333 -0.188 0.041 -0.084 1         
QODPO36 0.414 0.32 0.351 0.428 -0.22 0.293 0.268 -0.225 -0.015 -0.116 0.822 1        
QODPO35 0.492 0.157 0.293 0.454 -0.078 0.18 0.245 -0.073 0.093 -0.004 0.632 0.619 1       
QODPO34 0.451 0.191 0.252 0.657 -0.19 0.18 0.176 -0.179 -0.045 -0.103 0.511 0.514 0.654 1      
DME46 0.403 0.118 0.282 0.268 -0.041 0.134 0.299 -0.044 0.101 0.03 0.501 0.47 0.492 0.411 1     
DME45 0.368 0.016 0.264 0.386 -0.151 0.076 0.241 -0.126 0.04 -0.018 0.443 0.413 0.428 0.425 0.694 1    
DME44 0.497 0.164 0.362 0.387 -0.051 0.153 0.336 -0.043 0.091 0.046 0.591 0.546 0.572 0.491 0.66 0.544 1   
DME43 0.495 0.198 0.388 0.398 -0.14 0.205 0.265 -0.128 0.061 -0.034 0.626 0.583 0.575 0.571 0.647 0.634 0.775 1  
DME42 0.471 0.123 0.282 0.481 -0.108 0.142 0.263 -0.083 -0.004 -0.029 0.545 0.568 0.515 0.599 0.665 0.624 0.709 0.815 1 
FC41 0.5 0.179 0.349 0.392 -0.181 0.209 0.266 -0.176 -0.067 -0.141 0.637 0.612 0.543 0.528 0.565 0.492 0.648 0.663 0.629 
FC40 0.477 0.161 0.339 0.281 -0.032 0.213 0.28 -0.05 0.029 -0.023 0.591 0.574 0.536 0.403 0.549 0.41 0.65 0.58 0.545
FC39 0.533 0.198 0.366 0.435 -0.158 0.217 0.324 -0.161 -0.031 -0.102 0.639 0.605 0.612 0.534 0.575 0.5 0.728 0.751 0.67
FC38 0.481 0.17 0.26 0.466 -0.156 0.147 0.277 -0.147 -0.138 -0.142 0.563 0.615 0.533 0.538 0.536 0.455 0.676 0.662 0.738
FP22 0.902 0.217 0.393 0.354 -0.105 0.222 0.316 -0.106 0.037 -0.052 0.512 0.45 0.498 0.458 0.438 0.383 0.523 0.527 0.486
FP21 0.702 0.274 0.457 0.357 -0.168 0.307 0.318 -0.169 0.048 -0.084 0.568 0.545 0.465 0.454 0.424 0.428 0.518 0.546 0.458 
FP20 0.614 0.188 0.402 0.299 -0.121 0.205 0.27 -0.12 0.081 -0.01 0.48 0.465 0.467 0.423 0.485 0.389 0.558 0.533 0.541 
FP19 0.558 0.165 0.279 0.237 -0.102 0.213 0.283 -0.11 0.029 -0.048 0.498 0.512 0.493 0.381 0.477 0.296 0.547 0.489 0.469 
FP18 0.565 0.168 0.306 0.355 -0.13 0.18 0.249 -0.152 -0.016 -0.07 0.472 0.529 0.443 0.454 0.403 0.298 0.503 0.479 0.521 
Dyms24 0.324 0.257 0.275 0.328 -0.052 0.296 0.364 -0.065 0.064 -0.026 0.438 0.448 0.317 0.348 0.251 0.177 0.39 0.309 0.352 
Dyms25 0.406 0.16 0.329 0.142 -0.086 0.273 0.466 -0.123 0.038 -0.031 0.444 0.333 0.303 0.261 0.319 0.228 0.394 0.359 0.324 
Dyms26 0.329 0.017 0.226 0.256 -0.058 0.103 0.405 -0.072 -0.063 -0.079 0.4 0.289 0.299 0.277 0.228 0.21 0.396 0.35 0.314 
RDM12 0.501 0.257 0.434 0.222 -0.241 0.309 0.295 -0.243 -0.077 -0.179 0.577 0.528 0.449 0.421 0.428 0.388 0.506 0.558 0.486 
RDM11 0.565 0.275 0.431 0.214 -0.211 0.278 0.279 -0.235 -0.018 -0.155 0.598 0.542 0.521 0.41 0.481 0.333 0.593 0.6 0.522 
RDM10 0.488 0.235 0.3 0.35 -0.221 0.219 0.216 -0.234 -0.134 -0.205 0.497 0.526 0.455 0.44 0.399 0.301 0.515 0.54 0.524 
RDM9 0.399 0.33 0.234 0.376 -0.176 0.242 0.136 -0.172 -0.134 -0.151 0.388 0.46 0.332 0.418 0.286 0.202 0.354 0.386 0.435
DMI6 0.199 0.576 0.613 0.023 0.001 0.651 0.133 -0.027 0.311 0.117 0.314 0.324 0.246 0.166 0.152 0.067 0.202 0.263 0.144
DMI5 0.291 0.466 0.714 0.128 -0.097 0.558 0.188 -0.12 0.172 -0.035 0.309 0.275 0.249 0.246 0.177 0.164 0.251 0.344 0.241
DMI3 0.373 0.342 0.771 0.088 -0.029 0.423 0.207 -0.051 0.173 0.025 0.338 0.266 0.284 0.208 0.251 0.199 0.339 0.359 0.245
DMI2 0.368 0.431 0.675 0.151 -0.101 0.474 0.199 -0.109 0.167 0.027 0.346 0.281 0.291 0.294 0.27 0.242 0.342 0.429 0.297 
DMI1 0.378 0.409 0.654 0.167 -0.171 0.479 0.169 -0.191 0.026 -0.108 0.365 0.336 0.281 0.275 0.233 0.195 0.302 0.372 0.273 
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Appendix IX 
Residual Covariances (Default model) 

  FP23 DMI8 DMI4 QODPO3
3 

Intuition1
4 

DMI7 Dyms28 Intuition1
3 

Intuition1
6 

Intuition1
7 

QODPO3
7 

QODPO3
6 

QODPO3
5 

QODPO3
4 

FP23 0              
DMI8 -0.05 0             
DMI4 0.021 -0.028 0            
QODPO33 0.013 -0.019 -0.052 0           
Intuition14 -0.023 0.018 -0.029 -0.001 0          
DMI7 -0.041 0.262 -0.026 -0.074 0.003 0         
Dyms28 0.007 -0.006 0.019 -0.02 0.026 0.006 0
Intuition13 -0.023 0 -0.043 0.003 0.001 -0.023 0.025 0
Intuition16 -0.014 0.195 0.243 -0.039 -0.011 0.192 0.073 -0.012 0
Intuition17 -0.044 0.047 0.058 -0.016 -0.005 0.025 0.018 -0.006 0.345 0
QODPO37 -0.039 0.032 0.072 -0.039 -0.002 0 0.033 -0.002 0.133 0.033 0    
QODPO36 -0.092 0.079 0.035 -0.028 -0.032 0.041 -0.002 -0.036 0.084 0.009 0.062 0   
QODPO35 0.012 -0.017 0.009 0.013 0.048 -0.021 0.001 0.052 0.123 0.058 -0.019 -0.022 0  
QODPO34 0.015 0.01 0 0.113 -0.025 -0.008 -0.018 -0.019 0.024 0 -0.052 -0.047 0.056 0 
DME46 -0.03 -0.03 0.017 -0.026 0.024 -0.038 0.035 0.023 0.101 0.048 -0.013 -0.027 0.016 0 
DME45 -0.029 -0.078 0.019 0.035 -0.045 -0.064 0.018 -0.031 0.058 0.02 -0.022 -0.038 0.004 0.021 
DME44 -0.01 -0.022 0.066 0.009 0.032 -0.054 0.053 0.04 0.129 0.08 0.006 -0.023 0.036 0.018 
DME43 -0.041 -0.008 0.08 0.002 -0.036 -0.028 0.002 -0.026 0.116 0.027 0.003 -0.028 0.02 0.051 
DME42 -0.034 -0.046 -0.009 0.048 -0.009 -0.057 0.005 0.008 0.038 0.023 -0.037 -0.015 -0.004 0.062 
FC41 -0.035 -0.022 0.04 -0.004 -0.033 -0.024 0.004 -0.029 0.012 -0.032 0.007 -0.006 -0.003 0.02 
FC40 -0.025 -0.023 0.041 -0.049 0.074 -0.008 0.019 0.063 0.089 0.047 0 -0.006 0.011 -0.034
FC39 -0.022 -0.013 0.052 0.017 -0.011 -0.024 0.038 -0.014 0.053 0 -0.005 -0.028 0.033 0.017
FC38 -0.034 -0.022 -0.032 0.043 -0.014 -0.064 0.014 -0.007 -0.054 -0.032 -0.035 0.014 0.001 0.033
FP22 0.074 -0.016 0.034 0.001 0.03 -0.039 0.014 0.03 0.103 0.034 -0.031 -0.076 0.009 0.012
FP21 -0.019 0.037 0.115 0.019 -0.027 0.043 0.03 -0.028 0.107 0.007 0.049 0.039 0.013 0.032 
FP20 -0.034 -0.008 0.066 0 0.001 -0.016 0.01 0.002 0.1 0.04 0.006 0.002 0.024 0.022 
FP19 -0.049 -0.015 -0.003 -0.02 0.009 -0.004 0.023 0.005 0.068 0.02 0.033 0.05 0.048 0.014 
FP18 -0.045 -0.014 0.016 0.032 -0.008 -0.024 0.007 -0.022 0.036 0.007 0.017 0.061 0.025 0.048 
Dyms24 0.013 0.068 0.043 0.069 0.007 0.088 0.012 -0.003 0.08 0.011 0.1 0.117 0.03 0.059 
Dyms25 -0.014 -0.033 0.018 -0.064 0 0.026 -0.006 -0.028 0.074 0.02 0.021 -0.061 -0.033 -0.037 
Dyms26 -0.024 -0.099 -0.029 0.014 0.01 -0.069 -0.002 0.002 -0.017 -0.017 0.029 -0.045 -0.006 -0.002 
RDM12 -0.005 0.017 0.078 -0.051 -0.022 0.034 0.031 -0.023 0.035 -0.02 0.054 0.025 0.005 0.013 
RDM11 -0.001 0.015 0.059 -0.098 0.023 -0.014 0.01 0 0.128 0.009 0.037 -0.009 0.023 -0.023 
RDM10 -0.052 -0.012 -0.068 0.002 0.007 -0.059 -0.028 -0.004 -0.006 -0.035 -0.043 -0.011 -0.014 0.006 
RDM9 -0.02 0.059 -0.034 0.036 0.004 0.007 -0.027 0.006 -0.018 -0.01 -0.025 0.017 -0.018 0.028
DMI6 -0.119 0.12 -0.041 -0.119 0.09 0.149 -0.045 0.064 0.418 0.165 0.012 0.03 -0.013 -0.053
DMI5 -0.049 -0.013 0.003 -0.047 0.001 0.006 -0.015 -0.018 0.213 0.025 -0.017 -0.044 -0.024 -0.008
DMI3 0.034 -0.093 0.108 -0.071 0.058 -0.087 0.005 0.039 0.24 0.076 0.026 -0.039 0.009 -0.025
DMI2 0.013 -0.046 -0.037 -0.041 -0.003 -0.074 -0.009 -0.011 0.253 0.087 0.016 -0.046 0.003 0.025 
DMI1 0.035 -0.034 -0.013 -0.017 -0.066 -0.032 -0.019 -0.084 0.075 -0.033 0.046 0.027 0.006 0.019 
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Appendix IX (contd) 
Residual Covariances (Default model) 

 DME46 DME45 DME44 DME43 DME42 FC41 FC40 FC39 FC38 FP22 FP21 FP20 FP19 FP18 
DME46 0              
DME45 0.075 0             
DME44 0.008 -0.03 0            
DME43 -0.028 0 0.002 0           
DME42 0 0.007 -0.023 0.015 0          
FC41 -0.007 -0.024 0.003 -0.023 -0.023 0
FC40 0.004 -0.049 0.033 -0.054 -0.048 0.08 0
FC39 -0.01 -0.029 0.062 0.045 -0.006 -0.019 -0.027 0
FC38 -0.012 -0.034 0.04 -0.003 0.064 -0.027 -0.026 0.025 0      
FP22 -0.018 -0.027 -0.001 -0.027 -0.034 -0.055 -0.027 -0.02 -0.029 0     
FP21 -0.002 0.021 0.03 0.029 -0.022 -0.006 0.007 0 -0.026 0.004 0    
FP20 0.038 0.01 0.065 0.036 0.041 0.026 0.031 0.044 0.025 -0.023 0.006 0   
FP19 0.047 -0.024 0.078 0.026 0.019 0.064 0.103 0.067 0.055 -0.051 -0.005 0.059 0  
FP18 0.012 -0.023 0.051 0.019 0.047 0.034 0.045 0.027 0.074 -0.044 0.007 0.038 0.109 0 
Dyms24 0.008 -0.021 0.089 0.021 0.048 0.041 0.042 0.078 0.082 0.016 0.074 0.037 0.058 0.084 
Dyms25 -0.006 -0.043 0.018 -0.029 -0.036 -0.016 -0.021 -0.02 -0.064 -0.014 0.016 0.006 0.018 -0.011 
Dyms26 -0.029 -0.026 0.054 0.008 -0.007 -0.02 -0.019 0.04 0.003 -0.06 -0.016 -0.017 0.019 -0.014 
RDM12 0.004 0 0.025 0.044 0.001 0.021 0.016 0.002 -0.008 -0.023 0.045 0.011 0.032 0.022 
RDM11 0.009 -0.073 0.067 0.043 -0.014 -0.012 0.035 0.017 -0.019 -0.001 0.011 0.044 0.101 0.046 
RDM10 -0.038 -0.08 0.004 -0.006 -0.001 -0.018 -0.035 -0.002 0.037 -0.074 -0.059 0.008 0.075 0.067
RDM9 -0.03 -0.052 -0.028 -0.028 0.007 -0.007 -0.024 -0.025 0.018 -0.041 -0.012 0.003 0.037 0.06
DMI6 -0.068 -0.12 -0.069 -0.029 -0.115 -0.047 -0.029 -0.048 -0.146 -0.092 0.06 -0.052 -0.044 -0.054
DMI5 -0.054 -0.049 -0.037 0.025 -0.043 -0.022 -0.034 -0.02 -0.078 -0.056 0.012 -0.046 -0.094 -0.054 
DMI3 0.002 -0.02 0.057 0.063 -0.032 0.038 0.054 0.034 -0.071 0.034 0.063 0.061 0.018 -0.001 
DMI2 0.005 0 0.047 0.123 -0.005 0.074 0.026 0.084 -0.078 0.012 0.071 0.019 -0.006 -0.019 
DMI1 -0.01 -0.021 0.02 0.069 -0.009 0.081 0.041 0.07 -0.021 0.01 0.087 0.033 0.004 0.024 

 
 Dyms24 Dyms25 Dyms26 RDM12 RDM11 RDM10 RDM9 DMI6 DMI5 DMI3 DMI2 DMI1 
Dyms24 0            
Dyms25 -0.012 0           
Dyms26 -0.03 0.02 0          
RDM12 0.045 0.023 0.012 0         
RDM11 0.047 0.017 0.017 0.006 0  
RDM10 0.029 -0.045 -0.028 -0.033 0.012 0  
RDM9 0.029 -0.036 -0.021 0.009 -0.046 0.054 0 
DMI6 0.112 -0.017 -0.089 0.01 -0.045 -0.153 -0.039 0
DMI5 0.034 0.013 -0.035 0.03 -0.001 -0.049 -0.012 0.067 0    
DMI3 0.016 0.019 -0.024 0.054 0.05 -0.053 -0.044 -0.072 -0.043 0   
DMI2 -0.01 0.015 -0.055 0.058 0.044 -0.024 -0.021 -0.039 -0.011 0.086 0  
DMI1 0.058 0.046 -0.029 0.073 0.037 -0.014 0.026 -0.045 0.011 -0.026 0.062 0 
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Appendix X 
 
Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) after deleting DMI6, DMI7, DMI8, RDM9, Intuition14, Intuition16, FP23, 
QODPO33, QODPO34, FC41, DME42 and DME45 
 
  DMI5 Dyms28 FP18 Intuition17 Intuition13 DME43 DME44 DME46 QODPO37 QODPO36 QODPO35 FC40 FC39 
DMI5 0             
Dyms28 -0.01 0            
FP18 -0.07 -0.006 0           
Intuition17 0.025 0.022 0.013 0          
Intuition13 -0.04 0.022 -0.034 0 0         
DME43 0.01 -0.003 -0.025 0.002 -0.078 0  
DME44 -0.071 0.036 -0.012 0.061 -0.002 -0.004 0       
DME46 -0.062 0.032 -0.013 0.033 -0.007 0.003 0.005 0      
QODPO37 -0.016 0.025 -0.027 0.044 -0.03 0.017 -0.02 -0.004 0     
QODPO36 -0.039 -0.009 0.02 0.018 -0.067 -0.005 -0.043 -0.013 0.01 0    
QODPO35 -0.005 0.007 0.019 0.057 0.027 0.064 0.052 0.041 -0.013 -0.009 0   
FC40 -0.018 0.024 0.018 0.055 0.045 -0.032 0.016 0.017 0.019 0.021 0.051 0  
FC39 -0.017 0.033 -0.033 0.015 -0.031 0.03 -0.002 -0.018 -0.017 -0.03 0.065 -0.01 0 
FC38 -0.073 0.012 0.03 -0.02 -0.022 -0.009 -0.004 -0.015 -0.039 0.017 0.03 -0.006 0.01 
FP19 -0.114 0.007 0.051 0.027 -0.006 -0.025 0.009 0.018 -0.017 0.002 0.038 0.07 0 
FP20 -0.055 0.001 -0.003 0.044 -0.012 0.004 0.013 0.019 -0.027 -0.027 0.023 0.013 -0.002 
FP21 0.02 0.03 -0.019 0.007 -0.054 0.019 -0.009 -0.007 0.036 0.033 0.032 0.011 -0.025 
FP22 -0.019 0.03 -0.03 0.028 -0.007 0.01 0.001 0.004 -0.002 -0.039 0.053 0.014 0.005 
Dyms24 0.04 0.012 0.068 0.017 -0.007 0.014 0.068 0.004 0.089 0.109 0.037 0.049 0.072 
Dyms25 0.021 -0.006 -0.036 0.029 -0.035 -0.039 -0.014 -0.012 0.004 -0.073 -0.022 -0.012 -0.03 
Dyms26 -0.029 -0.003 -0.033 -0.01 -0.004 0 0.028 -0.033 0.016 -0.055 0.002 -0.013 0.032 
RDM12 0.034 0.029 -0.012 0.004 -0.036 0.041 -0.006 0.003 0.045 0.022 0.024 0.034 -0.003 
RDM11 -0.011 -0.001 -0.02 0.052 -0.011 0.016 -0.001 -0.006 0.001 -0.037 0.039 0.042 -0.017 
RDM10 -0.037 -0.027 0.031 -0.007 -0.025 0.001 -0.027 -0.033 -0.045 -0.005 0.017 -0.003 0.005 
DMI4 0.023 0.017 -0.012 0.06 -0.063 0.047 0.015 -0.001 0.058 0.025 0.02 0.046 0.038 
DMI3 -0.047 -0.002 -0.038 0.08 0.021 0.018 -0.007 -0.024 0 -0.06 0.014 0.05 0.008 
DMI2 0.003 -0.014 -0.054 0.09 -0.033 0.081 -0.017 -0.019 -0.004 -0.062 0.013 0.028 0.063 
DMI1 0.031 -0.02 0 -0.031 -0.102 0.04 -0.025 -0.026 0.035 0.019 0.017 0.047 0.058 
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Appendix X (contd) 
 
Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) after deleting DMI6, DMI7, DMI8, RDM9, Intuition14, Intuition16, FP23, 
QODPO33, QODPO34, FC41, DME42 and DME45 
 

 FC38 FP19 FP20 FP21 FP22 Dyms24 Dyms25 Dyms26 RDM12 RDM11 RDM10 DMI4 DMI3 DMI2 DMI1 
FC38 0               
FP19 0.005 0              
FP20 -0.008 0.012 0             
FP21 -0.041 -0.039 -0.008 0            
FP22 -0.004 -0.045 0.002 0.08 0           
Dyms24 0.079 0.039 0.026 0.075 0.038 0  
Dyms25 -0.069 -0.011 -0.01 0.016 0.018 -0.012 0         
Dyms26 -0.001 -0.005 -0.031 -0.016 -0.036 -0.03 0.019 0        
RDM12 -0.008 -0.007 -0.013 0.04 0.009 0.043 0.019 0.009 0       
RDM11 -0.04 0.027 -0.007 -0.016 0.026 0.034 -0.003 0 -0.008 0      
RDM10 0.048 0.032 -0.016 -0.056 -0.024 0.031 -0.043 -0.027 -0.011 0.012 0     
DMI4 -0.04 -0.035 0.046 0.11 0.059 0.041 0.013 -0.033 0.067 0.025 -0.074 0    
DMI3 -0.089 -0.023 0.032 0.047 0.049 0.007 0.004 -0.036 0.032 -0.001 -0.074 0.067 0   
DMI2 -0.091 -0.046 -0.007 0.062 0.037 -0.016 0.006 -0.062 0.041 -0.001 -0.037 -0.064 0.028 0  
DMI1 -0.027 -0.025 0.016 0.083 0.034 0.056 0.043 -0.032 0.064 0.008 -0.018 -0.023 -0.061 0.04 0 
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Appendix XI I 
 
Standardized Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) after deleting DMI6, DMI7, DMI8, RDM9, Intuition14, Intuition16, 
FP23, QODPO33, QODPO34, FC41, DME42 and DME45 
 
  DMI5 Dyms28 FP18 Intuition17 Intuition13 DME43 DME44 DME46 QODPO37 QODPO36 QODPO35 FC40 FC39 
DMI5 0             
Dyms28 -0.361 0            
FP18 -2.214 -0.271 0           
Intuition17 0.718 0.904 0.487 0          
Intuition13 -1.033 0.796 -1.163 0 0         
DME43 0.222 -0.11 -0.7 0.068 -1.91 0  
DME44 -1.765 1.285 -0.363 1.812 -0.056 -0.083 0       
DME46 -2.103 1.52 -0.553 1.321 -0.237 0.081 0.139 0      
QODPO37 -0.406 0.861 -0.811 1.278 -0.78 0.355 -0.449 -0.132 0     
QODPO36 -0.908 -0.294 0.583 0.493 -1.673 -0.104 -0.933 -0.408 0.198 0    
QODPO35 -0.177 0.347 0.813 2.319 0.975 1.953 1.751 1.9 -0.403 -0.269 0   
FC40 -0.488 0.913 0.589 1.734 1.273 -0.73 0.394 0.589 0.472 0.494 1.836 0  
FC39 -0.382 1.032 -0.866 0.401 -0.714 0.533 -0.033 -0.488 -0.33 -0.562 1.888 -0.204 0 
FC38 -1.892 0.431 0.934 -0.62 -0.592 -0.186 -0.103 -0.487 -0.91 0.392 1.029 -0.162 0.193 
FP19 -3.638 0.33 1.874 1.009 -0.219 -0.707 0.263 0.742 -0.514 0.07 1.646 2.348 -0.011 
FP20 -1.88 0.034 -0.121 1.811 -0.433 0.106 0.44 0.866 -0.888 -0.852 1.093 0.464 -0.055 
FP21 0.532 1.095 -0.57 0.217 -1.512 0.442 -0.231 -0.247 0.892 0.769 1.13 0.292 -0.539 
FP22 -0.497 1.13 -0.918 0.867 -0.189 0.228 0.017 0.142 -0.041 -0.929 1.914 0.375 0.11 
Dyms24 1.163 0.48 2.511 0.563 -0.223 0.387 1.978 0.168 2.567 2.992 1.512 1.54 1.833 
Dyms25 0.558 -0.228 -1.216 0.901 -0.988 -0.954 -0.365 -0.428 0.105 -1.822 -0.822 -0.343 -0.699 
Dyms26 -0.864 -0.112 -1.251 -0.352 -0.112 0.004 0.842 -1.328 0.464 -1.529 0.085 -0.406 0.823 
RDM12 0.896 1.1 -0.395 0.13 -1.028 0.979 -0.153 0.09 1.147 0.529 0.89 0.944 -0.07 
RDM11 -0.213 -0.027 -0.484 1.219 -0.235 0.273 -0.014 -0.156 0.025 -0.658 1.066 0.865 -0.275 
RDM10 -0.826 -0.873 0.862 -0.183 -0.589 0.029 -0.57 -0.988 -0.96 -0.099 0.52 -0.072 0.088 
DMI4 0.444 0.546 -0.344 1.604 -1.516 0.994 0.354 -0.044 1.319 0.545 0.642 1.155 0.764 
DMI3 -0.862 -0.066 -1.056 2.038 0.472 0.364 -0.148 -0.714 0.005 -1.24 0.419 1.19 0.144 
DMI2 0.046 -0.389 -1.411 2.141 -0.703 1.512 -0.345 -0.533 -0.082 -1.189 0.363 0.629 1.128 
DMI1 0.652 -0.695 -0.011 -0.881 -2.587 0.901 -0.618 -0.856 0.839 0.446 0.576 1.238 1.248 
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Appendix XI (contd)II 
 
Standardized Residual Covariances (Group number 1 - Default model) after deleting DMI6, DMI7, DMI8, RDM9, Intuition14, Intuition16, 
FP23, QODPO33, QODPO34, FC41, DME42 and DME45 
 

 FC38 FP19 FP20 FP21 FP22 Dyms24 Dyms25 Dyms26 RDM12 RDM11 RDM10 DMI4 DMI3 DMI2 DMI1 
FC38 0               
FP19 0.154 0              
FP20 -0.281 0.483 0             
FP21 -1.061 -1.171 -0.247 0            
FP22 -0.112 -1.376 0.068 1.984 0  
Dyms24 2.39 1.443 1.062 2.28 1.153 0          
Dyms25 -1.9 -0.38 -0.384 0.444 0.5 -0.334 0         
Dyms26 -0.016 -0.174 -1.256 -0.499 -1.11 -0.968 0.552 0        
RDM12 -0.207 -0.234 -0.483 1.084 0.237 1.365 0.557 0.275 0       
RDM11 -0.769 0.66 -0.185 -0.323 0.533 0.797 -0.058 0.003 -0.145 0      
RDM10 1.049 0.897 -0.488 -1.273 -0.546 0.816 -1.044 -0.731 -0.248 0.194 0     
DMI4 -0.957 -1.032 1.464 2.635 1.435 1.08 0.321 -0.894 1.64 0.461 -1.522 0    
DMI3 -2.016 -0.653 0.976 1.078 1.136 0.171 0.102 -0.937 0.745 -0.014 -1.436 1.138 0   
DMI2 -1.938 -1.208 -0.212 1.318 0.805 -0.373 0.138 -1.51 0.899 -0.014 -0.681 -1.004 0.423 0  
DMI1 -0.692 -0.773 0.535 2.115 0.883 1.57 1.106 -0.906 1.658 0.149 -0.392 -0.443 -1.097 0.675 0
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Appendix XII 
  
Implied (for all variables) Correlations (Default model) 
 

 
 

Intution Decision_E
ffect 

Decision_Q
uality 

Firm_Com
mit 

Firm_Perfo
rm 

Dynamism Rationality Decision 
Mag_Impact 

DMI5 Dyms28 FP18 

Intuition 1           
Decision_Effect -0.054 1          
Decision_Quality -0.199 0.757 1         
Firm_Commit -0.168 0.905 0.792 1        
Firm_Perform -0.147 0.737 0.706 0.753 1       
Dynamism -0.109 0.547 0.566 0.537 0.584 1      
Rationality -0.294 0.729 0.712 0.771 0.756 0.543 1     
Decision Mag_Impact -0.104 0.462 0.438 0.432 0.484 0.442 0.532 1    
DMI5 -0.086 0.38 0.36 0.355 0.398 0.363 0.438 0.822 1   
Dyms28 -0.062 0.309 0.319 0.303 0.329 0.564 0.306 0.249 0.205 1  
FP18 -0.117 0.588 0.562 0.6 0.797 0.465 0.602 0.386 0.317 0.262 1 
Intuition17 0.793 -0.043 -0.158 -0.134 -0.116 -0.087 -0.233 -0.083 -0.068 -0.049 -0.093 
Intuition13 0.833 -0.045 -0.166 -0.14 -0.122 -0.091 -0.245 -0.087 -0.072 -0.051 -0.097 
DME43 -0.047 0.877 0.664 0.794 0.647 0.48 0.64 0.405 0.333 0.271 0.515 
DME44 -0.048 0.889 0.673 0.805 0.656 0.487 0.648 0.411 0.338 0.274 0.522 
DME46 -0.04 0.733 0.555 0.664 0.54 0.401 0.535 0.339 0.278 0.226 0.431 
QODPO37 -0.182 0.692 0.915 0.724 0.646 0.518 0.651 0.4 0.329 0.292 0.514 
QODPO36 -0.176 0.671 0.886 0.702 0.625 0.502 0.631 0.388 0.319 0.283 0.498 
QODPO35 -0.142 0.541 0.715 0.567 0.505 0.405 0.509 0.313 0.257 0.228 0.402 
FC40 -0.132 0.707 0.619 0.781 0.588 0.419 0.602 0.338 0.278 0.236 0.469 
FC39 -0.153 0.821 0.718 0.907 0.683 0.487 0.7 0.392 0.322 0.274 0.545 
FC38 -0.143 0.766 0.67 0.846 0.638 0.454 0.653 0.366 0.301 0.256 0.508 
FP19 -0.119 0.6 0.574 0.613 0.814 0.475 0.615 0.394 0.324 0.268 0.648 
FP20 -0.12 0.601 0.575 0.614 0.815 0.476 0.616 0.395 0.325 0.268 0.65 
FP21 -0.119 0.596 0.57 0.609 0.808 0.472 0.611 0.391 0.322 0.266 0.644 
FP22 -0.117 0.587 0.562 0.6 0.797 0.465 0.602 0.386 0.317 0.262 0.635 
Dyms24 -0.066 0.331 0.342 0.325 0.353 0.604 0.328 0.267 0.22 0.341 0.281 
Dyms25 -0.093 0.464 0.48 0.455 0.494 0.847 0.46 0.374 0.308 0.478 0.394 
Dyms26 -0.08 0.398 0.412 0.391 0.425 0.728 0.395 0.322 0.264 0.41 0.338 
RDM12 -0.233 0.578 0.565 0.612 0.599 0.43 0.793 0.422 0.347 0.243 0.478 
RDM11 -0.269 0.668 0.652 0.706 0.692 0.497 0.916 0.487 0.401 0.28 0.552 
RDM10 -0.247 0.614 0.599 0.649 0.636 0.457 0.841 0.448 0.368 0.257 0.507 
DMI4 -0.087 0.387 0.367 0.362 0.406 0.37 0.446 0.838 0.689 0.209 0.323 
DMI3 -0.088 0.389 0.369 0.364 0.408 0.373 0.449 0.843 0.694 0.21 0.325 
DMI2 -0.091 0.404 0.383 0.378 0.423 0.386 0.465 0.875 0.719 0.218 0.337 
DMI1 -0.085 0.374 0.354 0.35 0.392 0.358 0.431 0.81 0.666 0.202 0.312 
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Appendix XII (contd) 
  
Implied (for all variables) Correlations (Default model) 
 

 Intuition1
7 

Intuition1
3 

DME43 DME44 DME46 QODPO3
7 

QODPO3
6 

QODPO3
5 

FC40 FC39 FC38 FP19 FP20 FP21 FP22 

Intuition17 1               
Intuition13 0.661 1              
DME43 -0.038 -0.039 1             
DME44 -0.038 -0.04 0.78 1            
DME46 -0.031 -0.033 0.643 0.652 1           
QODPO37 -0.144 -0.151 0.607 0.616 0.507 1          
QODPO36 -0.14 -0.147 0.588 0.596 0.492 0.81 1         
QODPO35 -0.113 -0.118 0.475 0.482 0.397 0.654 0.634 1        
FC40 -0.104 -0.11 0.62 0.629 0.518 0.566 0.548 0.442 1       
FC39 -0.121 -0.127 0.72 0.73 0.602 0.657 0.636 0.514 0.708 1      
FC38 -0.113 -0.119 0.672 0.681 0.562 0.613 0.594 0.48 0.661 0.768 1     
FP19 -0.095 -0.099 0.526 0.533 0.44 0.525 0.509 0.411 0.479 0.556 0.519 1    
FP20 -0.095 -0.1 0.527 0.535 0.441 0.526 0.51 0.412 0.48 0.557 0.52 0.663 1   
FP21 -0.094 -0.099 0.523 0.53 0.437 0.522 0.505 0.408 0.476 0.552 0.515 0.658 0.659 1  
FP22 -0.093 -0.097 0.515 0.522 0.431 0.514 0.498 0.402 0.469 0.544 0.508 0.648 0.65 0.644 1 
Dyms24 -0.052 -0.055 0.29 0.294 0.243 0.313 0.303 0.245 0.253 0.294 0.275 0.287 0.288 0.285 0.281 
Dyms25 -0.073 -0.077 0.407 0.413 0.34 0.439 0.425 0.343 0.355 0.413 0.385 0.402 0.403 0.4 0.394 
Dyms26 -0.063 -0.066 0.349 0.354 0.292 0.377 0.365 0.295 0.305 0.354 0.331 0.345 0.346 0.343 0.338 
RDM12 -0.185 -0.194 0.507 0.514 0.424 0.517 0.5 0.404 0.478 0.555 0.518 0.488 0.489 0.485 0.478 
RDM11 -0.213 -0.224 0.586 0.594 0.489 0.596 0.578 0.467 0.552 0.641 0.598 0.563 0.564 0.559 0.551 
RDM10 -0.196 -0.206 0.538 0.546 0.45 0.548 0.531 0.429 0.507 0.589 0.549 0.517 0.519 0.514 0.507 
DMI4 -0.069 -0.073 0.339 0.344 0.284 0.335 0.325 0.262 0.283 0.328 0.307 0.33 0.331 0.328 0.323 
DMI3 -0.07 -0.073 0.342 0.346 0.285 0.337 0.327 0.264 0.285 0.331 0.308 0.332 0.333 0.33 0.325 
DMI2 -0.072 -0.076 0.354 0.359 0.296 0.35 0.339 0.274 0.295 0.343 0.32 0.344 0.345 0.342 0.337 
DMI1 -0.067 -0.07 0.328 0.333 0.274 0.324 0.314 0.254 0.273 0.318 0.296 0.319 0.32 0.317 0.312 

 
 Dyms24 Dyms25 Dyms26 RDM12 RDM11 RDM10 DMI4 DMI3 DMI2 DMI1 
Dyms24 1          
Dyms25 0.512 1         
Dyms26 0.44 0.617 1        
RDM12 0.26 0.365 0.313 1       
RDM11 0.3 0.421 0.362 0.726 1      
RDM10 0.276 0.387 0.332 0.667 0.771 1     
DMI4 0.224 0.314 0.269 0.354 0.408 0.375 1    
DMI3 0.225 0.316 0.271 0.356 0.411 0.377 0.707 1   
DMI2 0.234 0.327 0.281 0.369 0.426 0.392 0.733 0.738 1  
DMI1 0.216 0.303 0.261 0.342 0.395 0.363 0.679 0.683 0.709 1 
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Appendix XIII  
 
Modification index of the initial model 
 

Covariances: (Group number 1 - Default model) 
   M.I. Par 

Change 
z1 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 44.902 -0.16 
z1 <--> Firm_Perform 109.56 0.21 
z1 <--> Dynamism 6.182 0.045 
z1 <--> z2 15.126 -0.116 
z3 <--> z5 23.686 0.024 
z4 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 5.204 -0.034 
z4 <--> z5 122.758 0.081 
z4 <--> z3 36.977 0.043 
e5 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 4.465 0.038 
e5 <--> Firm_Perform 31.997 -0.087 
e5 <--> Dynamism 4.213 0.028 
e4 <--> e5 5.085 0.035 
e3 <--> z2 12.759 0.089 
e3 <--> z1 4.22 -0.044
e3 <--> e5 11.259 -0.055 
e3 <--> e4 33.717 0.098 
e2 <--> e4 30.041 -0.092 
e2 <--> e3 9.092 0.053 
e1 <--> e5 7.994 0.044 
e1 <--> e4 4.7 -0.035 
e1 <--> e3 22.727 -0.081
e1 <--> e2 12.554 0.059 
e28 <--> e1 4.273 -0.032 
e18 <--> z1 8.306 0.047 
e18 <--> z5 7.031 -0.019 
e17 <--> z5 9.508 0.029 
e17 <--> e4 4.614 0.036 
e17 <--> e2 5.571 0.041 
e17 <--> e1 5.169 -0.038 
e13 <--> z1 4.913 -0.051 
e13 <--> e3 8.276 0.055
e43 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 10.293 0.057 
e43 <--> z3 10.495 0.027 
e43 <--> z4 16.995 0.05 
e43 <--> e5 4.451 0.031 
e43 <--> e2 8.818 0.048 
e44 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 5.696 -0.038 
e44 <--> Dynamism 5.682 0.029 
e44 <--> z4 28.224 0.059 
e44 <--> e5 4.803 -0.029 
e44 <--> e17 4.586 0.03
e46 <--> e28 5.083 0.028 
e37 <--> Firm_Perform 10.242 -0.04 
e37 <--> Dynamism 12.851 0.041 
e37 <--> e18 13.488 -0.037 
e36 <--> Dynamism 7.615 -0.035 
e36 <--> z2 4.583 -0.044 
e36 <--> z4 9.167 0.035 
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Appendix XIII (contd) 
 
Modification index of the initial model 
 

   M.I. Par 
Change 

e36 <--> e3 4.983 -0.034 
e36 <--> e2 4.21 -0.031 
e36 <--> e18 14.511 0.043 
e35 <--> Firm_Perform 10.517 0.042 
e35 <--> z2 4.829 0.042 
e35 <--> z5 11.736 0.026 
e35 <--> z3 8.847 -0.021
e35 <--> z4 9.654 0.033 
e40 <--> z2 7.66 0.061 
e40 <--> z3 6.029 0.02 
e40 <--> z4 6.226 -0.029 
e40 <--> e3 5.864 0.039 
e40 <--> e13 4.162 0.035 
e40 <--> e43 14.199 -0.054 
e40 <--> e44 6.181 0.032 
e40 <--> e46 6.826 0.032 
e39 <--> z5 47.247 0.059 
e39 <--> z3 5.055 0.018 
e39 <--> e2 12.068 0.055 
e39 <--> e18 18.612 -0.052 
e39 <--> e43 31.914 0.081 
e39 <--> e35 8.88 0.037 
e38 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 21.974 -0.078 
e38 <--> Firm_Perform 4.278 0.029 
e38 <--> z1 5.333 0.042 
e38 <--> z5 13.047 0.029 
e38 <--> e3 4.759 -0.033 
e38 <--> e2 10.358 -0.048 
e38 <--> e18 18.992 0.049 
e38 <--> e17 5.077 -0.033
e38 <--> e44 4.676 0.026 
e38 <--> e37 8.196 -0.032 
e38 <--> e36 26.151 0.064 
e19 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 9.094 -0.044 
e19 <--> z1 27.851 0.084 
e19 <--> z5 4.348 -0.015 
e19 <--> e5 16.779 -0.05
e19 <--> e4 5.609 -0.03 
e19 <--> e18 68.347 0.081 
e19 <--> e43 14.422 -0.045
e19 <--> e37 6.226 -0.025 
e19 <--> e40 19.024 0.051 
e19 <--> e39 5.039 -0.026 
e20 <--> z3 8.586 -0.018 
e20 <--> e5 6.584 -0.028 
e20 <--> e4 4.243 0.023 
e20 <--> e3 6.016 0.029
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Appendix XIII (contd) 
 
Modification index of the initial model 

   M.I. Par 
Change 

e20 <--> e19 8.238 0.025 
e21 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 13.295 0.064 
e21 <--> Firm_Perform 4.573 -0.031
e21 <--> z4 14.041 -0.045 
e21 <--> e5 4.546 0.031 
e21 <--> e18 4.098 -0.024 
e21 <--> e44 5.083 -0.029 
e21 <--> e37 4.124 0.024 
e21 <--> e35 4.795 -0.027 
e21 <--> e38 8.748 -0.039 
e21 <--> e19 17.135 -0.047 
e22 <--> e18 7.955 -0.034 
e22 <--> e36 16.459 -0.055 
e22 <--> e35 4.449 0.026 
e22 <--> e19 18.546 -0.05 
e22 <--> e21 56.776 0.105
e24 <--> Firm_Perform 10.949 0.059 
e24 <--> Dynamism 4.606 -0.034 
e24 <--> z3 11.485 0.033 
e24 <--> e2 6.343 -0.048 
e24 <--> e18 10.923 0.047 
e24 <--> e36 19.691 0.071 
e24 <--> e38 8.535 0.047 
e25 <--> z5 5.694 -0.022 
e25 <--> z3 7.872 -0.024 
e25 <--> z4 20.823 -0.058
e25 <--> e36 11.309 -0.047 
e25 <--> e38 14.404 -0.053 
e25 <--> e22 6.655 0.039 
e26 <--> e17 5.708 -0.039 
e26 <--> e46 9.238 -0.039 
e26 <--> e36 7.079 -0.037 
e26 <--> e40 4.465 -0.032 
e26 <--> e39 4.345 0.031 
e26 <--> e24 5.778 -0.043 
e26 <--> e25 8.038 0.042
e12 <--> z4 4.408 -0.025 
e12 <--> e44 4.562 -0.027 
e12 <--> e37 4.351 0.025 
e12 <--> e21 21.65 0.065 
e11 <--> Firm_Perform 12.199 0.058 
e11 <--> z5 8.779 -0.028 
e11 <--> z3 8.173 -0.026 
e11 <--> z4 18.091 -0.057 
e11 <--> e43 7.826 -0.044 
e11 <--> e36 13.55 -0.055 
e11 <--> e40 5.586 0.037 
e11 <--> e39 4.872 -0.035 
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Appendix XIII (contd) 
 
Modification index of the initial model 

   M.I. Par 
Change 

e11 <--> e38 16.947 -0.061 
e11 <--> e19 9.076 0.039 
e11 <--> e22 12.068 0.055
e11 <--> e25 6.382 0.042 
e10 <--> Decision Mag_Impact 9.945 -0.062 
e10 <--> Firm_Perform 11.741 0.056 
e10 <--> z5 12.288 -0.033 
e10 <--> z3 8.182 -0.026 
e10 <--> e4 14.481 -0.064 
e10 <--> e18 33.786 0.077 
e10 <--> e17 6.525 -0.044 
e10 <--> e37 21.782 -0.062 
e10 <--> e36 6.965 0.039 
e10 <--> e40 10.7 -0.051 
e10 <--> e38 19.374 0.065 
e10 <--> e19 16.106 0.052
e10 <--> e21 9.335 -0.047 
e10 <--> e11 13.944 0.06 

 


